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The utilization of solar photovoltaic (PV) systems has gained
a tremendous momentum due to decreasing costs of PV
arrays and interface systems by as much as 50% during the last
five years. The advancements on electric utility grid interface
systems and utilization of PV arrays in standalone local power
generation and smart buildings with storage battery and
back-up hybrid systems are increasing the PV system utilization as the emerging form of renewable/alternative energy
source. In many countries, the government has instituted
special incentives and tax credits as well as feed-in tariff
and energy purchase back legislation programs in order to
promote and encourage manufacturers and consumers and
boost new investments in solar PV energy use in different
sectors.
As the solar PV systems emerge as viable and economic source of green energy with increasing installation
sites every year, attempts are made to find economic and
technological solutions to the problems arising from various
aspects of the PV utilization schemes. The state of the art
research is continuing in all areas from material sciences to
manufacturing and interfacing in order to ensure efficient
utilization and commercial viability in terms of cost, security,
and durability of PV and hybrid PV-wind-storage systems.
Specific areas focus on PV array topologies, dynamic sun
tracking, maximum power point control, storage devices,
and efficient decoupled interface with smart grid and smart
building to ensure dynamic matching of energy to load
requirements with minimal impact on the host utility grid.
Besides, energy management studies in smart grids and
distributed generation have become other additional areas of

demand side management and energy efficient hybrid utilityrenewable energy.
We invited investigators to contribute original research
articles as well as review articles that will stimulate the continuing efforts and promote new research directions to address
the undergoing challenges and technological requirements in
PV systems utilization in order to ensure commercial viability
and improve usability, security, reliability, and integration of
sustainability of converting sun power to electricity.
Hybrid PV-wind-fuel cell-microgas turbines with storage
Li-ion batteries and super capacitors are promising to modify
the way smart grid manages efficient electrical energy and
ensure demand-side management and peak shifting as well
as shaving of peak demand during summer months due to
massive air-conditioning loads.
The inherent problems of PV interfacing include the
effects of solar insulation and temperature changes affecting
the PV array power/energy as well as interface power quality
and required dc-ac isolation and grid supply security and
reliability.
The effects of mismatching conditions and partial shading/clouding problems require novel control and power
tracking algorithms, new architecture using multi converters,
and sitting/location dynamic exchanges of PV arrays using
series-parallel (SP) topologies.
The special edition is a collection of accepted papers
focused on photovoltaic systems emerging technology and
current applications including interfacing, energy efficient
utilization, emerging technologies, fabrication, and new control strategies for maximum power point tracking under
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contingencies, mismatching, and cloudy/partial shading conditions with PV farm/park utilization and field studies. Technologies using solar energy in heating and cooling systems,
advancements in manufacturing processes, developments
in power electronic devices for utility interfacing issues,
shading effects, maximum power point tracking algorithms,
and efficient energy management for higher efficiency in PV
systems are some other topics presented in this special issue.
Ismail H. Altas
Adel M. Sharaf
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The potential implementation of hybrid photovoltaic (PV)/diesel energy system in western region of Saudi Arabia is analyzed in this
paper. The solar radiation intensity considered in this study is in the range of 4.15–7.17 kWh/m2 /day. The HOMER software is used
to perform the technical and economical analysis of the system. Three different system configurations, namely, stand-alone diesel
system, and hybrid PV/diesel system with and without battery storage element, will be evaluated and discussed. The analysis will be
addressed to the impact of PV penetration and battery storage on energy production, cost of energy, number of operational hours
of diesel generators, fuel savings, and reduction of carbon emission for the given configurations. The simulation results indicate
that the energy cost of the hybrid PV/diesel/battery system with 15% PV penetration, battery storage of 186.96 MWh, and energy
demand of 32,962 MWh/day is $0.117/kWh.

1. Introduction
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is blessed with abundant
energy resources. It has the world’s largest oil reserves and
the world’s fourth largest proven gas reserves. In addition, the
Kingdom also has abundant wind and solar renewable energy
resources. However, in this country, the use of its renewable
energy resources to generate electricity is negligibly small and
almost all its electricity is produced from the combustion of
fossil fuels [1]. During the last two decades, electrical energy
consumption in Saudi Arabia increased significantly due to
rapid economic development and the absence of energy conservation measures. It is expected that peak loads will reach
60 GW in 2023 which causes total investment may exceed $90
billion. Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop energy
conservation policies for sustainable development [2].
Remarkable efforts to diversify energy sources and to
intensify the deployment of renewable energy options have

been increasing around the world. In recent years, a set of
renewable energy scenarios for Saudi Arabia has been proposed to examine the prospects of renewable sources from
the perspective of major oil producers. The drive towards
renewable energy in Saudi Arabia should not be regarded as
being a luxury but rather a must, as a sign of good governance,
concern for the environment, and prudence in oil-production
policy [3, 4].
The first priority in intensifying renewable energy deployment in the 21st century is the combined effects of the depletion of fossil fuels and the awareness of environmental degradation [5]. Therefore, policy makers and researchers are
paying more attention to research in this field. For instance,
Alnatheer has conducted researches on environmental impacts of electric energy system expansion in Saudi Arabia.
It has been concluded that the use of renewable energy
and energy efficiency resources gives significant environmental benefits [6, 7]. Apart from local conservation efforts,
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Figure 1: Solar irradiation map in Saudi Arabia.
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the country has an option to reduce domestic diesel consumption and increase its oil exports. By reducing domestic
diesel consumption, subsidies can be used to promote the use
of renewable energy. This, in turn, contributes to reducing air
pollution and greenhouse gas emissions [3, 8].
As one of renewable energy sources, solar energy is a sitedependent, inexhaustible, benign (does not produce emissions that contribute to the greenhouse effect), and potential
source of renewable energy that is being developed by a
number of countries with high solar radiation as an effort to
reduce their dependence on fossil-based nonrenewable fuels
[9]. Saudi Arabia, located in the heart of one of the world’s
most productive solar regions, receives the most potent kind
of sunlight [10]. With the average annual solar radiation of
2200 kWh/m2 in the Arabian Peninsula, applications of solar
energy have been growing since 1960 [9, 10]. Now and in
the future, exploitation of this important energy resource
becomes more imperative for Saudi Arabia [11].
Makkah is the most populous province of Saudi Arabia.
It is located in western region of Saudi Arabia and has annual
solar radiation of 247.5 W/m2 . There are many factors affecting the electricity demand in this area, such as weather
changes, social life activities (work, school, and prayer times),
and special events (Ramadan and Hajj) [12]. With the high
electricity demand during both day- and nighttime, replacing
diesel generators with PV/battery system is not a wise
solution. Therefore, very large sizes of PV and battery are
needed to meet the electricity demand; otherwise, electricity
shortages will occur.
Many researchers have reported that hybrid PV/diesel/
battery system is more economically viable than stand-alone
diesel system [13–16]. It is not happening in Makkah at the
present time. Operation cost for the stand-alone diesel
generators is relatively cheap in Makkah because of the low
diesel fuel price. However, diesel generators are not environmentally friendly. Although hybrid PV/diesel/battery system
is more expensive than the stand-alone diesel, the hybrid system gives other various advantages, such as improved reliability and reduced pollution and emission.
In this paper, a hybrid PV/diesel system is designed to
reach its optimum performance to meet load demand in
Makkah. Diesel generators are used as a backup for the hybrid
system. Minimum sizes of the hybrid system components
required to achieve zero unmet electric loads are determined
using hybrid optimization model for electric renewable
(HOMER) software [17].
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Figure 2: Solar irradiation data.

solar irradiation data; on the right axis is the clearness index
of the solar irradiation. It is clearly shown that solar irradiance
is high (above the average) in March–September with a peak
in June, while solar irradiance is low in January, February,
October, November, and December as shown in Figure 3.

2. Solar Irradiance Data

3. Design and System Specifications

Saudi Arabia is one of the driest and hottest countries in the
world. The global solar irradiation in Saudi Arabia is shown
in Figure 1. Either the clearness index or the solar irradiation
data can be used to represent the solar resource. Based
on data from NASA surface meteorology and solar energy
(http://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov), the solar irradiation in Makkah
(21∘ 26 North, 39∘ 49 East) is between 4.15 kWh/m2 /day and
7.17 kWh/m2 /day. The scaled annual average of the solar radiation is estimated to be 5.94 kWh/m2 /day. Figure 2 shows the

3.1. Primary Load. The load demand in Makkah varies
monthly. Three different reasons for increases in the load
demand in Makkah are due to (1) special occasions (Eid alFitr, National Day), (2) religious occasions (Hajj, Ramadan,
and Umra), and (3) climate conditions. The maximum peak
load occurs in the summer season. Sometimes there is an
overlapping between the summer season and the Hajj or
Ramadan month resulting in a much higher load demand for
that period.
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Figure 3: Monthly solar irradiation data.

Figure 4: Monthly load profile of Makkah.

Load profile of Makkah is presented in Figure 4. From the
load profile, it is shown that peak load in Makkah is 2,213 MW
with energy consumption of 32,962 MWh/day. The peak load
is about 0.023% or 2 hours during the year.
3.2. Design Specification. In this design, the hybrid PV/diesel/
battery system consists of four main system components:

(1) PV modules, (2) storage batteries, (3) diesel generators,
and (4) inverters. The configuration of the hybrid PV/diesel/
battery system is shown in Figure 5.
3.2.1. Diesel Generator (DG). A diesel generator (DG) is characterized by its fuel consumption and efficiency. The fuel
characteristic describes the amount of fuel the generator

4
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Table 2: DG data.
AC generator
set 1

DG
Size
Lifetime
Min. load ratio
Capital cost
Replacement cost
Operating and maintenance cost

AC generator
set 2
Load

AC generator
set 3

PV

AC generator
set 4
AC generator
set 5

Battery

AC generator
set 6

Table 3: PV data.

Converter

AC generator
set 7
AC

DC

Figure 5: Configuration of hybrid PV/diesel/battery system.

1.1–2.2 GW
20 yr
90%
$2500/kW
$2000/kW
$3/yr

are used as a backup during peak demand periods which
cannot be fulfilled by PV and battery. The DGs also support
the battery at nighttime when the PV has stopped producing
electricity. In order to cover the peak load of 2,213 MW,
80 MW/unit DG is used in the simulation. There are 26 DGs
employed in this design to meet the load demand. They
are distributed into 7 groups of generators as illustrated in
Figure 5. Table 1 presents amount of DGs in each group. The
DG cost and technical data are provided in Table 2.

30
Efficiency (%)

PV system
Size
Lifetime
Derating factor
Capital cost
Replacement cost
Operating and maintenance cost

Efficiency curve

40

20

10

0

80 MW
15000 hr
40%
$400/kW
$350/kW
$0.05/hr

0

20

40

60

80

100

Output (%)

Figure 6: Efficiency curve.
Table 1: Generator groups.
Group
Generator 1
Generator 2
Generator 3
Generator 4
Generator 5
Generator 6
Generator 7

Number of units
4
4
4
4
4
4
2

Total capacity (MW)
320
320
320
320
320
320
160

consumes to produce electricity. The efficiency curve defines
electrical energy coming out divided by the chemical energy
of fuel going in.
In this design, the DGs have the fuel intercept coefficient
of 0.01609 L/kWh and the fuel slope of 0.2486 L/kWh. The
efficiency curve of the DGs is shown in Figure 6. The DGs

3.2.2. Photovoltaic (PV). Solar energy is used as the base-load
power source. PV array size is dependent on the load profile,
solar radiation, and renewable fraction. The renewable fraction is the fraction of the energy delivered to the load that
originated from renewable power sources, and in this case the
renewable fraction is related to the PV production.
With the peak load of 2.2 GW, the initial PV size of
2.2 GW is fair enough for the PV/diesel/battery hybrid system. The PV size can be either increased or decreased, according to the amounts of unmet electric load and renewable
fraction set in the design. This PV size will be used to cater
for the variety of load demand in a year. PV array will only
generate electricity at daytime, from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. The
excess generated power will be used to charge the battery. The
PV cost and technical data are provided in Table 3.
3.2.3. Inverter. The PV arrays produce direct current (DC) at
a voltage that depends on the design and the solar radiation.
The DC power then runs to an inverter, which converts it into
standard AC voltage. The inverter size is rated based on the
selected PV size, in order to maximize the quantity of energy
which is harvested from the PV arrays. For 2.2 GW rated
output PV, the inverter is rated at 2.2 GW to fully supply the
power from the PV. However, it is frequently sized below the
PV rated output because the PV does not always produce its
full rated power. Smaller size inverter will minimize inverter

5
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Figure 7: Lifetime curve.

safe operating SOC is between 40% and 100%. Lifetime of
the battery is 12 years for operating within the safe region.
It will shorten the battery’s lifetime if operated below the
SOC of 40% or over DOD of 60% as shown in Figure 7. The
battery lifetime throughput is 10,569 kWh when operated
with minimum SOC of 40% or maximum DOD of 60%. The
data for battery is provided in Table 5.

4. Cost of Carbon Emissions
Carbon emissions cause economic costs of damage and resulting climate change. The cost of carbon emissions is calculated by multiplying tons of CO2 emitted for each type of plant
system by an assumed cost per ton for carbon emission. The
cost per ton for carbon emissions is not set in Saudi Arabia
since there is currently no CO2 market mechanism. However,
emission penalties can be added to analyze the total annual
cost of the power system on the assumption that the penalties
are $50/t for CO2 , $900/t for SO2 , $2600/t for NO𝑥 , and
$2800/t for PM [18, 19].

Table 4: Inverter data.
Inverter
Size
Lifetime
Efficiency
Capital cost
Replacement cost
Operating and maintenance cost

5. Simulation Results and Discussions
<2.2 GW
10 yr
90%
$400/kW
$375/kW
$20/yr

Performance of the stand-alone diesel system, hybrid PV/
diesel system without battery, and hybrid PV/diesel system
with battery is discussed in this section. Simulations for various configurations are performed by considering the total
battery storage sizes of 186.96 MWh for 5 min/autonomy
(equivalent to 5 min of average load), while the hourly average
load is 1,373.434 MWh/hr.

Table 5: Battery data.
Battery
Type
Lifetime
Batteries per string
Nominal voltage
Nominal capacity
Nominal energy capacity of each battery
Capital cost
Replacement cost
Operating and maintenance cost

Surrette 4KS25P
12 yr
12
4 V (48 V)
1900 Ah
7.60 kWh
$1200/quantity
$1200/quantity
$60/yr

cost but does not reduce the system performance. A brief
summary on the data for inverter is provided in Table 4.
3.2.4. Battery. Battery is used as a storage device which has
two operation modes: charging and discharging. Excess electricity from PV or other sources can be stored in the battery.
The purpose of the battery is to alleviate the mismatch
between the load demand and electricity generation.
State of charge (SOC) indicates the level of battery charge.
When the battery is fully charged, the SOC level is 100%.
Battery has its specific minimum SOC allowed to operate, and
it is usually recommended by the battery manufacturers.
The battery chosen is Surrette 4KS25P. It is a 4-volt deep
cycle battery rated at 1,900 Ah at 100 hour rate. The battery’s

5.1. Stand-Alone Diesel System. From the simulation results, it
can be found that stand-alone diesel system without renewable penetration gives total net present cost (NPC) of
$17,335,490,560 and CO2 emission of 8,460,421,632 kg/yr.
This system offers 0% for both the unmet load and excess
electricity. This is according to the diesel price of $0.067/L.
The cost of energy (COE) for this stand-alone diesel system
is $0.102/kWh.
Monthly average electric production and cash flow summary are shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively.
5.2. Hybrid PV/Diesel System without Battery. To determine
the feasibility of hybrid PV/diesel installation, four configuration options will be analyzed:
(1) option 1: PV (1.1 GW) with DGs;
(2) option 2: PV (2.2 GW) with DGs;
(3) option 3: PV (3.3 GW) with DGs;
(4) option 4: PV (4.4 GW) with DGs.
5.2.1. Option 1: PV (1.1 GW) with DGs. From the simulation
results, it can be noticed that this system gives total NPC of
$20,139,882,496 and CO2 emission of 7,198,296,576 kg/yr. The
COE for this system is $0.119/kWh with PV penetration of
15%.
Monthly average electric production and cash flow summary are illustrated in Figures 10 and 11, respectively.
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5.2.2. Option 2: PV (2.2 GW) with DGs. From the simulation
results, it can found that this system gives total NPC of
$20,995,399,680 and CO2 emission of 6,276,211,200 kg/yr.
The COE for this system is $0.124/kWh with PV penetration
of 26%.
Monthly average electric production and cash flow summary are shown in Figures 12 and 13, respectively.

5.2.4. Option 4: PV (4.4 GW) with DGs. From the simulation
results, it can be noticed that this system gives total NPC
of $23,976,376,320 and CO2 emission of 5,408,787,456 kg/yr.
The COE for this system is $0.141/kWh with PV penetration
of 36%.
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Figure 11: Cash flow summary.
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5.2.3. Option 3: PV (3.3 GW) with DGs. From the simulation
results, it can be seen that this system gives total NPC of
$22,260,590,592 and CO2 emission of 5,742,476,288 kg/yr.
The COE for this system is $0.131/kWh with PV penetration
of 32%.
Monthly average electric production and cash flow summary are illustrated in Figures 14 and 15, respectively.
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Monthly average electric production and cash flow summary are shown in Figures 16 and 17, respectively.
From the simulation results, it can be found that option 1
is the cheapest and the minimum system requirement to meet
all demands. All of them offer the unmet load of 0% as summarized in Table 6.
High PV penetration might result in difficulties in control
while maintaining stable voltage and frequency. The level of
renewable energy penetration in real application is generally
in the range of 11–25%. The utilization of the bigger PV array
size will result in a higher value of the total NPC as well as
the COE. On the other hand, reducing the PV size will result
in higher dependence of DGs and give more CO2 emission.
Therefore, the use of PV array size between 1.1 and 2.2 GW is
justified.
5.3. Hybrid PV/Diesel System with Battery. From the simulation results, it can be seen that this system gives total NPC
of $19,849,900,032 and CO2 emission of 7,176,592,896 kg/yr.
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Table 6: Hybrid PV/diesel system without battery performance.
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5.3.1. Option 1: PV (1.1 GW) with Battery and DGs. Monthly
average electric production and cash flow summary are
illustrated in Figures 18 and 19, respectively.
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The COE for this system is $0.117/kWh with PV penetration
of 15%.
From the previous results, it is shown that PV array size
between 1.1 and 2.2 GW offers satisfying options. To determine the feasibility of hybrid PV/diesel with battery installation, two options of configurations are considered:
(1) option 1: PV (1.1 GW) with battery and DGs;
(2) option 2: PV (2.2 GW) with battery and DGs.

5.3.2. Option 2: PV (2.2 GW) with Battery and DGs. From
the simulation results, it can be found that this system
gives total NPC of $20,690,055,168 and CO2 emission of
6,247,786,496 kg/yr. The COE for this system is $0.122/kWh
with the PV penetration of 26%.
Monthly average electric production and cash flow summary are shown in Figures 20 and 21, respectively.
The summaries of hybrid PV/diesel system with battery
are presented in Table 7.
5.4. Comparing Designs. The hybrid PV/diesel system using
PV array size of 1.1 GW gives 15% renewable penetration. This
penetration value makes sense for real-world application.
Further, the utilization of PV array size more than 1.1 GW is
out of consideration, since it would result in higher values of
the total NPC as well as the COE. In addition, higher contribution of renewable energy penetration might give problems related to system instability.
The summaries of the stand-alone diesel system, hybrid
PV/diesel system without battery, and hybrid PV/diesel system with battery are presented in Table 8. By using the proposed hybrid PV/diesel system without battery, the total NPC
is $20,139,882,496. This system is the most expensive system
configuration as can be seen in Table 8. One of the main reasons is that the power generated by PV is not being fully utilized. If there are no storage devices, the excess solar electricity
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Table 7: Performance of hybrid PV/diesel system with battery.
Config.
Option 1
Option 2

Unmet load (%)
0%
0%

Excess elect. (%)
0.84
5.93

NPC ($)
19,849,900,032
20,690,055,168

COE ($/kWh)
0.117
0.122

PV penet.n (%)
15
26

CO2 emissions (kg/yr)
7,176,592,896
6,247,786,496

Table 8: Stand-alone diesel and hybrid PV/diesel with and without battery.
Config.
Diesel
PV/diesel
PV/diesel/battery

Unmet load (%)
0%
0%
0%

NPC ($)
17,335,490,560
20,139,882,496
19,849,900,032
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Figure 21: Cash flow summary.

cannot be stored and is considered as losses. When the PV
cannot meet the load demand, the DGs will be then operated
to cope for the demand. The yearly load has to be provided
by DGs if the PV/diesel system does not use battery storages
[20].
Although storage devices are typically very expensive,
they are very important to ensure that the excess electricity
produced from PV can be stored for later use. It would greatly
optimize the system and, as a result, the PV/diesel system with
battery is less expensive than the PV/diesel system without
battery.
The COE of hybrid PV/diesel/battery system (15% PV
penetration) with 5-minute battery autonomy is $0.117/kWh
(diesel fuel price of $0.067/L). This value is lower than the
COE of hybrid PV/diesel system under similar condition
which is $0.119/kWh. As reported in some pieces of literature,
the COE of PV/diesel system in some countries is in the range
of $0.22–0.96/kWh [14, 21–27]. The COE varies depending on
diesel fuel prices, PV penetrations, and interest rates.
The present cost of electricity production by diesel power
plant in Makkah is about $0.10/kWh. This cost of electricity
production matches the simulation result for the stand-alone
diesel as shown in Table 8. The average electricity price for

COE ($/kWh)
0.102
0.119
0.117

PV penet.n (%)
0
15
15

CO2 emissions (kg/yr)
8,460,421,632
7,198,296,576
7,176,592,896

residence in Makkah is about $0.0133–0.0693/kWh (1 $ =
3.75 SAR). Residential buildings consume most of electricity
in Saudi Arabia and estimated 45–47% of the total electrical
energy generated in the country [20, 28]. The difference between cost and price is paid from the government resources
which subsidize fuel and electricity prices.
As shown in Table 8, the stand-alone diesel system is
cheaper than the hybrid PV/diesel system either with or
without battery for application in Makkah. It is because of the
cheap subsidized diesel fuel price in Makkah.
By renewable energy penetration of 15% (as in hybrid
PV/diesel with battery), the use of diesel fuel can be reduced
from 3,212,823,296 L/yr to 2,725,292,544 L/yr. In this case, the
country can save 487,530,752 L of diesel fuel per year. From
environmental viewpoint, the use of hybrid PV/diesel
system will significantly reduce CO2 emission from
8,460,421,632 kg/yr to 7,176,592,896 kg/yr.

6. Conclusion
The HOMER software has simulated three different system
configurations, namely, stand-alone diesel system, hybrid
PV/diesel system, and hybrid PV/diesel/battery system, for
two options of PV array size, that is, 1.1 GW and 2.2 GW. The
hybrid PV/diesel system using PV array size of 1.1 GW gives
15% renewable penetration. This penetration value makes
sense for the real-world application. From the simulation,
it has been clearly demonstrated that the stand-alone diesel
system has the lowest COE but the highest CO2 gas emission.
The use of hybrid PV/diesel system will significantly reduce
CO2 gas emission from environmental point of view. On
the other hand, the configuration of hybrid PV/diesel system
without battery is the most expensive system. One of the
main reasons is that the power generated by PV is not being
fully utilized. Since the storage devices are very important to
ensure that the excess electricity produced by PV array can
be stored for later use, it would greatly optimize the system.
As a conclusion, the PV/diesel system with battery is more
economical than the PV/diesel system without battery.
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A new multiphase hybrid boost converter, with wide conversion ratio as a solution for photovoltaic energy system, is presented in
this paper. To ensure that all the phases of the converter operate at the same switching frequency we use interleaving topology. The
proposed converter can be used as an interface between the PV system and the DC load/inverter. This multiphase converter has
the advantage of reduced value and physical size of the input and output capacitor as well as the effort for the inductors. To validate
the operation of the converter we provide the analyses and the simulation results of the converter.

1. Introduction
Photovoltaic (PV) energy has attracted interest as an energy
source capable of solving the problems of the energy crisis.
Solar PV energy is becoming an increasingly important part
of the renewable energy resources. It is considered one of the
most promising energy resources due to its infinite power
delivered directly for free, and many other advantages. These
include reliability, availability, zero pollution or destruction
of the land, reasonable installation and production cost,
long life-span, and the capability of supporting microgrid
systems and connecting to electrical grids [1–5]. One of
the challenges in the case of grid connection applications
or high voltage DC applications requirements is the low
voltage of the PV module. For this reason, many PV modules
should be either connected in series to meet these application
requirements, or to use a step-up DC/DC converter. This
type of converter is widely used in PV systems. Theoretically,
a traditional step-up converter can achieve a high stepup voltage gain with an extremely high duty ratio near to
100% [6]. The step-up voltage gain in practice is limited

due to the effect of power switches, rectifier diodes, the
equivalent series resistance of inductors and capacitors, and
the saturation effects of the inductors and capacitors [7]. Due
to the fact that these traditional converters are not able to
operate efficient with a high duty ratio near to 100%, scientific
literature presents many topologies [8–11] that provide a high
step-up voltage gain without an extremely high duty ratio.
A very good review of nonisolated high step-up DC/DC
converters used in renewable energy applications is presented
in [12, 13], where the advantages and disadvantages of these
converters and the major challenges are summarized. In [14]
the architecture of a high step-up converter, which contains
seven parts including a PV module input circuit, a primaryside circuit, a secondary-side circuit, a passive regenerative
snubber circuit, a filter circuit, a DC output circuit, and
a feedback control mechanism, is presented. The authors
from [14], for raising the voltage gain, are using a coupled
inductor with a low-voltage rated switch. In [15] three types of
step-up converters with high-efficiency by using PV system
with reduced diode stresses sharing are proposed. Through
the employ of coupled inductor and switched capacitor, the
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proposed converters attain high step-up conversion ratio
without operating at extreme duty ratio. Very often in the
literature is presented high step-up DC/DC converter that
utilizes at least one coupled inductor. One of these structures
is presented in [16] where the operating principle and steady
state analyses are discussed in detail, and a prototype of
the circuit is implemented. Another configuration of stepup converter with coupled inductor is presented in [17]. This
converter achieves a high step-up voltage conversion ratio,
without extreme duty ratios and the numerous turn’s ratios
of a coupled inductor. The leakage inductor energy of the
coupled inductor is efficiently recycled to the load. Other
high step-up DC/DC converters with coupled inductor are
presented in [18–21].
In this paper is presented and analysed the structures of
the step-up hybrid boost converter [7, 22], or as named in
some papers switched inductor boost type.
One of the main disadvantages of this circuit is that the
effort for the input and output capacitor, in the case of a
single-phase DC/DC converter is very high. This is the same
with the effort of the inductors. Based on the structure of
the hybrid boost converter built in multiphase design, we
present a method for reducing this disadvantage through a
new multiphase hybrid boost converter.

2. Single-Phase Hybrid Boost Converter
Figure 1 shows the step-up hybrid boost converter which
was introduced in [22]. The hybrid boost DC/DC converter
consists of a classical boost converter in which is inserted an
L-switching structure. The L-switching structure consists of
two inductors and three diodes. We can simply say that the
input inductor from a classical boost converter was replaced
by the two inductors in the new hybrid converter. This type of
converter provides high gain and high efficiency and is used
for many applications such as solar cell energy conversion
systems [7], fuel cell energy conversion systems, battery backup systems for uninterruptible power supplies, and high
intensity discharge lamp ballast for automobile head lamps
[23].
The gain of the hybrid boost converter is higher than the
traditional boost converter by a factor of (𝑑 + 1). Figure 2
shows a comparison between the gain of the hybrid boost
converter and the traditional boost converter.

(UOut /UIn ) = (d + 1)/(d − 1)
(UOut /UIn ) = 1/(d − 1)

Figure 2: Conversion ratio of a hybrid boost and traditional boost
DC/DC converter.
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Figure 4: Current flow in switched-on and switched-off state of the
hybrid boost DC/DC converter.

To ensure a better understanding, this section continues
by presenting and discussing the power part of the hybrid
converter, which is presented in Figure 3.
The power part consists of an input network with two
inductors and three diodes, a step-up circuit with the power
switch S and diode DO , as well as a DC-link capacitor at
the input and output side of the converter. Based only on
the circuit structure, we can observe that the energy can be
transferred only in one direction from input to output.
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For operation of the converter we use a pulse control
method. Figure 4 shows the current flow in the circuit in the
switched-on and the switched-off state.
In the switched-on state the inductors are connected in
parallel and the current of both inductors flows in the input
phase and in the switch element. For this reason during the
switched-on state the current in the output phase 𝑖OP is zero
(Figure 8). In the switched-off state the inductance current
flows in series through the inductors and the output diode. In
this moment the inductors are connected in series, while the
input phase current 𝑖IP and output phase current 𝑖OP are the
same as the inductor current. The expectation being that only
the average value of the input phase current would flow in the
converter input current, 𝐼In , while the AC-current component
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would flow in to the capacitor 𝐶I and the average value of the
output phase current would flow in the converter output 𝐼Out .
For calculations, we assumed that all elements of the
converter would work without losses, the voltage and currents
at the input and output were ideally DC-values, and the
converter would be controlled with pulse width modulation
[24]. With these requirements in the converter switching
states, the voltage at the inductors can be determined by
applying the voltage-second balance on the inductor as
follows:
𝑡on : 𝑢𝐿 = 𝑈In ,
𝑡off :

𝑢𝐿 = −

𝑈Out − 𝑈In
,
2

(1)

where 𝑢𝐿 is the inductor voltage, 𝑈In is the input voltage, and
𝑈Out is the output voltage.
As we can see from the above formulas, the voltage at the
inductors is positive in the switched-on state and negative in
the switched-off state. In circuit operation the positive and
negative voltage-time-area at the inductors must always be
the same. With this condition the conversion ratio of the
hybrid boost DC/DC converter can be calculated. Consider
𝑈Out =

1+𝑑
⋅𝑈
1 − 𝑑 In

with 𝑑 =

𝑡on
𝑡
, 1 − 𝑑 = off .
𝑇P
𝑇P

(2)

2.1. DC/DC Converter Input Circuit. In Figure 5 the current
waveforms at the input of the hybrid boost converter is
presented. The first waveform shows the currents in both
inductors, and we can see that they are the same. The inductor
current rises in switched-on state and fall in switched-off
state, so that a triangular shape current is generated. The
middle waveform presents the input phase current 𝑖IP , and
the lower waveform presents the input capacitor current 𝑖IC .
The average current 𝐼𝐿 AV depends on the duty cycle 𝑑.
Consider
𝐼𝐿 AV =

𝐼In
.
1+𝑑

(3)

In order to calculate the required inductance and capacitance in the circuit we needed to fix conditions for the circuit
operation. We first needed to know the rated output voltage,
as well as the minimal input voltage at rated power which
should be transferred. With these conditions the conversion
ratio of the circuit for rated input power 𝑃In 𝑅 transfer is fixed.
In this operation point the DC-input current and the
average current 𝐼𝐿 AV in the inductors can be calculated. It
is assumed that this average current 𝐼𝐿 AV is the maximum
DC-value in the inductances. Figure 6 shows the possible
power transfer dependent on the duty cycle for three different
converter designs. The inductivity must be calculated for the
maximum inductor voltage-time-area within the pulse periods and the maximum acceptable current variation during
this time. In the switched-on state 𝑡on , the input voltage 𝑈In
is connected at the inductors. The voltage 𝑈In is described in

formula (5) as a function of the output voltage and the duty
cycle. Consider
𝑈In ⋅ 𝑡on
,
Δ𝑖𝐿

(4)

𝑈Out ⋅ 𝑇P 𝑑 ⋅ (1 − 𝑑)
⋅
.
Δ𝑖𝐿
1+𝑑

(5)

𝐿1 = 𝐿2 =
𝐿1 = 𝐿2 =

Considering the full duty cycle range, the voltage-timearea within the pulse periods reaches its maximum for a duty
cycle of approximately 41%. For this duty cycle in general
the converter inductance is specified. The maximum acceptable current variation Δ𝑖𝐿 max is chosen normally between
10% and 30% of the rated average inductance current 𝐼𝐿 AV 𝑅 .
These inductances can be realized as individual or mutual
coupled inductances.
𝐿1 = 𝐿2 =

𝑈Out ⋅ 𝑇P
⋅ (3 − 2 ⋅ √2)
Δ𝑖𝐿 max

(6)

with Δ𝑖𝐿 max = (0.1–0.3) ⋅ 𝐼𝐿 AV 𝑅 .
We continue with the calculation of the capacity of the
input side. We begin with the worst case scenario which could
happen when the converter input current is an ideally average
value and the overall AC-current of the input phase flows in
the capacitor (see Figure 4). This AC-current in the capacitor
produces an AC-voltage at the input that is overlaid with the
DC-input voltage. For this reason the maximum acceptable
voltage variation at the capacitor must be chosen during the
capacity dimension. Consider
𝐶I =

𝑖C ⋅ 𝑡on
,
Δ𝑢C

𝐶I =

𝐼𝐿 AV ⋅ 𝑇P
⋅ 𝑑 ⋅ (1 − 𝑑) .
Δ𝑢In max

(7)

The current-time-area depends on the duty cycle having
its maximum at 50% and at the rated inductance current
𝐼𝐿 AV . In practice, the acceptable static voltage variation at the
converter input is chosen smaller than 1% of the rated input
voltage 𝑈In 𝑅 .
𝐶I =

𝐼𝐿 AV 𝑅 ⋅ 𝑇P
4 ⋅ Δ𝑢In max

with Δ𝑢In max ≤ 0.01 ⋅ 𝑈In 𝑅 .

(8)

In the input of the DC/DC converters, electrolytic capacitors are often used [25]. The main design criteria for these
capacitors are the RMS current loads. The RMS current in
the input capacitor is calculated as a function of the duty
cycle for an average inductance current 𝐼𝐿 AV and a maximum
current variation Δ𝑖𝐿 max . Consider
𝐼IC
= 𝐼𝐿 AV
⋅ √𝑑 ⋅ (1 − 𝑑) + (

Δ𝑖𝐿 max 2 𝑑2 ⋅ (1 − 𝑑)2 ⋅ (1 + 3 ⋅ 𝑑)
.
) ⋅
𝐼𝐿 AV
12 ⋅ (1 + 𝑑)2 ⋅ (3 − 2 ⋅ √2)
(9)
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The result can be split into two. One is dependent on
the average current 𝐼𝐿 AV and the other is dependent on the
triangle current variation in the inductances. In Figure 7,
the current in the RMS capacitor is shown. The maximum
value of the capacitor current is higher than the half average
inductance current 𝐼𝐿 AV . The current variation has, however,
only a small influence on the total RMS current in the
capacitor.
2.2. DC/DC Converter Output Circuit. Figure 8 shows the
current and voltage waveforms at the output of the hybrid
boost DC/DC converter.
The first waveform in Figure 8 shows the current in
both inductors. The middle waveform presents the output
phase current 𝑖OP . The lower waveform shows the AC-current
in the output capacitor. This current can be calculated by
subtraction of output phase current 𝑖OP and output current
𝐼Out .
We continue with the calculation for the capacity of the
output side. We begin with the worst case scenario which
would happen when the converter output current is an ideally
average value and the overall AC component of the output
phase current flows in the capacitor (see Figure 8). This ACcurrent in the capacitor produces an AC-voltage at the output
that is overlaid with the DC-output voltage. For this reason
the maximum acceptable voltage variation at the capacitor
must be chosen during the capacity dimension. The currenttime-area in the capacitor within the pulse periods can be
described as a function of the output current and the duty
cycle. Consider
𝐶O =

𝐼Out ⋅ 𝑇P
⋅ 𝑑,
Δ𝑢Out max

⋅𝑇
𝐼
𝐶O = 𝐿 AV P ⋅ 𝑑 ⋅ (1 − 𝑑) .
Δ𝑢Out max

(10)

The current-time-area depends on the duty cycle with
its maximum at 50% and at rated inductance current 𝐼𝐿 AV .
In practice, the acceptable static voltage variation is chosen
smaller than 1% of the nominal output voltage 𝑈Out . Consider
𝐶O =

𝐼𝐿 AV 𝑅 ⋅ 𝑇P
4 ⋅ Δ𝑢Out max

with Δ𝑢Out max ≤ 0.01 ⋅ 𝑈Out 𝑅 . (11)

Also on the output side of the hybrid boost converters,
electrolytic capacitors are often used. For design of the
capacitors, the RMS current in the output must be calculated.
In the next formula the RMS current is determined as a
function of the duty cycle for an average inductance current
𝐼𝐿 AV and a maximum inductance current variation Δ𝑖𝐿 max .
Consider
𝐼OC
= 𝐼𝐿 AV
⋅ √𝑑 ⋅ (1 − 𝑑) + (

Δ𝑖𝐿 max 2
𝑑2 ⋅ (1 − 𝑑)3
.
) ⋅
𝐼𝐿 AV
12 ⋅ (1 + 𝑑)2 ⋅ (3 − 2 ⋅ √2)
(12)

The result can also be split into two: one is dependent on
the average inductor current 𝐼𝐿 AV , and the other is dependent
on the triangle current variation in the inductances. In
Figure 9, the current in the RMS capacitor is shown. The
maximum value is more than the half average inductance
current 𝐼𝐿 AV . The current variation also has only a small
influence on the total RMS current in the capacitor.
The effort for the input and output capacitor in the case
of a single-phase DC/DC converter is very high. In the
next section a method for reducing the capacitor currents is
presented. With this method, the effort for the inductors can
also be reduced.

3. Multiphase DC/DC Converter
Several solutions and their control were presented in the
literature for interconnection of the converters [26–32].
Multiphase configuration is one of them [33–35]. Although
the physical connection of the multiphase looks exactly the
same like parallel connection, the main difference between
them is the method of how they time/control their main
switches. The parallel configuration is operated by having
the switching signals for main switches coincide with each
other (e.g., when switch from first power converter turns on,
so does the switch from the second power converter and
vice versa). The main advantage of parallel configuration is
that the control circuit must only provide a single switching
signal.
In multiphase converter each switch operates at a different
time with a phase shift between the switch gate drivers [36]
but with common frequency. The result of the phase delay
allows multiphase configurations to exhibit higher overall
efficiency due to ripple cancelation, smaller output filter
requirements, and smaller output voltage ripple [37–40].
The output voltage ripple is reduced because the output
frequency is increased by the number of phase times of
the individual switch frequency. Higher output frequency
makes the output ripple easier to filter which allows smaller
components and further increase in efficiency [36]. In [41]
is presented another two-phase boost converter topology,
which due to the fact that the multiphase configuration,
at the output the circuit, will have just a single capacitor
and the output voltage will have ripple component twice
the operating switching frequency of each individual boost
converter. The frequency multiplication effect also occurs at
the input side of the converter and will reduce the input
filters and will improve the quality of the input current
[41].
The hybrid boost DC/DC converter presented in this
paper can also be built in multiphase design. Therefore the
different phases are connected at a common input and output
capacitor. The total current is subdivided in the different
phases. By interleaving switching topology the AC-currents
in the input 𝐶I and output capacitor 𝐶O can be reduced
clearly. In addition the frequency of the capacitor currents
is increased. With suitable circuit design the effort of the
inductances can be decreased. Figure 10 shows a DC/DC
converter in two-phase design.
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3.1. DC/DC Converter Input Circuit. In Figure 11 the current
waveforms at the input of a two-phase hybrid boost converter
are shown. First, the currents in both inductances and
the input current of phase one are shown. Represented
underneath in green are the same currents of phase two.
The triangle shaped inductance currents of the two phases
are shifted with about a half pulse period. At switched-on
time the input current of each phase is twice as small as the
inductance current from a single-phase converter. But in this
circuit the overall input phase current 𝐼IP consists of the sum
of all the input phase currents. The overall input phase current
𝐼IP , with the DC-component 𝐼In is shown in Figure 11. Also for
this circuit it is assumed that only the DC-current is flowing
in the circuit input. With these conditions, for multiphase
converters, the function between the input current 𝐼In and the
average inductance current of the individual phases 𝐼𝐿 𝑛 AV can
be calculated. Consider
𝐼𝐿 𝑛 AV =

𝐼In
.
𝑛 ⋅ (1 + 𝑑)

(13)

The total AC-component of the overall input phase
current 𝐼IP flows in the input capacitor (Figure 11). This
current is clearly smaller in comparison to a single-phase
hybrid boost converter. In addition, the frequency of the
capacitor current is doubled. For these reasons the filter effort
is reduced.
We continue with the calculation of the inductances and
capacitors of a multiphase hybrid boost converter. The same
technical conditions for a single-phase converter are applied
and the calculation of inductances for an 𝑛-phase design can
be accomplished in the same way as for single-phase circuits.
Taking into account the input current which is subdivided
into the different phases, the maximum current variation
in the inductances must be based on the maximum DCcurrent at rated power in the individual phases. For design,
the maximum current variation is selected between 10% and
30% of the phase DC-current in the inductances at rated
power. Consider
𝐿 1𝑛 = 𝐿 2𝑛 =

𝑈Out ⋅ 𝑇P
⋅ (3 − 2 ⋅ √2)
Δ𝑖𝐿 𝑛 max

(14)

with Δ𝑖𝐿 𝑛 max = (0.1–0.3) ⋅ 𝐼𝐿 𝑛 AV 𝑅 .
The amplitude of the triangle current variation in the
inductors is dependent on the duty cycle of the converter.
Because the duty cycle in all phases has the same value, the
current variations in all inductors are equivalent. Consider
Δ𝑖𝐿 𝑛 =

(𝑑) ⋅ (1 − 𝑑)
(1 + 𝑑) ⋅ (3 − 2 ⋅ √2)

⋅ Δ𝑖𝐿 𝑛 max .

(15)

The necessary input capacity of the multiphase hybrid
boost converter will now be calculated. Compared to a singlephase design, the capacitor current is reduced and the current
frequency is increased by the number of phases. As a consequence the current in the capacitor has a voltage variation

at the input. For the capacitor design, the permissible static
voltage variation in general is selected smaller than 1% of the
rated input voltage. Consider
𝐶I =

𝑇P ⋅ 𝐼𝐿 𝑛 AV
4 ⋅ 𝑛 ⋅ Δ𝑢In max

with Δ𝑢In max ≤ 0.01 ⋅ 𝑢In 𝑅 .

(16)

In these DC/DC converters, electrolytic capacitors are
used often. A main design criterion of these capacitors is the
RMS current load. For this reason, for multiphase DC/DC
converters the RMS current in the input capacitor 𝐶I will be
calculated. Therefore the switching processes in the phases
are assumed as ideal. Moreover, it is accepted that the current
in the input is an ideal DC-current. The worst case scenario
will happen when the capacitor is loaded with the total ACcurrent component.
The input capacitor current for two-phase converters is
represented in Figure 12. In the case of closer inspection the
capacitor current can be split into two different components:
a rectangle part and a triangle part. The RMS current of these
two components has been calculated. The RMS result of the
rectangle portion for multiphase converters is shown in the
formula below:
𝐼IC Π

0
1
0
 √ 𝐼2
2
if ≤ 𝑑

𝐿 𝑛 AV ⋅ 𝑛 ⋅ (𝑑 − ) ⋅ ( − 𝑑)

𝑛
𝑛
𝑛

1

≤

𝑛


1
2
1
 √ 𝐼2
2
if ≤ 𝑑

𝐿 𝑛 AV ⋅ 𝑛 ⋅ (𝑑 − ) ⋅ ( − 𝑑)
𝑛
𝑛
𝑛


2

≤

𝑛

2
3
2
=  √ 𝐼2
2
if ≤ 𝑑

𝐿 𝑛 AV ⋅ 𝑛 ⋅ (𝑑 − ) ⋅ ( − 𝑑)
𝑛
𝑛
𝑛


3

≤

𝑛

..
..


.
.


𝑛
−
1
𝑛
𝑛
−
1
 √ 𝐼2
2
) ⋅ ( − 𝑑) if
≤𝑑
 𝐿 𝑛 AV ⋅ 𝑛 ⋅ (𝑑 −
𝑛
𝑛
𝑛

𝑛


≤ .

𝑛
(17)
In this formula it is necessary to consider that the average
inductance current 𝐼𝐿 𝑛 AV becomes smaller with an increasing
number of phases. For example, the average inductance
current 𝐼𝐿 𝑛 AV in a two-phase converter is only half as big as in
a single-phase converter. With this fact in mind the rectangle
component of the input capacitor current can clearly be
reduced with a multiphase design.
In addition, the RMS current of the triangle has been
calculated. The next formula shows the RMS results for a
multiphase circuit design. Consider
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Figure 23: Output current of phase two, 𝑖OP2 .
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Figure 24: Overall output phase current, 𝑖OP .
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Figure 27: Output voltage, 𝑉Out .
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√Δ𝑖𝐿2 𝑛

max ⋅

√Δ𝑖𝐿2 𝑛

max ⋅

√Δ𝑖𝐿2 𝑛 max

⋅

𝑛 ⋅ [[2 − (𝑛 + 1) ⋅ 𝑑]2 ⋅ (𝑑 − 0/𝑛)3 + [0 − (𝑛 + 0) ⋅ 𝑑]2 ⋅ (1/𝑛 − 𝑑)3 ]
2

12 ⋅ (3 − 2 ⋅ √2) ⋅ (1 + 𝑑)2
𝑛 ⋅ [[4 − (𝑛 + 2) ⋅ 𝑑]2 ⋅ (𝑑 − 1/𝑛)3 + [2 − (𝑛 + 1) ⋅ 𝑑]2 ⋅ (2/𝑛 − 𝑑)3 ]
2

12 ⋅ (3 − 2 ⋅ √2) ⋅ (1 + 𝑑)2
𝑛 ⋅ [[6 − (𝑛 + 3) ⋅ 𝑑]2 ⋅ (𝑑 − 2/𝑛)3 + [4 − (𝑛 + 2) ⋅ 𝑑]2 ⋅ (3/𝑛 − 𝑑)3 ]

if

0
1
≤𝑑≤
𝑛
𝑛

if

1
2
≤𝑑≤
𝑛
𝑛

(18)

2
3
if ≤ 𝑑 ≤
𝑛
𝑛

2

12 ⋅ (3 − 2 ⋅ √2) ⋅ (1 + 𝑑)2

.
.
.

.
.
.
√Δ𝑖𝐿2 𝑛

max

⋅

𝑛 ⋅ [[2 ⋅ 𝑛 − (𝑛 + 𝑛) ⋅ 𝑑]2 ⋅ (𝑑 − (𝑛 − 1) /𝑛)3 + [(2 ⋅ 𝑛 − 2) − (𝑛 + 𝑛 − 1) ⋅ 𝑑]2 ⋅ (𝑛/𝑛 − 𝑑)3 ]
2

12 ⋅ (3 − 2 ⋅ √2) ⋅ (1 + 𝑑)2

The current variation Δ𝑖𝐿 𝑛 max in this formula is selected
in relation to the rated average inductance current 𝐼𝐿 𝑛 AV
during the circuit dimension. This will mean that with the
same circuit dimension and increasing number of phases, the
current variation is reduced.
The geometrical addition of rectangle and triangle RMS
components results in the total capacitor current for an 𝑛phase hybrid boost DC/DC converter. Consider
2
2
𝐼IC = √𝐼IC
Π + 𝐼IC Δ .

(19)

Figure 12 shows the RMS current in the input capacitors
of multiphase DC/DC converters. The current load of the
capacitor decreases with the increasing number of phases.
The influence of the rectangle RMS component is clearly
dominant (dotted lines, 𝑖𝐿 𝑛 max = 0). The maximum capacitor
current component produced from the rectangle portion is
smaller by a factor of 1/𝑛 for 𝑛-phase converters. The triangle
capacitor current is not dependent on the converter power
and has, for all loads, the same value. In case of rated power
the additional load from the triangle current in the capacitors
is small.
3.2. DC/DC Converter Output Circuit. Figure 13 shows the
current waveforms at the output of a two-phase hybrid boost
DC/DC converter. First, the currents in both inductors and
the output current of phase 1 are represented. In the middle
the current of phase 2 is shown. The triangle inductance
current of the two phases is shifted within about a half pulse
period of each other. At switched-off times, the inductors are
connected in series and the current flows to the output phase,
just as in a single-phase converter. However, in this circuit,
the overall output phase current 𝐼OP consists of the sum of all
the output phase currents. The overall output phase current
𝐼OP with the DC-component 𝐼Out is shown Figure 13. It is
assumed that only the DC-current is flowing in the circuit
output; the total AC-component of the overall output phase
current 𝐼OP flows in the output capacitor. In comparison to
a single-phase hybrid boost converter this current is clearly

if

𝑛−1
𝑛
≤𝑑≤ .
𝑛
𝑛

smaller. In addition, the frequency of the capacitor current
has been doubled.
The necessary output capacity of the multiphase hybrid
boost converter will next be calculated. Compared to a
single-phase design, the output capacitor current is reduced
and the current frequency is increased by the number of
phases. As a consequence the current in the capacitor has
a voltage variation at the output. For the capacitor design the
permissible static voltage variation in general is selected at
less than 1% of the rated output voltage. Consider
𝐶O =

𝑇P ⋅ 𝐼𝐿 𝑛 AV
4 ⋅ 𝑛 ⋅ Δ𝑢Out max

with Δ𝑢Out max ≤ 0.01 ⋅ 𝑢Out 𝑅 .
(20)

The RMS current in the output capacitor 𝐶O will next be
calculated for multiphase hybrid boost DC/DC converters.
The output capacitor current for a two-phase converter is
represented in Figure 13. Like the input capacitor, the output
capacitor current can also be split into a rectangle and
a triangle component. The RMS current of the rectangle
portion for multiphase converters is shown in the formula
below:
𝐼OC Π

0
1
0
1
 √ 𝐼2
2
if ≤ 𝑑 ≤

𝐿 𝑛 AV ⋅ 𝑛 ⋅ (𝑑 − ) ⋅ ( − 𝑑)

𝑛
𝑛
𝑛
𝑛


1
2
1
2
 √ 𝐼2
2
if ≤ 𝑑 ≤

𝐿 𝑛 AV ⋅ 𝑛 ⋅ (𝑑 − ) ⋅ ( − 𝑑)
𝑛
𝑛
𝑛
𝑛


2
3
2
3
=  √ 𝐼2
2
if ≤ 𝑑 ≤
𝐿 𝑛 AV ⋅ 𝑛 ⋅ (𝑑 − ) ⋅ ( − 𝑑)

𝑛
𝑛
𝑛
𝑛


..
..

.
.



𝑛−1
𝑛
𝑛−1
𝑛
 √ 2
2
 𝐼𝐿 𝑛 AV ⋅ 𝑛 ⋅ (𝑑 − 𝑛 ) ⋅ ( 𝑛 − 𝑑) if 𝑛 ≤ 𝑑 ≤ 𝑛
(21)
The output capacitor RMS current, that is, produced
by the rectangle component is exactly the same as that in
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the input capacitor. It is necessary to also consider that the
average inductance current 𝐼𝐿 𝑛 AV becomes smaller with the

𝐼OC Δ




 √Δ𝑖𝐿2 max ⋅

𝑛





 √Δ𝑖𝐿2 𝑛 max ⋅




= 

2
 √Δ𝑖𝐿 𝑛 max ⋅



 ..
 .




 √Δ𝑖𝐿2 max ⋅
𝑛




increasing number of phases. The next formula shows the
output capacitor RMS component produced by the triangle
part of multiphase converters. Consider

𝑛 ⋅ 𝑑2 ⋅ [(𝑛 − 1)2 ⋅ (𝑑 − 0/𝑛)3 + (𝑛 − 0)2 ⋅ (1/𝑛 − 𝑑)3 ]
2

12 ⋅ (3 − 2 ⋅ √2) ⋅ (1 + 𝑑)

2

𝑛 ⋅ 𝑑2 ⋅ [(𝑛 − 2)2 ⋅ (𝑑 − 1/𝑛)3 + (𝑛 − 1)2 ⋅ (2/𝑛 − 𝑑)3 ]
2

12 ⋅ (3 − 2 ⋅ √2) ⋅ (1 + 𝑑)

2

𝑛 ⋅ 𝑑2 ⋅ [(𝑛 − 3)2 ⋅ (𝑑 − 2/𝑛)3 + (𝑛 − 2)2 ⋅ (3/𝑛 − 𝑑)3 ]
2

12 ⋅ (3 − 2 ⋅ √2) ⋅ (1 + 𝑑)2

if

0
1
≤𝑑≤
𝑛
𝑛

if

1
2
≤𝑑≤
𝑛
𝑛

if

2
3
≤𝑑≤
𝑛
𝑛

(22)

..
.
𝑛 ⋅ 𝑑2 ⋅ [(𝑛 − 𝑛)2 ⋅ (𝑑 − (𝑛 − 1) /𝑛)3 + [𝑛 − (𝑛 − 1)]2 ⋅ (𝑛/𝑛 − 𝑑)3 ]
2

12 ⋅ (3 − 2 ⋅ √2) ⋅ (1 + 𝑑)

The geometrical addition of rectangle and triangle RMS
components results in the total capacitor current for 𝑛-phase
converters. Consider
2
2
𝐼OC = √𝐼OC
Π + 𝐼OC Δ .

(23)

In Figure 14 the RMS current in the output capacitors of
multiphase DC/DC converters is shown. The current load of
the capacitor decreases with the increasing number of phases.
If neglecting the current variation (Δ𝑖𝐿 𝑛 max = 0, dotted
lines), the maximum current in the output capacitor 𝐶O is
smaller for 𝑛-phase converters by a factor of 1/𝑛 compared
to a single-phase design. The load in the output capacitors
produced by the triangle current is fixed by the inductance
converter design. This capacitor current is not dependent on
the converted power. If the converter is operated with rated
output power, this current has only a small influence on the
overall capacitor current. In the figure, the output capacitor
current is represented with a current variation of Δ𝑖𝐿 𝑛 N max =
0.5𝐼𝐿 𝑛 AV . The influence of the triangle current at the output
capacitors is smaller than at the input side of the converter.
The calculations indicate that the triangle current load
in the input and output capacitor for multiphase converters
is clearly reduced. Putting this knowledge into practice, the
triangle current in the inductances can be selected more
largely [42, 43]. The dynamics of the hybrid boost DC/DC
converter can be improved and beyond that the inductance
and capacitor effort of the circuit can be reduced substantially.
Besides the calculated current in the capacitors also is
flowing harmonics current produced by switching processes
of the phases [44]. This current has been examined in [45–47]
for different converters. In consequence, these results can also
be used for a hybrid boost converter. The additional current
can contribute substantially to the output capacitors, heating
up the capacitors during the small load of the converter.
However, with higher power the calculated capacitor current

2

if

𝑛−1
𝑛
≤𝑑≤ .
𝑛
𝑛

dominates. A statement for all semiconductor types cannot
be made. Beyond that, this additional current is dependent
on the pulse frequency of the converter.
3.3. Simulation of the Two-Phase Hybrid Boost DC/DC Converter. We made this simulation of the two-phase hybrid
boost DC/DC converter in CASPOC simulation program
with a power source, not with a PV module. The following
parameters are used for simulation: 𝑃In = 300 W, 𝑈In = 60 V,
𝐼In = 5 A, 𝐿 11 = 𝐿 21 = 𝐿 12 = 𝐿 22 = 823.55 𝜇H, 𝐶I =
15.625 𝜇F, 𝐶O = 5.208 𝜇F, and 𝑓𝑠 = 50 kHz.
In previous Figures 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 26, 27, and 28 are presented the results of simulation.
Figure 16 presents the PWM pulses applied to switch 1,
corresponding to first phase of the converter, respective the
PWM pulses applied to switch 2, corresponding to the second
phase of the converter. Figure 17 show the input current of
phase 1, Figure 18 show the input current of phase 2, and the
overall input phase current which consists of the sum of all
the input phase currents, in our case phase one and phase two
it is presented in Figure 19. It is obvious from Figure 20 that
the currents of phase one through inductors 𝐿 11 and 𝐿 21 (𝑖𝐿 11 ,
𝑖𝐿 21 ) are equal. The currents of phase two through inductors
𝐿 12 and 𝐿 22 (𝑖𝐿 12 , 𝑖𝐿 22 ) are equal, but here is represented just
one of them in Figure 21. Output current of phase 1, respective
2, and the overall output phase current which consists of the
sum of all the output phase currents, in our case phase one
and phase two, are presented in Figures 22, 23, and 24. In the
last figures are presented the output current and voltage, and
the ripple of them.

4. Conclusion
Beginning from a step-up hybrid boost converter which was
introduced in [22], after analyses this circuit and seeing if it

International Journal of Photoenergy
is suitable for a PV system, we realize that one of the main
disadvantages of this circuit is that the effort for the input
and output capacitor, in the case of a single-phase DC/DC
converter, is very high. This is the same with the effort of
the inductors. A method for reducing this disadvantage was
based on the same structure of the hybrid boost converter but
built in a multiphase design. To ensure that all the phases of
the converter operate at the same switching frequency and
with phase-shift between them, we used interleaving switching strategy. After we analyze this new multiphase hybrid
boost converter, made the theoretical calculation, and sketch
the waveform, our presumption became true. The effort of the
inductors, of the input and output capacitor, is decreased and
at the same time their size is reduced. The frequency of the
capacitor currents is increased with the number of phase. To
validate and confirm our theoretical calculation, we simulate
this circuit in CASPOC [48] simulation program.
Therefore, how it is obvious from theoretical calculation
and waveforms associated to it, compared with the simulation
waveforms, we can see a very good accordance. Based on this,
next step will be to put this circuit into practice.
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We propose variable pumping frequency (VPF) scheme which is merged with the previous reconfigurable charge pump (RCP)
circuit that can change its architecture according to a given sunlight condition. Here, merging the VPF scheme with the architecture
reconfiguration can improve percentage output currents better by 21.4% and 22.4% than RCP circuit with the fixed pumping
frequencies of 7 MHz and 15 MHz, respectively. Comparing the VPF scheme with real maximum power points (MPP), the VPF
can deliver 91.9% of the maximum amount of output current to the load on average. In terms of the power and area overheads, the
VPF scheme proposed in this paper consumes the power by 0.4% of the total power consumption and occupies the layout area by
1.61% of the total layout area.

1. Introduction
Solar energy is one of the most popular energy sources that
can be harvested from environment because of its ubiquitous
availability and high power density, and that DC voltage and
current can be directly obtained from sunlight [1–3]. Due to
these advantages that are mentioned just earlier, harvesting
solar energy becomes more popular and useful in various
applications such as wireless sensor networks (WSN) [4, 5].
Among various solar energy harvesting systems, in this paper,
we consider a simple capacitor-based charge pump circuit
for harvesting a small amount of solar energy [6, 7]. The
charge pump circuit with small-scale energy harvesting can
be implemented with low cost and simple architecture; thus,
it can be suitable to tiny low-power and low-cost systems such
as WSN systems.
One problem in developing solar energy harvesting systems is that sunlight is not static but changes dynamically.
As a result of this dynamic variation of sunlight, an amount
of solar energy that can be converted to electrical voltage
and current by energy harvesting systems can be changed.
When sunlight is very strong, the amount of solar energy

that can be converted to electrical voltage and current is
large. On the contrary, for weak sunlight, the amount of
solar energy is small; thereby, the converted amounts of
voltage and current become small, too. Figure 1(a) shows the
current-voltage relationship of solar cell for various sunlight
conditions. For the sunlight intensity as strong as 38 mA,
maximum power point (MPP) that means a bias point that
can deliver maximum amount of current-voltage product of
solar cell is given at 𝑉SC = 2.97 V and 𝐼SC = 32.7 mA. Here 𝑉SC
and 𝐼SC are the solar cell’s voltage and current, respectively.
If the sunlight intensity becomes as small as 2 mA in weak
sunlight condition, the MPP moves to 𝑉SC = 1.81 V and
𝐼SC = 1.61 mA, as shown in Figure 1(a). Figure 1(b) shows
the relationship of solar cell’s voltage and power, where the
solar cell’s power is calculated with the product of 𝑉SC and
𝐼SC . One more thing to note here is that the sunlight intensity
should be expressed by lumen or candela unit. In this paper,
however, we expressed the sunlight intensity by amount of
solar cell’s photocurrent, because the solar cell’s photocurrent
is directly depending on the sunlight intensity [8]. Instead
of using lumen or candela, the solar cell’s photocurrent
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Figure 1: (a) Relationship of solar cell’s current (𝐼SC ) and voltage (𝑉SC ) according to sunlight intensity variation. (b) Relationship of solar cell’s
power (𝑃SC ) and voltage (𝑉SC ) according to sunlight intensity variation.

for representing sunlight intensity can make us easier in
understanding the energy harvesting system.
Lee et al. proposed a reconfigurable charge pump (RCP)
circuit that can adjust the architecture among the serial, the
parallel-serial, and the parallel modes according to sunlight
variation to deliver the largest amount of power to the output
at a given sunlight condition [9]. The conceptual diagrams of
operation of RCP circuit are shown in Figures 2(a), 2(b), and
2(c), where weak, moderate, and strong sunlight conditions
are illustrated, respectively. In Figure 1(a), we can know that
𝑉SC and 𝐼SC in weak sunlight are smaller than moderate
and strong sunlight conditions. In Figure 2(a) 𝑉SC in weak
sunlight is as low as 1.81 V which is about 71.3% of the opencircuit voltage (𝑉OC ) in Figure 1(a). On the contrary, the
output voltage, 𝑉BAT , should be the same with the charging
voltage of lithium ion batteries, that is, as high as 4.2 V. Thus
the number of stages of charge pump’s architecture should be
large enough to generate 4.2 V from 1.81 V.
One more thing to consider here is that an amount of
pumping current should be small in weak sunlight because
the solar cell can deliver only small amounts of 𝑉SC and 𝐼SC
to the load. Here we can think that the serial architecture of
charge pump in Figure 2(a) is more suitable than the parallelserial and parallel architectures that are shown in Figures 2(b)
and 2(c), respectively. In the serial architecture, 4 unit pumps
(UPs) are connected in series, as shown in Figure 2(a).
In Figure 2(b), we assume that sunlight intensity is
moderate, where 𝑉SC becomes 2.40 V, that is, higher than
𝑉SC = 1.81 V in weak sunlight. For the amount of 𝐼SC , 𝐼SC
in moderate sunlight is larger than weak sunlight, as shown
in Figure 1(a). Owing to these higher 𝑉SC and larger 𝐼SC in
the moderate sunlight condition than the weak condition,
we can consider the parallel-serial architecture more suitable

than the serial in Figure 2(a) in delivering larger output
current to the load. In the parallel-serial architecture, two
UPs are in parallel and two parallel-connected pumps are
in series, as shown in Figure 2(b). Figure 2(c) shows the
parallel architecture that has four UPs in parallel. This parallel
architecture can be thought to be suitable to deliver the
largest amount of output current to the load than the serial
and parallel-serial architectures in Figures 2(a) and 2(b),
respectively.
As explained just earlier, RCP circuit can maximize the
amount of output current, by choosing the most suitable
architecture among the serial, parallel-serial, and parallel
architectures at a given sunlight condition [9]. However,
performance of RCP circuit can be improved more by
adding variable pumping frequency (VPF) scheme to the
reconfigurable architecture. By merging the VPF scheme with
the reconfigurable architecture, the charge pump which is
proposed in this paper can track MPPs better than charge
pumps only with the reconfigurable architecture.

2. Variable Pumping Frequency Scheme with
Reconfigurable Charge Pump’s Architecture
Figures 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c) show the amounts of output
current of RCP circuit for weak, moderate, and strong
sunlight, respectively, with varying the pumping frequency.
In Figure 3(a) with weak sunlight intensity from 1.5 mA to
2.5 mA, the pumping frequency is varied from 1 MHz to
30 MHz to find the best pumping frequency at which the
charge pump can deliver the largest amount of output current
[10]. From Figure 3(a), it is indicated that the MPP is found
around 𝑓PUMP = 2.5 MHz for the sunlight intensity as low
as 1.5 mA. If the sunlight intensity becomes 2 mA, the best
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Figure 2: (a) Conceptual diagram of operation of RCP circuit and the serial architecture in weak sunlight condition, (b) conceptual diagram
of operation of RCP circuit and the parallel-serial architecture in moderate sunlight condition, and (c) conceptual diagram of operation of
RCP circuit and the parallel architecture in strong sunlight condition.

pumping frequency of delivering the maximum power to the
load moves to around 2.75 MHz. For the light intensity as
much as 2.5 mA in Figure 3(a), the charge pump can be the
best in harvesting solar energy around 𝑓PUMP = 3 MHz.
Here we can know that pumping frequency for MPP becomes
higher with increasing the sunlight intensity.
Similarly, with moderate sunlight, we varied the pumping
frequency to find the MPPs, where the largest amount of
power can be harvested from environmental solar energy.
For the moderate sunlight intensities of 3 mA, 9 mA, and

15 mA, respectively, in Figure 3(b), the pumping frequencies
of MPPs are found at 3 MHz, 7 MHz, and 9 MHz, respectively.
Figure 3(c) shows the amounts of output current with strong
sunlight intensities such as 18 mA, 38 mA, and 58 mA. The
circuit simulation indicates that the pumping frequencies
of 9 MHz, 15 MHz, and 23 MHz can deliver the maximum
amounts of output current to the load for the sunlight
intensities of 18 mA, 38 mA, and 58 mA, respectively.
From Figures 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c), we can know that
the VPF scheme that is merged with the reconfigurable
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Figure 3: (a) Output current of RCP circuit in weak sunlight intensities with varying pumping frequency. (b) Output current in moderate
sunlight with varying pumping frequency. (c) Output current in strong sunlight with varying pumping frequency. (d) The pumping
frequencies at MPPs with varying sunlight intensity from 1.5 mA to 58 mA.

architecture can harvest more power from environment
than the charge pump circuit with only the fixed pumping
frequency. Figure 3(d) shows the pumping frequencies at
MPPs with varying sunlight intensity from 1.5 mA to 58 mA
that includes weak, moderate, and strong sunlight intensities.
From Figure 3(d), it is indicated that the pumping frequency
as low as 2.5 MHz for the sunlight intensity = 1.5 mA can
harvest the largest amount of power from solar energy. If the
sunlight intensity becomes 28 mA, the frequency at MPP is
increased to 12 MHz. For the largest sunlight intensity as large

as 58 mA, the best frequency for delivering the maximum
amount of output current can be found around 23 MHz.
Figure 4 compares output currents of RCP circuit with the
fixed pumping frequencies of 𝑓PUMP = 7 MHz and 𝑓PUMP =
15 MHz and the found MPPs that are shown in Figures 3(a),
3(b), and 3(c). Here the fixed pumping frequency of 𝑓PUMP =
7 MHz is decided by the MPP of moderate sunlight intensity
as low as 9 mA. If we fix pumping frequency of RCP circuit by
7 MHz, the amounts of output current at 𝑓PUMP = 7 MHz are
very similar with the maximum output currents in moderate
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IOUT (mA)

𝐼SC = 𝐼IN + 𝐼DC + 𝛼2 𝑓PUMP .

(2)

10

Here 𝐼DC means the static current which is consumed in
RCP circuit and the controller circuit. 𝛼2 means the switching
loss in the additional control circuit. By combining (1) and (2),
we can calculate 𝐼OUT with

1

𝐼OUT = 𝜂 (𝐼SC − 𝐼DC − (𝛼1 + 𝛼2 ) 𝑓PUMP ) .
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Figure 4: Comparison of output currents of RCP circuit with the
fixed pumping frequencies (𝑓PUMP = 7 MHz and 𝑓PUMP = 15 MHz)
and MPPs that are shown in Figures 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c).

As we increase 𝑓PUMP , 𝐼SC becomes larger; thus, we can
have more 𝐼OUT at the load. However, once 𝐼SC starts to
saturate, 𝐼OUT should be lowered because of −(𝛼1 + 𝛼2 )𝑓PUMP
in spite of increasing 𝑓PUMP . Thus, we can have an optimum
pumping frequency for a given sunlight condition, at which
the charge pump circuit can deliver the largest amount of
output current to the load.
From (3), we can extract three parameters of 𝜂, 𝐼DC , and
𝛼1 + 𝛼2 using the least-square fitting method [11]. For the
strong sunlight condition with the parallel architecture, the
extracted values of 𝜂, 𝐼DC , and 𝛼1 + 𝛼2 are 0.607, 3.89 𝜇A, and
0.744 mA/Hz, respectively.
If we know the value of 𝜂, we can rewrite (3) as follows:
𝜂𝐼SC − 𝐼OUT = 𝜂 (𝛼1 + 𝛼2 ) 𝑓PUMP + 𝜂𝐼DC .

sunlight intensities from 2.5 mA to 15.5 mA. On the contrary,
if the intensity is increased stronger than 15.5 mA, the output
current of RCP circuit with 𝑓PUMP = 7 MHz begins to
deliver much smaller output current than MPPs. For the fixed
pumping frequency of 15 MHz, the amounts of output current
with 𝑓PUMP = 15 MHz are very comparable to the MPPs in
strong sunlight intensities from 15.5 mA to 58 mA. However,
for lighter intensities, the fixed pumping frequency of 15 MHz
cannot give the output current as much as MPPs.
From Figure 4, we can know that no fixed frequency can
have the amounts of output current that are similar with the
MPPs in the entire range of sunlight intensity. Thus, we need
to propose the VPF scheme that can be added to the previous
RCP circuit, where the pumping frequency can be changed
according to a given sunlight condition to deliver the largest
amount of output current to the load at this given intensity.
To give more analytical explanation on relationship of
MPP and 𝑓PUMP , we can start from the following equation of
the input current of RCP circuit, 𝐼IN [10]:
𝐼IN =

1
+ 𝛼1 𝑓PUMP .
𝐼
𝜂 OUT

(1)

Here, 𝜂 is the ideal current efficiency of RCP circuit and
𝛼1 is the proportional coefficient between the charge pump’s
input current and the pumping frequency that accounts
for switching loss and reverse current of RCP circuit that
depend on the pumping frequency [10]. In this paper, we can
think that the solar cell delivers the input current to RCP
circuit with the additional control circuit which is needed to
adjust the architecture and pumping frequency according to

(3)

(4)

Equation (4) is shown in Figure 5, where the symbols
represent the simulated values of 𝜂𝐼SC − 𝐼OUT and the line is
calculated with 𝜂(𝛼1 + 𝛼2 )𝑓PUMP + 𝜂𝐼DC using the values of 𝜂,
𝐼DC , and 𝛼1 + 𝛼2 that are stated just earlier, as we increase the
pumping frequency from 1 MHz to 30 MHz. From Figure 5,
we can see that the simulated values of 𝜂𝐼SC −𝐼OUT are in good
agreement with the calculated values of 𝜂(𝛼1 + 𝛼2 )𝑓PUMP +
𝜂𝐼DC . The good agreement between the simulation and the
model in (4) indicates that (3) can describe the charge pump’s
output current well.

3. New Reconfigurable Charge Pump Circuit
Merged with Variable Pumping Frequency
Scheme
In this session, a new RCP circuit is proposed, where the
reconfigurable architecture is merged with the VPF scheme,
as shown in Figure 6(a). Here the solar cell is connected to the
voltage divider with the division ratio as much as 0.5. Thus
we can have a voltage as high as 0.5 ⋅ 𝑉SC using the divider.
By applying the sampling frequency, 𝑓SAMPLE which is much
slower than 𝑓PUMP for the open-circuit condition, the divided
voltage, 0.5 ⋅ 𝑉OC can be sampled by the sample and hold
circuit (S&H). In this paper, 𝑓SAMPLE used in the simulation is
as slow as 1 KHz [9]. Comparing 𝑓SAMPLE with 𝑓PUMP , 𝑓SAMPLE
is ∼1000x slower than 𝑓PUMP ; thus, the timing overhead due
to the sampling of the open-circuit voltage can be ignored.
Here it should be noted that 0.5 ⋅ 𝑉OC is half the sampled
solar cell’s voltage with the open-circuit condition. The S&H’s
output, 0.5 ⋅ 𝑉OC , goes into the architecture reconfiguration
block (ARB), where the charge pump’s architecture can be
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Figure 5: 𝜂𝐼SC − 𝐼OUT versus 𝜂(𝛼1 + 𝛼2 )𝑓PUMP + 𝜂𝐼DC with increasing
𝑓PUMP . The good agreement between 𝜂𝐼SC − 𝐼OUT and 𝜂(𝛼1 +
𝛼2 )𝑓PUMP + 𝜂𝐼DC indicates that (3) can describe the charge pump’s
output current driven by the solar cell well.

reconfigured by controlling the reconfiguration switches [9].
As well explained in [9], three modes of RCP circuit are
available in Figure 6(a). They are the serial, parallel-serial,
and parallel architecture, respectively. The sampled 0.5⋅𝑉OC is
compared with the predetermined reference voltages such as
𝑉REF PM and 𝑉REF SM ; thereby, the charge pump architecture
can be reconfigured. C1 and C2 are the comparators for the
architecture reconfiguration. If 0.5 ⋅ 𝑉OC < 𝑉REF SM , the
architecture is changed to the serial mode [9]. If 0.5 ⋅ 𝑉OC is
between 𝑉REF SM and 𝑉REF PM , the circuit is reconfigured by
the parallel-serial mode. When 0.5⋅𝑉OC is larger than 𝑉REF PM ,
the mode is fixed by the parallel architecture.
The 0.5 ⋅ 𝑉OC , that is, a signal before the S&H circuit in Figure 6(a) goes into the variable frequency block
(VFB), where the solar cell’s voltage, 𝑉SC is compared with
0.5 ⋅ 𝑘 ⋅ 𝑉OC − Δ and 0.5 ⋅ 𝑘 ⋅ 𝑉OC + Δ to decide the optimum
pumping frequency, at which the maximum solar power
can be harvested from environment. Here 𝑘 is a fractional
constant of 𝑉OC and the value used in this simulation is 0.8.
It is well known that the solar cell can deliver the maximum
power to the load, when 𝑉SC is close to a fractional opencircuit voltage, 𝑘 ⋅ 𝑉OC , even though 𝑘 can be different for
various kinds of solar cells [12]. If the optimum pumping
frequency is found, the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO)
applies the obtained 𝑓PUMP of MPP to RCP circuit. The
schematic of UP circuit is shown in the inset of Figure 6(a),
where 𝑀1 and 𝑀3 are the precharging NMOSFETs and 𝑀2
and 𝑀4 are the transferring PMOSFETs. The width and
length of 𝑀1 and 𝑀3 are 120 𝜇m and 0.35 𝜇m, respectively.
The width and length of 𝑀2 and 𝑀4 are 240 𝜇m and 0.35 𝜇m,
respectively. The pumping capacitors are CAP1 and CAP2 in
Figure 6(a). The capacitance used in the simulation is 50 pF.

CLKB and CLK are the two-phase clocking signals that enter
CAP1 and CAP2 , respectively. Figure 6(b) shows the detailed
schematic of VFB with VCO circuit. For VCO circuit, the
general scheme which is based on simple ring oscillator is
used in this paper [13].
Figure 6(c) shows the voltage and current waveforms in
Figure 6(a). If 0.5 ⋅ 𝑉SC is between 0.5 ⋅ 𝑘 ⋅ 𝑉OC − Δ and
0.5⋅𝑘⋅𝑉OC +Δ, the charge pump (CP) in VFB keeps its output
voltage, 𝑉𝐶, which controls the VCO. If 𝑉𝐶 is not changed,
the VCO’s output frequency, 𝑓PUMP , is not changed, too. Now
let us explain the closed-loop operation of VPF scheme in
Figure 6(a) more in detail, as shown in Figure 6(c). First, we
can assume that 0.5 ⋅ 𝑉SC is larger than 0.5 ⋅ 𝑘 ⋅ 𝑉OC + Δ.
At this time, the two comparators of 𝐶3 and 𝐶4 can give UP
signal to CP and VCO in Figure 6(a) to increase the pumping
frequency higher. As the pumping frequency becomes higher,
0.5 ⋅ 𝑉SC becomes lower. If 0.5 ⋅ 𝑉SC is between 0.5 ⋅ 𝑘 ⋅ 𝑉OC − Δ
and 0.5 ⋅ 𝑘 ⋅ 𝑉OC + Δ, the two comparators of 𝐶3 and 𝐶4 give
STOP signal to CP and VCO; thereby, the pumping frequency
is stabilized. If 0.5 ⋅ 𝑉SC is lower than 0.5 ⋅ 𝑘 ⋅ 𝑉OC − Δ,
the comparators 𝐶3 and 𝐶4 generate DOWN signal to CP
and VCO; thus, the pumping frequency becomes lower and
0.5 ⋅ 𝑉SC can be raised little by little until 0.5 ⋅ 𝑉SC is between
0.5 ⋅ 𝑘 ⋅ 𝑉OC − Δ and 0.5 ⋅ 𝑘 ⋅ 𝑉OC + Δ.

4. Simulation Results and Layout
The proposed circuit is verified by SPECTRE circuit simulation which is provided by Cadence Inc. The SPECTRE
simulation model was obtained from Magna 0.35 𝜇m CMOS
process technology. Figure 7(a) compares the percentage
amounts of output current among 3 schemes of the reconfigurable charge pump circuit, with respect to MPPs. Here
“𝑓PUMP = 7 MHz” in Figure 7(a) means that the output current of RCP circuit is obtained when the pumping frequency
is fixed at 7 MHz. For “𝑓PUMP = 7 MHz”, even though the
sunlight condition is changed, the pumping frequency is fixed
at 7 MHz for all the sunlight conditions. In Figure 7(a), the
fixed pumping frequency as low as 7 MHz is decided by the
fact that the charge pump circuit can deliver the maximum
output current at 𝑓PUMP = 7 MHz for the moderate sunlight
condition of the intensity = 9 mA, as shown in Figure 3(b).
In Figure 7(a), 𝑓PUMP = 15 MHz is the output current of
RCP circuit when the pumping frequency of Figure 6(a) is
fixed at 15 MHz. Similarly, with “𝑓PUMP = 7 MHz”, the fixed
pumping frequency as high as 15 MHz is decided because
the charge pump can have the largest output current for the
strong sunlight condition of intensity = 38 mA, as shown in
Figure 3(c). In Figure 7(a), “VPF” means that the pumping
frequency of the reconfigurable charge pump can be variable
according to the sunlight conditions. Here the pumping
frequency is decided to meet the condition where the solar
cell’s voltage, 0.5 𝑉SC , should be between 0.5 ⋅ 𝑘 ⋅ 𝑉OC − Δ and
0.5 ⋅ 𝑘 ⋅ 𝑉OC + Δ. This variable frequency for each sunlight
condition can be tracked by the circuit shown in Figures 6(a)
and 6(b). In Figure 7(a), “MPP” means the amounts of output
current of RCP circuit at the maximum power points for
various sunlight conditions. The maximum amounts of 𝐼OUT
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Figure 6: (a) Block diagram of the new RCP circuit that is proposed in this paper. (b) Circuit schematic of the VFB. (c) Voltage and current
waveforms of the VFB.

for various sunlight conditions are obtained by the circuit
simulation of the charge pump with varying the pumping
frequency from 1 MHz to 30 MHz.
From Figure 7(a), “𝑓PUMP = 7 MHz” shows 99.6% of
the maximum output current, at the moderate sunlight condition. However, “𝑓PUMP = 7 MHz” shows only 63.1% and
48.9% at the weak and strong sunlight conditions, respectively. This fact tells us that 𝑓PUMP as low as 7 MHz can
deliver the largest amount of 𝐼OUT in only moderate sunlight intensity compared to weak and strong sunlight

intensities. If sunlight intensity becomes different from
the moderate condition, percentage of 𝐼OUT with respect to
the MPP becomes much smaller. “𝑓PUMP = 15 MHz” can
deliver 99.9% of the maximum output current in strong sunlight. In spite of this large output current in strong intensity,
RCP circuit at the fixed pumping frequency of 15 MHz can
generate as low as 33.8% and 74.7% of the maximum 𝐼OUT ,
in the weak and moderate sunlight condition, respectively.
Unlike the cases of the fixed pumping frequencies of 𝑓PUMP =
7 MHz and 15 MHz, the VPF scheme which is proposed in
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Figure 7: (a) The percentage 𝐼OUT for various sunlight conditions with the fixed pumping frequencies of 7 MHz and 15 MHz and the VPF
scheme. Here MPP means the simulated maximum output currents. (b) The output current comparison between the proposed VPF scheme
and the simulated maximum output currents (MPP).
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Figure 8: Layout of RCP circuit with the added VPF scheme.

this paper shows 91.9% of the maximum amounts of current
for all the sunlight conditions from weak to strong intensity,
on average. The large amounts of output current in the VPF
scheme can be delivered to the load in a wide range of sunlight
intensity from weak to strong. Figure 7(b) compares the VPF
scheme with respect to MPPs from the sunlight intensity from
1.5 mA to 58 mA. For the entire range of sunlight intensity, the
VPF scheme shows that amounts of the output current are
similar with MPPs that are obtained from Figures 3(a), 3(b),
and 3(c).
Figure 8 shows the layout of the proposed RCP circuit
with VPF scheme. The VPF scheme which is added in this
paper occupies an area as small as 1.61% of the total layout
area. The power overhead which is caused by the added VPF
scheme is estimated only as small as 0.4% of the total power
consumption, for the sunlight condition as strong as 38 mA.
If the sunlight conditions become as weak as 9 mA, the power
overhead is increased to 1.7%. This is due to the fact that
the solar cell’s current becomes smaller with decreasing the

sunlight intensity, while the amount of power consumption
of the VPF scheme is changed very little. Thus the percentage
power overhead becomes worse with decreasing sunlight
intensity.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, the VPF scheme was proposed to be merged
with the previous RCP circuit that can change its architecture
according to a given sunlight condition. Merging the VPF
scheme with the architecture reconfiguration can improve the
percentage 𝐼OUT better by 21.4% and 22.4% than the fixed
pumping frequencies of 7 MHz and 15 MHz, respectively.
Comparing the VPF scheme with the available maximum
output currents, the VPF can deliver 91.9% of the maximum
𝐼OUT to the load on average. In terms of the power and area
overheads, the VPF scheme proposed in this paper consumes
the power by 0.4% of the total power consumption and
occupies the layout area by 1.61% of the total layout area.
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We have conducted numerical simulation of p-GaN/In0.12 Ga0.88 N/n-GaN, p-i-n double heterojunction solar cell. The doping
density, individual layer thickness, and contact pattern of the device are investigated under solar irradiance of AM1.5 for optimized
performance of solar cell. The optimized solar cell characteristic parameters for cell area of 1 × 1 mm2 are open circuit voltage of
2.26 V, short circuit current density of 3.31 mA/cm2 , fill factor of 84.6%, and efficiency of 6.43% with interdigitated grid pattern.

1. Introduction
The direct and tunable band gap of InGaN semiconductor
offers a unique opportunity to develop high efficiency solar
cell. The direct band gap of the InGaN semiconductor can
vary from 0.7 to 3.4 eV [1], which covers a broad solar
spectrum from near-infrared to near-ultraviolet wavelength
region. InGaN alloys show the unique properties such as
tunable band gap, high carrier mobility, and high radiation
resistance which offers a great advantage in design and fabrication of high efficiency devices for photovoltaic applications
[2–4]. High absorption coefficient of InGaN alloys also makes
it suitable to use in solar cells [5–7]. Earlier theoretical
calculations have shown that it is possible to achieve efficiency
up to 50% with InGaN alloys [8]. In spite of high efficiency
prediction, fabricated solar cells could not demonstrate high
efficiency [9–13]. The epitaxial growth of InGaN layers faces
many issues such as lack of defect-free substrate, indium
segregation at higher composition, and large lattice mismatch
between InN and GaN which leads to phase separation [14].
In addition, there are significant polarization charges at the
InGaN/GaN interface which alter the electric field in InGaN

layer [15]. As a consequence the fabricated InGaN solar cell
shows very low conversion efficiency compared to theoretical
calculation.
In this paper, a simulation work is carried out to
optimize p-GaN/InGaN/n-GaN/sapphire device structure
of solar cells with 12% indium composition under AM1.5
illumination. Simulation is carried out by optimizing doping
concentration and thickness of p-GaN, InGaN, and n-GaN
layer, respectively, by changing only one material parameter
at a time and keeping other parameters constant. Simulation
verifies that device efficiency is strongly dependent on the
intrinsic-layer (InGaN) thickness, as most of the spectrum
is absorbed in this layer. We simulate p-GaN/InGaN/nGaN/Sapphire solar cell to investigate the effect of incorporating grid contact pattern on the device characteristic
parameter. It is observed that optimization of grid contact
spacing helps greatly in device efficiency enhancement.
TCAD SILVACO, Version: ATLAS 5.16.3.R, is used for
simulation. The simulator works on mathematical models
which consist of fundamental equations such as Poisson’s
equation, continuity equation, and transport equations. In
our simulation, we have used the models such as AUGER for
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Table 1: Material parameter used in simulation.

Parameter
Band gap 𝐸𝑔 (ev) [10]

GaN
3.42

In0.12 Ga0.88 N
2.93

InN
0.7

Lattice constant (A∘ ) [11]

3.18

3.23

3.6

Minority carrier life time (ns) [21]

1

1

1

Spontaneous polarization (sheet charge per cm2 ) [22]

−2.12𝑒13

−2.18𝑒13

−2.63𝑒13

Piezoelectric polarization (sheet charge per cm2 ) [22]

0

−8.87𝑒12

9.98𝑒13

Auger coefficient n-type [11]

1𝑒 − 34

1𝑒 − 34

1𝑒 − 34

Auger coefficient p-type [11]

1𝑒 − 34

1𝑒 − 34

1𝑒 − 34

Auger recombination, SRH for Shockley Read Hall recombination, OPTR for optical recombination, KP model for
effective masses, and band edge energies for drift diffusion
simulation. Mathematical models are used in simulation
which consists of fundamental equations such as Poisson’s
equation, continuity equation, and transport equations. Newton’s method is used as the solution method in simulation. All
the above models are used from standard TCAD library.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 material
parameters are described which are used in simulation
models. Section 3 discusses simulation and results. Finally,
conclusion is presented in Section 4.

The absorption coefficient 𝛼(𝐸) of In𝑥 Ga1−𝑥 N semiconductor
as a function of energy [16], energy band gap and electron
affinity as a function of band gap energy, 𝐸𝑔 (𝑥) [17, 18], and
electron and hole mobility as a function of doping [19] can be
expressed as

𝐸 (𝜆) − 𝐸𝑔 (𝑥)
𝐸𝑔 (𝑥)

,

𝐸𝑔 (𝑥) = 0.7𝑥 + 3.4 (1 − 𝑥) − 1.43𝑥 (1 − 𝑥) eV,

(1)

𝜒 = 4.1 + 0.7 × (3.4 − 𝐸𝑔 (𝑥)) ,
𝜇𝑖 (𝑁) = 𝜇min,𝑖 +

p-GaN
i-InGaN
n-Contact
n-GaN

Sapphire

Figure 1: p-i-n InGaN/GaN double heterojunction solar cell structure.

2. Material Parameters

𝛼 [𝐸 (𝜆)] = 𝛼0 √

p-Contact

𝜇max,𝑖 − 𝜇min,𝑖
1 + (𝑁/𝑁𝑔,𝑖 )

𝛾𝑖

,

where 𝐸(𝜆) is the energy of photon corresponding to respective wavelength and 𝐸𝑔 (𝑥) is the band gap of In𝑥 Ga1−𝑥 N
semiconductor. It is assumed that 𝛼0 for In𝑥 Ga1−𝑥 N is the
same as that of GaN, 𝑖 denotes electrons (e) or holes (h),
𝑁 is doping concentration, and 𝜇min , 𝜇max , 𝛾, and 𝑁𝑔 are
the parameter given for a specific semiconductor [19]. The
material parameters for InGaN such as absorption coefficient,
lattice constant, and polarization charges are derived and
extracted by interpolation of known material parameters of
InN and GaN. Some of important material parameters used
during simulation are listed in Table 1.

3. Simulation Results and Discussion
3.1. Optimization of p-i-n Structure. The schematic diagram
of InGaN/GaN p-i-n solar cell is shown in Figure 1. The pGaN layer thickness is varied from 70 to 120 nm. The InGaN
and n-GaN layer thicknesses 100 nm and 1.5 𝜇m and their
doping densities 1 × 1016 cm−3 and 6 × 1018 cm−3 , respectively,
are kept constant while optimizing p-GaN layer thickness and
doping density.
The effect of p-GaN layer thickness and doping concentration on solar cells characteristic parameters such as short
circuit current density, open circuit voltage, fill factor, and
efficiency is shown in Figure 2. The short circuit current
density, 𝐽sc , increases with p-GaN layer thickness. As the
thickness of p-GaN layer increases more photon absorption
occurs in the p-region, resulting in more electron and hole
carrier generation that contributes to enhancement of current
density. On the contrary, thicker p-GaN layer increases
surface recombination rate after a certain thickness; current
density starts decreasing. The open circuit voltage, 𝑉oc , and
fill factor, FF, do not show significant change with respect
to p-GaN layer thickness as these parameters largely depend
on the bulk property of semiconductor rather than surface
property.
The effect of doping density is analyzed by simulating
the structure for different doping concentrations of 1 ×
1016 cm−3 , 1 × 1017 cm−3 , and 1 × 1018 cm−3 , respectively. The
simulation result shows that the short circuit current density
is higher for doping concentration of 1 × 1016 cm−3 . However,
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Figure 2: Effect of p-GaN layer thickness and doping concentrations on GaN/InGaN solar cell characteristic parameters: (a) short circuit
current density, (b) open circuit voltage, (c) fill factor, and (d) efficiency.
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Figure 3: Effect of InGaN layer thickness on characteristic parameters of solar cells. (a) Short circuit current density. (b) Open circuit voltage.
(c) Fill factor. (d) Efficiency.

it is found that 𝑉oc is higher for doping concentration of 1 ×
1017 cm−3 . The combined effect of 𝐽sc and 𝑉oc determines
the efficiency curve which follows curve pattern of 𝐽sc and
shows higher efficiency for the doping concentration of 1 ×
1017 cm−3 , where 𝑉oc is high.

The effect of intrinsic InGaN layer thickness on solar
cell characteristic parameters of p-GaN/InGaN/n-GaN p-in solar cell is shown in Figure 3. The InGaN layer thickness
is varied from 50 to 550 nm. The p-GaN and n-GaN layer
thicknesses 100 nm and 1.5 𝜇m and their doping densities 5
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Table 2: Characteristic parameters of simulated InGaN p-i-n solar cell.
Contact type
Square pad
Grid pattern
5 grid fingers
4 grid fingers
3 grid fingers

Effective device area (mm2 )
0.96

Grid spacing (𝜇m)
—

Indium (%)
12

𝐽sc (mA/cm2 )
5.64

𝑉oc (V)
2.27

FF (%)
82

𝜂 (%)
4.16

0.90
0.92
0.94

180
210
260

12
12
12

3.26
3.31
3.39

2.17
2.26
2.17

83.6
84.6
83.2

5.92
6.34
6.12

× 1017 cm−3 and 6 × 1018 cm−3 , respectively, are kept constant
while optimizing InGaN layer thickness.
It is found that 𝐽sc increases with InGaN layer thickness
since photons get longer path for absorption and also unabsorbed lower energy photons from p-GaN layer get absorbed
in this region. Photon absorption is also supported by higher
absorption coefficient of InGaN material [20]. On the other
hand, the open circuit voltage is found to be decreased
and remain nearly constant after layer thickness of 250 nm.
Higher thickness generates more carriers and recombination
results in decreased open circuit voltage.
The fill factor also starts decreasing with respect to
increased InGaN layer thickness. The series resistance
increases with increasing InGaN layer thickness. The efficiency curve resembles that of current density which represents the combined effect of all parameters 𝑆𝐶, 𝑉ic , and
FF. After the p-GaN and InGaN-layers, the n-GaN layer
thickness and doping density concentration are optimized.
The n-GaN thickness is varied from 0.4 to 2.4 𝜇m. The p-GaN
and InGaN layers thicknesses are 100 nm and 450 nm and
doping densities 5 × 1017 cm−3 and 1 × 1016 cm−3 , respectively,
are kept constant while optimizing n-GaN layer thickness
and doping density. The n-GaN layer thickness and doping
density do not play an important role with respect to solar cell
parameters. It may be because most of the available photons
are already absorbed in the p-GaN and InGaN layer, and very
few carriers are generated in n-GaN layer.
The final p-i-n structure consists of n-type GaN layer,
1.5 𝜇m thickness and doping density of 6 × 1018 cm−3 , unintentionally doped InGaN layer, 450 nm thickness and doping
density of 1 × 1016 cm−3 with 12 percent indium composition,
and top p-type GaN layer, 100 nm thickness, with acceptor
density of 5 × 1017 cm−3 . The quantum efficiency of optimized
structure is calculated and shown in Figure 4 and the maximum quantum efficiency is found to be in the wavelength
range of 0.4 nm to 0.45 nm wavelength, which corresponds
to GaN/InGaN material band gap region.
3.2. Effect of using Interdigitated Grid Pattern. We simulated
the p-i-n structure with interdigitated grid pattern, in order
to further enhance the efficiency by use of grid type contact
which helps in increasing the carrier collection. Simulation
results of incorporating grid patterns on × and efficiency
with different numbers of grid fingers such as 3, 4, and 5
and different grid spacing from 175 to 375 𝜇m are shown
in Figure 5. The size of the cell considered here is 1 ×
1 mm2 . The number of grids will be reduced with increasing
finger-to-finger grid spacing. The short circuit current density

decreases with increasing grid numbers due to decrease
in effective area available for photon absorption. However
there is an enhancement in efficiency due to more carrier
collection. The characteristic parameters for different contact
patterns along with square pad are compared in Table 2.

4. Conclusion
The optimization of p-GaN/InGaN/n-GaN double heterojunction p-i-n solar cell with square contact and grid pattern
is studied. The photovoltaic parameter of solar cell strongly
depends on p-GaN and InGaN layers thickness and doping
density. Photovoltaic parameters, such as 𝑉oc : 2.27 V, 𝐽sc :
5.64 mA/cm2 , FF: 82%, and 𝜂: 4.16, are obtained for square
contact type under 1 sun AM1.5 illumination with optimized
p-GaN (100 nm, 5e17 am-3) and InGaN (In = 0.12, 450 nm)
layers and high quantum efficiency of ∼50% is also achieved
in wavelength range of 0.4 nm to 0.45 nm which corresponds
to In0.12 Ga0.88 N absorption region. In addition to optimizing
structure, use of grid contact pattern with finger spacing of
210 nm improves conversion efficiency to 6.34.
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This paper presents a charger and LED lighting (discharger) hybrid system with a PV array as its power source for electronic
sign indicator applications. The charger adopts buck-boost converter which is operated in constant current mode to charge leadacid battery and with the perturb and observe method to extract maximum power of PV arrays. Their control algorithms are
implemented by microcontroller. Moreover, forward converter with active clamp circuit is operated in voltage regulation condition
to drive LED for electronic sign applications. To simplify the circuit structure of the proposed hybrid converter, switches of two
converters are integrated with the switch integration technique. With this approach, the proposed hybrid converter has several
merits, which are less component counts, lighter weight, smaller size, and higher conversion efficiency. Finally, a prototype of LED
driving system under output voltage of 10 V and output power of 20 W has been implemented to verify its feasibility. It is suitable
for the electronic sign indicator applications.

1. Introduction
In recent years, light emitting diodes (LEDs) are becoming
more prevalent in a wide application. Due to material
advances over the past few decades, efficiencies of LEDs
have increased many times [1], and their applications have
rapidly grown for automotive taillights, LCD back lights,
traffic signals, and electronic signs [2, 3]. Moreover, serious
greenhouse effect and environmental pollution caused by
overusing fossil fuels have disturbed the balance of global
climate. In order to reduce emission of exhausted gases, zeroemission renewable energy sources have been rapidly developed. One of these sources is photovoltaic (PV) arrays, which
is clean and quiet and an efficient method for generating
electricity. As mentioned above, this paper proposes an LED
driving system, which adopts the PV arrays for electronic sign
applications.
In electronic sign applications using PV arrays, the power
system will inevitably need batteries for storing energy during
the day and for releasing energy to LED lighting during the
night. Therefore, it needs a charger and discharger (LED driving circuit), as shown in Figure 1. Since the proposed power
system belongs to the low power level applications, buck,

boost, buck-boost, flyback, or forward converter is more
applied to the proposed one [4–12]. In these circuit structures,
according to the relationships among PV output voltage 𝑉PV ,
battery voltage 𝑉𝐵 , and output voltage 𝑉𝑂, the proposed
hybrid converter can choose functions, which are of step-up
and -down simultaneously as the charger or discharger for a
wider application. Due to the previously described reasons,
the charger of the proposed one adopts buck-boost converter
and the discharger uses forward converter. Moreover, since
forward converter exits two problems, which are the energies
trapped in leakage inductor and magnetizing inductor of
transformer 𝑇𝑓 , it needs a snubber or circuit to recover
these energies. Therefore, forward converter can use an active
clamp circuit to solve these problems. In order to simplify
the proposed hybrid converter and increase its conversion
efficiency, a bidirectional buck-boost converter and active
clamp forward converter are used, as shown in Figure 2.
Since charger and discharger (LED driving circuit) of the
proposed hybrid converter are operated in complement and
they use switch 𝑆1 to control their operational states, inductor
𝐿 1 of buck-boost converter and magnetizing inductor 𝐿 𝑚 of
transformer 𝑇𝑓 can be merged. Therefore, switches of the
bidirectional buck-boost converter and active clamp forward
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the proposed hybrid converter for electronic sign applications.
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the hybrid converter for electronic sign applications.

converter are integrated with synchronous switch technique
[13] to reduce their component counts, as shown in Figure 3.
With this circuit structure, the proposed one can yield higher
efficiency, reduce weight, size, and volume and increase the
discharging time of battery under the same storing energy,
significantly.
The proposed hybrid converter using PV arrays supplies
power to LED lighting for electronic sign applications. The
proposed one includes charger and discharger. Since the
proposed one uses PV arrays as its power source, it must
be operated at the maximum power point (MPP) of PV
arrays to extract its maximum power. Many maximum power
point tracking (MPPT) methods of PV arrays have been
proposed [14–21]. They are, respectively, power matching
[14, 15], curve-fitting [16, 17], perturb-and-observe [18, 19],
and incremental conductance [20, 21] methods. Since power
matching method requires a specific insolation condition or
load, it will limit its applications. MPPT using curve-fitting
technique needs prior establishment characteristic curve of
PV arrays. It cannot predict the characteristics including
other factors, such as aging, temperature, and a possible

breakdown of individual cell. The incremental conductance
technique requires an accurate mathematical operation. Its
controller is more complex and higher cost. Due to a simpler
control and lower cost of perturb and observe method, the
proposed hybrid converter adopts the perturb and observe
method to implement MPPT.
For electronic sign applications using LED, the power
system needs battery to store energy during day and to
discharge energy for driving LED during night. In order
to generate better performances of battery charging, many
battery charging methods have been proposed. They are constant trickle current (CTC), constant current (CC), and CC
and constant-voltage (CC-CV) hybrid charge methods [22].
Among these methods, the CTC charging method needs a
larger charging time. Battery charging using CC-CV method
requires to sense battery current and voltage, resulting in a
more complex operation and higher cost. Due to a simpler
controller of battery charger using CC charging method, it
is adopted in the proposed hybrid converter. According to
description above, the proposed hybrid converter uses the
perturb and observe method to track MPP of PV arrays and
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the proposed hybrid converter for electronic sign applications.

adopts the CC charging method to simplify battery charging.
All overall power system can achieve battery charging and
LED driving.

2. Circuit Structure Derivation of
the Proposed Hybrid Converter
The hybrid converter consists of a bidirectional buck-boost
and active clamp forward converter, as shown in Figure 2.
Due to complementary operation between two converters,
two switch pairs of (𝑀1 , 𝑀4 ) and (𝑀2 , 𝑀3 ) can be operated
in synchronous. It will do not affect the operation of the
proposed original converter. Since switch pairs of (𝑀2 , 𝑀3 )
has a common node, they meet the requirements of switch
integration technique [11]. According to principle of switch
integration technique, switches 𝑀2 and 𝑀3 can be merged,
as shown in Figure 4(a). Since charger and LED driving
circuit (discharger) are operated in complementary, switch
𝑀2 and 𝑀3 are also regarded as an independent operation.
Therefore, voltages across switches 𝑀2 and 𝑀3 are the same
value in each operation state. Diode 𝐷𝐹231 and 𝐷𝐹232 can
be removed, while diode 𝐷𝐵231 and 𝐷𝐵232 can be shorted,
as shown in Figure 4(b). In Figure 4(b), since 𝐿 𝐾 ≪ 𝐿 𝑚 ,
𝐿 𝐾 can be neglected. The inductor 𝐿 1 and magnetizing 𝐿 𝑚
are connected in parallel. Although features of inductors 𝐿 1
and 𝐿 𝑚 are different, their design rules are to avoid them
to operate in saturation condition. Therefore, they can be
merged as inductor 𝐿 1𝑚 , as shown in Figure 4(c).
From Figure 4(c), it can be seen that switch 𝑀1 and
𝑀4 have a common node. They can use switch integration
technique to combine them, as shown in Figure 4(d). Since
voltages across 𝑀1 and 𝑀4 are the same values, diodes 𝐷𝐵141
and 𝐷𝐵142 are shorted and diodes 𝐷𝐹141 and 𝐷𝐹142 can be
removed, as shown in Figure 4(e). From Figure 4(e), it can
be found that capacitors 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 are connected in parallel.
They can be integrated as capacitor 𝐶𝐶, as illustrated in
Figure 4(f). To simplify symbols of components illustrated in
Figure 4(f), component symbols will be renamed, as shown
in Figure 3. Note that switch 𝑆1 can be operated by manual
or automatic method to control the operational states of the
proposed hybrid converter.
Buck-boost and forward converters are combined to form
the proposed hybrid converter. Since operation of buckboost converter is the same as the conventional buck-boot

converter, its operational principle is described in [8]. It
will not be described in this paper. The forward converter
with the active clamp circuit recovers the energies stored in
magnetizing and leakage inductors of transformer 𝑇𝑓 and
achieves zero-voltage switch (ZVS) at turn-on transition for
switches 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 . It operational mode can be divided into
9 modes and their Key waveforms are illustrated in Figure 5,
since their operational modes are similar to those modes of
the conventional converter illustrated in [23]. It is also not
described in this paper.

3. Design of the Proposed Hybrid Converter
The proposed hybrid converter consists of buck-boost converter and active clamp forward converter. Since switches
and inductors in two converters are integrated with the
synchronous switch technique, design of the proposed one
must satisfy requirements of each converter. Since design of
the active clamp forward converter is illustrated in [23], buckboost converter is only analyzed briefly in the following.
3.1. Buck-Boost Converter. Since buck-boost converter is
regarded as the battery charger under constant current
charging. Its design consideration is to avoid a completely
saturation of inductor. Therefore, duty ratio 𝐷11 and inductor
𝐿 𝑚 are analyzed in the following.
3.1.1. Duty Ratio 𝐷11 . Within charging mode, since battery
voltage 𝑉𝐵 is regarded as a constant voltage during a switching
cycle of the proposed hybrid converter, maximum duty ratio
𝐷11(max) of the proposed one can be determined by voltsecond balance of inductor 𝐿 𝑚 . Its relationship is expressed
as
𝑉PV(min) 𝐷11(max) 𝑇𝑠 + (−𝑉𝐵(max) ) (1 − 𝐷11(max) ) 𝑇𝑠 = 0,

(1)

where 𝑉PV(min) is the minimum output voltage of PV arrays,
𝑉𝐵(max) is the maximum voltage across battery, and 𝑇𝑠 represents the period of the proposed hybrid converter. From (1),
it can be found that 𝐷11(max) can be illustrated by
𝐷11(max) =

𝑉𝐵(max)
.
𝑉PV(min) + 𝑉𝐵(max)

(2)
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Figure 4: Derivation of the proposed hybrid converter for battery charger.
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Figure 5: Key waveforms of forward converter with active clamp
circuit over one switching cycle.

Moreover, transfer ratio 𝑀11(max) can be also determined as
follows:
𝐷11(max)
.
𝑀11(max) =
(3)
1 − 𝐷11(max)
When type of battery is chosen, its maximum charging
current 𝐼𝐵(max) is also determined. The charging current 𝐼𝐵
can be changed from its maximum charging current 𝐼𝐵(max)
to 0 by variation duty ratio 𝐷11 of switch 𝑀1 .
3.1.2. Inductor 𝐿 𝑚 . Since the proposed hybrid converter is
operated in CCM to obtain the maximum charging current
𝐼𝐵(max) , its conceptual waveforms of inductor current 𝐼𝐿𝑚 and
charging current 𝐼𝐵 are illustrated in Figure 6. If the proposed
one is operated in the boundary of discontinuous conduction
mode (DCM) and CCM, the charging current 𝐼𝐵 is expressed
by
2

𝐼𝐵(av) =

(1 − 𝐷11 ) 𝑉𝐵 𝑇𝑠
,
2𝐿 𝑚𝐵

(5)

where 𝐷11𝐵 is duty ratio of switch 𝑀1 under 𝑉𝐵(max) and
𝑉PV(max) . From (5), it can be found that the maximum
boundary inductor 𝐿 𝑚𝐵(max) can be expressed as

0
t0 t1 t2

(1 − 𝐷11𝐵 ) 𝑉𝐵(max) 𝑇𝑠
,
2𝐿 𝑚𝐵

(4)

where 𝐿 𝑚𝐵 is the inductance 𝐿 𝑚 at the boundary condition.
According to (4), variation of duty ratio 𝐷11 can obtain

2

𝐿 𝑚𝐵(max) =

(1 − 𝐷11𝐵 ) 𝑉𝐵(max) 𝑇𝑠
.
𝐼𝐵(av) max

(6)

Since the proposed hybrid converter is operated in CCM,
inductor 𝐿 𝑚 must be greater than 𝐿 𝑚𝐵(max) . Therefore, when
𝑉PV(max) , 𝑉𝐵(max) , 𝐼𝐵(av) max , and 𝑇𝑠 are specified, the minimum
inductance 𝐿 𝑚(min) (=𝐿 𝑚𝐵(max) ) can be determined.
In order to avoid the core of transformer 𝑇𝑓 operated
in saturation state, the working flux density 𝐵max must be
less than the saturation flux density 𝐵sat of core. Since 𝐵max
is proportional to the maximum inductor current 𝐼𝐿𝑚(peak) ,
𝐼𝐿𝑚(peak) must be first determined. In Figure 6, 𝐼𝐿𝑚(peak) can
be expressed as
𝐼𝐿𝑚(peak) = 𝐼𝐿𝑚(0) + Δ𝐼𝐿𝑚(max) ,

(7)

where 𝐼𝐿𝑚(0) is the initial value of inductor current 𝐼𝐿𝑚
operated in CCM and Δ𝐼𝐿𝑚(max) represents its maximum
variation value. In general, its maximum value Δ𝐼𝐿𝑚(max) can
be determined by
Δ𝐼𝐿𝑚(max) =

𝑉PV(max) 𝐷11𝑅 𝑇𝑠
,
𝐿𝑚

(8)
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where 𝐷11𝑅 represents the duty ratio of switch 𝑀1 under
𝑉PV(max) and 𝑉𝐵(max) . Furthermore, the maximum charging
current 𝐼𝐵(av) max can be expressed as
𝐼𝐵(av) max =

(1 − 𝐷11𝑅 )
(𝐼𝐿𝑚(peak) + 𝐼𝐿𝑚(0) )
2

𝑉PV(max) 𝐷11𝑅 𝑇𝑠
(1 − 𝐷11𝑅 )
=
).
(2𝐼𝐿𝑚(0) +
2
𝐿𝑚

(9)

𝐼𝐵(av) max 𝑉PV(max) 𝐷11𝑅 𝑇𝑠
−
.
1 − 𝐷11𝑅
2𝐿 𝑚

(10)

From (7), (8), and (10), 𝐼𝐿𝑚(peak) can be denoted as
𝐼𝐿𝑚(peak) =

𝐼𝐵(av) max 𝑉PV(max) 𝐷11𝑅 𝑇𝑠
+
.
1 − 𝐷11𝑅
2𝐿 𝑚

(11)

According to datasheet of core which is supplied by core
manufacturer, the number of turns 𝑁1 on the primary side
of transformer 𝑇𝑓 can be obtained by
𝑁1 = √

𝐿𝑚
,
𝐴𝐿

(12)

where 𝐴 𝐿 represents nH per turns2 . That is, 𝐿 𝑚 = 𝑁12 𝐴 𝐿 . By
applying Faraday’s law, 𝐵max can be determined as
𝐵max =

𝐿 𝑚 𝐼𝐿𝑚(peak) × 104
𝑁1 𝐴 𝑐

,

Symbol

Definition

𝑉PV
𝐼PV
𝑃𝑃
𝑃𝐵

Output voltage of PV arrays
Output current of PV arrays
Maximum power of PV arrays
Charging power of battery (𝑃𝐵 = 𝑉𝐵 𝐼𝐵 )
Maximum charging power of battery
(𝑃𝐵(max) = 𝑉𝐵 𝐼𝐵(max) )
Charging current of battery
Battery voltage
Output voltage of forward converter
Output current of forward converter
Maximum voltage of battery
Minimum voltage of battery
Maximum output voltage of forward
converter
Maximum output current of forward
converter
Maximum current of battery
Reference voltage for obtaining the
desired output voltage 𝑉𝑂
Current command for obtaining the
desired charging current 𝐼𝐵
Control signal of operational mode (𝑆𝑀 =
0, battery charging; 𝑆𝑀 = 1, LED driving)
Insolation level judgment (𝑆𝑛 = 1, low
insolation level; 𝑆𝑛 = 0, high insolation
level)
Feedback signal of PWM IC
Error value
pwM signals
Gate signals of switches 𝑀1 and 𝑀2

𝑃𝐵(max)

From (9), the initial value 𝐼𝐿𝑚(0) can be determined as follows:
𝐼𝐿𝑚(0) =

Table 1: Parameter definitions of control signals shown in Figure 4.

(13)

where 𝐴 𝑐 is the effective cross-section area of the transformer
core. In order to avoid saturation condition of core, 𝐵max must
be less than saturation flux density 𝐵sat of core.

4. Configuration of the Proposed
PV Hybrid Converter
Since the proposed PV power system includes charger and
discharger and adopts PV arrays as its power source, its
circuit structure and control algorithm are described in the
following.
4.1. Circuit Structure of the Proposed PV Power System. The
proposed PV power system consists of battery charger, LED
driving circuit (discharger), and controller, as shown in
Figure 1. The battery charger and LED driving circuit using
buck-boost and active clamp forward hybrid converter are
shown in Figure 3. In addition, controller adopts microchip
and PWM IC for managing battery charging and LED driving
circuit. The microchip is divided into 3 units (MPPT, power
management, and battery management units) to implement
MPPT of PV arrays and battery charging. The PWM IC is
used to regulate output voltage of LED driving circuit. In
the microchip of the controller, the MPPT unit senses PV
voltage 𝑉PV and current 𝐼PV to achieve MPPT, which adopts

𝐼𝐵
𝑉𝐵
𝑉𝑂
𝐼𝑂
𝑉𝐵(max)
𝑉𝐵(min)
𝑉𝑂(max)
𝐼𝑂(max)
𝐼𝐵(max)
𝑉ref
𝐼𝐶
𝑆𝑀
𝑆𝑛
𝑉𝑓
𝑉𝑒
𝐺1 , 𝐺2
𝑀1 , 𝑀2

perturb and observe method. The battery management unit
acquires battery voltage 𝑉𝐵 and current 𝐼𝐵 for implementing
CC charging of battery. Since the proposed hybrid converter
is required to match MPPT of PV arrays and CC charging
mode, the power management unit can manage the power
flow between PV arrays and battery, depending on the relationship of the generated power of PV arrays and the required
power of battery charging. All of protections are implemented by microchip. The protections include overcurrent
and overvoltage protections of the proposed hybrid converter
and undercharge and overcharge of battery. Therefore, the
proposed one can achieve the optimal utility rate of PV arrays
and a better performance of battery charging.
4.2. Control Algorithm of the Proposed Hybrid Converter. In
Figure 1, the controller of the proposed hybrid converter
includes microchip and PWM IC to achieve battery charging
and LED driving. In order to implement battery charging and
LED driving, block diagram of the hybrid converter is shown
in Figure 7. In Figure 7, control signals are defined in Table 1.
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Figure 7: Block diagram of the proposed hybrid converter.

In the following, control algorithms for battery charging and
LED driving are briefly described.
4.2.1. Battery Charging. Since the proposed hybrid converter
supplies power to load from PV arrays, the proposed one
must perform MPPT for PV arrays and battery charging
for battery. The MPPT control method and battery charging
method are described as follows.
MPPT Algorithm. Since solar cell has a lower output voltage
and current, a number of solar cells are connected in series
and parallel to form PV arrays for attaining the desired PV
voltage and current. Their output characteristic variations
depend on ambient temperature and insolation of sun. Figure
8 illustrates P-V curve of PV arrays at different insolation of
sun, from which it can be seen that each insolation level has
a maximum power 𝑃max where 𝑃max 1 is the most insolation

of sun, while 𝑃max 3 is the one at the least insolation. Three
maximum power point 𝑃max 1 ∼ 𝑃max 3 can be connect by a
straight line. The operational area is divided into two areas: A
area and B area. When operational point of PV arrays locates
in A area, output current 𝐼PV of PV arrays is decreased to
make the operational point close to its maximum power point
(MPP). If operational point is set in B area, current 𝐼PV will
be increased to operate PV arrays at its MPP.
The proposed power system adopts perturb and observe
method to implement MPPT. Its flowchart is shown in
Figure 9. In Figure 9, 𝑉𝑛 and 𝑃𝑝 separately represent their old
voltage and power, and 𝑃𝑛 (=𝑉𝑛 𝐼𝑛 ) is its new power. According
to flowchart procedures of MPPT using perturb and observe
method, first step is to read new voltage 𝑉𝑛 and current 𝐼𝑛 of
PV arrays and then to calculate new PV power 𝑃𝑛 . Next step
is to judge relationship of 𝑃𝑛 and 𝑃𝑝 . Since the relationship of
𝑃𝑛 and 𝑃𝑝 has three different relationships, they are separately
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Figure 8: Plot of P-V curve for PV arrays at different isolation of
sun.

𝑃𝑛 > 𝑃𝑝 , 𝑃𝑛 = 𝑃𝑝 , and 𝑃𝑛 < 𝑃𝑝 . Each relationship can
be corresponded to the different relationship of 𝑉𝑛 and 𝑉𝑝 .
Therefore, when the relationship of 𝑃𝑛 and 𝑃𝑝 is decided,
next step is to find the relationship of 𝑉𝑛 and 𝑉𝑝 . According
to the relationship of P-V curve of PV arrays, when the
relationships of 𝑃𝑛 and 𝑃𝑝 and 𝑉𝑛 an 𝑉𝑝 are decided, working
point of PV arrays can be specified. When working point of
PV arrays locates in A area, power system connected in PV
arrays to supply load power must decrease output power to
close the distance between working point and MPP of PV
arrays. On the other hand, when working point sets in B area,
power system must increase output power to make working
point to approach MPP of PV arrays. Finally, 𝑉𝑝 is replaced by
𝑉𝑛 and 𝑃𝑝 is also substituted by 𝑃𝑛 . The procedure of flowchart
returns first step to judge next working point of PV arrays.
Moreover, when 𝑃𝑛 = 𝑃𝑃 and 𝑉𝑛 = 𝑉𝑃 , working point of
PV arrays set in the MPP of PV arrays. The maximum power
𝑃𝑃 of PV arrays is transferred to power management unit for
regulating power of battery charging.
Battery Charging Method. The proposed hybrid converter
uses CC charging method to charge battery. According
to battery specifications, charging voltage and current are
limited for extending its life cycle. Therefore, the power
limitation curve for battery charger will be limited. Figure 10
depicts conceptual waveforms of charging current, voltage,
and power for battery charger with CC charging method.
The battery charging time is from 𝑇0 to 𝑇𝑐 . When 𝑡 = 𝑇0 ,
the proposed power system begins to charge battery and
battery voltage 𝑉𝐵 is at the minimum value 𝑉𝐵(min) . When
𝑡 = 𝑇𝑐 , battery is charged to its maximum voltage 𝑉𝐵(max) .
According to limitation of the maximum battery charging
current 𝐼𝐵(max) , power limitation curve of battery charging
can be determined from 𝑇0 to 𝑇𝑐 . The charging power of
battery follows the power limitation curve for extending its
life cycle.
Since power limitation curve of battery has upper and
lower values, they are, respectively, 𝑃𝐵(min) (=𝑉𝐵(min) 𝐼𝐵(max) )
and 𝑃𝐵(max) (=𝑉𝐵(max) 𝐼𝐵(max) ). According to relationship
among 𝑃PV(max) , 𝑃𝐵(min) , and 𝑃𝐵(max) , they can be divided
into three operational states: 𝑃PV(max) < 𝑃𝐵(min) , 𝑃𝐵(min) ≤
𝑃PV(max) < 𝑃𝐵(max) , and 𝑃PV(max) > 𝑃𝐵(max) , as shown in
Figure 11. When 𝑃PV(max) < 𝑃𝐵(min) , power curve of battery
charging follows 𝑃PV(max) . When 𝑃𝐵(min) ≤ 𝑃PV(max) < 𝑃𝐵(max) ,
power limitation curve and 𝑃PV(max) intersects at A point

where its intersecting time is 𝑇𝐴. Power curve tracks power
limitation curve before 𝑡 = 𝑡𝐴 , while it traces 𝑃PV(max) after 𝑡 =
𝑡𝐴 , as shown in Figure 11(b). If operational state of 𝑃PV(max) >
𝑃𝐵(max) , power curve is regulated by power limitation curve, as
shown in Figure 11(c). As mentioned above, battery charging
can be operated in a better charging mode.
In order to implement a better battery charging, power
management and battery management units are adopted and
they are implemented by microchip. In the following, power
management and battery management are briefly described.
(1) Power Management. In Figure 7, the controller includes
microchip and PWM IC. When the microchip is used
to execute power management, its control procedures are
depicted in Figure 12. First step is to set 𝑆𝑃 = 0 and
then is to read control signals. The control signals include
𝑉𝑂(max) , 𝑉𝐵(max) , 𝑉𝐵(min) , 𝑉𝐵 , 𝐼𝐵 , 𝐼𝐵(max) , 𝐼𝑂, 𝐼𝑂(max) , 𝑉ref , and
𝑃𝑃 . When control signals are obtained by microchip, next
step is to calculate 𝑃𝐵(max) (=𝑉𝐵 𝐼𝐵(max) ) and 𝑃𝐵 (=𝑉𝐵 𝐼𝐵 ).
Since 𝑃𝑃 , which is attained by MPPT control method, is the
maximum output power of PV arrays, when 𝑃𝑃 ≥ 𝑃𝐵(max)
is confirmed, 𝑃set is set to equal 𝑃𝐵(max) . If 𝑃𝑃 ≥ 𝑃𝐵(max)
is denied, 𝑃set = 𝑃𝑃 . The 𝑃𝑃 is the power command of
battery charging. Therefore, power error value ΔP can be
determined. It is equal to (𝑃set − 𝑃𝐵 ). When ΔP is determined,
current command 𝐼𝐶 can be obtained. It is equal to (ΔP/𝑉𝐵 ).
The current command 𝐼𝐶 is sent to PWM IC to determine
gate signals 𝐺1 and 𝐺2 . Next step is to judge next current
command.
(2) Battery Management. In Figure 12, the right hand side of
flowchart shows procedures of battery management. When
the microchip reads control signals, the procedure of battery
management is to judge overcurrent condition. When 𝐼𝑂 ≥
𝐼𝑂(max) is confirmed, overcurrent condition of the proposed
hybrid converter occurred. When overcurrent condition
occurred, signal 𝑆𝑃 is set to 1. The 𝑆𝑃 is sent to PWM
IC to shutdown PWM generator and the proposed hybrid
converter is also shutdown. Next step is to judge next current
command. Moreover, when 𝑉𝑂 ≥ 𝑉𝑂(max) (overcharge
condition), 𝑉𝐵 ≤ 𝑉𝐵(min) (undercharge condition) and 𝑉𝐵 ≥
𝑉𝐵(max) (overcharge condition), the control procedure enters
to set 𝑆𝑃 = 1 and to shutdown the proposed hybrid
converter. According to previously describing procedures,
battery can be properly controlled to complete a better
charging condition.
(3) PWM IC. In the battery charging mode, PWM IC is
used to control charging current with CC method. First,
photosensor is used to detect insolation level of sun. When
insolation is a high level, 𝑆𝑛 = 0. If insolation is a low
level, 𝑆𝑛 = 1. The signal 𝑆𝑛 is sent to operational mode
judgment to obtain mode control signal 𝑆𝑀. When 𝑆𝑀 = 0,
the hybrid converter enters battery charging mode. That is,
the insolation of sun is at a high level and 𝑆𝑛 = 0. If 𝑆𝑀 = 1, the
one is in LED driving mode. The signal 𝑆𝑛 = 1 and insolation
is at a low level. The mode control signal 𝑆𝑀 is sent to mode
selector, switch selector, and switch 𝑆1 . When mode selector
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Figure 9: Flowchart of MPPT using perturb and observe method for PV arrays system.

receives 𝑆𝑀 = 0, the feedback signal 𝑉𝑓 is set to equal IC.
The feedback signal 𝑉𝑓 and reference single 𝑉ref are sent to
error amplifier to obtain error value 𝑉𝑒 . When error value 𝑉𝑒
is attained, PWM generator can depend on 𝑉𝑒 to determine
duty ratios of PWM signals 𝐺1 and 𝐺2 . When 𝐺1 and 𝐺2 are
specified and 𝑆𝑀 = 0, switch selector can set that 𝑀1 = 𝐺1
and 𝑀2 = 𝐺2 to control the charging current 𝐼𝐵 of battery.
As mentioned above, the proposed hybrid converter can use
microchip and PWM IC to achieve battery charging.

4.2.2. LED Driving. The LED driving mode is regarded as
battery discharging mode. When operational mode enters
LED driving mode, 𝑆𝑀 = 1. The mode selector can be
operated to set 𝑉𝑓 = 𝑉𝑂. The 𝑉𝑓 and 𝑉ref are sent to error
amplifier to attain 𝑉𝑒 . The 𝑉𝑒 is through PWM generator to
generate signals 𝐺1 and 𝐺2 . Since 𝑆𝑀 = 1, switch selector is
controlled by 𝑆𝑀 to set 𝑀1 = 𝐺2 and 𝑀2 = 𝐺1 . Therefore,
the proposed hybrid converter can depend on duty ratios of

gate signals 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 to supply power to LED until battery
voltage 𝑉𝐵 is equal to or less than 𝑉𝐵(min) . When 𝑉𝐵 ≤ 𝑉𝐵(min) ,
the proposed hybrid converter is shutdown.

5. Experimental Results
In order to verify the circuit analysis and component design of
the proposed power system, a prototype, which is composed
of a charger and LED driving circuit (discharger), with the
following specifications was implemented.
5.1. Buck-Boost Converter (Charger)
(i) Input voltage 𝑉PV : DC 17 V∼21 V (PV arrays)
(ii) Switching frequency 𝑓𝑠1 : 250 KHz
(iii) Output voltage 𝑉𝐵 : DC 5∼7 V (lead-acid battery:
6 V/2.3 Ah)
(iv) Maximum output current 𝐼𝐵(max) : 2.3 A.
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Figure 10: Conceptual waveforms of charging current, voltage, and power for battery charger with CC charging method.
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Figure 11: Conceptual waveforms of maximum output power of PV arrays and power limitation and power curves of battery from 𝑇𝑂 to 𝑇𝐶 :
(a) 𝑃PV(max) < 𝑃𝐵(min) , (b) 𝑃𝐵(min) ≤ 𝑃PV(max) < 𝑃𝐵(max) , and (c) 𝑃PV(max) > 𝑃𝐵(max) .

5.2. Active Clamp Forward Converter (LED Driving Circuit)
(i) Input voltage 𝑉𝐵 : DC 5 V∼7 V
(ii) Switching frequency 𝑓𝑠2 : 250 KHz
(iii) Output voltage 𝑉𝑂 : DC 10 V
(iv) Maximum output current 𝐼𝑂(max) : 2 A.
According to previously specifications and design of the
hybrid converter, inductors 𝐿 2 and 𝐿 𝑚 and capacitor 𝐶𝐶 can
be determined. In (17) illustrated in [23], since inductor 𝐿 𝑚
must be greater than 7.09 uH under 𝑉𝑂 = 10 V, 𝑉𝐵 = 7 V,
and 𝑉PV = 17 V, 𝐿 2 is chosen by 40 uH. According to (6) and
(22) illustrated in [23], the magnetizing inductor 𝐿 𝑚 must

be greater than 6.8 uH under 𝑁 = 5, 𝑉𝐵 = 7 V, and 𝐿 2 =
40 uH. Therefore, magnetizing inductor 𝐿 𝑚 is determined by
40 uH, while its leakage inductor 𝐿 𝐾 is obtained by 0.2 uH.
Moreover, capacitor 𝐶𝐶 can be attained by (29) illustrated in
[23]. Its capacitance 𝐶𝐶 is 0.22 nF under 𝑁 = 5 and 𝑉𝐵 = 7 V.
Therefore, 𝐶𝐶 is chosen by 0.24 uF. The components of power
stage in the proposed hybrid converter was determined as
follows:
(i) switches 𝑀1 , 𝑀2 : PSMN005-75B,
(ii) diodes 𝐷1 , 𝐷2 : UF601,
(iii) transformer 𝑇𝑓 : EE-25 core,
(iv) inductor L2 : EE-22 core,
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Figure 12: Flowchart of power and battery managements of the proposed hybrid converter.

(v) capacitor 𝐶𝑂: 47 𝜇F/25 V, and
(vi) switch 𝑆1 : IRFP540.
Since the charging current 𝐼𝐵 of battery can be varied by
duty ratio of switch 𝑀1 in buck-boost converter, its value
is proportional to duty ratio 𝐷11 . Figures 13(a) and 13(b),
respectively, depict the measured voltage 𝑉𝐷𝑆 waveform of
switch 𝑀1 and current 𝐼𝐵 waveform under duty ratio of

0.31 and 0.35, illustrating that the charging current 𝐼𝐵 can
be increased by duty ratios increase. Measured waveforms
of PV arrays current 𝐼PV and voltage 𝑉PV using the perturb
and observe method are illustrated in Figure 14. Figure 14(a)
illustrates the MPP of PV arrays at 10 W, while Figure 14(b)
depicts that at 20 W. Figure 15 shows the measured battery
voltage 𝑉𝐵 and current 𝐼𝐵 under MPP of PV arrays at 10 W,
from which it can be found that the maximum charging
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for working in the charging state.
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Figure 14: Measured voltage 𝑉PV , current 𝐼PV , and power 𝑃PV
waveforms of PV arrays using the perturb and observe method to
track MPPT of arrays (a) under 𝑃PV(max) = 10 W and (b) under
𝑃PV(max) = 20 W.

current 𝐼𝐵 is limited at 1.5 A under battery voltage 𝑉𝐵 of 6.5 V
due to control of power management.
When the proposed hybrid converter is operated in the
discharging state (LED driving state), active clamp forward is
in working. Measured voltage 𝑉𝐷𝑆 and current 𝐼𝐷𝑆 waveforms
of switched 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 are, respectively, illustrated in Figures
16 and 17. Figures 16(a) and 16(b) show those waveforms
under 20% of full load, while Figures 17(a) and 17(b) depict
those waveforms under full load. From Figures 16 and 17, it
can be seen that switches 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 are operated with ZVS

at turn-on transition. Comparison of conversion efficiency
between forward converter with hard-switching circuit and
with the proposed active clamp circuit from light load to
heavy load is depicted in Figure 18, from which it can be
found that the efficiency of the proposed converter is higher
than that of hard-switching one. Its maximum efficiency is
90% under 80% of full load and its efficiency is 83% under full
load. Figure 19 illustrates step-load change between 20% of
full load and full load, illustrating that the voltage regulation
𝑉𝑂 has been limited within ±2%. From experimental results,
it can be found that the proposed hybrid converter is suitable
for electronic sign applications.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, the buck-boost converter combined with
active clamp forward converter to form the proposed hybrid
converter is used to implement battery charger and driving LED. Circuit derivation of the hybrid converter with
switch integration technique is presented in this paper to
reduce component counts. Operational principle, steadystate analysis, and design of the proposed hybrid converter
have been described in detail. From efficiency comparison
between forward converter with hard-switching circuit and
with the proposed active clamp circuit, the proposed active
clamp converter can yield higher efficiency. An experimental
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Figure 18: Comparison conversion efficiency between the conventional hard-switching forward converter and the proposed one from
light load to heavy load for working in the discharging state.
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Figure 19: Output voltage 𝑉𝑂 and output current 𝐼𝑂 under step-load
charges between 30% and 100% of full load of the proposed forward
converter operated in the discharging state.
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A novel parabolic trough concentrating solar heating for cut tobacco drying system was established. The opening width effect of
V type metal cavity absorber was investigated. A cut tobacco drying mathematical model calculated by fourth-order Runge-Kutta
numerical solution method was used to simulate the cut tobacco drying process. And finally the orthogonal test method was used
to optimize the parameters of cut tobacco drying process. The result shows that the heating rate, acquisition factor, and collector
system efficiency increase with increasing the opening width of the absorber. The simulation results are in good agreement with
experimental data for cut tobacco drying process. The relative errors between simulated and experimental values are less than 8%,
indicating that this mathematical model is accurate for the cut tobacco airflow drying process. The optimum preparation conditions
are an inlet airflow velocity of 15 m/s, an initial cut tobacco moisture content of 26%, and an inlet airflow temperature of 200∘ C.
The thermal efficiency of the dryer and the final cut tobacco moisture content are 66.32% and 14.15%, respectively. The result shows
that this parabolic trough concentrating solar heating will be one of the heat recourse candidates for cut tobacco drying system.

1. Introduction
Solar energy currently represents the most abundant inexhaustible, nonpolluting, and free energy resources that could
have a positive meaning in alleviating the global energy
shortage and environmental pollution. There are abundant
solar energy resources and good economic tobacco industry
in Yunnan Province, located in the southwest of China.
However, drying cut tobacco of the production process in
cigarette factory needs a large amount of heat energy (150∘ C∼
300∘ C). If abundant solar energy resources are used for drying
cut tobacco of the production process in cigarette factory, we
can not only save a large amount of fossil energy but also
widen the field of utilization of solar energy. In this paper,
solar energy drying cut tobacco process will be investigated.
However, the solar energy is intermittent in nature and
that received on earth is of small flux density due to
atmospheric scattering and abortion, making it necessary
to use large surfaces to collect solar energy for drying cut
tobacco process utilization. The major technologies used
for solar energy conversion to heat are thermal processes

comprising of solar collectors. There are two basic types of
solar collectors, the flat-plate and the concentrating solar
collectors. The flat-plate collector has advantage of absorbing
both beam and diffused radiation and, therefore, still functions when beam radiation is cut off by the cloud. The area
absorbing solar radiation is the same as the area intercepting
solar radiation. However, flat-plate collectors are designed
for applications requiring energy delivered at temperatures
quite lower than 100∘ C, indicating that they are not suitable
for drying cut tobacco process. The concentrating collector
utilizes optical systems like reflectors, refractors, and so
forth to increase the intensity of solar radiation incidents
on energy-absorbing surfaces. It has the main advantage of
generating high temperatures and may be used for drying cut
tobacco process.
Parabolic trough solar collector (PTC) is one type of
the intermediate/high concentrating collectors, being widely
used in the field of electricity generation, air-conditioning,
heating, desalination, and so on. Conventional receiver used
in PTC is the vacuum tube. Because of different expanding
coefficients between the metallic tube and the glass tube, the
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cost of vacuum tube receiver is relatively high, and its useful
life is short. Therefore, many researches focus on investigation
of cavity absorbers. Boyd et al. [1] firstly developed a receiver
that consists of an annular cylindrical tube with an aperture
parallel to the axis of the cylinder. The aperture is illuminated
by means of a focusing concentrator, such as a lens, and the
radiation energy is scattered inside the cavity, absorbed by the
walls and transmitted, as heat, to the working fluid flowing
axially inside the annulus. To reduce radiative losses the tube
is surrounded by a layer of a thermal insulator. Principal
advantages of this design lie in exclusive use of commonly
available materials and current fabrication technology. In
order to minimize the heat loss, this annular cylindrical
tube was improved by Barra and Franceschi [2]. Eight small
cylindrical tubes were scattered inside the big cylindrical tube
and used for fluid transferring. Qiaoli et al. [3] proposed
the scheme of tightly connecting cluster and the inner wall
of pipe. Moreover, Zhang et al. [4] established a series of
absorbers with triangular, circular, hemispherical and square,
and simulated the optical performance and thermal property using the software programs TracePro and Fluent. The
results showed that the triangular cavity absorber structure
owned the best optical performance and thermal property,
which could gain collecting efficiency above 40%, under the
condition of collecting temperature 150∘ C. Based on these
above studies, a novel cavity absorber was investigated by
this paper. PTC system with V type metal cavity absorber
similar to triangle structure would be used for drying cut
tobacco process and the thermal loss is constrained by
the cavity radiation. In order to lower the absorber cost,
aluminum alloy was selected as the material of absorber.
Because of the coupling effect among the heat transfer,
mass transfer, and energy, air drying process became complex. In order to analyze air drying cut tobacco process, simulation model was discussed. Fukuchi et al. [5] regarded the
cut tobacco as equal volume sphere and simulated the motion
characteristics, indicating the simulation results agreed well
with the experimental results. The model equivalent sphere
was established to simulate drying process of superheated
steam by Pakowski et al. [6]. The result showed the moisture content of shredded tobacco simulated and the outlet
temperature simulated agreed well with the experimental
values. Based on these simulation results, simulation model
of air drying cut tobacco process was studied and the process
parameters of process of drying cut tobacco were optimized
in this research.
In this paper, parabolic trough concentrating system
with V type metal cavity absorber was used for providing
heat for cut tobacco drying system. In order to reduce the
incident light energy loss and prevent cavity absorber from
deformation, the width of V type metal cavity absorber
was calculated, ensuring that stable heat energy provided
by the PTC system is enough for cut tobacco drying
process. Moreover, a mathematical model of cut tobacco
drying process was calculated by using fourth-order RungeKutta numerical solution method and the accuracy of the
model compared with the experimental results was analyzed.
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Table 1: Main parameters of cut tobacco drying system.
Parabolic trough concentrator mirror
Reflectivity
0.9
Opening width
3.2 m
Lighting area
30 m2
Length
10 m
Metallic V cavity absorber
Opening width
4 cm, 7 cm
Internal surface coating
Aluminum anodic oxide film
Absorptivity
0.85∼0.9
Emissivity
0.1∼0.2
Variable diameter drying pipe
Part 1
Height: 1.2 m, diameter: 200 mm
Part 2
Height: 2 m, diameter: 300 mm
Total height
3.25 m

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials. Before solar energy drying process, the cut
tobacco samples were pretreated by humidifier and equilibrated water content for 24 h in conditions of temperature
20±2∘ C and relative humidity 60±2%. Moisture content of cut
tobacco samples was determined by YC/T31-1996 standard
test methods [7].
2.2. Experimental Equipment
2.2.1. Parabolic Trough Concentrating Solar Heating for Cut
Tobacco Drying System. Diagram of parabolic trough concentrating solar heating for cut tobacco drying system was
shown in Figure 1(a). The main parameters of the design are
given in Table 1. The parabolic trough concentrating solar
heating for cut tobacco drying process was illustrated as
follows. Firstly, when sunlight arrived at the parabolic trough
concentrator mirror, the solar tracker was adjusted to make
the metal V cavity body coincide with focal length of the PTC.
Because of photothermal conversion, heat transfer oil was
used to exchange heat with the cavity body and then heated
to the predetermined temperature. Secondly, the circulating
fan was opened and the hot air exchanged with heat transfer
oil was transferred into the drying pipe. When temperature
of the hot air reached target temperature in the drying pipe,
cut tobacco pretreated was put into the drying pipe for drying
process. Thirdly, when finishing the drying process, product
of cut tobacco dried was followed with airflow into the
whirlwind separator and separated from the airflow. Fourthly,
part of airflow was recycled into next drying process and the
left airflow was supplied by the valve S2. The electric heater
was used to keep the output temperature of heat conduction
oil stable when solar irradiance changed.
2.2.2. Test Schematic of Energy Flux Density Distribution.
In order to analyze the effect of cavity opening width on
energy flux density distribution, the test schematic was shown
in Figure 2. As shown in Figure 2, the width and the focal
length of parabolic trough concentrator mirror were 3.2 m
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(a) Diagram of parabolic trough concentrating solar heating for cut tobacco drying
system

(b) Photograph of parabolic trough concentrating solar heating for cut tobacco drying
system

Figure 1: Parabolic trough concentrating solar heating for cut tobacco drying system.

and 117 cm, respectively. There were a width of 10 cm Lambert
target, neutral density attenuator (ND-filter), CCD industrial
cameras, computers and solar tracking control system, and
other parts. Test method was detailed by our previous work
[8].

z
Sunlight

Lambert
target

Sunlight

3. Cut Tobacco Drying Mathematical Model
3.1. Assumption. In this work, a relatively simple onedimensional model [9, 10] was adopted assuming no radial
or axial dispersion of flow. The shape of cut tobacco particles
was considered as equal volume sphere and had a uniform
size. Diameter and density variations of cut tobacco particles
were ignored in the drying process. The wall of drying pipe
has good insulation and there was no heat exchange with the
atmospheric environment.
3.2. Mathematical Model of the Drying Process. The momentum equation of cut tobacco particle was as follows:
2

𝜌𝑔 𝑔 0.1
3 𝜌𝑔 (V𝑔 − V𝑝 )
− (1 − )
−
= 𝜉
.
𝑑𝑧
4
V𝑝 𝑑𝑝 𝜌𝑝
𝜌𝑝 V𝑝
𝐷

𝑑V𝑝

(1)

The relationship between 𝜉 and Re in (1) was shown in
Table 2 [11].

ND-filter
PTC

CCD camera
O

Computer

x

Data line

Figure 2: The measurement schematic of focal line energy flux
density distribution.

The movement equation of air stream was as follows:
2

𝜆V𝑔
𝑔 3𝑁𝜉(V𝑔 − V𝑝 )
𝑑𝑃
−
−
=−
−
.
𝑑𝑧
𝜌𝑔 V𝑔 𝑑𝑧 V𝑔
4V𝑔 𝑑𝑝
2𝐷

𝑑V𝑔

(2)

The parameter 𝑁 of (2) was the number of particles per
unit volume in the drying pipe and identified according to the
experimental conditions.

4
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Table 2: The relationship between 𝜉 and Re.

Parameter
Re
𝜉

Numerical value
1–500
24/Re0.5

0-1
24/Re

The equation of gas heat balance was as follows:
500–15000
0.44

𝑑𝑡𝑔
𝑑𝑧
=−

The differential equations of cut tobacco particles and
airflow humidity distribution were as follows:
𝐺𝑝 𝑑𝑋 + 𝐺𝑔 𝑑𝑌 = 0

(3)

𝐺𝑃 𝑑𝑋 + 𝑊𝑑 𝑑𝐴 = 0.

(4)

𝑊𝑑 = 𝐾𝑦 (𝑌eq − 𝑌) .

6𝐾𝑦 (𝑌eq − 𝑌) (1 + 𝑋)
𝑑𝑋
.
=−
𝑑𝑧
𝜌𝑝 𝑑𝑝 V𝑝

(5)

(6)

The mass transfer coefficient 𝐾𝑦 , the Schmidt number
Sc, and the Prandtl number Pr in (6) were associated and
calculated according to the correlation proposed by literature
[12]:

(𝐶𝑔 ]𝑔 𝜌𝑔 )

Sc =

𝜆𝑔
]𝑔
𝐷V𝑎

0.56

,

(7)

.

Combining (3) and (6), the differential equation of airflow
and humidity could be obtained as
6𝐺𝑝 𝐾𝑦 (𝑌eq − 𝑌) (1 + 𝑋)
𝑑𝑌
.
=−
𝑑𝑧
𝐺𝑔 𝜌𝑝 𝑑𝑝 V𝑝

(8)

The heat balance equation of cut tobacco particles was
𝑑𝑡𝑝
𝑑𝑧
=−
+

𝐺𝑔 V𝑝 𝑑𝑝 𝐶𝑔

.

The differential equation of pipe diameter was as follows:

The differential equation of cut tobacco particles humidity
was as follows:

Pr =

6𝐺𝑝 (1 + 𝑋) [ℎ (𝑡𝑔 − 𝑡𝑝 ) − 𝐾𝑦 (𝑌eq − 𝑌) (𝑟0 + 𝐶𝑤 𝑡𝑝 )]

(10)

The equation of dry mass transfer rate was as follows:

Sc
ℎ
= 𝐶𝑔 (1 + 𝑌) ( )
𝐾𝑦
Pr

−

𝑟0 𝑑𝑌
𝐶𝑔 𝑑𝑧

𝐶𝑤 𝑡𝑝

𝑑𝑋
𝐶𝑠 + 𝐶𝑤 𝑋 𝑑𝑧
6 (1 + 𝑋) [ℎ (𝑡𝑔 − 𝑡𝑝 ) − 𝐾𝑦 (𝑌eq − 𝑌) (𝑟0 + 𝐶𝑤 𝑡𝑝 ) ]
𝜌𝑝 V𝑝 𝑑𝑝 (𝐶𝑠 + 𝐶𝑤 𝑋)

.

(9)
The convective heat transfer coefficient ℎ between the air
stream and cut tobacco particles in (9) was associated with
Russell number Nu and also calculated by literature [12].

𝑑𝐷
= 2 cot 𝜃.
𝑑𝑧

(11)

There, 𝜃 was the expansion angle of the adjustable pipe.
According to the equations from (1) to (2) and (6) to
(11), the tapered tubular air drying cut tobacco mathematical
model was formed. Then this mathematical model was calculated using fourth-order Runge-Kutta method and Matlab
software program.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. The heating Experiments of Parabolic Trough Concentrating System. Experiments were studied to analyze the effect of
cavity opening width on collector temperatures as shown in
Figure 3.
As can be seen from Figure 3, when the solar irradiation
intensity is low, the cavity with opening width of 7 cm has
faster heating rate because the cavity with opening width
of 4 cm has relatively larger heat loss. When the run time
increases to about 1 month, the cavity opening width of 4 cm
has larger deformation. As for the cavity with opening width
of 7 cm, it was almost not deformed except in enclosure seams
of insulated enclosure. These changes before and after heating
about the cavity shape are shown in Figure 4.
In order to analyze the effect of cavity opening width on
energy flux density distribution, the test results were shown
in Figure 5. During test process, the direct solar radiation
during measurement was 568 W/m2 . As can be seen from
Figure 5, the 95% of energy is concentrated in the focal line
of concentration at the 0–7.5 cm. When the cavity absorber
with opening width of 4 cm is used, there is part of the
energy outside the cavity focused on the insulation enclosure.
This may be because the insulation housing material and the
absorber material were different. The cavity absorber with
opening width of 4 cm has severe deformation when it is
stressed. The cavity absorber with opening width of 7 cm can
absorb most of the energy. The insulation enclosure absorbs
less energy and only causes deformation of shell commissure.
When the impact of tracking accuracy is ignored, the
optical efficiency of this collector system is equal to the
product of mirror reflectivity, acquisition factor, and the
cavity absorptivity. The acquisition factors of the cavity
absorber with the opening width of 4 cm and 7 cm are
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Figure 3: Effect of cavity opening width on collector temperature
(experimental conditions: mass of heat conduction oil = 42.65 kg
and flow rate = 0.15 kg/s).

0.81 and 0.96, respectively. The collector system efficiency is
calculated using the following formula:
𝑚𝐶oil (𝑡out − 𝑡in )
.
𝐴 𝑎 𝐻𝑏

x1 = 7 cm
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80
11:50

49
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4.2. Design and Construction of the Variable
Diameter Drying Pipe
4.2.1. Approximation of Variable Diameter Drying Pipe. This
paper uses the Fedorov method on the drying tube diameter
and height of approximate calculation.
The number 𝐾𝑖 is calculated by the following equation:

(12)

When the heat conduction oil temperature is 230∘ C,
the collector system efficiency of the cavity absorber with
the opening width of 4 cm and 7 cm is 10.9% and 25.2%,
respectively. The result shows that the heating rate, acquisition factor, and collector system efficiency increase with
increasing the opening width of the absorber and can also
prevent the cavity from deformation. It naturally follows that
stability of heat conduction oil output temperature can be
improved.

𝐾𝑖 = 𝑑𝑝 × √
3

4𝑔 (𝜌𝑝 − 𝜌𝑔 )
3𝜇𝑔2 𝜌𝑔

.

(13)

Through the Figure 6 found the relationship between
Re𝑝 and 𝐾𝑖 and through the Figure 7 found the relationship
between Re𝑝 and Nu, the heat transfer coefficient of 𝐾
between air and material particles is as follows:
𝐾=

Nu ⋅ 𝜆 𝑔
𝑑𝑝

.

(14)
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𝐷=√
Suspension velocity of particles is as follows:
Re𝑝 𝜇𝑔

𝜐𝑎 =

𝑑𝑝

.

(15)

The total surface area of the particle is as follows:
𝐴𝑠 =

6𝐺𝑝
𝑑𝑝 𝜌𝑝

.

(16)

The mean temperature difference between the material and
the air is
Δ𝑡 =

𝑡1 + 𝑡2
− 𝑡𝑠 .
2

(17)

The time of the drying process is
𝜏=

𝑄
.
𝐾𝐴 𝑠 Δ𝑡

(18)

The length 𝑧 of the drying pipe is as follows:
𝑧 = (V𝑔 − V𝑎 ) 𝜏.

(19)

4𝐺𝑔 𝜌𝑠
3600𝜋𝜐𝑔

.

(20)

The design parameters are substituted into the above
formula of cut tobacco drying. The parameters are shown in
Table 3.
4.2.2. The Simulation Speed Flow of Variable Diameter Drying
Pipe. Reducing type dry pipe consists of two different diameters of straight pipe and an expansion pipe connection. In
the actual environment, the improper value of 𝜃 will lead to
sediment in the drying pipe on drying process. According to
the actual model using ANSYS Fluent for the fluid flow model
the sediment will make the flow channel blockage and have a
great influence on the drying effect even an accident.
Figure 8 shows the entrance of hot air temperature is
200∘ C, velocity of 15 m/s; the variable angle 𝜃 is 50∘ and
52∘ , respectively. We get the velocity of flow field in variable
diameter drying pipe through ANSYS Fluent.
Figure 8 shows that, when the 𝜃 is 50∘ , there is reflux
area in variable diameter of variable diameter drying pipe.
The reflux area will make sediment in the drying pipe on
drying process. When the 𝜃 is 52∘ , there is no reflux area in
variable diameter drying pipe. In practical design, the height
and heat loss of variable diameter drying pipe are considered;
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30∘

23∘

200 mm

200 mm

93.8 mm

2000 mm

60∘

50 mm

300 mm

250 mm
1200 mm

45∘

360 mm
82∘
150 mm

(a) The parameters of the drying pipe

(b) The photo of variable diameter drying pipe

Figure 9: The diagram of variable diameter drying pipe.
Table 3: The design parameters of cut tobacco drying.
Parameters

Density
(kg/m3 )

Specific heat
(kJ/kg⋅∘ C)

Initial velocity
(m/s)

Initial moisture
content (kg/kg)

Cut tobacco
Air

800
0.75

1.467
1.025

0
15

0.25
0.025

the variable angle 𝜃 of 60∘ can well meet the requirements of
cut tobacco drying process.
4.2.3. Production of the Variable Diameter Drying Pipe.
According to the above calculation and analysis, the variable
diameter drying pipe is designed and is made of stainless steel
304 with the thickness of 2 mm. It is fixed through the bracket
to ensure the drying tube vertically. The parameters of the
drying pipe and the photo are shown in Figure 9.
4.3. Cut Tobacco Drying Process
4.3.1. Simulation of Cut Tobacco Drying Process. The distribution simulation of airflow and cut tobacco parameters is
shown in Table 4. The velocities shown in Figure 10 vary
with the height of drying process. In the accelerating section
(range from 0 m to 1.2 m), the airflow velocity decreases
slightly and that of cut tobacco increases quickly with
increasing the height of drying pipe. In the transition section
(from 1.2 m to 1.25 m), the airflow velocity decreases sharply
and that of cut tobacco increases slowly with increasing the

Initial temperature The water content
(∘ C)
after drying (kg/kg)
20
190

0.115∼0.14
—

Diameter
(m)
1.2 × 10−3
—

height of drying pipe. But in the constant section (from 1.25 m
to 3.25 m), the velocities of the airflow and the cut tobacco
decrease gradually with the height increasing.
As shown in Figure 10(b), the temperature of air flow
decreases with the increases of drying pipe height. The temperature of cut tobacco increases rapidly in the accelerating
section and then increases slowly with the increases of drying
pipe height. This is the cut tobacco is put into the drying
pipe and separated quickly by high-speed airflow. Then the
contact area between the airflow and the cut tobacco is
increased, indicating that both heat and mass transfer rates
are improved. In the accelerating section, because the relative
speed of cut tobacco particles is large, both heat transfer areas
for gas phase together with solid phase and the volumetric
heat transfer coefficient are improved. It naturally follows that
cut tobacco temperature increases rapidly in the accelerating
section. But in the constant section, the relative speed of
airflow and cut tobacco particles basically keeps unchanged,
so the speed of cut tobacco particles no longer increases
and the time of cut tobacco in drying pipe is prolonged.
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Table 4: Parameters of cut tobacco drying (cut tobacco).
Diameter/m

Solids-gas
ratio

Airflow
temperature/∘ C

Airflow
speed/ms−1

Initial temperature
/∘ C

1467

25.05

1.2×10-3

0.1

200

15

20

26

16

26

210

24

14

24

180

22

150

12

22

10

20

8

18

6

16

4

14

2

12
0.0

0.4

0.8

1.2

1.6

2.0

2.4

2.8

Velocity (m/s)

Moisture content (% d.b.)

255

0
3.2

Drying pipe height z (m)

20

120

18

90

16

60

14
12
0.0

Temperature (∘ C)

Initial moisture
content/%

Moisture content (% d.b.)

Specific
heat/J⋅(kg⋅∘ C)−1

Intensity/kg⋅m−3

30
0.4

0.8

1.2

1.6

2.0

2.4

2.8

3.2

Drying pipe height z (m)

Cut tobacco velocity
Air velocity
Cut tobacco moisture content

Cut tobacco temperature
Air temperature
Cut tobacco moisture content

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Distribution simulation of airflow and cut tobacco parameters (simulation experimental conditions: inlet air temperature = 200∘ C,
flow rate = 15 m/s, and initial moisture content of cut tobacco = 25%).

simulation and experiment are shown in Table 5 and Figures
11, 12, and 13, respectively.
Figures 11, 12, and 13 show the final cut tobacco moisture
contents, temperatures, and the final airflow temperatures
along with the simulation results for the same. It can be seen
from it that the simulation results are in good agreement with
experimental data for cut tobacco drying process. The relative
errors between simulated and experimental values are less
than 8%, indicating that this mathematical model is accurate
for the cut tobacco airflow drying process.

14.8
14.4
Moisture content (%)

14.0
13.6
13.2
12.8
12.4
12.0
11.6
11.2
A1

B1

C1



C1

C2

Run number
Measured
Simulated

Figure 11: Final cut tobacco moisture contents of simulation and
experiment results.

4.3.2. Validation of Mathematical Model. The mathematical
model of the cut tobacco particles drying process was calculated using fourth-order Runge-Kutta numerical solution
method. Experimental conditions [12] and the results of both

4.4. Optimization Parameters of Cut Tobacco Drying Process.
The effects of initial cut tobacco moisture content, inlet airflow velocity, and temperature on cut tobacco drying process
are studied by the orthogonal experiment in three factors and
three levels. Criteria for determining the optimum parameter
conditions are the final cut tobacco moisture content and
thermal efficiency of the dryer. The optimization results are
shown in Table 6.
According to the orthogonal test result, it can be seen that
the thermal efficiency increases with increasing the airflow
temperature and the inlet cut tobacco moisture content but
decreases with the decrease of airflow velocity. The result
shows the optimum preparation conditions are an inlet
airflow velocity of 15 m/s, an initial cut tobacco moisture
content of 26%, and an inlet airflow temperature of 200∘ C.
The thermal efficiency of the dryer and the final cut tobacco
moisture content are 66.32% and 14.15%, respectively. The
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Table 5: Summaries of experimental conditions.

𝑡𝑔in
199.5
199.8
200.4
200.4
190.3

Run number
A1
B1
C1
C1
C2

V𝑔in
15
15
15
20
15

V𝑔out
163.4
156.9
157.7
152.6
148.5

𝑡𝑝out
53.2
58.7
59.3
61.2
52.8

𝑋in
24.03
26.02
25.05
25.05
25.05

𝑋out
12.37
14.15
13.39
11.23
14.33

Table 6: Result of orthogonal experiment.
V𝑔in (m/s)
15
15
15
18
18
18
20
20
20
64.107
60.480
54.800
9.307

Run number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
K1
K2
K3
Range
70

180

65

170

60
Temperature (∘ C)

50
45
40
35

150
140
130
120

30

110

25
20

𝜂 (%)
62.46
63.54
66.32
59.46
61.34
60.64
54.56
52.35
57.49
—
—
—
—

160

55
Temperature (∘ C)

𝑡𝑔in (∘ C)
180
190
200
190
200
180
200
180
190
58.483
60.163
60.740
2.257

𝑋in (%)
24
25
26
24
25
26
24
25
26
58.827
59.077
61.483
2.656

A1

B1

C1

C1

C2

100

A1

Figure 12: Final cut tobacco temperatures of simulation and
experiment results.

final cut tobacco moisture content meets the requirements
of cut tobacco drying process. The result shows that this
parabolic trough concentrating solar heating will be a potential heat recourse for cut tobacco drying system.

5. Conclusion
A novel parabolic trough concentrating solar heating for
cut tobacco drying system was established. The result shows

C1

C1

C2

Run number

Run number
Measured
Simulated

B1

Measured
Simulated

Figure 13: Final airflow temperatures of simulation and experiment
results.

that the heating rate, acquisition factor, and collector system
efficiency increase with increasing the opening width of the
absorber and can also prevent the cavity from deformation.
The simulation results using the cut tobacco drying mathematical model were in good agreement with experimental
data for cut tobacco drying process. The optimum preparation conditions were an inlet airflow velocity of 15 m/s, an
initial cut tobacco moisture content of 26%, and an inlet
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airflow temperature of 200∘ C. The thermal efficiency of the
dryer and the final cut tobacco moisture content were 66.32%
and 14.15%, respectively. The result showed that this parabolic
trough concentrating solar heating would be one of the heat
recourse candidates for cut tobacco drying system.
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𝐴: Drying pipe cross-sectional area, m2
𝐶𝑠 : Specific heat capacity of dry material,
kJ/(kg⋅∘ C)
𝐶𝑤 : Specific heat capacity of water, kJ/(kg⋅∘ C)
𝐶𝑔 : Specific heat capacity of moist air,
kJ/(kg⋅∘ C)
𝐶oil : Specific heat capacity of heat transfer oil,
kJ/(kg⋅∘ C)
𝐷: Drying pipe diameter, m
𝑑𝑝 : Particle size, m
𝐺𝑔 : Oven dry air flow, kg/s
𝐺𝑝 : Oven dry particle size flow, kg/s
ℎ: Convective heat transfer coefficients,
W/(m2 ⋅ ∘ C)
𝐾𝑦 : Mass transfer coefficient, kg/(m2 ⋅s)
𝑁: The number of particles per unit volume,
1/m3
Nu: Nusselt number
𝑃sat : Saturated vapor pressure, Pa
Pr: Prandtl number
𝑟0 : 0∘ C latent heat of vaporization of water,
kJ/(kg⋅∘ C)
Re: Reynolds number
𝑡𝑔 : Air temperature, ∘ C
𝑡𝑝 : Particle temperature, ∘ C
V𝑔 : Steam velocity, m/s
V𝑝 : Particle velocity, m/s
𝑊𝑑 : Mass transfer rate, W/(m2 ⋅ ∘ C⋅s)
𝑋: The moisture content of the material, %
d.b.
𝑌: Absolute humidity of air, % d.b.
𝑌eq : Moisture content of air saturation
𝑧: Drying pipe length, m.
Greek
𝜉:
𝜆𝑔:
𝜌𝑝 :
𝜌𝑔 :
𝜌𝑠 :
𝜃:
𝜂sys :
𝜂:

Drag coefficient
Thermal conductivity of air, J/(m⋅∘ C ⋅s)
Wet density of the material, kg/m3
Wet density of the air, kg/m3
Oven dry density of the material, kg/m3
Variable diameter angle
Collector system efficiency
Drying pipe thermal efficiency.

Subscript
In: inlet
Out: outlet.
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In recent years several numerical methods have been proposed to identify the five-parameter model of photovoltaic panels from
manufacturer datasheets also by introducing simplification or approximation techniques. In this paper we present a fast and
accurate procedure for obtaining the parameters of the five-parameter model by starting from its reduced form. The procedure
allows characterizing, in few seconds, thousands of photovoltaic panels present on the standard databases. It introduces and
takes advantage of further important mathematical considerations without any model simplifications or data approximations. In
particular the five parameters are divided in two groups, independent and dependent parameters, in order to reduce the dimensions
of the search space. The partitioning of the parameters provides a strong advantage in terms of convergence, computational costs,
and execution time of the present approach. Validations on thousands of photovoltaic panels are presented that show how it is
possible to make easy and efficient the extraction process of the five parameters, without taking care of choosing a specific solver
algorithm but simply by using any deterministic optimization/minimization technique.

1. Introduction
The one-diode model for the photovoltaic (PV) panel characterization has been widely used within both specific software toolboxes for the estimation and the prediction of the
electrical power produced by PV plants [1–4] and algorithms
for the Maximum Power Point Tracking [5–7] or irradiance
measurements [8, 9]. Indeed, it guarantees a good tradeoff between accuracy and complexity for its setup [10, 11].
On the other hand, the extraction of the five-parameter
model at standard reference conditions (SRC) (i.e., an inverse
problem) has been widely faced in the literature. Although
two approaches are generally the most adopted (the one
that uses the datasheet information and the other one that
exploits the experimental data on I-V curves), the use of only
data provided by manufacturer on datasheet appears more
interesting because it does not require a specific experimental
study on PV module. Nevertheless, the approaches proposed
the in literature differ between them and often it is difficult to

understand what is the best one to be used. Indeed, on one
hand several works proposed different equations/approaches
for the extraction of the five parameters; on the other
hand, almost any kinds of optimization techniques have
been presented to solve the inverse problem of the extraction of the five parameters. This is essentially due to the
nature of the involved equations which are transcendental
and hard to manage. Just to give some references within
the wide literature regarding this issue, hereafter some of
the more recent works are briefly reported. Regarding the
techniques for finding the inverse problem solutions, in [12]
an improved differential evolution algorithm is presented
for the extraction of five parameters from both synthetic
data and experimental 𝐼𝑉 data, in [13] penalty differential
evolution is used in a similar way, in [14, 15] pattern search
and Bacterial Foraging Algorithm are used, respectively, and
so on (see the reference within these works for further journal
articles). Regarding the alternative analytical approaches, in
[16] an explicit 𝐼-𝑉 model of a solar cell which uses Padé
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the cell series and shunt resistance, respectively. In (1), the
governing variables 𝑛, 𝑅𝑆 , 𝐼irr , 𝐼0 , and 𝑅SH can be assumed as
dependent or not on the irradiance (𝐺) and the temperature
(𝑇) but in any case they are in function of certain reference
(ref) parameters at SRC (𝐺ref = 1000 W/m2 , 𝑇ref = 25∘ C)
(hereafter we present and utilize the relations proposed by
De Soto et al. in [11]; other slightly different relations are
presented in several works, such as [24, 25], but their use
does not affect the effectiveness and validity of the presented
procedure):

+

G

RS
RSH

V

Iirr
−

Figure 1: One-diode equivalent model for a PV module.

approximation is presented, that is, the exponential function
is approximated by means of a rational function; in [17] the
Taylor series is instead used; in [18–20] the 𝐼-𝑉 relations
are more explicitly written by means of the 𝑊 Lambert
function [21], and then the extraction of the five parameters
is performed by numerical techniques. Although the aim of
these works is to effectively solve the problem, they suffer
from unsuitable mathematical approximations (which lead
to errors in the results) or complicated implementations and
high computational costs. As a consequence these approaches
are not so easy to be applied.
In this paper we present a fast and accurate procedure
for obtaining the parameters of the five-parameter model
by starting from its reduced form [22] which allows the
identification of thousands of PV panels available on the
standard databases (such as Californian Energy Commission
database [23]). Indeed, by using suitable initial guesses it is
possible to fully characterize thousands of PV panel in few
seconds without any model simplifications or data approximations, simply by introducing further important mathematical considerations about the five-parameter model. The
paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 the traditional onediode model and the problem related to its characterization
are presented; in Section 3 the reduced form of the fiveparameter model is described; the validation results obtained
on thousands of PV panels are shown in Section 4; finally,
Section 5 is for the conclusions.

2. The One-Diode Model and
Its Reduced Form
The equivalent circuit of the one-diode model is shown
in Figure 1. The relation between current 𝐼 and voltage 𝑉
for a PV array/panel of arbitrary dimension (𝑁𝑃 parallel
connected strings of 𝑁𝑆 series-connected PV cells) at the
equivalent port is [10]
𝐼 = 𝑁𝑃 𝐼irr − 𝑁𝑃 𝐼0 [𝑒𝑞(𝑉+𝐼(𝑁𝑆 /𝑁𝑃 )𝑅𝑆 )/𝑁𝑆 𝑛𝑘𝑇 − 1]
−

𝑉 + 𝐼 (𝑁𝑆 /𝑁𝑃 ) 𝑅𝑆
,
(𝑁𝑆 /𝑁𝑃 ) 𝑅SH

(1)

where 𝐼irr is the irradiance current (photocurrent), 𝐼0 is the
cell reverse saturation current (diode saturation current), 𝑞
is the electron charge (𝑞 = 1.602 × 10−19 C), 𝑛 is the cell
ideality factor, 𝑘 is the Boltzmann constant (𝑘 = 1.3806503 ×
10−23 J/K), 𝑇 is the cell temperature, and 𝑅𝑆 and 𝑅SH represent

𝐼irr =

𝑛 = 𝑛ref ,

(2)

𝑅𝑆 = 𝑅𝑆,ref ,

(3)

𝐺
[𝐼
+ 𝛼𝑇 (𝑇 − 𝑇ref )] ,
𝐺ref irr,ref

(4)

𝑇 3 [𝐸𝑔,ref /𝑘𝑇ref −𝐸𝑔 /𝑘𝑇]
,
]𝑒
𝑇ref

(5)

𝐼0 = 𝐼0,ref [

𝑅SH =

𝐺
𝑅
.
𝐺ref SH,ref

(6)

In (5) 𝐸𝑔 = 1.17 − 4.73 × 10−4 × (𝑇2 /(𝑇 + 636)) is
the bandgap energy for silicon in eV. Thus, there are five
unknown parameters at SRC, 𝑛ref , 𝑅𝑆,ref , 𝐼irr,ref , 𝐼0,ref , and
𝑅SH,ref to be found within (2)–(6). Then, by starting from their
values and by using the above relations, it is possible to write
the 𝐼-𝑉 curves for every temperature and irradiance values.
In order to determine these five unknowns we need five independent equations based on datasheet information. Usually
the PV panel manufacturers provide several information on
datasheet at standard reference conditions (SRC), that is, for
the irradiance 𝐺ref and the temperature 𝑇ref : the values of
the short-circuit current (𝐼SC,ref ) and the open-circuit voltage
(𝑉OC,ref ), the current and voltage values at the maximum
power point (𝐼mp,ref and 𝑉mp,ref ). In addition, the datasheets
report the temperature coefficients (or percentage) of both
the short-circuit current (𝛼𝑇 or 𝛼𝑇% ) and the open-circuit
voltage (𝛽𝑇 or 𝛽𝑇% ). On the basis of the three characteristic
points, open-circuit, short-circuit, and maximum power
points at SRC, it is possible to write the first four equations
of the five-parameter model [10, 11, 15, 22, 26]: indeed the
first equation arises by writing (1) for the open-circuit (OC)
condition; the second equation arises by using (1) for the
short-circuit (SC) condition; the third equation arises by
exploiting the current and voltage values at the maximum
power point (MPP) condition. The fourth equation is written
by imposing the slope of the 𝑃-𝑉 curve (power versus
voltage) over the MPP equal to zero, 𝑑(𝑉 ⋅ 𝐼)/𝑑𝑉 = 0,
that can be also expressed in terms of 𝐼mp,ref /𝑉mp,ref ratio.
The last fifth equation used to complete the five-parameter
model is written by exploiting the temperature dependence
of (1) at the open-circuit condition and irradiance 𝐺 =
𝐺ref by using the previously stated temperature coefficients
(𝛼𝑇 and 𝛽𝑇 ) [10–12]. Before showing the five equations,
it is useful to briefly recall the constants specified in (7)
adopted in order to simplify the writing of the mathematical
expressions. Furthermore, the temperature-dependent factor
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Portion of the feasible domain and solution found in it

log10 [f1 (nref , RS,ref )2 + f2 (nref , RS,ref )2 ]

1.5
1
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0
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Figure 2: Graph of the functional (25) and the feasible domain for the BP 3 235 T PV panel (multi-Si technology). A unique physical solution
exists.

𝐾𝑇 = [𝑇/𝑇ref ]3 𝑒[𝐸𝑔,ref /𝑘𝑇ref −𝐸𝑔 /𝑘𝑇] is used in (5) and the shunt
−1
is adopted as unknown in (6)
conductance 𝐺SH,ref = 𝑅SH,ref
instead of 𝑅SH,ref :
𝐶1 =

𝑘𝑇ref
;
𝑞

𝐶2 =

𝐶4 =

𝐼mp,ref
𝑁𝑃 𝐶1

𝑉OC,ref
;
𝑁𝑆 𝐶1

;

𝐶3 =

𝑉mp,ref
𝑁𝑆 𝐶1

𝐼SC,ref
𝐶5 =
.
𝑁𝑃 𝐶1

;
(7)

Thus, the five equations are the following:
0 = 𝐼irr,ref − 𝐼0,ref (𝑒𝐶2 /𝑛ref − 1) − 𝐺SH,ref 𝐶1 𝐶2 ,

(8)

𝐶1 𝐶5 = 𝐼irr,ref − 𝐼0,ref (𝑒𝐶5 𝑅𝑆,ref /𝑛ref − 1) − 𝐶1 𝐶5 𝐺SH,ref 𝑅𝑆,ref ,
(9)
𝐶1 𝐶4 = 𝐼irr,ref − 𝐼0,ref (𝑒(𝐶3 +𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref )/𝑛ref − 1)
− 𝐺SH,ref 𝐶1 (𝐶3 + 𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref ) ,

(10)

(𝐼0,ref /𝑛ref 𝐶1 ) 𝑒(𝐶3 +𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref )/𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝐺SH,ref
𝐶4
=
,
𝐶3 1 + (𝐼0,ref 𝑅𝑆,ref /𝑛ref 𝐶1 ) 𝑒(𝐶3 +𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref )/𝑛ref + 𝐺SH,ref 𝑅𝑆,ref
(11)

3. Reduction to a Two-Parameter Model

0 = 𝐼irr,ref + 𝛼𝑇 (𝑇 − 𝑇ref )
− 𝐼0,ref 𝐾𝑇 (𝑒𝑞(𝑁𝑆 𝐶1 𝐶2 +𝛽𝑇 (𝑇−𝑇ref ))/𝑁S 𝑛ref 𝑘𝑇 − 1)
𝑁 𝐶 𝐶 + 𝛽𝑇 (𝑇 − 𝑇ref )
.
− 𝐺SH,ref 𝑆 1 2
𝑁𝑆

In (12), a value of 𝑇 = 𝑇ref ±10 K is used, even if variations
of temperature Δ𝑇 belonging to the range [−10, +10] with
respect to 𝑇ref return very similar solutions [10, 11].
The five-parameter model is thus defined by a system of
five equations, (8)–(12), with the five unknowns (parameters),
𝑛ref , 𝑅𝑆,ref , 𝐼irr,ref , 𝐼0,ref , and 𝐺SH,ref . Due to the presence of
transcendental equations this problem is not so simple to
manage and it can be only solved by means of numerical
methods. Since it is practically an inverse problem, many
minimization algorithms can be used and almost any kinds of
computing techniques have been tested in the literature: for
example, in [27] the comparison between several techniques
to extract the five parameters is presented and compared
by using the criteria of applicability, convergence, stability,
calculation speed, and error on various types of 𝐼𝑉 data.
In addition, due to its nonlinear nature, the system returns
solutions that are very sensitive to the choice of the initial
guesses [22, 26, 27]. As the following section shows, this
problem can be easily overwhelmed by using a reduced
form of the model employing only a set of two equations in
two unknowns. For the reader’s convenience, the list of the
technical parameters used in this work is reported at the end
of the paper.

(12)

In [22] it has been proven that the five-parameter model
can be reduced to a two-parameter model improving the
efficiency of the algorithm finding the solution. By using
this reduced form of the system instead of the original one,
it is also possible to demonstrate: (i) the uniqueness of
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Figure 3: Graph of the functional (25) and feasible domain for the Sharp NT175 panel (mono-Si technology). A unique physical solution
exists.

the solution for the problem; (ii) the existence of a unique
solution without physical meaning for some PV panels; (iii)
the matter of the optimal choice of the initial guesses that
make easy and effective the solution of the inverse problem.
As first thing, let us show the way to reduce the five-parameter
model to a two-parameter model. This is obtained by simple
algebraic manipulations of three of the five equations (8)–(11).
Indeed from the first equation (8) it is possible to obtain 𝐼irr,ref
as a function of 𝑛ref , 𝑅𝑆,ref and 𝑅SH,ref as follows:
𝐼irr,ref = 𝐼0 (𝑒𝐶2 /𝑛ref − 1) + 𝐺SH,ref 𝐶1 𝐶2 .

(13)

By substituting (13) in (10), it is possible to write
𝐶1 𝐶4 = 𝐼0,ref (𝑒𝐶2 /𝑛ref − 1) − 𝐼0,ref (𝑒(𝐶3 +𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref )/𝑛ref − 1)
− 𝐺SH,ref 𝐶1 (𝐶3 − 𝐶2 + 𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref )

𝐶1 𝐶4 + 𝐺SH,ref 𝐶1 (𝐶3 − 𝐶2 + 𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref )
(𝑒𝐶2 /𝑛ref − 𝑒(𝐶3 +𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref )/𝑛ref )

(𝑒𝐶2 /𝑛ref − 𝑒(𝐶3 +𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref )/𝑛ref )
=

𝐶3 𝐺SH,ref − 𝐶4 − 𝐶4 𝐺SH,ref 𝑅𝑆,ref

(17)

𝑒(𝐶3 +𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref )/𝑛ref ((𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref − 𝐶3 ) /𝑛ref 𝐶1 )

from which it is possible to obtain 𝐺SH,ref as a function of 𝑛ref
and 𝑅𝑆,ref ,
𝐺SH,ref

⋅

(14)

𝐶4
𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref − 𝐶3
(1 + (𝐶3 − 𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref ) /𝑛ref ) 𝑒(𝐶3 +𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref −𝐶2 )/𝑛ref − 1

.
1 + ((𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref + 𝐶3 − 𝐶2 ) /𝑛ref − 1) 𝑒(𝐶3 +𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref −𝐶2 )/𝑛ref
(18)

Now, substituting (18) in (15) or (16) also allows expressing 𝐼0,ref as a function of 𝑛ref and 𝑅𝑆,ref ,
.

(15)

𝐶3 𝐺SH,ref − 𝐶4 − 𝐶4 𝐺SH,ref 𝑅𝑆,ref
𝑒(𝐶3 +𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref )/𝑛ref ((𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref − 𝐶3 ) /𝑛ref 𝐶1 )

.

𝐼0,ref
=

On the other hand, from (11) we can also obtain 𝐼0,ref
𝐼0,ref =

𝐶1 𝐶4 + 𝐺SH,ref 𝐶1 (𝐶3 − 𝐶2 + 𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref )

=

that can be written also as
𝐼0,ref =

Furthermore, by posing the expression (15) equal to the
(16), we can write

⋅
(16)

𝐶1 𝐶4
𝐶3 − 𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref
𝑒𝐶2 /𝑛ref

(2𝐶3 − 𝐶2 )
.
+ ((𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref + 𝐶3 − 𝐶2 ) /𝑛ref − 1) 𝑒(𝐶3 +𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref )/𝑛ref
(19)
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Figure 4: Graph of the functional (25) and feasible domain for the PV panel Xunlight XR12–88 panel (thin film technology). A unique
physical solution exists.

Close-up of the feasible domain and solution found outside it
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Figure 5: Graph of the functional (25) and feasible domain for the PV panel BP Q 230 panel (multi-Si technology). A unique unphysical
solution exists (it lies outside the feasible domain); that is, this panel cannot be modelled by using the five-parameter model.
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Finally, (19) and (18) are utilized together with (13) so that
𝐼irr,ref can be written as a function of 𝑛ref and 𝑅𝑆,ref ,

𝐼irr,ref =

(𝐶1 𝐶4 (2𝐶3 − 𝐶2 )) / (𝐶3 − 𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref ) (𝑒𝐶2 /𝑛ref − 1 − (𝐶2 /𝑛ref ) 𝑒(𝐶3 +𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref )/𝑛ref )
𝐶1 𝐶4 𝐶2
.
+
(𝐶3 − 𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref )
𝑒𝐶2 /𝑛ref + ((𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref + 𝐶3 − 𝐶2 /𝑛ref ) − 1) 𝑒(𝐶3 +𝐶4 𝑅𝑆,ref )/𝑛ref

In (18), (19), and (20) we have written 𝐺SH,ref , 𝐼0,ref , and 𝐼irr,ref
as functions of 𝑛ref and 𝑅𝑆,ref , respectively. This means that
now there are only two independent unknowns, called 𝑛ref
and 𝑅𝑆,ref , to be found by using the two equations coming out
from the other two conditions not yet utilized in the previous
steps. They are (9) and (12) obtained from the evaluation of
(1) at short-circuit (𝑉 = 0, 𝐼 = 𝐼SC,ref ) condition and for
𝛽𝑇 ≈ (𝑉OC − 𝑉OC,ref )/(𝑇 − 𝑇ref ) condition, respectively. Thus,
the reduced form of the original five-equation system is the
following:
𝐶3 (2𝐶4 − 𝐶5 ) 𝐶4 (𝐶2 − 2𝐶3 ) ((𝐶5 𝑅𝑆,ref −𝐶2 )/𝑛ref )
+
𝑒
𝐶3 − 𝑅𝑆,ref 𝐶4
𝐶3 − 𝑅𝑆,ref 𝐶4
+[

0 < 𝑅𝑆,ref <

𝐶3 + 𝑅𝑆,ref 𝐶4 − 𝐶2
− 1)]
𝑛ref

(22)

(𝑛ref )

max
𝑅𝑆,ref
(𝑛ref ) =

𝐶
𝑛ref
[1 + 𝑊−1 (−𝑒(𝐶2 −𝑛ref −2𝐶3 )/𝑛ref )] + 3 (23)
𝐶4
𝐶4

whereas the Lambert 𝑊 function [8] in (23) has
been used: this special mathematical function allows
obtaining a closed form representation for the 𝐼-𝑉
curves and it is often successfully used for the analysis
of PV modules [14, 15].

× 𝑒((𝐶3 +𝑅𝑆,ref 𝐶4 −𝐶2 )/𝑛ref )
𝐶4 𝛽𝑇 (𝑇 − 𝑇ref ) (𝑛ref − 𝑅𝑆,ref 𝐶4 + 𝐶3 )
]
𝑁𝑆
𝑛ref (𝐶3 − 𝑅𝑆,ref 𝐶4 )

(ii) Thus it is possible to individuate the feasible domain
for the two remaining independent unknowns by
assuming

× 𝑒((𝐶3 +𝑅𝑆,ref 𝐶4 −𝐶2 )/𝑛ref )

0.5 ⩽ 𝑛ref ⩽ 2.5.

𝐶1 𝐶4 𝐾𝑇 (𝐶2 − 2𝐶3 )
(𝐶3 − 𝑅𝑆,ref 𝐶4 )

(24)

(iii) It is also possible to graph the 2D functional used for
solving the system (21):

× 𝑒(𝑞𝛽𝑇 (𝑇−𝑇ref )/𝑁𝑆 𝑘𝑇𝑛ref +(𝐶2 /𝑛ref )(𝑇ref /𝑇−1))
+

max
𝑅𝑆,ref

max
with 𝑅𝑆,ref
as a function of 𝑛ref

𝛽𝑇 (𝑇 − 𝑇ref ) 𝐶4
𝐶 𝐶 (2𝐶3 − 𝐶2 )
+ 1 4
]
𝑁𝑆 (𝐶3 − 𝑅𝑆,ref 𝐶4 )
(𝐶3 − 𝑅𝑆,ref 𝐶4 )

+ [𝛼𝑇 (𝑇 − 𝑇ref ) (

+

(i) Since the values of 𝐼irr,ref , 𝐼0,ref , and 𝑅SH,ref must be
positive in order to obtain a physical meaning for
these three parameters, it is possible to find the conditions for the range of the independent unknowns 𝑛ref
and 𝑅𝑆,ref from (18), (19), and (20). In particular, the
maximum admissible value for 𝑅𝑆,ref is a function of
𝑛ref , according to the following relations [22]:
(𝐶 − 𝐶3 )
,
𝑅𝑆,ref ≠2
𝐶4

× 𝑒((𝐶3 +𝑅𝑆,ref 𝐶4 −𝐶2 )/𝑛ref ) = 0,

+[

is evident since it returns the same unique solution also
by using different numerical methods. Moreover, (18)–(21)
allows making several important considerations about the
solutions of the five-parameter model.

𝐶5 𝐶3 − 𝐶4 𝐶2 𝐶2 𝐶4 + 𝐶5 𝐶3 − 𝐶5 𝐶2
−
]
𝐶3 − 𝑅𝑆,ref 𝐶4
𝑛ref

[𝛼𝑇 (𝑇 − 𝑇ref ) −

(20)

2

2

𝐹 (𝑛ref , 𝑅𝑆,ref ) = 𝑓1 (𝑛ref , 𝑅𝑆,ref ) + 𝑓2 (𝑛ref , 𝑅𝑆,ref ) ,

𝐶1 𝐶4 (𝐾𝑇 − 1) (2𝐶3 − 𝐶2 ) (−𝐶2 /𝑛ref )
= 0.
𝑒
(𝐶3 − 𝑅𝑆,ref 𝐶4 )
(21)

3.1. Solution of the Reduced form of the Five-Parameter Model.
Although the two equations (21) of the reduced form of the
five-parameter model are transcendental equations, they are
quite affordable that simple and fast numerical methods can
be utilized to find the solutions instead of more complex and
expensive algorithms in terms of computational costs [28–
31]. On the other hand, the effectiveness of the reduced form
with respect to the original system based on five equations

(25)

where 𝑓1 (𝑛ref , 𝑅𝑆,ref ) = 0 and 𝑓2 (𝑛ref , 𝑅𝑆,ref ) = 0
represent the first and the second equation of the
system (21), respectively. The graph of the functional
𝐹(𝑛ref , 𝑅𝑆,ref ) is smooth and free from local minima
(some examples are shown in the next section).
The presence of only one minimum (i.e., one global
minimum) makes the problem of finding the solution
of the system (21) a convex problem allowing the
use of simple initial guesses without choosing specific
optimization algorithms. Indeed, as also discussed
in [26] where an empirical approach is adopted,
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Figure 6: Current-Voltage curves at SRC of BP 3 235T, traced by
using 3/4/5 parameter models.
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(v) By observing the graph of the functional 𝐹(𝑛ref , 𝑅S,ref )
it is also possible to verify that some PV panels
have the minimum (i.e., the solution of the problem)
lying outside the feasible domain. This means that the
solution still exists but it is not physical (i.e., at least
one among the five parameters is negative).
3.2. Some Examples and Graphs. In order to prove the above
considerations, in Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5 the results of four
different panel modules are shown: a mono-Si PV panel
(Sharp NT-175UC1), a multi-Si PV panel (BP 3235 T), a thin
film PV panel (Xunlight XR12–88), and another multi-Si PV
panel (BP Q Series 230 W). Each figure shows the graph of
the functional 𝐹(𝑛ref , 𝑅S,ref ) together with its feasible domain
(i.e., the set of points of the two independent parameters 𝑛ref
and 𝑅𝑆,ref for which the dependent parameters 𝐼0,ref , 𝐼irr,ref and
𝐺SH,ref , have physical meaning) and the solution (minimum
of the functional) of the reduced system (21). Figures 2–
5 clearly prove the uniqueness of the solutions of the four
panels. Furthermore, the quasi-monotonic behaviours of the
functionals allow for an easy search of the solution (convex
optimization). The initial guesses chosen for the search
procedure of the solutions were the following:
(26)

250
200

Power

(iv) As a consequence, it is also possible to state that
the system (21), that is, the reduced form of the
original five-equation system, has a unique solution
that corresponds to the one with physical meaning.

max
= 0.9 ⋅ 𝑅𝑆,ref
(𝑛guess )

30

Figure 7: Close-up around maximum power point of CurrentVoltage curves at SRC of BP 3 235T, traced by using 3/4/5 parameter
models.

the choice of the initial guesses is one of the more
critical aspects regarding the identification of the fiveparameter model [22].

guess

28

3 par. model
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Figure 8: Power-Voltage curves at SRC of BP 3 235T, traced by using
3/4/5 parameter models.

with 𝑛guess = 1.0 for multi-Si and mono-Si PV panels and
𝑛guess = 2.0 for thin film PV panels. It can be noted by observing Figure 5 that the PV panel BP Q Series 230 W does not
provide for physical solutions of the five parameters model
(i.e., the solution exists but it lies outside the feasible domain
and then at least one among the dependent parameters is
lower than zero). It is worth noting that all the PV panels of
BP Q series cannot be modelled by using the five-parameter
model. The issue about the existence or not of the solution
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Table 1: Number of tested PV panels from CEC database grouped
by type of technology.

Power-voltage curves at SRC
240

Technology
Mono-Si
Multi-Si
Amorphous and thin films
Other (CIS, CIGS, CdTe, etc.)
Total

Power

230
220

# PV panels
4801
6435
253
275
11764

210
guess

200

Table 2: Results obtained with Matlab fsolve for 𝑅𝑆
max guess
(𝑛 ).
0.5𝑅𝑆,ref

190

Algorithm
24
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Figure 9: Close-up around maximum power point of Power-Voltage
curves at SRC of BP 3 235T, traced by using 3/4/5 parameter models.

is really complex and nothing can be said a priori by simply
observing the datasheets of the PV panels.

4. Tests on California Energy
Commission Database
In order to prove the effectiveness of the proposed procedure,
aimed at the identification of the five-parameter model simply by starting from PV datasheets, in this section a statistical
validation is presented. In particular, the tests have involved
around 11000 PV panels belonging to the California Energy
Commission (CEC) database [23] (updated monthly). Table 1
shows the number of tested PV panels (# PV panels) from
CEC database grouped by type of technology. With the
aim to demonstrate both the robustness and the fastness
of the proposed approach, several initial guesses have been
chosen and three different numerical algorithms/functions
have been used in Matlab: fsolve (suitable for systems with
nonlinear equations), fminsearch (generic unconstrained
minimization function), and lsqnonlin (function aimed to
solve least squares problems). The simulations showed very
accurate results (i.e., with functional values less than 1𝐸 − 20)
which are independent of the adopted algorithm and the
unique solutions have been found at first launch for almost
all panels. The execution time for the extraction of the five
parameters of all the 11764 PV shown in Table 1 performed
on an Intel i5 core 2.5 GHz based notebook with 4 GB of
RAM was around 90 seconds for the most efficient algorithm
(fsolve with trust-region-dogleg) and 400 seconds for the
slowest algorithm (fsolve with trust-region-reflective). This
means that, also for the worst cases, the herein proposed
extraction procedure of the five parameters spent less than
30 msec for each panel.

Mean # steps
Std # steps
Mean # FEs
Std # FEs

Trust-regiondogleg

Trust-regionreflective

Levenbergmarquardt

15.56
9.48
41.16
26.38

17.55
5.91
55.65
17.85

17.52
9.89
80.84
34.57
guess

Table 3: Results obtained with Matlab fsolve for 𝑅𝑆
max guess
(𝑛 ).
0.9𝑅𝑆,ref
Algorithm
Mean # steps
Std # steps
Mean # FEs
Std # FEs

Trust-regiondogleg

Trust-regionreflective

Levenbergmarquardt

6.28
2.28
20.57
4.69

11.83
4.35
32.45
13.09

7.18
2.42
42.60
9.23

=

=

Table 4: Results obtained with different Matlab functions with
guess
max guess
(𝑛 ).
𝑅𝑆 = 0.9𝑅𝑆,ref
Matlab
function
Algorithm
Mean # steps
Std # steps
Mean # FEs
Std # FEs

fminsearch

lsqnonlin

lsqnonlin

Nelder-Mead
simplex method

Trust-regionreflective

Levenbergmarquardt

127.2
20.09
254.8
19.95

9.80
3.74
32.35
11.28

7.14
1.69
44.70
7.24

The comparisons of the performance achievable by using
various algorithms and initial guesses are reported in Tables
2, 3, and 4: in particular the results are expressed in terms of
average number (mean # steps) and standard deviation (std #
steps) of iterations steps, average number (mean # FEs) and
standard deviation (std # FEs) of function evaluations (FEs)
(in Table 2 the initial guesses are the ones proposed in [22]).
It is worth noting that the proposed initial guess (26)
allows obtaining effective results also by using one of the
most generic solvers for minimization problems, fminsearch,
which employs the Nelder-Mead simplex method discussed
in Lagarias et al. [32]. By using instead more effective Matlab
functions (such as fsolve or lsqnonlin) and algorithms (such
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as Levenberg-Marquardt [33] or trust-region-dogleg [34] algorithms) the number of iterations and FEs becomes extremely
low (around 7 for the average number of iterations and 45
for the one of FEs). Consequently the computational costs
of the proposed procedure is quite negligible, as the various
soft computing based approaches, like the ones in [12–15],
typically require thousands of FEs. In addition, it is worth
noting that the obtained results have physical meaning for
more than 97% of the total number of panels (11488 on
11764 PV panels). The unphysical solutions could be due
to the impossibility of identifying the five-parameter model
as was for the previous case of BP Q series PV panels.
Nevertheless, since we do not have any information about
how the datasheets are loaded into the CEC database, we
assumed they were correct and no check was made about the
exactness of data. Thus, some unphysical solutions could be
also due to this last matter and caused by the presence of some
errors within the CEC database. Finally, with the aim to show
the importance of adopting an accurate 5-parameter model
rather than approximated ones (such as for example the 3parameter and 4-parameter models [35]) the 𝐼-𝑉 and 𝑃-𝑉
curves at SRC for BP 3 235T module have been considered
as last test. The 3-parameter and 4-parameter models seem
to be very similar to the 5-parameter one. Nevertheless, with
the aim to simplify the characterization problem, 𝑅𝑆,ref = 0
and 𝑅SH,ref = inf conditions are used for the 3-parameter
model and 𝑅SH,ref = inf condition is used for the 4-parameter
model. The 𝐼-𝑉 and 𝑃-𝑉 curves for the three models are
shown in Figures 6 and 8, whereas the close-up around the
maximum power point (MPP) is shown in Figures 7 and 9.
It is evident, by observing the 𝑃-𝑉 curves, that (1) the 5parameter and 4-parameter models are both accurate in the
evaluation of MPP, whereas the 3-parameter model is not;
(2) the 4-parameter model overestimates the power around
the MPP, causing possible errors in the prediction of electric
power produced by a PV plant.

5. Conclusions
In this paper a fast and accurate procedure has been presented
for the characterization of thousands of photovoltaic modules
in few seconds, by starting from the manufacturer datasheets.
The proposed procedure utilizes the five-parameter model
and takes advantage from its reduced form [22] in order
to decrease the dimensions of the search space. Indeed,
the reduced system provides a strong advantage in terms
of convergence, computational costs, and execution time of
the present approach (less than 30 msec for each panel was
spent on a simple Intel i5 core 2.5 GHz based notebook).
In particular, it allows (1) choosing suitable initial guesses
within a well-defined feasible domain; (2) using very simple
and standard numerical algorithms for finding parameters;
(3) proving the existence, or not, of the unique physical
solution of the five-parameter model for each PV panel;
(4) proving the existence of only unphysical solutions for
the cases in which the five-parameter model cannot be
identified. The results of the tests performed on around
11.000 photovoltaic modules belonging to the CEC database
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demonstrated both the fastness and the effectiveness of the
proposed method.

Technical Parameters
𝑞:
𝑘:
𝐸𝑔 :
𝐺:
𝑇:
𝐼0 :
𝐼irr :
𝑛:
𝑅𝑆 :
𝑅SH :
𝑁𝑠 :
𝑁𝑝 :
𝑇ref :
𝐺ref :
𝑛ref :
𝑅𝑆,ref :
𝐼irr,ref :
𝐼0,ref :
−1
:
𝐺SH,ref = 𝑅𝑆𝐻,ref
𝑉OC :
𝐼SC :
𝑉mp :
𝐼mp :
𝑉OC,ref :
𝐼SC,ref :
𝑉mp,ref :
𝐼mp,ref :
𝛼𝑇 :
𝛼𝑇% :
𝛽𝑇 :
𝛽𝑇% :
𝐶1 :
𝐶2 :
𝐶3 :
𝐶4 :
𝐶5 :

1.602 × 10−19 (C)
1.3806503 × 10−23 (J/K)
Bandgap energy
Irradiance
Cell temperature
Reverse saturation current
Photocurrent
Ideality factor
Series resistance
Shunt resistance
Number of series modules/cells
Number of parallel connected strings
25∘ C at SRC
1000 W/m2 at SRC
Ideality factor at SRC
Series resistance at SRC
Photocurrent at SRC
Reverse saturation current at SRC
Shunt resistance at SRC
Open circuit voltage
Short circuit current
Maximum power voltage
Maximum power current
Open circuit voltage at SRC
Short circuit current at SRC
Maximum power voltage at SRC
Maximum power current at SRC
Temperature coeff. for 𝐼SC
Percentage temperature coeff. for 𝐼SC
Temperature coeff. for 𝑉OC
Percentage temperature coeff. for 𝑉OC
𝑘𝑇ref /𝑞
𝑉OC,ref /𝑁𝑆 𝐶1
𝑉mp,ref /𝑁𝑆 𝐶1
𝐼mp,ref /𝑁𝑃 𝐶1
𝐼SC,ref /𝑁𝑃 𝐶1 .
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It is difficult to determine the input parameters values for equivalent circuit models of photovoltaic modules through analytical
methods. Thus, the previous researchers preferred to use numerical methods. Since, the numerical methods are time consuming
and need long term time series data which is not available in most developing countries, an improved mathematical model was
formulated by combination of analytical and numerical methods to overcome the limitations of existing methods. The values
of required model input parameters were computed analytically. The expression for output current of photovoltaic module was
determined explicitly by Lambert W function and voltage was determined numerically by Newton-Raphson method. Moreover,
the algebraic equations were derived for the shape factor which involves the ideality factor and the series resistance of a single diode
photovoltaic module power output model. The formulated model results were validated with rated power output of a photovoltaic
module provided by manufacturers using local meteorological data, which gave ±2% error. It was found that the proposed model
is more practical in terms of precise estimations of photovoltaic module power output for any required location and number of
variables used.

1. Introduction
The photovoltaic (PV) modules are generally rated under
standard test conditions (STC) with the solar radiation of
1000 W/m2 , cell temperature of 25∘ C, and solar spectrum
of 1.5 by the manufacturers. The parameters required for
the input of the PV modules are relying on the meteorological conditions of the area. The climatic conditions are
unpredictable due to the random nature of their occurrence.
These uncertainties lead to either over- or underestimation
of energy yield from PV modules. An overestimation up to
40% was reported as compared to the rated power output
of PV modules [1, 2]. The growing demand of photovoltaics
technologies led to research in the various aspects of its
components from cell technology to the modeling, size

optimization, and system performance [3–5]. Modeling of
PV modules is one of the major components responsible
for proper functioning of PV systems. Modeling provides
the ways to understand the current, voltage, and power
relationships of PV modules [6–8]. However, the estimation
of models is affected by various intrinsic and extrinsic factors,
which ultimately influence the behavior of current and
voltage. Therefore, perfect modeling is essential to estimate
the performance of PV modules in different environmental
conditions. Hernanz et al. [9] compared the performance of
solar cells with different models and pointed out that the
manufacturers did not provide the values of the resistance in
series and parallel of the manufactured cell. Andrews et al.
[10] proposed an improved methodology for fine resolution
modeling of PV systems using module short circuit current
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(𝐼sc ) at 5 min time scales. Their work was a modified version
of the Sandia array performance model by incorporating
new factors for the calculation of short circuit current (𝐼sc )
to justify errors (including instrumentation alignment and
spectral and module power tolerance errors). Chakrasali et al.
[11] investigated the performance of Norton’s circuit model of
solar PV module with the existing models using Matlab and
reported that it is a well-suited way to predict the behavior of
PV modules operated for longer periods of time. Chouder et
al. [12] modeled a PV module by a single diode lumped circuit
and evaluated its main parameters by considering the power
conversion efficiency. Chouder et al. [13] presented a detailed
characterization of the performance and dynamic behavior
of PV systems by using the LabVIEW platform. The Lambert
W function was applied for the solution of equations by Jain
and Kapoor [14], Jain et al. [15], Ortiz-Conde et al. [16], and
others [17–19]. Picault et al. [17] presented a novel method
to forecast existing PV array production in diverse environmental conditions and concluded that Lambert W function
facilitates a direct relationship between current and voltage of
modules as it significantly reduces calculation time. Chen et
al. [18] proposed an optimized method based on polynomial
curve fitting and Lambert W function for extraction of
parameters from the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of
commercial silicon solar cells. The Lambert W function was
used for translation of transcendental equation into explicit
analytical solution. Fathabadi [19] presented a novel method
for characterization of silicon solar cells, modules, and plastic
solar cells. Artificial neural network together with Lambert
W function was employed for determination of I-V and P-V
curves of silicon and plastic solar cells and modules [20].
Moreover, Krismadinata et al. [21] used a single diode
electrical equivalent circuit model for determination of PV
cell characteristics and found that output of PV modules
were strongly affected by the intensity of solar irradiation
and ambient temperature. Lu et al. [22] investigated various
PV module layouts using full size as well as halved solar
cells. The performance of module layouts was investigated by
partially shading the PV cells using a solar cell equivalent
circuit model with SPICE software. They found that the
series-parallel hybrid connection of cells within a module
has a significant improvement on the power output of the
PV module under partial shading conditions. Mellit et al.
[23] employed a methodology for estimation power profile
of a 50 Wp Si-polycrystalline PV module by developing two
artificial neural networks (ANNs) for cloudy and sunny days
and found that the ANN-models performed better than the
existing models and also did not need more parameters
unlike implicit models. Singh [24] reviewed various models
of PV cells and concluded that the accuracy of models
can be improved by including series and shunt resistance
into the model. In addition, the author also discovered
that the estimation of models can further be improved by
either introducing two parallel diodes with independent set
saturation current or considering the diode quality factor
as a variable parameter instead of fixed value like 1 or 2.
Thevenard and Pelland [25] reported that the uncertainties of
model predictions can be reduced by increasing the reliability
and spatial coverage of solar radiation estimates, appropriate
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familiarity of losses due to dirt, soiling, and snow, and
development of better tools for PV system modeling. Tian et
al. [26] presented a modified I-V relationship for the single
diode model. The alteration in the model was made in the
parallel and series connections of an array. The derivation of
the adapted I-V relationship was begun with a single solar cell
and extended up to a PV module and finally an array. The
modified correlation was investigated with a five-parameter
model based on the data provided by the manufacturers. The
performance of the model was examined with a wide range of
irradiation levels and cell temperatures for prediction of I-V
and P-V curves, maximum power point values, short circuit
current, and open circuit voltage. Vincenzo and Infield [27]
developed a detailed PV array model to deal explicitly with
nonuniform irradiance and other nonuniformities across the
array and it was validated against data from an outdoor
test system. However, the authors reduced the complexity of
the simulations by assuming that the cell temperatures are
homogeneous for each module. Yordanov et al. [28] presented
a new algorithm for determination of the series resistance
of crystalline-Si PV modules from individual illuminated
I-V curves. The ideality factor and the reverse saturation
current were extracted in the typical way. They found that
the ideality factor at open circuit is increased by about 5%.
It was established from the review that Lambert W function
is a simple technique to give the analytical explicit solution
of solar photovoltaic module characteristics as compared to
the other methods. However, some problems still exist for the
derivation of the required model equations.
Equivalent electrical circuit model is one of the key
models under study since the last few decades. It is configured
with either single or double diode for investigation of currentvoltage relationships. The single diode models usually have
five, four, or three unknown parameters with only one
exponential term. The five unknown parameters of a single
diode model are light-generated current (𝐼𝐿 ), diode reverse
saturation current (𝐼𝑜 ), series resistance (𝑅𝑠 ), shunt resistance
(𝑅sh ), and diode ideality factor (𝐴) [29, 30]. The fourparameter model infers the shunt resistance as infinite and
it is ignored [31]. The three-parameter model assumes that
the series resistance is zero and shunt resistance is infinite
and, thus, both of these parameters are ignored, whereas, the
double diode models have six unknown parameters with two
exponential terms [32, 33].
In fact, both single and double diode models require the
knowledge of all unknown parameters, which is usually not
provided by manufacturers. Nevertheless, the current-voltage
equation is a transcendental expression. It has no explicit
analytical solution. It is also time consuming to discover its
exact analytical solution due to the limitation of available
data for the extraction of required parameters [34–36]. For
that reason, the researchers gradually focused on searching
out the approximate methods for the calculation of unknown
parameters. The analytical methods give exact solutions by
means of algebraic equations. However, due to implicit nature
and nonlinearity of PV cell or module characteristics, it
is hard to find out the analytical solution of all unknown
parameters. Analytical methods have also some limitations
and could not give exact solutions when the functions
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are not given. Thus, numerical methods such as NewtonRaphson method or Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm were
preferred. It is because of the fact that numerical methods
give approximate solution of the nonlinear problems without
searching for exact solutions. However, numerical methods
are time consuming and need long term time series data
which is not available in developing countries.
It was revealed from the review that a wide variety of
models exist for estimation of power output of PV modules.
However, these were either complicated or gave approximate
solutions. To overcome the limitations of both numerical
and analytical methods an improved mathematical model
using combination of numerical and analytical methods is
presented. It makes the model simple as well as comprehensive to provide acceptable estimations for PV module
power outputs. The values of required unknown parameters
of I-V curve, namely, light-generated current, diode reverse
saturation current, shape parameter, and the series resistance,
are computed analytically. The expression for output current
of PV module is determined explicitly by Lambert W function and voltage output is computed numerically by NewtonRaphson method.

2. Formulated Model for Computing Power
Output of PV Modules
The power produced by a PV module depends on intrinsic
electrical characteristics (current and voltage) and extrinsic
atmospheric conditions. The researchers generally incorporate the most important electrical characteristics and influential meteorological parameters in the models for the sake
of simplicity. It is almost unfeasible to obtain a model that
accounts each parameter which influences the performance
of PV modules. The models generally include those parameters, which are commonly provided by manufacturers, such
as the electrical properties of modules at standard rating
conditions [37]. The standard equivalent electrical circuit
model of PV cell denoted by a single diode is expressed as
[38]
𝐼 = 𝐼𝐿 − 𝐼𝐷 − 𝐼sh ,

(1)

I
Rs
IL

Io

Rsh

V

Figure 1: Equivalent electrical circuit model of a PV module.

where 𝐼𝑜 is the reverse saturation current and 𝜉 is a term
incorporated for the simplicity of (4), which is expressed as
𝜉=

𝑞
,
𝜆𝑘𝑇𝑐

(5)

where 𝑞 is electronic charge, 𝑘 is Boltzmann’s constant, 𝑇𝑐 is
the cell temperature, and 𝜆 is the shape factor, which is given
as
𝜆 = 𝐴 × 𝑁CS ,

(6)

where 𝐴 is the ideality factor and 𝑁CS is the number of
series cells in a module. The ideality factor (𝐴) does not
depend on the temperature as per definition of shape factor
(𝜆) from semiconductor theory [45]. The five unknown
parameters, namely, 𝐼𝐿 , 𝐼𝑜 , 𝑅𝑠 , 𝑅sh , and 𝐴, can only be found
through complicated numerical methods from a nonlinear
solar cell equation. It requires a close approximation of initial
parameter values to attain convergence. Otherwise, the result
may deviate from the real values [32, 43]. It is impractical
to find a method, which can properly extract all required
parameters to date [40, 46]. Thus, for simplicity, the shunt
resistance (𝑅sh ) is assumed to be infinity. Hence, the last term
in (4) is ignored [47]. Therefore, the simplified form of fourparameter single diode equivalent circuit model, which is
used for this study, is defined as [48]
𝐼 = 𝐼𝐿 − 𝐼𝑜 [𝑒𝜉(𝑉+𝐼𝑅𝑠 ) − 1] .

(7)

where 𝐼𝐿 is light-generated current, 𝐼𝐷 is diode current, and
𝐼sh is shunt current. The diode current (𝐼𝐷) is expressed by the
Shockley equation as [39, 40]:

From (7), a continuous relationship of current as function
of voltage for a given solar irradiance, cell temperature, and
other cell parameters can be obtained.

𝐼𝐷 = 𝐼𝑜 [𝑒𝜉(𝑉+𝐼𝑅𝑠 ) − 1] .

2.1. Determination of Unknown Parameters of Formulated
Model. The expressions for unknown parameters such as
light-generated current (𝐼𝐿 ) and reverse saturation current
(𝐼𝑜 ) were adopted from previous available models. The
expressions for the shape factor (𝜆) which involve the ideality
factor (𝐴) and the series resistance (𝑅𝑠 ) were algebraically
derived from existing equations. The PV module used for
this study was NT-175 (E1) manufactured by Sharp Energy
Solution Europe, a division of Sharp Electronics (Europe)
GmbH, Sonninstraße 3, 20097, Hamburg, Germany.

(2)

The shunt current (𝐼sh ) is defined by Petreus et al. [41] as
𝐼sh =

𝑉 + 𝐼𝑅𝑠
.
𝑅sh

(3)

Therefore, the final structure of five-parameter one diode
electrical equivalent circuit model is graphically shown in
Figure 1. It is also algebraically expressed as [40, 42–44]
𝐼 = 𝐼𝐿 − 𝐼𝑜 [𝑒𝜉(𝑉+ 𝐼𝑅𝑠 ) − 1] −

𝑉 + 𝐼𝑅𝑠
,
𝑅sh

(4)

2.1.1. Light-Generated Current (𝐼𝐿 ). Light-generated current
(𝐼𝐿 ) is a function of solar radiation and module temperature,
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if the series resistance (𝑅𝑠 ) and the shape factor (𝜆) are
taken as constants. For any operating condition, 𝐼𝐿 is related
to the light-generated current measured at some reference
conditions as [14, 29]
𝐼𝐿 = (

𝑆𝑇
) [𝐼𝐿,𝑟 + 𝜇𝐼sc (𝑇𝑐 − 𝑇𝑐,𝑟 )] ,
𝑆𝑇,𝑟

(8)

where 𝑆𝑇 and 𝑆𝑇,𝑟 are the absorbed solar radiation and 𝑇𝑐
and 𝑇𝑐,𝑟 are the cell temperatures at outdoor conditions
and reference conditions, respectively. 𝐼𝐿,𝑟 is light-generated
current at reference conditions and 𝜇𝐼sc is coefficient of
temperature at short circuit current. The cell temperature (𝑇𝑐 )
can be computed from the ambient temperature and other
data tested at nominal operating cell temperature (NOCT)
conditions, provided by the manufacturers.
2.1.2. Reverse Saturation Current (𝐼𝑜 ). The reverse saturation
current (𝐼𝑜 ) is a function of temperature only [49]. It is given
as
𝐼𝑜 =

𝐷𝑇𝑐3 𝑒𝜉𝜀𝑔 /𝐴.

3

𝑇𝑐
) 𝑒𝜉𝜆𝜀𝑔 (𝑇𝑐,𝑟 −𝑇𝑐 )/𝐴 .
𝑇𝑐,𝑟

(10)

2.1.3. Shape Factor (𝜆). Mostly, manufacturers provide information of I-V characteristic curve at three different points
using reference conditions, at open circuit voltage (𝑉oc ), at
short circuit current (𝐼sc ), and at optimum power point for
both current and voltage. The correlation for the given points
are 𝐼 = 0 and 𝑉 = 𝑉oc at open circuit conditions, 𝐼 = 𝐼sc
and 𝑉 = 0 at short circuit conditions, and 𝐼 = 𝐼mp and
𝑉 = 𝑉mp at maximum power point [48]. By substituting these
expressions in (7), it yields
𝐼sc,𝑟 = 𝐼𝐿,𝑟 − 𝐼𝑜,𝑟 [𝑒(𝜉𝑟 𝐼sc,𝑟 𝑅𝑠 ) − 1] ,

(11)

where
𝜉𝑟 =

𝑞
,
𝜆𝑘𝑇𝑐,𝑟

(12)

𝐼𝐿,𝑟 − 𝐼𝑜,𝑟 [𝑒(𝜉𝑟 𝑉oc,𝑟 ) − 1] = 0,
𝜉𝑟 (𝑉mp,𝑟 +𝐼mp,𝑟 𝑅𝑠 )

𝐼mp,𝑟 = 𝐼𝐿,𝑟 − 𝐼𝑜,𝑟 [𝑒

𝐼𝐿,𝑟 ≅ 𝐼sc,𝑟 ,

(15)

𝐼sc,𝑟 − 𝐼𝑜,𝑟 [𝑒(𝜉𝑟 𝐼sc,𝑟 𝑅𝑠 ) ] ≅ 0,

(16)

𝐼mp,𝑟 ≅ 𝐼𝐿,𝑟 − 𝐼𝑜,𝑟 [𝑒𝜉𝑟 (𝑉mp,𝑟 +𝐼mp,𝑟 𝑅𝑠 ) ] .

(17)

Solving (16) for reverse saturation current at reference conditions, (𝐼𝑜,𝑟 ) is obtained as
𝐼𝑜,𝑟 = 𝐼sc,𝑟 [𝑒−(𝜉𝑟 𝑉oc,𝑟 ) ] .

− 1] .

(13)
(14)

The reverse saturation current (𝐼𝑜 ) is a very small quantity
on the order of 10−5 to 10−6 A [47]. It lessens the influence
of the exponential term in (11). Hence, it is assumed to be

(18)

By substituting the value of reverse saturation current at
reference conditions (𝐼𝑜,𝑟 ) from (18) into (17), it yields
𝐼mp,𝑟 ≅ 𝐼sc,𝑟 − 𝐼sc,𝑟 [𝑒𝜉𝑟 (𝑉mp,𝑟 −𝑉oc,𝑟 +𝐼mp,𝑟 𝑅𝑠 ) ] .

(19)

The Equation (17) can also be solved for 𝜉𝑟 , which is given as

(9)

The reverse saturation current (𝐼𝑜 ) is a diminutive number,
but its value increases by a factor of two with a temperature
increase of 10∘ C [50]. It is actually computed by taking the
ratio of (9) at two different temperatures, thereby, eliminating
the diode diffusion factor (𝐷). It is related to the temperature
only. Thus, it is estimated at some reference conditions as the
same technique used for the determination of light current
[49]. Consider
𝐼𝑜 = (

equivalent to 𝐼sc [32]. One more generalization can be made
regarding the first term in (13) and (14), which could be
ignored. Regardless of the system size, the exponential term is
much greater than the first term. Thus, the equations become

𝜉𝑟 =

ln (1 − 𝐼mp,𝑟 /𝐼sc,𝑟 )
𝑉mp,𝑟 − 𝑉oc,𝑟 + 𝐼mp,𝑟 𝑅𝑠

.

(20)

Finally, the value of the shape factor (𝜆) can be obtained by
comparing (12) and (20) as
𝜆=

𝑞 (𝑉mp,𝑟 − 𝑉oc,𝑟 + 𝐼mp,𝑟 𝑅𝑠 )
𝑘𝑇𝑐,𝑟 ln (1 − 𝐼mp,𝑟 /𝐼sc,𝑟 )

.

(21)

2.1.4. Series Resistance (𝑅𝑠 ). The series resistance (𝑅𝑠 ) is an
essential parameter when the module is not operating near
the reference conditions. This characterizes the internal losses
due to current flow inside the each cell and in linkages
between cells. It alters the shape of I-V curve near optimum
power point and open circuit voltage; however, its effect is
small [29, 36]. I-V curve without considering 𝑅𝑠 would be
somewhat dissimilar than the curves outlined including its
value. On the basis of annual simulation, the predicted power
output from PV systems will be 5% to 8% lower when correct
series resistance is not used [32, 51]. It can be determined as
𝑑𝑉 
− 𝑅𝑠 = 0.

(22)
𝑑𝐼 𝑉oc,𝑟
To obtain differential coefficient for (22), first the current (𝐼)
can be extracted explicitly as a function of voltage (𝑉) by
using Lambert W function from (7) and is expressed as
𝐼 = (𝐼𝐿 + 𝐼𝑜 ) −

𝑊 (𝜉𝑅𝑠 𝑒𝜉(𝑉+𝐼𝐿 𝑅𝑠 +𝐼𝑜 𝑅𝑠 ) )
𝜉𝑅𝑠

.

(23)

By differentiating (23) with respect to 𝑉 and taking its
reciprocal at 𝑉 = 𝑉oc,𝑟 and 𝐼𝐿 = 𝐼𝐿,𝑟 and substituting into
(22), it gives
𝑊 (𝜉𝑅𝑠 𝐼𝑜 𝑒𝜉(𝑉oc,𝑟 +𝐼𝐿,𝑟 𝑅𝑠 +𝐼𝑜 𝑅𝑠 ) )
[1 + 𝑊 (𝜉𝑅𝑠 𝐼𝑜 𝑒𝜉(𝑉oc,𝑟 +𝐼𝐿,𝑟 𝑅𝑠 +𝐼𝑜 𝑅𝑠 ) )] 𝑅𝑠

− 𝑅𝑠 = 0.

(24)
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𝑅𝑠
= 1.8 Re (

𝑇𝑐 𝑊 (−1.5 × 107 𝑒0.022(47+(1.7×10
𝑇𝑐 𝑊 (−1.5× 107 𝑒0.022(47+(1.7×10

5

Isc
2.5 Imax

Current (A)

A number of simplifications have been made in order to solve
(24) analytically for 𝑅𝑠 . For example, 𝐼𝑜 is usually taken in the
order of 10−5 to 10−6 [47]. Its value for this study was taken
as the order of 10−6 . Similarly, the values of 𝐼𝐿,𝑟 and 𝑉oc,𝑟 were
taken from the manufacturers data. The expression for 𝑅𝑠 is
obtained based on the above simplifications and by putting
the value of 𝜉 in (24) as

Optimum power
point

2
1.5
1
0.5

/𝑇𝑐 ))

5 /𝑇 ))
𝑐

)

)+4400

),

0

Vmax
0

5

10

15

(25)
where Re represents the real part, because the negative
expression inside the Lambert W function results in a
complex number. However, in practical problems only real
values are to be considered.
2.2. Determination of Optimum Power Output Parameters of
Proposed Model. The optimum power output parameters of
model were determined by deriving the equations for current
(𝐼) and voltage (𝑉) by putting the values of unknown parameters, namely, 𝐼𝐿 , 𝐼𝑜 , 𝑅𝑠 , and 𝜆, in the respective equations. The
power (𝑃) is the product of current (𝐼) and voltage (𝑉) [48];
therefore, it can be expressed as
𝑃 = 𝐼𝑉.

(26)

By substituting 𝐼 from (23) into (26), the value of 𝑃 is
computed as [52]
𝑃 = {(𝐼𝐿 + 𝐼𝑜 ) −

𝑊 [𝜉𝑅𝑠 𝑒𝜉(𝑉+𝐼𝐿 𝑅𝑠 +𝐼𝑜 𝑅𝑠 ) ]
𝜉𝑅𝑠

} 𝑉.

(27)

Mathematically, the optimum power occurs at the point 𝑉max
of P-V curve, where the slope of tangent line is equal to zero
as follows:
𝑑𝑃 
= 0.

(28)
𝑑𝑉 𝑉max
By differentiating (27) with respect to voltage (𝑉) and taking
the R.H.S equal to zero,
𝑊 [𝜉𝑅𝑠 𝐼𝑜 𝑒𝜉(𝑉+𝐼𝐿 𝑅𝑠 +𝐼𝑜 𝑅𝑠 ) ] 𝑉
{1 + 𝑊 [𝜉𝑅𝑠 𝐼𝑜 𝑒𝜉(𝑉+𝐼𝐿 𝑅𝑠 +𝐼𝑜 𝑅𝑠 ) ]} 𝑅𝑠

+

1
𝜉𝑅𝑠

(29)

× {𝑊 [𝜉𝑅𝑠 𝐼𝑜 𝑒𝜉(𝑉+𝐼𝐿 𝑅𝑠 +𝐼𝑜 𝑅𝑠 ) ] − 𝜉𝑅𝑠 (𝐼𝐿 + 𝐼𝑜 )} = 0.
Newton-Raphson method is applied to (29) in order to
find the critical value of 𝑉 for 𝑉max . The value of 𝑉max is
substituted into (27) in order to solve the maximum power
(𝑃max ). Consider
𝑃max = {(𝐼𝐿 + 𝐼𝑜 ) −

𝑊 [𝜉𝑅𝑠 𝑒𝜉(𝑉max +𝐼𝐿 𝑅𝑠 +𝐼𝑜 𝑅𝑠 ) ]
𝜉𝑅𝑠

} 𝑉max . (30)
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Figure 2: Typical I-V characteristic curve of a PV module.

Consequently, the desired maximum current (𝐼max ) can be
obtained from (30) by dividing the maximum power (𝑃max )
with maximum voltage (𝑉max ). Consider
𝐼max =

𝑃max
.
𝑉max

(31)

3. Simulation of I-V and P-V Characteristic
Curves of a Selected PV Module
The familiarity of current and voltage relationship of photovoltaic modules under real operating conditions is essential
for the determination of their power output. Normally, the
cells are mounted in modules, and multiple modules are used
in arrays to get desired power output. Individual modules
may have cells connected in series and parallel combinations
to obtain the required current and voltage. Similarly, the
array of modules may be arranged in series and parallel
connections. When the cells or modules are connected in
series, the voltage is additive, and when they are attached in
parallel, the currents are additive [52–56]. The power output
of PV modules could be predicted from the behavior of
current-voltage, I-V, and power-voltage, P-V, characteristic
curves. The current-voltage and power-voltage characteristic
curves are graphically shown in Figures 2 to 9.
The current-voltage, I-V, characteristic of a typical PV
module is shown in Figure 2. When the output voltage 𝑉 = 0,
the current is the short circuit current (𝐼sc ) and when the
current 𝐼 = 0, the output voltage is the open circuit voltage
(𝑉oc ). Mostly the current decreases slowly at a certain point
and then decreases rapidly to the open circuit conditions.
The power as a function of voltage is given in Figure 3. The
maximum power that can be obtained corresponds to the
rectangle of maximum area under I-V curve. At the optimum
power point the power is 𝑃mp , the current is 𝐼mp , and the
voltage is 𝑉mp . Ideally, the cells would always operate at the
optimum power point that matches the I-V characteristic of
the load. Hence, the load matching is essential for extracting
the maximum power from the solar photovoltaic modules.
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Figure 5: I-V characteristic curves at various temperatures.
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Figure 3: Typical P-V characteristic curve of a PV module.
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Figure 4: I-V characteristic curves at various solar radiation levels.

Therefore, the maximum power point tractors are preferred
to optimize the output power from solar PV systems.
I-V characteristic curves at various solar irradiation levels
and temperatures are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively.
The locus of maximum power point is indicated on the
curves. The short circuit current increases in proportion to
the solar radiation while the open circuit voltage increases
logarithmically with solar radiation. As long as the curved
portion of the I-V characteristic does not intersect, the
short circuit current is nearly proportional to the incident
solar radiation. If the incident solar radiation is assumed
to be a fixed spectral distribution, the short circuit current
can be used as a measure of incident solar radiation. I-V
characteristics curves for the combination of irradiance and
temperatures are illustrated in Figure 6. It was observed
that the temperature linearly decreases the output voltage as
compared to current. Consequently, the decrease of voltage
lowers the power output of PV module at constant solar
irradiation level. However, the effect of temperature is small
on short circuit current but increases with the increase of
incident solar radiation.
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Figure 6: I-V characteristic curves for various set of solar radiation
and temperature.

The P-V characteristics curves for various solar irradiation levels at constant temperature of 25∘ C and at several
temperatures with constant solar irradiance of 1000 W/m2
is illustrated in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. Increasing
temperature leads to decreasing the open circuit voltage
and slightly increasing the short circuit current. Operating
of cell temperature at that region of the curve leads to a
significant power reduction at high temperatures. The P-V
characteristics curves for the combination of irradiance and
temperatures are shown in Figure 9.
The power output of photovoltaic module by formulated
model gave a ±2% error when compared with the rated power
of PV module provided by manufacturers on average basis.
However, at higher solar radiation and temperature values,
the model simulated results were somehow deviated from the
rated power of PV module. Since, the shunt resistance (𝑅sh )
was assumed to be infinity in the proposed model. It was
found from the analysis that the increase of temperature and
decrease of incident solar radiation levels lead to lower power
output and vice versa. The power output from PV modules
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Figure 7: P-V characteristic curve at constant temperature of 25∘ C.
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Figure 8: P-V characteristic curve at constant solar radiation of
1000 W/m2 .
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Figure 9: P-V characteristic curve at various set of solar radiation
and temperature.

The proposed mathematical model is formulated by integration of both analytical and numerical methods. The
required parameters of current-voltage (I-V) curve such as
the light-generated current, diode reverse saturation current,
shape parameter, and the series resistance are computed
analytically. The expression for output current from PV
module is determined explicitly by Lambert W function and
voltage output is computed numerically by Newton-Raphson
method. The main contribution of this study is algebraic
derivation of equations for the shape factor (𝜆) which involve
the ideality factor (𝐴) and the series resistance (𝑅𝑠 ) of single
diode model of PV module power output. These equations
will help to find out the predicted power output of PV
modules in precise and convenient manner.
The current-voltage (I-V) and the power-voltage (P-V)
characteristic curves obtained from the proposed model
were matching with the curves drawn from the PV module
at standard test conditions. The variation of incident solar
radiation and temperature were found to be the main cause of
modifications in the amount of PV module power output. A
linear relationship between the power output of PV module
and the amount of incident solar radiation were observed if
other factors were kept constant.
The estimated results of the proposed model are validated
by PV module rated power output provided by manufacturer,
which gave a ±2% error. The model is found to be more
practical in terms of the number of variables used and
predicted satisfactory performance of PV modules.

Nomenclature
𝑆𝑇 :
𝑘:
𝑇𝑐 :
𝐼:
𝐼𝐷:
𝐷:
𝐼𝑜 :
𝐴:
𝑊:
𝐼𝐿 :
𝜀𝑔 :
𝐼mp :
𝑃mp :
𝑉mp :
𝑁cs :
𝑉oc :
𝜉:
𝑅𝑠 :
𝜆:

absorbed solar radiation, W/m2
Boltzmann’s constant, 1.381 × 10−23 J/K
Cell temperature at actual conditions, K
Current output of cell, A
Diode current or dark current, A
Diode diffusion factor, Diode reverse saturation current, A
Ideality factor, 1 for ideal diodes and
between 1 and 2 for real diodes
Lambert W function, Light-generated current, A
Material band gap energy, eV, 1.12 eV for
silicon and 1.35 eV for gallium arsenide
Maximum current of PV module, A
Maximum power of PV module, W
Maximum voltage of PV module, V
Number of cells in series, Open circuit voltage of PV module, V
Parameter, 𝑞/𝑘𝑇𝑐 𝜆
Series resistance, Ω
Shape factor of I-V curve, -
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𝐼sc : Short circuit current of PV module, A
𝑅sh : Shunt resistance, Ω
𝜇𝐼sc : Temperature coefficient of short circuit
current, 𝜇𝑉oc : Temperature coefficient of voltage, V/K
𝑉: Voltage output of cell, V
𝐺𝑇 : Solar radiation, W/m2
𝑞: Electron charge, 1.602 × 10−19 C
𝑇𝑎 : Ambient temperature, ∘ C.
The Subscript
𝑟: In any notation the corresponding value of
parameter at reference conditions.
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Design and utilization of a Virtual Photovoltaic Systems Laboratory for undergraduate curriculum are introduced in this paper. The
laboratory introduced in this study is developed to teach students the basics and design steps of photovoltaic solar energy systems in
a virtual environment before entering the field. The users of the proposed virtual lab will be able to determine the sizing by selecting
related parameters of the photovoltaic system to meet DC and AC loading conditions. Besides, the user will be able to analyze the
effect of changing solar irradiation and temperature levels on the operating characteristics of the photovoltaic systems. Common
DC bus concept and AC loading conditions are also included in the system by utilizing a permanent magnet DC motor and an
RLC load as DC and AC loading examples, respectively. The proposed Virtual Photovoltaic Systems Laboratory is developed in
Matlab/Simulink GUI environment. The proposed virtual lab has been used in Power Systems Lab in the Department of Electrical
and Electronics Engineering at Karadeniz Technical University as a part of undergraduate curriculum. A survey on the students
who took the lab has been carried out and responses are included in this paper.

1. Introduction
As the utilization of photovoltaic (PV) solar energy systems
gain importance day by day, training seminar sessions, short
courses, and certificate programs are offered by companies
in order to close the gap of the experienced professionals in
designing and utilizing the PV systems. As a part of encouraging the use of renewable energy sources, government in many
countries recommend schools and universities to include
the renewable energy sources such as solar and wind in
their curriculum. Modeling, analyzing, and designing of PV
solar energy systems are taught in a course called Design
of Low Voltage Power Systems and a set of PV experiments
are included in Power Systems Lab in the Department of
Electrical and Electronics Engineering at Karadeniz Technical University, Turkey. In order to teach the modeling and
characteristic behaviors of the PV arrays, a virtual PV Systems
Lab is developed and offered to be used by the students as a
part of undergraduate curriculum.
The changes and developments such as globalization, economic crisis, and technological innovations involve reconsidering education system curriculum [1]. In conventional

education system, courses have been based on the principal of printed word and blackboard [2]. Studying mainly
mathematics and basic concepts to understand the dynamic
system responses causes students to be less interested in
essential subject. If the students are provided with various
ways to reach learning sources of information, which is
one of the flexible education aims, classical education based
on textbooks and chalkboards becomes time consuming
and insufficient in completion realize the dynamic system
responses, nowadays [3, 4].
While students attain theoretical knowledge in the classroom, practical knowledge and experiences are given in
laboratories [2]. Laboratory is an integral part of undergraduate studies particularly in engineering education [1].
Laboratory works give students the ability to design and
conduct experiments, analyze and interpret data, design a
system and component, and develop social and team work
skills and also increase learning efficiency in engineering
education [2, 5, 6]. There are many studies to improve
engineering students’ skills [7].
Even though students get theoretical background very
well in detail in classroom, and they are provided lab manuals
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to study and become familiar with the experiments they are
going to do in laboratory, they always face difficulties in
practice when it comes to setting up and performing the
actual experimental tests. It has been always a task to have
the students gain the ability to turn the theoretical knowledge
into practical reality. In particular, the engineering students
should be able to combine the theory with the practice.
Course laboratories in schools and universities are the first
and important places for the students to put their knowledge
into practice. However, every student does not have the
chance to use the labs for practicing before the lab hour for
the course starts. Every student does not have the income to
establish his/her own high cost test laboratory for checking
the experiment designed to be performed.
Experimental setup has a high cost and also lacks doing
experiments again and again in nonlinear range [8, 9].
There are generally limited laboratory equipments, space,
time period, and danger for laboratory experiments such
that it is not possible for the students to do an experiment
alone in laboratory. Besides, the increasing number of the
students every year becomes a heavy burden to departments
with laboratories [1, 5]. Consequently, either the number
of experiment groups or the number of students in the
experiment groups must be increased. In any case more
teaching assistants and lab equipments are required to
deliver the experiments efficiently. Otherwise, the students
will not be able to learn and interpret effectively in the
experiments [1, 9–11]. If the required conditions for a high
quality or a normal laboratory are not provided, then the
practical experiment part of the education will be insufficient
resulting in inexperienced graduates deprived of scientific
knowledge and abilities [3]. Insufficient laboratory conditions
and experiments decrease the education quality and result in
the presence of incompetent graduates with less ability [1].
Therefore, new alternatives are always the challenge to keep
the laboratory experiments and the practical abilities of the
graduates high. That is where the virtual laboratories become
important. Virtual laboratories are software based simulators
of the actual systems and require only the computers to be
performed.
Since computer prices decrease and it is possible to
find easily variable versatile software programs, computeraided education has become a part of both classroom
and laboratory experiments [12]. With new technological
innovations, computers have been benefited as auxiliary
equipments and teaching tools in many universities [13]. The
uses of computers make a positive impact in lectures and
laboratory work and also contribute economically towards
mitigating the education cost [1]. A lack of concentration
lessons and students’ performances are positively affected
with computer applications as compared to hands-on labs
alone [1]. Computer based virtual lab software has been
used as a part of education tools to develop the students’
comprehension in both theoretical and experimental topics
[14]. When the comparison is made between the handson experiments and the virtual learning experiments, it is
obvious that the virtual one provides a flexible, time invariant
and location free learning environment, to perform many
different and less costly experiments. Moreover, each student
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can realize more complex and extensive experiments alone
so that self-learning potential of the students is brought to
forward [14]. The virtual laboratory enables easy interaction
for students and has flexible parameter variations for ongoing experiments and gives prominent understanding into
experimental dynamics [6]. Virtual learning environments
give students opportunity to establish a connection from
theoretical concepts to practical applications [14]. The virtual learning environments corroborate students to design
experiments based on the concept they are studying and
also provide immediate graphical feedback. It is obvious
that the virtual learning has a comprehensive and interactive
environment [1]. Nowadays, many universities and institutions have applied virtual laboratories. A virtual laboratory
can be utilized by the means of combining both physical
experiments and numerical simulations [14].
Commercially available software packages have been
progressively used for educational purposes as the high
performance and cost efficient computers developed [15,
16]. There are many different software packages developed
using independent language platforms. These virtual labs
are usually developed for certain purposes and are not
expandable for more detailed experiments. On the other
hand, there are some software platforms that are suitable
for developing virtual laboratories. MATLAB is one of these
software platforms used by a great number of universities
throughout the world and it might be the better choice since
engineering students are generally acquainted with MATLAB
[2, 12, 16–19]. The user can design, develop, expand, simulate,
analyze, and visualize data with MATLAB and its toolbox
Simulink software [16, 20].
Graphical user interface (GUI) ability of Matlab/Simulink
software environment is used to develop the Virtual PV
Systems lab introduced in this paper. Mathematical model
of the PV cell and PV array given in [21] is modified and
used in this study. The Virtual PV Systems lab provides
the measurement and analysis of PV arrays I-V and P-V
characteristics at constant and variable solar irradiation and
temperature levels. The user is able to modify the number
of panels in series and in parallel so that a desired array
combination can be designed to match the load requirements.
The virtual lab also includes a power electronics converter
to give the opportunity of controlling the output voltage of
the PV arrays. A permanent magnet DC motor is also used
as a load to analyze the operational characteristics of the
PV system under variable load. The proposed virtual lab has
been used in Power Systems laboratory in the Department of
Electrical and Electronics Engineering at Karadeniz technical
University, Turkey, and the responses from the students are
evaluated.

2. System Architecture
The Virtual PV Systems Lab (VPVSL) is intended to be used
as an auxiliary supporting virtual environment for the actual
PV System lab. The idea behind the combination of the virtual
and actual labs is based on student outcome requirements
described by ABET as A-K engineering education criteria’s
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(3) PV temperature,
(4) PV powered PMDC motor,
(5) PV powered AC loads.
2.1. Module 1: PV Array Characteristics. This module uses the
PV cell model described by
𝑉𝐶 =

Figure 1: The main menu of VPVSL.

[22]. Two of the A-K criteria’s highlight the importance
of the “ability to design and conduct experiments as well
as to analyze and interpret data” and “ability to design a
system, component, or process to meet desired needs within
realistic constraints. . .” [22]. In order to have the students
gain the ability of designing and conducting experiments on
PV systems, proposed VPVSL is developed.
The lab is conducted in the following order.
(i) Define the size and operational specifications of the
system.
(ii) Determine the values of required parameters and
enter them into the VPVSL software using the user
data interfacing windows shown in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, and 6.
(iii) Select the configuration (DC or AC load) type to be
used.
(iv) Obtain I-V and P-V characteristics of the PV array for
various solar irradiation and temperature levels and
analyze them.
(v) Obtain the optimum operating power points for
various operating conditions.
(vi) Run the VPVSL, record the results, and analyze them.
Students write their lab reports based upon the data they
obtained from the VPVSL and keep them to compare with
those obtained using actual PV system lab. The use of the
VPVSL before the actual lab is that students get to know
the PV system and its operational characteristics so that they
become familiar with the designing steps and characteristics.
Therefore, they have no difficulties when performing the real
time PV system experiments as well as designing real time PV
system applications. The VPVSL software is developed using
Matlab/Simulink GUI environment. Figure 1 shows the first
user interfacing screen, which is also called the main window.
This window includes the following five modules, which are
explained in the next sections:
(1) PV characteristics,
(2) PV solar irradiation,

𝐼 ph + 𝐼0 − 𝐼𝐶
𝐴𝑘𝑇𝐶
) − 𝑅𝑆 𝐼𝐶,
ln (
𝑒
𝐼0

(1)

where 𝐴 is curve fitting constant used in solar cell I-V
characteristics, 𝑒 is electron charge, 𝑘 is Boltzmann constant,
𝐼𝐶 is the cell output current, 𝐼ph is photocurrent, 𝐼0 is the
reverse saturation current of diode, 𝑅𝑆 is series resistance of
cell, 𝑇𝐶 is reference cell operating temperature, and 𝑉𝐶 is the
cell output voltage. The cell parameters values used in this
study are given in the Appendix. All these cell parameters
and modelling details are given in [21]. The module runs
the characteristic equation in the back and offers the user to
enter the simulation parameters that are needed to obtain the
PV array current-voltage and power-voltage characteristics
under certain solar irradiance and ambient temperature. The
user interface window of Module 1 is shown in Figure 2.
Number of cells in series (𝑁𝑆 ) in a branch and number of
parallel connected series branches (𝑁𝑃 ) are the main inputs
for sizing the PV array to get the required power. Solar
irradiation and ambient temperature are the other two inputs
in order to obtain the PV array characteristics for these light
and temperature levels.
Students are able to resize the PV array to meet the load
requirements and obtain the I-V and P-V characteristics.
After entering the panel configuration and external condition, the module returns the characteristics along with the
maximum power point operating quantities. This module
teaches the student how the resizing affect the power output
of a PV array under constant solar irradiation and ambient
temperature.
2.2. Module 2: Solar Irradiation Effects on PV Array Characteristics. This module shows how the changes in solar
irradiation affect the output current and voltage and the
power of a PV array. The inclusion of the effects of the changes
in solar irradiation level in PV array modeling is described by
the following equations, which are discussed in [23, 24]:
𝐶𝑇𝑉 = 1 + 𝛽𝑇 (𝑇𝑎 − 𝑇𝑥 ) ,

(2)

𝛾𝑇
(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑎 ) ,
𝑆𝐶 𝑥

(3)

𝐶𝑇𝐼 = 1 +

𝐶𝑆𝑉 = 1 + 𝛽𝑇 𝛼𝑆 (𝑆𝑥 − 𝑆𝐶) = 1 + 𝛽𝑆 (𝑆𝑥 − 𝑆𝐶) ,
𝐶𝑆𝐼 = 1 +

(4)

1
(𝑆 − 𝑆𝐶) = 1 + 𝛾𝑆 (𝑆𝑥 − 𝑆𝐶) ,
𝑆𝐶 𝑥

(5)

Δ𝑇𝐶 = 𝛼𝑆 (𝑆𝑥 − 𝑆𝐶) ,

(6)

𝑉𝐶𝑋 = 𝐶𝑇𝑉𝐶𝑆𝑉 𝑉𝐶,

(7)

𝐼ph𝑥 = 𝐶𝑇𝐼 𝐶𝑆𝐼 𝐼ph ,

(8)

4
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Figure 2: The photovoltaic array characteristics interface.

where 𝑇𝑎 is the reference ambient temperature, 𝑆𝐶 is the
reference solar irradiation, and 𝑇𝑥 and 𝑆𝑥 are the current
values of the ambient temperature and solar irradiation,
respectively. 𝛽𝑇 and 𝛾𝑇 are constants representing the effect
of temperature on PV cell voltage and current, respectively.
The constant 𝛼𝑆 represents the slope of the change in the
cell operating temperature due to a change in the solar
irradiation. Constants 𝛽𝑆 and 𝛾𝑆 represent effect of the solar
irradiation on cell voltage and photocurrent, respectively.
Equations (2) and (3) yield the temperature gain parameters
𝐶𝑇𝐼 and 𝐶𝑇𝑉 for current and voltage, respectively, while (4)
and (5) give the solar irradiation gain parameters 𝐶𝑆𝐼 and 𝐶𝑆𝑉
for current and voltage. These gain parameters are used in (7)
and (8) in order to update the values of PV cell voltage and
current to the new cell voltage and new photocurrent under
new cell temperature 𝑇𝑥 and solar irradiation 𝑆𝑥 . Temperature
constants (𝛽𝑇 and 𝛾𝑇 ) and solar irradiation constants (𝛼𝑆 , 𝛽𝑆 ,
and 𝛾𝑆 ) are obtained experimentally for the PV cell type used
in both simulation and test studies. Since the PV cell types
and the properties are assumed to be the same in a PV panel,
these constants may also be obtained by running the similar
tests with the PV panels used. After recording the reference
values at known temperature and solar irradiation levels, the
same quantities are measured at another known temperature
and solar irradiation level and the differences are compared.
The same test may be repeated for a few times at different
temperature and solar irradiation levels for better correlation.
Then (2) to (8) are used backwards to obtain the constant
parameters used in these formulas. After this process, the
obtained constant can only be used for the models of the PV
cells that are used in the testing.
As shown in Figure 3, panel configuration and cell temperature are given as the constant inputs besides the four
different solar irradiation values. After running the module,
the students get four different normalized I-V and P-V curves,
one for each solar irradiation. The module also returns the
maximum power point operating power, voltage, and current
values 𝑃max , 𝐼mpp , and 𝑉mpp for all four solar irradiation levels.

Figure 3: The photovoltaic array solar irradiation interface.

It is clear that this module gives a good understanding and
interfacing to the student to analyze the effects of variable
solar irradiation levels on PV array characteristics.
2.3. Module 3: Temperature Effects on PV Array Characteristics. This module uses the same equation set (2) to (8)
given in previous section about Module 2. The students
are able to configure the array and analyze the effects of
variable temperature on PV array characteristics while the
solar irradiation is kept constant. Figure 4 shows the user
interface screen for Module 3. After running the module, the
students get four different normalized I-V and P-V curves,
one for each temperature level. The module also returns the
maximum power point operating power, voltage, and current
values 𝑃max , 𝐼mpp , and 𝑉mpp for all four temperature levels.
It is clear that this module gives a good understanding and
interfacing to the students to analyze the effects of variable
temperature on PV array characteristics.
2.4. Module 4: PMDC Motor Load Fed from PV Array. Once
the students learn and understand the PV array characteristics under different environmental conditions, they can
continue the simulation based experiments by starting to
feed the loads. The first load in VPVSL is a permanent
magnet DC (PMDC) motor. This scheme includes a PV
array with the required voltage and power configuration,
a filter circuit to eliminate the discontinuities in current,
a PID controlled DC/DC chopper, a PID controller, and a
PMDC motor. Figure 5 shows the user interfacing windows
and the connection diagram of the PV powered PMDC motor
scheme. The user interface scheme has PV array data, motor
data, and PID controller data as three input areas and four
graphic windows as the output areas. Time response of the
PMDC motor speed, PMDC motor voltage, and PV array I-V
and P-V characteristics under loading conditions are plotted
in the output section. Since a maximum power point tracker
(MPPT) is not added to the scheme, the operating power
may not be at its maximum value and may be changed as the
reference voltage is changed by the user. An MPPT may be
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Figure 4: The photovoltaic array temperature interface.

considered to be added to the scheme for a more complete
simulation model.
This module gives the students an opportunity of understanding DC load operation and control. A PID controller is
employed to operate the PMDC motor at a constant voltage
while the temperature and solar irradiation levels of the PV
array change. The module can be simulated without and with
the controller to see the effects of the changes in sunlight
level. In order to have a constant motor speed, the voltage
to the motor must be kept constant. Therefore, the constant
speed means constant DC voltage, which may be assumed as
a DC bus used to collect the DC power from different sources
in distributed generation networks. Therefore, this module
also teaches the common DC bus concept with the control
in practice.
2.5. Module 5: AC Loads Fed from PV Array. The DC chopper
in previous module is replaced by a three-phase inverter
in order to obtain a three-phase AC voltage with nominal
voltage and constant frequency. As shown in user interface
screen of Module 5 in Figure 6, this module includes six input
areas, which are used for panel configuration, RLC AC load,
filter parameters, RL DC load, controller parameters, and a
three-phase isolation transformer.
There are six output plots in the user window. The
students are able to plot and observe the voltage at the output
terminals of the inverter, the voltage of the PV array under
load, I-V characteristics of the array under loading, the AC
voltage at load terminals, PV array current under load, and
P-V characteristics of the panel under loading conditions. A
DC load is connected before the inverter in order to initiate
the operation of the PV array.

3. Simulation Results
This section gives the results from the virtual experiments
done to test the proposed VPVSL. Five modules described
above are tested in given order. First the PV array characteristics, then the effects of the solar irradiation, the effects

Figure 5: The PV powered PMDC motor interface.

Figure 6: The PV powered AC loads interface.

of temperature, DC load operation, and finally the AC load
operation are tested.
3.1. PV Array Characteristics. The GUI screen given in
Figure 2 for Module 1 is used to perform the tests for PV array
characteristics. The system is simulated for eight different PV
array configurations under reference temperature and solar
irradiation levels, which are 20∘ C and 100 mW/cm2 . The array
configurations and corresponding maximum power point
operating values are given in Table 1 for a sample case study.
These sets of experiments give the students an insight look at
the design of PV systems in terms of sizing.
Results from the sample case study are depicted in
Figure 7. The size of the PV array is changed by different
combinations of series and parallel connected PV panels,
and the resultant operating parameters are recorded from
each case. The sizing effect on open circuit voltage (𝑉oc ),
short circuit current (𝐼sc ), maximum power (𝑃max ), maximum
power point current (𝐼mpp ), and maximum power point
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Table 1: The PV array characteristics experiment parameters and outputs.
Case
𝑁𝑆
𝑁𝑃
𝑃max (W)
𝐼mpp (A)
𝑉mpp (V)
𝐼sc (A)
𝑉oc (V)
Case
𝑁𝑆
𝑁𝑃
𝑃max (W)
𝐼mpp (A)
𝑉mpp (V)
𝐼sc (A)
𝑉oc (V)

I
1,000
1,000
90,147
4,210
21,416
4,998
30,561
IX
2,000
3,000
542,05
11,914
45,496
14,998
61,123

II
2,000
1,000
180,90
4,043
44,741
5,000
61,123
X
2,000
4,000
723,39
16,262
44,483
19,998
61,123

III
3,000
1,000
271,38
4,121
65,803
5,000
91,664
XI
3,000
2,000
541,61
8,364
64,751
10,002
91,684

IV
4,000
1,000
361,00
4,186
86,234
5,000
122,25
XII
3,000
3,000
813,81
12,233
66,524
15,002
91,684

Table 2: Maximum power point surface, 𝑃max (W), at a fixed
configuration.
𝑁𝑠 = 2
𝑁𝑝 = 2

𝑆𝑥

80
100
120
140
160
180
200

−20
316
410
512
618
733
850
977

𝑇𝑥
0
298
386
481
581
688
797
915

20
280
362
451
543
642
745
853

40
261
337
418
505
595
691
790

voltage (𝑉mpp ) are shown in Figure 7 by surface plots where
solar irradiation and temperature levels are kept constant. The
surfaces in Figure 7 are called the Design Surfaces and used
as the base load power matching in design process. These
design surfaces can be extended to include the effects of the
changes in solar irradiation and temperature levels. Therefore
these surfaces can be converted into dynamic design surfaces
so that both the maximum power operating point values can
be tracked when the environmental conditions are changed
and the configuration switching for load power matching can
be done.
3.2. Solar Irradiation and Temperature Effects. Simulation
results of Modules 2 and 3 of VPVSL are discussed in this
section. The students get the I-V and P-V curves of the PV
array at different solar irradiation and temperature levels for
a fixed configuration by keeping 𝑁𝑆 and 𝑁𝑃 unchanged. For
the sample case study, the array configuration is set to 𝑁𝑆 = 2
and 𝑁𝑃 = 2.
First, operating temperature is assumed to be constant in
Module 2 and only the solar irradiation is changed. Therefore,
tests from Module 2 give the characteristics for changing

V
1,000
2,000
180,80
8,077
22,384
9,996
30,561
XIII
3,000
4,000
1085,50
16,550
65,592
20,001
91,684

VI
1,000
3,000
271,52
12,037
22,558
14,992
30,561
XIV
4,000
2,000
723,72
8,118
89,146
10,001
122,25

VII
1,000
4,000
362,48
16,533
21,925
19,985
30,561
XV
4,000
3,000
1085,1
12,042
90,109
15,001
122,25

VIII
2,000
2,000
361,69
8,134
44,465
9,999
61,123
XVI
4,000
4,000
1446,7
16,332
88,582
20,003
122,25

sunlight levels at constant temperature as given in Figure 8.
Solar irradiation is assumed to be constant in Module 3
and only the temperature is changed to see the effects of
temperature on the PV array characteristics. The results from
Module 3 are given in Figure 9.
Both Module 2 and Module 3 show that the generated
power from the PV array changes when temperature and
solar irradiation levels change. Therefore the recordings from
these two modules can be combined to yield the maximum
power generated by the PV array at different pairs of solar
irradiation and temperature as given in Table 2.
A similar table can also be obtained easily for maximum
power point current and voltages. However, for the sake of
using optimum number of pages, these tables are not given
here. The plots of the maximum power points, maximum
power point operating currents, and maximum power point
operating voltages are given in Figure 10 instead.
The results from Module 2 and Module 3 are evaluated
together in order to see the solar irradiation and temperature effects at the same time. The combination of the
results from these two modules enables the user to obtain
maximum power points, maximum power point operating
currents, and maximum power point operating voltages at
different solar irradiation and temperature levels. Threedimensional surface plots of these maximum power point
quantities are shown in Figure 10. Actually these surfaces are
used as dynamic design surfaces as expressed before. These
surfaces are called the dynamic design surfaces because the
maximum power operating points move on these surfaces
when the solar irradiation and temperature levels change as
unpredictable and uncontrolled input variables. The users
of the VPVSL or the students can use these surfaces as
design surfaces within an interval of solar irradiation and
temperature universes. The array configuration is used to
expand the power output range while the maximum power
point surfaces are used to track and operate the PV array at
its maximum power output [25].
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Table 3: The PV powered PMDC motor GUI interface parameters.

PV Array and PID controller
Number of solar cells connected in series
Number of solar cells connected in parallel
Ambient temperature
Ambient solar irradiation (%)
Proportional constant
Integral constant
Derivative constant

𝑁𝑠
𝑁𝑝
𝑇
𝑆
𝐾𝑝
𝐾𝑖
𝐾𝑑

10
10
20∘ C
100%
0.6
0
0

PMDC Motor
Resistance
𝑅𝑚
Inductance
𝐿𝑚
Back emf constant
𝐾𝑚
Viscous friction constant
𝐵𝑚
Rotor moment of inertia constant
𝐽𝑚
Actual rated speed
𝑤𝑛
Voltage source
𝑉𝑚

1.5 Ohm
0.00805 H
0.08 V⋅s/rad
7 × 10−4 Nms/rad
5 × 10−4 kg⋅m2
1265 rad/s
300 V

Table 4: The PV powered AC load experiment parameters.
PV array
Number of solar cells connected in series
Number of solar cells connected in parallel
Ambient temperature
Ambient solar irradiation (%)

AC load
𝑁𝑠
𝑁𝑝
𝑇
𝑆

8
1
16∘ C
103%

𝐾𝑝
𝐾𝑖

1
0

𝑅𝑓
𝐿𝑓
𝐶𝑓

0.05 Ohm
0.05 H
20 × 10−6 F

Controller
Proportional constant
Integral constant
Filter
Resistance
Inductance
Capacitance

3.3. PV Array with a PMDC Motor Load. The VPVSL is
tested under two loading conditions. First, a PMDC motor
load is fed from the PV system. A PMDC motor is selected
as the DC load in order to give an example of stand-alone
DC load feeding. A controlled DC-DC chopper is used to
control the voltage to DC loads. DC chopper is controlled
for two different purposes, which are constant DC voltage
operation and constant motor speed operation. The first one
is to obtain a constant DC voltage at the output terminals of
the DC-DC chopper in order to have a common DC bus.
This operating condition gives the student the importance
of common DC bus in distributed generation systems. The
second purpose of controlling DC-DC chopper is for testing
the system control to meet the load operating conditions. The
motor is operated at a constant speed without considering a
constant DC voltage. The purpose here is to operate the motor
at constant speed whatever the voltage from PV array to DCDC chopper is. Therefore the second operating case shows
the user how to eliminate the effects of the changes in solar
irradiation and temperature levels on the load performance
while the first case shows how the same effects are eliminated
for the common DC bus voltage.
The GUI screen shown in Figure 5 is used with the sample
case parameters given in Table 3. The connection diagram,
in Figure 5, includes a reverse current blocking diode (D),
a current smoothing input filter (𝑅𝑓 and 𝐿 𝑓 ), and a storage
capacitor (𝐶𝑓 ) to overcome voltage discontinuities. A PID
controlled type-D DC-DC chopper is used to adjust the
voltage at load terminals.

Frequency
Nominal phase-phase voltage
Active power
Inductive reactive power
Capacitive reactive power
DC Load
Resistance
Inductance
Three-phase transformer
Nominal power
Primary winding phase-phase voltage (rms)
Secondary winding phase-phase voltage (rms)

𝑓𝑛
𝑉𝑛
𝑃
𝑄𝐿
𝑄𝐶

60 Hz
208 V
500 W
200 VAR
500 VAR

𝑅
𝐿

40 Ohm
0.0002 H

𝑆
𝑉1
𝑉2

1000 VA
208 V
208 V

The PID controller used in VPVSL generates the control
signal, which is sent to a pulse width modulator (PWM) to
generate the required switching pulses. For the two-quadrant
DC-DC chopper, four pulses are generated.
The system outputs, which are observed, are shown in
Figures 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16. Figure 11 shows the controlled
output voltage of DC-DC chopper. This voltage is kept
constant considering that it is a voltage of common DC bus,
which acts as a station to connect different power generating
units together in a distributed power system. The speed
variation of the PMDC motor load is given in Figure 12. For
this operating case, the DC chopper is controlled to keep the
speed constant. I-V and P-V characteristics of the PV system
during the constant DC bus voltage operating condition are
shown in Figures 13 and 14, respectively. Since there is no
MPP tracking controller in the system, the operating point
on I-V and P-V curves swings along the characteristics until
it settles down at operating values that match the load side
values. The operating voltage and power values can be seen
clearly in Figures 15 and 16, in which the time responses of
the PV array voltage and power are shown.
3.4. The PV Powered AC Load. The second loading condition
of the VPVSL is a three-phase AC load. The connection
diagram given in Figure 6 is used for the AC load operation.
The connection scheme includes reverse current blocking
diode (D) and input filter (𝑅𝑓 , 𝐿 𝑓 , and 𝐶𝑓 ) for input current
smoothing and input voltage continuity, a DC R-L load for
the system initiation, a PI controlled three-phase inverter, an
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Table 5: Assessment data student evaluations (Section-A).
(1) When I compare this experiment with other experiments belonging to this laboratory, this experiment is
Very easy (1)
Easy (2)
Reasonable (3)
Difficult (4)

Very difficult (5)

(2) When I compare this experiment with other experiments belonging to this laboratory, workload of this experiment is
Too few (5)
Too much (1)
Much (2)
Reasonable (3)
Few (4)
(3) Experiment realization speed is
Very fast (1)

Fast (2)

Reasonable (3)

Slow (4)

Very slow (5)

(4) This experiment is completely
Very good (1)

Good (2)

Reasonable (3)

Inadequate (4)

Highly inadequate (5)

(5) This experiment instructor is completely
Very good (1)
Good (2)

Reasonable (3)

Inadequate (4)

Highly inadequate (5)

Table 6: Assessment data student evaluations using a Likert-scale (Section-B).
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

I understood the main idea
Experiment coordination was very poor
The experiment was attractive
Experiment sheet (laboratory handout) was well arranged
I learned something that I will remember future
Experiment sheet helped me to comprehend orders effectively
Using Matlab/Simulink GUI environment was good
Using Matlab/Simulink GUI environment helped me to interpret the experiment results
Using the model development of the system for Matlab/Simulink GUI environment enhanced my knowledge and skills
I find the model development of the system for Matlab/Simulink GUI environment useful for learning related issue in
corresponding course
Using the model development of the system for Matlab/Simulink GUI environment make me be more interested in this subject
Experiment goal was clear and understandable
I was able to fully use the model development of the system for Matlab/Simulink GUI environment by following the instructions
provided?
It was difficult to gather from this experiment?
Instructor showed effective control and guidance during the experiment
How experiment will be done was explicitly explained in experiment sheet
It was easy to attend the order since experiment sheet was well organized
I will need more information to prepared experiment report

Note: strongly agree: 1; agree: 2; neither agree or disagree: 3; disagree: 4; strongly disagree: 5.

isolation transformer for filtering and isolation purposes, and
a three-phase AC RLC load. The input parameters used in
Figure 6 for the sample study case are given in Table 4.
As mentioned earlier, the students or the users are able
to plot and observe the voltage at the output terminals of
the inverter, the voltage of the PV array under load, I-V
characteristics of the array under loading, the AC voltage
at load terminals, PV array current under load and P-V
characteristics of the panel under loading conditions. The
controller gains (𝐾𝑃 , 𝐾𝐼 ) can be adjusted to provide the
AC load demands (required voltage and frequency with
minimum disturbances). PV array characteristics can also be
observed from this operating process. The virtual experiment
outputs are shown in Figures 17, 18, 19, 21, and 22. Figures 17
and 18 show the time variations of the PV array voltage and
current, respectively. These two figures show the steady-state

operating voltage and current of the array. The array voltage
given in Figure 17 is the DC voltage converted to three-phase
AC voltage by the inverter.
The output voltage of the inverter is given in Figure 19.
Since the voltage at the output terminals of the inverter is
not pure AC, an isolation transformer is used as a filtering
device to minimize the voltage harmonics so that the AC
voltage waveform shown in Figure 20 is obtained with less
harmonics.
I-V and P-V characteristics of the PV array are shown in
Figures 21 and 22. After the initial swinging of the operating
point on the curves, it settles down to steady-state operating
values as depicted in Figures 17 and 18. The operating points
of the PV array on I-V and P-V characteristics in Figures 21
and 22 are marked using the information from Figures 17 and
18.
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Figure 9: The effect of temperature on I-V and P-V characteristics of the PV array.

4. Student Assessment and Evaluation
The effectiveness of learning based on the GUI environment
is determined by experiment report and questionnaire. The
experiment report is based on the GUI interface explained
thoroughly in the experiment sheet (laboratory handout). A
questionnaire is an important source to observe the students’
reactions. Individual students share their perceptions of the
experiment. Thus, the students were asked to fill in a questionnaire about the experiment, characteristics of the environment, and opinion about instructor during experiment.
The students can specify the pros and cons of the environment

and experiment. The questionnaire consisted of thirty-three
questions, as shown in Tables 5, 6, and 7. The questionnaire
consists of three sections (Section-A, Section-B, and SectionC). We used Likert scales most commonly applied rating
scales in spite of some limitations [26]. General opinion
about experiment and instructor are roughly researched in
Section-A. The students’ observations and comments about
effectiveness of the experiment and instructor are deeply
taken on in Section-B and Section-C, respectively.
The students gave a grade between 5 (strongly disagree)
and 1 (strongly agree) based on Likert Scale. The students’
observations and comments given in Tables 5–7 are evaluated
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Figure 10: Maximum power point surfaces under variable solar irradiation and temperature levels with fixed sizing. (a) Maximum power
point surface, (b) maximum power point operating current surface and, (c) maximum power point operating voltage surface.

and their success based on their laboratory reports, due a
week after the completion of the laboratory, is described
in percentages for each group shown in Figure 23. The
reports were marked according to experiment sheet (handout) explained above. The global result gotten from the
questionnaire (average scores of each question) is shown in
Figures 24, 25, and 26 and Table 8.

5. Conclusion
Design and utilization of a Virtual Photovoltaic Systems
Laboratory for engineering undergraduate curriculum are
introduced in this paper. The Virtual Photovoltaic System
Laboratory described in this study is developed to teach
students the basics and design steps of photovoltaic solar
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Table 7: Assessment data student evaluations using a Likert-scale
(Section-C).

3000

Instructor was powerful communicator
Instructor was eager to teach
Instructor performance interacted with me
Instructor explanation was explicit and fluent
Instructor explanation complicated taking notes
Instructor enabled me to concentrate more
Instructor behavior was friendly and pleasant
Instructor was well prepared
Instructor was self-confident
I do not ask for instructor help for other things
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Note: strongly agree: 1; agree: 2; neither agree nor disagree: 3; disagree: 4;
strongly disagree: 5.
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energy systems in a virtual environment before entering the
field. Proposed VPVSL offers five modules to the users. The
first module can be used to analyze the I-V and P-V characteristics of PV systems based on sizing, solar irradiation, and
temperature conditions. Module 1 provides a GUI window
to the user to change solar irradiation level, temperature
and the sizing parameters so that both design and the
effects of the changing environmental conditions are set and
analyzed. Module 2 can be used to analyze the effect of solar
irradiation level under constant temperature and fixed sizing
conditions. The effects of the changes in temperature can be
analyzed using Module 3 under constant solar irradiation and
fixed sizing conditions. The proposed system is tested under
two loading conditions. Module 4 provides the testing GUI
window for a PMDC motor load. A PID controller is included
in this module along with a DC-DC chopper in order to have
a constant DC voltage to be treated as a common DC bus,
at which a PMDC motor is connected. Module 5 is used to
test the VPVSL for AC loading. A three-phase inverter and
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Figure 16: Variation of PV array power in time domain.
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a three-phase transformer are included in this module to
supply power to an RLC load.
Virtual test results for sample cases are obtained and
discussed in the paper. It has been shown that the proposed
VPVSL can be used in designing and analyzing purposes.
The students can analyze and understand the operational
characteristics of the PV systems as well as being able to step
in to the design stage of the PV systems. The proposed VPVSL
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The Photovoltaic Cell Parameters
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Figure 26: Summary of responses to student opinion survey
(Section-C).

𝑘 (JK−1 ) = 1.3806488 × 10−23
𝑒 (coulombs) = 1.603 × 10−19
𝐼0 (A) = 0.01

has been used in Power Systems Lab in the Department of
Electrical and Electronics Engineering at Karadeniz Technical University as a part of undergraduate curriculum. A
survey on the students who took the lab has been carried out
and responses are included in this paper. The survey indicates
that the students get benefit of using the lab. They found it
usable, easy, and understandable.
A maximum power point tracker, a battery charging
unit, and power conditioning filter circuit options can be
added to this study to expand the scope of the virtual lab.
A wind energy conversion module, a fuel cell module, and
a small hydro module can also be added to this system
to develop a general virtual renewable energy laboratory.
Besides, the proposed VPVSL can be expanded to handle
real time experiments remotely. However, if the VPVSL is
combined with a real time measurement and experimental
system, some additional components and software will be
needed. In order to perform the real time experiments
remotely, a communication link and a device on/off switching
control software are required. In this case, the connection
and data transferring speed will be important as well as the
bandwidth of the communication channels to handle the
density of coinciding user demands. Due to large size and
additional research in a different area such as communication
and networking, the idea of establishing a remote VPVSL is
left for the future work and is not studied in this paper.

𝑅𝑆 (Ω) = 0.02.

Nomenclature
PV:
GUI:
VPVSL:
PMDC:
MPPT:
𝑉𝐶:
𝐴:
𝑘:
𝑇𝐶:
𝑒:
𝐼ph :
𝐼0 :
𝐼𝐶:
𝑅𝑆 :
𝑁𝑆 :
𝑁𝑃 :
𝐶𝑇𝑉:
𝛽𝑇 :

Photovoltaic
Graphical user interface
Virtual photovoltaic systems lab
Permanent magnet DC
Maximum power point tracker
Solar cell output voltage
Curve fitting constant used in solar cell I-V
characteristics
Boltzmann constant
Reference solar cell operating temperature
Electron charge
Solar cell photocurrent
Diode reverse saturation current
Solar cell output current
Series resistance of solar cell equivalent
circuit
Number of cells in series
Number of cells in parallel
Temperature dependent scaling factor of
solar cell voltage
Temperature constant affecting solar cell
voltage
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𝑇𝑎 :
𝑇𝑥 :
𝐶𝑇𝐼 :
𝛾𝑇 :
𝑆𝐶:
𝛼𝑆 :
𝑆𝑥 :
𝑆𝐶:
𝛽𝑆 :
𝐶𝑆𝑉 :
𝐶𝑆𝐼 :
𝛾𝑆 :
Δ𝑇𝐶:
𝑉𝐶𝑋 :
𝐼 ph 𝑥 :
𝑃 max :
𝐼mpp :
𝑉mpp :
𝐼sc :
𝑉oc :
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Reference ambient temperature
Current values of ambient temperature
Temperature dependent scaling factor of
solar cell current
Temperature constant affecting solar cell
current
Reference solar irradiation
Solar irradiation constant
Current values of solar irradiation
Reference solar irradiation
Effect of the solar irradiation on cell voltage
Solar irradiation dependent scaling factor of
solar cell voltage
Solar irradiation dependent scaling factor of
solar cell current
Effect of the solar irradiation on
photocurrent
Temperature change due to changing solar
irradiation level
Solar cell operating voltage
Solar cell operating photocurrent
Maximum power photovoltaic array
Maximum power point current photovoltaic
array
Maximum power point voltage photovoltaic
array
Short circuit current photovoltaic array
Open circuit voltage photovoltaic array.
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The effects of temperature on performance of a grid-connected inverter, and also on a photovoltaic (PV) system installed in Thailand
have been investigated. It was found that the maximum efficiency of the inverter showed 2.5% drop when ambient temperature was
above 37∘ C. The inverter performed efficiently in November and December, the months of high irradiance, and monthly average
ambient temperature of lower than 35∘ C, allowing relatively high system performance ratio in this period. Our results show that
high temperature provides negative impacts not only on the PV modules, but also on the performance of the inverter. Thus, the
effect of temperature on the inverter efficiency should be taken into account when predicting energy yield or analyzing losses of
the PV systems—especially in high temperature regions.

1. Introduction
Thailand receives an annual average solar irradiation of
18.2 MJ/m2 —day, which is relatively high compared to other
tropical and mid-latitude counties [1]. Owing to abundant
solar energy and government support scheme for megawatts
solar farms, Thailand is expected to be an emerging photovoltaic (PV) market of Southeast Asia. Nonetheless, severe
climatic conditions of tropical countries—high temperature
and high humidity—have negative impacts on performance
and reliability of PV systems. Since high temperature causes
a reduction in output power of PV modules, the temperature
effects are one of main concerns when forecasting energy
production or analyzing losses of the PV systems. There are,
thus, many reports regarding the effects of temperature on
the performance of various types of PV modules operating
in tropical countries including Thailand [2–5]. Besides the
performance of the PV modules, inverter efficiency is also
a critical factor which greatly influences the system performance; therefore, its actual behavior needs to be evaluated. Furthermore, temperature-dependent performance of
inverter is also worth investigating because the efficiency

of electronic devices including inverter also depends on
the operating temperature [6–9]. Since the temperaturedependent behavior of the inverter for PV systems has not yet
been reported, in this study we have investigated performance
of a high-efficient grid-connected inverter installed in Thailand, in particular with respect to the temperature effect. The
findings of our work are expected to be useful information for
energy yield prediction and loss analysis of the PV systems,
especially in high temperature regions.

2. System Installation and Monitoring
The 2.24 kWp grid-connected PV system has been installed
at National Science and Technology Development Agency
(NSTDA), Pathumthani province, Thailand—latitude
14∘ 4 46 N, longitude 100∘ 36 4 E—in March 2010,
supplying electricity for load of the office building. This PV
system consists of tandem amorphous silicon (a-Si:H/aSi:H) prototype modules manufactured by NSTDA. The
characteristics of the PV modules, inverter, and the PV
system in this study are described in Table 1. The PV modules
have been installed in an open rack at a tilt of 14∘ facing
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Table 1: PV module and system characteristics.

Item

Module

Inverter

System

Details
Type
Peak power output
Peak power voltage
Peak power current
Temperature coefficient for power
Area
Type
Nominal output power
Maximum efficiency
Number of modules
Nominal power output
Peak power voltage
Peak power current

Thin film a-Si
40 W
47.5 V
0.84 A
−0.20%/∘ C
1.2 m × 0.65 m (0.78 m2 )
Single-phase string, transformer based, grid-connected
5 kW
96%
56 (8 modules/string, 7 strings)
2.24 kW
380 V
5.89 A

PV output power (W)

2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

Figure 1: PV test site at NSTDA, Thailand.
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3. Results and Discussion
The DC output power as a function of the solar intensity
and a variation of the module temperature are shown in
Figure 2. It can be seen that the module temperature was
about 30∘ C under the irradiance of lower than 250 W/m2 and
then gradually increased with increasing irradiance, rising
to 60∘ C at the irradiance of 800–1000 W/m2 . It should be
noted that in this test site the average module temperature
ranged from 42∘ C to 47∘ C, rarely being 25∘ C or lower during
the operating hours. Figure 3 indicates a linear relationship
between the DC output from the PV modules (inverter input
power) and the AC output from the inverter. The inverter
started to produce the AC output at the DC output power
of about 58 W, suggesting energy consumption of 58 W at its
operating mode.

50∘ C
60∘ C

Figure 2: Relation of solar irradiance to PV output power and
variation in module temperature.
2500
Inverter output power (W)

South, as shown in Figure 1. An automated measuring system
was constructed to collect data of the system, that is, system
output, module temperature (𝑇𝑚 ), ambient temperature (𝑇𝑎 ),
and in-plane solar irradiance, at 1 min interval. The collected
data from 5 AM to 7 PM during the period of 7 months
(from October 2010 to April 2011) was used for the system
performance analysis in this study.

30∘ C
40∘ C

2000
1500
1000
R2 = 1
Intercept = −58.70
Slope = 0.9942

500
0
0

500

1000
1500
Inverter input power (W)

2000

2500

Figure 3: Relation between input and output power of inverter.

Interestingly, it was found that the actual maximum
efficiency of the inverter strongly depended on the ambient
temperature. As shown in Figure 4, the inverter efficiency
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Figure 4: Relation between inverter efficiency and ambient temperature.
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Ta < 37∘ C
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Figure 5: Average inverter efficiency of two different operating
conditions: 𝑇𝑎 < 37∘ C and 𝑇𝑎 > 37∘ C.

(𝜂ivt ) reaches its maximum value of 96–96.5% when the
ambient temperature is below 37∘ C and shows 2.5% drop
when the temperature increases above 37∘ C—under the same
solar irradiance of 1000–1100 W/m2 . An obvious difference in
the inverter efficiency of two different operating conditions,
of which 37∘ C is set as a borderline, is displayed in Figure 5. In
both cases the inverter efficiency similarly tended to remain
constant when the AC output power exceeded 1500 W or 27%
of the inverter’s rated capacity; however, the difference in the
inverter efficiency of these two different temperatures was
obvious.
It is well known that the characteristics of the inverter
are dependent on the temperature of the electronic circuit—
temperature inside the inverter case. Although we did not
collect continuous data of the temperature inside the inverter,
we occasionally checked it and found its relation to the
ambient temperature. The inverter temperature is always
higher than the ambient temperature. During the day time,

a temperature difference of about 10–14∘ C is found when
the ambient temperature rises higher than 32∘ C. This implies
that the ambient temperature of 37∘ C corresponds to the
inverter temperature of about 47–51∘ C. The grid-connected
inverter in this study is a single-phase string inverter with
transformer. It contains 3 major parts; Maximum Power
Point (MPP) tracking, bridge, and transformer. Among these
three parts, bridge is the part that is the most sensitive
to the operating temperature because it contains switching
devices. The temperature effects possibly can be mitigated
by optimizing inverter topology and its internal design. A
separation of different types of components into different
temperature zones within the inverter’s overall enclosure is
concerned to be an effective way. This approach is generally
utilized in low frequency transformer-based inverter design
[10]. Since transformer causes heating and also induces power
loss, development of a transformerless inverter is likely to be
preferable in respect to the temperature effect. Additionally,
an efficient cooling system is essential to maintain performance and extend lifetime of the inverter.
The experimental results have revealed the temperaturedependent behavior of the inverter and moreover clearly
pointed out negative impact of high temperature on the
inverter performance [7]. In high temperature regions, the
operating temperature of the inverter, thus, is a critical factor,
which should be concerned when analyzing the losses in the
PV systems.
Normalized frequency distributions of four different
inverter operating conditions are shown in Table 2. Here,
the input power of 27% of the inverter’s rated capacity and
the ambient temperature of 37∘ C are used as borderline
conditions. It can be seen that the conditions whose 𝑇𝑎 > 37∘ C
(numbers 2 and 4) occupied 33% of the total frequency distribution, indicating relatively high possibility of undesirable
operating conditions for the inverter. Furthermore, the ideal
condition, normalized input power >27% and 𝑇𝑎 < 37∘ C,
occupied only 11%. In this test site the normalized frequency
distribution of the low input conditions (numbers 3 and 4)
was found to be as high as 80%. This was because the installed
PV module capacity was 2.24 kWp, only 45% of the inverter’s
rated capacity.
The monthly cumulative solar irradiance—which is here
denoted by solar energy received (𝐸𝑟 )—and the monthly
average ambient temperature are shown in Figure 6. The average ambient temperature from October 2010 to December
2010 was found to be lower than 35∘ C, while from January
2011 to April 2011 the temperature increased above 35∘ C. In
this test site the 𝐸𝑟 ranged from 5 to 6.5 MWh, especially
being high in January. The monthly average inverter efficiency, performance ratio (PR) of the PV modules, and PR
of the PV system are indicated in Figure 7. It is obvious
that the inverter efficiency was strongly affected by the
ambient temperature, that is, high efficiency during lowtemperature period and less efficient performance during
high-temperature months. The high average inverter efficiency was observed in November and December, when
the average ambient temperature was lower than 35∘ C and
their monthly cumulative irradiance was relatively high.
Since the inverter efficiency is directly proportional to the
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Table 2: Normalized frequency distributions of four different inverter’s operating conditions.
Inverter’s operating conditions
Normalized input power (%)
>27
>27
<27
<27

10

1

5

0

0
Nov. 10

70
65
60
Apr. 11

2

75

Mar. 11

15

Feb. 11

3

80

Jan. 11

20

85

Dec. 10

4

90

Nov. 10

25

11
9
56
24

95

Oct. 10

5

Performance ratio or efficiency (%)

30

Normalized frequency (%)

𝑇𝑎 (∘ C)
<37
>37
<37
>37

100

Apr. 11

6

Mar. 11

35

Feb. 11

7

Jan. 11

40

Dec. 10

8

Oct. 10

Solar energy receieved (MWh)

1
2
3
4

Average ambient temperature (∘ C)

Number

Month

Month
Inverter efficiency
PR of PV
PR of system

Er
Ta

Figure 6: Trends of monthly solar energy received (𝐸𝑟 ) and average
ambient temperature (𝑇𝑎 ).

solar intensity, higher efficiency should be observed in the
month of higher irradiance; however, in January, the month
of the highest monthly cumulative irradiance, the inverter
efficiency was found to be relatively low. This was perhaps
due to high temperature in January, demonstrating the
temperature effects on the inverter performance. Although
the highest inverter efficiency was obtained in December, the
PR of the thin film a-Si:H modules significantly dropped,
which was likely to be caused by the red-shift spectrum
distribution during this period [11–14]. The PR of the PV
modules tended to recover in January; however, it was still
low due to high temperature during January 2011–April 2011,
which eventually resulted in the low system PR. According
to the results, the PR of the PV system depended on both
PV module and inverter performance, both of which were
strongly influenced by the operating temperature.
The output energy of the PV system can be expressed by
the following equation, which is the modified equation of a
method previously used for field-test analysis of PV system
output [15]:
𝑃out = 𝐾𝑇 ⋅ 𝐾ivt ⋅ 𝐾𝑒 ⋅ 𝑃in ⋅ 𝜂𝑠 ,

(1)

where 𝑃out is AC output energy, 𝑃in is in-plane irradiance, and 𝜂𝑠 is conversion efficiency of the PV modules
under the standard testing conditions (STC)—irradiance of

Figure 7: Trends of monthly inverter efficiency, PR of PV modules,
and PR of PV system.

1000 W/m2 , module temperature of 25∘ C, and air mass 1.5
global spectrum. 𝐾𝑇 denotes a correction coefficient for
module temperature, which can be given by
𝐾𝑇 = 1 + 𝛼 ⋅ (𝑇𝑚 − 25) ,

(2)

where 𝛼 is a temperature coefficient for power of the PV
module, which is −0.20%/∘ C in this case. 𝐾ivt is a correction coefficient for inverter performance. Here, the 𝐾ivt is
expressed by the following equation:
∘
∗
⋅ 𝛼ivt = 𝜂ivt
,
𝐾ivt = 𝜂ivt

(3)

∘
where 𝜂ivt
is the nominal maximum efficiency of the inverter,
∗
is
𝛼ivt is a correction factor for inverter efficiency, and 𝜂ivt
the actual efficiency of the inverter. It is well known that the
inverter efficiency depends mainly on the input DC power,
which corresponds directly to the solar irradiance, thus the
variation of the inverter efficiency can be presented in terms
of the solar irradiance. However, the inverter efficiency under
high-irradiance condition—irradiance >500 W/m2 —tended
to be saturated and remained constant; the correction factor
for the inverter performance is, therefore, presented as the
approximate equation (3). A correction coefficient for factors except module temperature and inverter performance,
which includes effects of shading, reflection, soiling, and
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Table 3: The monthly basis of irradiance, average ambient temperature, average module temperature, and correction coefficients.
Month

Irradiance (MWh)

Ambient temp. (∘ C)

Irradiance weighted
module temp. (∘ C)

𝐾𝑇

𝐾ivt

𝐾𝑒

Oct. 10
Nov. 10
Dec. 10
Jan. 11
Feb. 11
Mar. 11
Apr. 11

5.398
5.654
5.926
6.648
5.398
5.071
5.795

30.6
32.0
33.4
36.3
37.6
36.0
37.4

47.5
49.8
49.7
49.6
49.2
46.5
49.2

0.955
0.950
0.951
0.951
0.952
0.957
0.952

0.898
0.926
0.935
0.897
0.873
0.862
0.870

0.807
0.778
0.761
0.779
0.788
0.784
0.783

∗
degradation, is denoted by 𝐾𝑒 . The 𝑃in , 𝑃out , 𝑇𝑚 , and 𝜂ivt
were obtained from the field-test data, while the 𝜂𝑠 and
∘
were known values; therefore, the 𝐾𝑇 , 𝐾ivt , and 𝐾𝑒 can
𝜂ivt
be derived to evaluate the effects of module temperature,
inverter efficiency, and other factors on the PV system
performance.
We have derived the correction coefficients, 𝐾𝑇 , 𝐾ivt , and
𝐾𝑒 and summarized in Table 3. These correction coefficients,
whose value must be >0 and <1 can be used as primary
indicators of energy loss; thus, we can simply compare the
losses due to module temperature, inverter, and other factors.
It can be seen that the 𝐾𝑇 did not show obvious variation,
while the 𝐾ivt tended to depend on the monthly average
ambient temperature. During high-temperature period, the
𝐾ivt was found to be small, suggesting a large amount of
energy loss of the inverter. Interestingly, the 𝐾𝑒 in December
was obviously smaller than that of the other months. This was
perhaps due to increased spectrum mismatch loss during that
period which resulted in the PR drop of the thin film a-Si:H
modules.
The efficiency of the inverter, needless to say, certainly
influences the total performance of the PV systems. The
temperature effects on the inverter is thus a meaningful
finding, and the quantitative analysis of this kind of loss
is useful for forecasting energy yield of the PV systems—
especially in high temperature regions. Although, at present
we have evaluated and analyzed the results of only one highefficient inverter, it is certain that high operating temperature
has negative effects on all inverters. However, the amount
of loss perhaps depends on inverter’s type and manufacture,
which is worth investigating further.

4. Conclusion
High temperature has negative impacts also on the performance of the inverter, not only on the PV modules. According
to our experimental results, the ambient temperature of
higher than 37∘ C caused 2.5% drop in the inverter’s maximum efficiency. During high-temperature period, when the
monthly average ambient temperature was >35∘ C, the PR
of the PV system was found to be low, which was likely
to be due to a large amount of loss arising from high
operating temperature. Consequently, in high temperature
regions like Thailand the effect of temperature on the inverter
performance cannot be neglected, and it must be taken into

account in the energy yield prediction or the loss analysis of
the PV systems.
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The main objective of this work is to study the behaviour of the solar PV systems and model the efficient Grid-connected solar
power system. The DC-DC MPPT circuit using chaotic pulse width modulation has been designed to track maximum power from
solar PV module. The conversion efficiency of the proposed MPPT system is increased when CPWM is used as a control scheme.
This paper also proposes a simplified multilevel (seven level) inverter for a grid-connected photovoltaic system. The primary goal of
these systems is to increase the energy injected to the grid by keeping track of the maximum power point of the panel, by reducing
the switching frequency, and by providing high reliability. The maximum power has been tracked experimentally. It is compared
with parallel boost converter. Also this model is based on mathematical equations and is described through an equivalent circuit
including a PV source with MPPT, a diode, a series resistor, a shunt resistor, and dual boost converter with active snubber circuit.
This model can extract PV power and boost by using dual boost converter with active snubber. By using this method the overall
system efficiency is improved thereby reducing the switching losses and cost.

1. Introduction
Because of constantly growing energy demand, grid-connected photovoltaic (PV) systems are becoming more and
more popular, and many countries have permitted, encouraged, and even funded distributed-power-generation systems. Currently, solar panels are not very efficient with only
about 12–20% efficiency in their ability to convert sunlight to
electrical power. The efficiency can drop further due to other
factors such as solar panel temperature and load conditions.
In order to maximize the power derived from the solar panel,
it is important to operate the panel at its optimal power
point. To achieve this, a maximum power point tracker will
be designed and implemented.
The MATLAB/PSPICE model of the PV module is developed [1–4] to study the effect of temperature and insolation
on the performance of the PV module. The power electronics
interface, connected between a solar panel and a load or
battery bus, is a pulse width modulated (PWM) DC-DC
converter or their derived circuits used to extract maximum

power from solar PV panel. 𝐼-𝑉 characteristic curve of
photovoltaic generators based on various DC-DC converters
[5–8] was proposed and concluded that SEPIC converter is
the best alternative to track maximum power from PV panel.
The various types of nonisolated DC-DC converters for the
photo voltaic system is reviewed [9].
The maximum power tracking for PV panel using DCDC converter is developed [10] without using microcontroller. This approach ensures maximum power transfer under
all atmospheric conditions. The analogue chaotic PWM is
used to reduce the EMI in boost converter. The conversion
efficiency is increased when CPWM is used as a control
technique [11–13]. To increase conversion efficiency, an active
clamp circuit is introduced into the proposed one to provide
soft switching features to reduce switching losses. Moreover,
switches in the converter and active clamp circuit are integrated with a synchronous switching technique to reduce circuit complexity and component counts, resulting in a lower
cost and smaller volume [14].

2
Multilevel inverter consists of an array of power semiconductor switches, capacitor voltage sources, and clamping
diodes. The multilevel inverter produces the stepped voltage
waveforms with less distortion, less switching frequency,
higher efficiency, lower voltage devices, and better electromagnetic compatibility [15]. The commutation (process of
turn off) of the switches permits the addition of the capacitor
voltages, which reach high voltages at the output [16].
A modular grid-connected PV generation system presents an actual behavioural model of a grid tied PV system
suitable for system level investigations. Simplified means for
modelling the PV array and investigating a gradient based
MPPT into a very simple averaged model of the power converter was developed, and the model has been experimentally
vetted [17, 18]. A single-phase grid-connected inverter which
is usually used for residential or low-power applications of
power ranges that are less than 10 kW [15]. Types of singlephase grid-connected inverters have been investigated [19].
A common topology of this inverter is full-bridge three-level.
The three-level inverter can satisfy specifications through its
very high switching, but it could also unfortunately increase
switching losses, acoustic noise, and level of interference to
other equipment. Improving its output waveform reduces its
harmonic content and, hence, also the size of the filter used
and the level of electromagnetic interference (EMI) generated
by the inverter’s switching operation [20].
MATLAB-based modelling and simulation scheme
which is suitable for studying the 𝐼-𝑉 and 𝑃-𝑉 characteristics
of a PV array under a nonuniform insolation due to partial
shading [21] was proposed. The mathematical model of solar
PV module is useful for the computer simulation. The power
electronics interface, connected between a solar panel and
a load or battery bus, is a pulse width modulated (PWM)
DC-DC converter or their derived circuits used to extract
maximum power from solar PV panel [22]. The main drawback of PV systems is that the output voltage of PV panels is
highly dependent on solar irradiance and ambient temperature. Therefore PV panels outputs cannot connect directly
to the load. To improve this, a DC-DC boost converter is
required to interface between PV panels and loads [23]. The
boost converter is fixing the output voltage of the PV system.
Converter receives the variable input voltage which is the
output of PV panels and gives up constant output voltage
across its output capacitors where the loads can be connected.
In general, a DC-DC boost converter operates at a certain
duty cycle. In this case, the output voltage depends on that
duty cycle. If the input voltage is changed while the duty cycle
is kept constant, the output voltage will vary. Duty cycle is
varied by using a pulse width modulation (PWM) technique
[24].
Silicon carbide (SiC) represents an advance in silicon
technology because it allows a larger energy gap. SiC is classified as a wide-band-gap (WBG) material, and it is the mainstream material for power semiconductors [25, 26]. Among
the different types of power semiconductors, the power diode
was the best device to adopt SiC technology. The main advantage of SiC is high-breakdown voltage and reverse-recovery
current is small [27–29]. As a result, higher efficiency and
higher power density can be brought to power electronic
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Figure 1: Equivalent circuit of solar PV module.

systems in different applications [30, 31]. In this research,
a new active snubber circuit is proposed to contrive a new
family of PWM converters. This proposed circuit provides
perfectly ZVT turn on and ZCT turn off together for the main
switch of a converter by using only one quasiresonant circuit
without an important increase in the cost and complexity
of the converter. This paper proposes to implement Chaotic
PWM as a control method to improve the steady state performance of the DC-DC SEPIC converter based MPPT system
for solar PV module. The nominal duty cycle of the main
switch of DC-DC SEPIC converter is adjusted so that the
solar panel output impedance is equal to the input resistance
of the DC-DC converter which results in better spectral
performance in the tracked voltages when compared to
conventional PWM control. The conversion efficiency of the
proposed MPPT system is increased when CPWM is used;
this will be compared with parallel boost converter. Multilevel
inverters are promising as they have nearly sinusoidal outputvoltage waveforms, output current with better harmonic
profile, less stressing of electronic components owing to
decreased voltages, switching losses that are lower than those
of conventional two-level inverters, a smaller filter size, and
lower EMI, all of which make them cheaper, lighter, and more
compact [29].

2. MATLAB Model of L1235-37W
Solar PV Module
The output characteristics of the solar PV module depend on
the irradiance and the operating temperature of the cell. The
equivalent circuit of PV module is shown in Figure 1.
From Figure 1, the current and voltage equation is given
by
𝐼sc = 𝐼𝐷 + 𝐼PV + (

𝑉𝐷
),
𝑅𝑝

(1)

𝑉PV = 𝑉𝐷 − (𝐼PV ∗ 𝑅𝑠 ) ,
where diode current is 𝐼𝐷 = 𝐼𝑜 + (𝑒(𝑉𝐷 /𝑉𝑇 ) − 1).
Based on the electrical equation (1) and the solar PV module are modelled in MATLAB as shown in Figure 2, which
is used to enhance the understanding and predict the 𝑉-𝐼
characteristics and to analyze the effect of temperature and
irradiation variation. If irradiance increases, the fluctuation
of the open-circuit voltage is very small. But the short circuit
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Figure 2: MATLAB model for PV module.

Table 1: Specifications of L1235-37W solar PV panel.
Short circuit current (𝐼sc )
Voltage at MPP (𝑉𝑚 )
Current at MPP (𝐼𝑚 )
Open circuit voltage (𝑉oc )
Length
Width
Depth
Weight
Maximum power (𝑃max )

2.5 A
16.4
2.25
21 V
645 mm
530 mm
34 mm
4 kg
37 W

3

MPP

2.5

current has sharp fluctuations with respect to irradiance.
However, for a rising operating temperature, the open-circuit
voltage is decreased in a nonlinear fashion [4].
The 𝑉-𝐼 characteristics are validated experimentally in
the L1235-37Wp solar module as shown in Figure 3. The
technical specifications of L1235-37Wp solar module under
test are given in Table 1. Figure 4 shows the 𝑉-𝐼 characteristics
of L1235-37Wp which is based on the experimental results
under irradiation (𝐺) = 1000 W/m2 and temperature = 25∘ C.
2.1. Space Modelling of SEPIC Converter Input at MPP. The
relation between input and output currents and voltage are
given by
𝑉OUT
𝐷
=
,
𝑉IN
(1 − 𝐷)
(2)
𝐼IN
𝐷
=
.
𝐼OUT (1 − 𝐷)
The duty cycle of the SEPIC converter under continuous
conduction mode is given by
𝐷=

𝑉OUT + 𝑉𝐷
.
𝑉IN + 𝑉OUT + 𝑉𝐷

(3)

Amps (A)

Figure 3: L1235-37W solar module under test.
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Figure 4: 𝑉-𝐼 characteristics of L 1235-37W solar panel.

𝑉𝐷 is the forward voltage drop across the diode (𝐷). The
maximum duty cycle is
𝐷max =

𝑉OUT + 𝑉𝐷
.
𝑉IN(MIN) + 𝑉OUT + 𝑉𝐷

(4)

The value of the inductor is selected based on the below
equations
𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 𝐿 =

𝑉IN(MIN) ∗ 𝐷max
.
Δ𝐼𝐿 ∗ 𝑓𝑆

(5)
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Δ𝐼𝐿 is the peak-to-peak ripple current at the minimum input
voltage and 𝑓𝑆 is the switching frequency. The value of 𝐶1
depends on RMS current, which is given by
𝐼𝐶1 (RMS)

𝑉
+ 𝑉𝐷
= 𝐼OUT ∗ √ OUT
.
𝑉IN(MIN)

(6)

The voltage rating of capacitor 𝐶1 must be greater than the
input voltage. The ripple voltage on 𝐶1 is given by
Δ𝑉𝐶1 =

𝐼(OUT) ∗ 𝐷max
.
𝐶1 ∗ 𝑓𝑆

(7)

The parameters governing the selection of the MOSFET are
the minimum threshold voltage 𝑉th(min) , the on-resistance
𝑅DS(ON) , gate-drain charge 𝑄GD , and the maximum drain to
source voltage 𝑉DS(max) . The peak switch voltage is equal to
𝑉IN + 𝑉OUT . The peak switch current is given by
𝐼𝑄1 (Peak) = 𝐼𝐿 1 (PEAK) + 𝐼𝐿 2 (PEAK) .

(8)

The RMS current is given by
𝐼𝑄1 (RMS) = 𝐼OUT √(𝑉OUT + 𝑉IN(MIN) ) ∗

𝑉OUT
𝑉IN(MIN)2

.

(9)

The total power dissipation for MOSFETs includes conduction loss (as shown in the first term of the above equation) and
switching loss (as shown in the second term). 𝐼𝐺 is the gate
drive current. The 𝑅DS(ON) value should be selected at maximum operating junction temperature and is typically given
in the MOSFET datasheet
𝑃switch = (𝐼𝑄1 (RMS) ∗ 𝑅DS(ON) ∗ 𝐷MAX )
+ (𝑉IN(MIN) + 𝑉OUT ) ∗ 𝐼𝑄1 (Peak) ∗

(𝑄GD ∗ 𝑓𝑆 )
.
𝐼𝐺
(10)

The output diode must be selected to handle the peak current
and the reverse voltage. In a SEPIC converter, the diode peak
current is the same as the switch peak current 𝐼𝑄1 (Peak) . The
minimum peak reverse voltage the diode must withstand is
𝑉RD = 𝑉IN(MAX) + 𝑉OUT(MAX) .

(11)

2.2. Dynamic Input Characteristics of a SEPIC Converter at
MPP. The input voltage and the equivalent input resistance
of the converter are 𝑉𝑆 and 𝑅𝑖 , respectively. As the input
power 𝜌𝑖 to the converter is equal to the output power 𝜌𝑜 of
the solar PV module
𝜌𝑖 = 𝜌𝑜 =

𝑉𝑆2
.
𝑅𝑖

(12)

The rate of change 𝜌𝑖 with respect to 𝑉𝑆 and 𝑅𝑖 can be
shown below
𝜕𝜌𝑖 =

𝑉2
2𝑉𝑆
𝜕𝑉𝑆 − 𝑆2 𝜕𝑅𝑖 .
𝑅𝑖
𝑅𝑖

(13)

𝑟𝑔

At the MPP, the rate of change of 𝜌𝑖 equals zero and 𝑅𝑖 =

𝜕𝜌𝑖 = 0,

hence

𝜕𝑉𝑆
𝑉
= 𝑆.
𝜕𝑅𝑖 2𝑅𝑖

(14)

The equation gives the required dynamic resistance characteristics of the tracker at MPP.
2.3. Generation of Chaotic PWM. In order to improve the
steady state performance of solar powered system, direct control Chaotic Pulse width modulated (CPWM) SEPIC converter is proposed to track maximum power from solar PV
module. Therefore, in order to get chaotic frequency 𝑓Δ or
chaotic amplitude 𝐴 Δ , chaos-based PWM (CPWM) is analyzed to generate chaotic PWM. The MATLAB simulation is
carried out as shown in Figure 5. The analogue chaotic PWM
has its advantages over the digital in its low costs and easy-todesign, making it suitable for high-frequency operation and
situations when design flexibility, high converter conversion
efficiency, and low cost. In order to generate chaotic pulse
width modulation, Chua’s diode is used to trigger the main
switch of SEPIC converter and to be used for reducing
spectral peaks in tracked converter voltage.
The CPWM adopts sawtooth to modulate, but its carrier
period 𝑇Δ changes according to
𝑇Δ =

𝑋𝑖
∗ 𝑇Δ ,
Mean (𝑥)

(15)

where 𝑇Δ is invariant period, 𝑋𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . 𝑁, a chaotic
sequence, 𝑥 = (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 . . . 𝑥𝑁), and Mean(𝑥) average of the
sequence defined as
𝑁
  1
Mean (𝑥) = Lim ∑ 𝑋𝑖  ;
𝑁
𝑖=1

𝑁 → ∞.

(16)

Similarly the CPWM also adopts sawtooth to modulate, but
its carrier amplitude 𝐴Δ changes according to
𝐴Δ = {1 + 𝐾

𝑋𝑖
} 𝐴 Δ,
Mean (𝑥)

(17)

where 𝐴 Δ is the invariant amplitude, 𝑋𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . 𝑁, a
chaotic sequence, 𝑥 = (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 . . . 𝑥𝑁) and Mean(𝑥), average of
the sequence, and 𝐾 is the modulation factor of the amplitude
which can be set required in practice. The value of 𝐾 is
selected as low so that the ripple in the output voltage of the
SEPIC converter is low. Also the ripple in the output voltage
controlled by chaotic PWM is low. The analog chaotic carrier
is generated based on the circuit; the resistances (𝑅𝑑1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑅𝑑6 )
are used to realise linear resistor called Chua diode. The parameters for Chua’s diode are designed and chosen as 𝑅𝑑1 =
2.4 kΩ, 𝑅𝑑2 = 3.3 kΩ, 𝑅𝑑3 = 𝑅𝑑4 = 220 Ω, and 𝑅𝑑5 = 𝑅𝑑6 =
20 kΩ. The other parameters of Chua’s oscillator used in the
experiment are 𝐿 1 = 2.2 mH, 𝐶1 = 4.7 nF, 𝐶2 = 500 pF, and
𝑅 = 1.75 KΩ.
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Figure 5: Chaotic PWM pulse generation.

3. Mathematical Model for Parallel Boost
Converter with Active Snubber Circuit

Figure 6: Hardware setup.

Figure 12 represents the circuit diagram of the parallel boost
converter with active snubber. It consists of five inductors
𝐿 𝑓𝑖 , 𝐿 𝑓2 , 𝐿 𝑅1 , 𝐿 𝑅2 , 𝐿 𝑛 and three capacitors 𝐶𝑠 , 𝐶𝑟 , 𝐶𝑜 , 𝑉𝑔
and 𝑉𝑜 represents supply and output voltage, respectively;
𝑆 (𝑆1 , 𝑆2 ) is an active primary switch, 𝐷 (𝐷𝑓1 , 𝐷𝑓2 ) is a freewheeling diode, 𝐷𝑠 (𝐷1 , 𝐷2 , 𝐷3 ) is a Snubber diode, and 𝑅𝐿
is the load resistance. 𝑆 (𝑆1 , 𝑆2 , 𝑆3 ) operates at a switching frequency 𝑓𝑆 with duty ratio 𝑑.
Choose the switching frequency of switches 𝑆1 = 𝑆2 =
100 KHz and 𝑆3 = 200 KHz.
When 𝑆1 = 𝑆2 = 0 and 𝑆3 = 1 as in Figure 8
𝑑𝑖𝐿 𝐹
1
[𝑉 = 𝑉𝑜 ] ,
=
𝑑𝑡
𝐿𝐹 𝑔
𝑑𝑉𝑜
𝑉
1
[𝑖𝐿 𝐹 − 𝑜 − 𝑖𝐿 𝑆 ] .
=
𝑑𝑡
𝐶𝑜
𝑅𝐿

(18)

Also the switches 𝑆1 = 𝑆2 = 𝑆3 = 1 as in Figure 9
𝑑𝑖𝐿 𝐹
1
[𝑉 − 𝑉𝑜 ] ,
=
𝑑𝑡
𝐿𝐹 𝑔
Figure 7: Chaotic PWM.

2.4. Experimental Setup: Standalone PV System. Figure 6
shows the experimental setup of the proposed SEPIC
converter-based MPPT for solar PV module, which is constituted by a power stage and a control circuit. The power
stage includes an inductor 𝐿 1 , 𝐿 2 , capacitor 𝐶1 , 𝐶2 , a switch
𝑆, a load resistance, and a solar PV module (L1235-37Wp).
The analog chaotic carrier is generated based on the hardware
output of CPWM is in Figure 7.

𝑉
𝑑𝑉𝑜
1
[𝑖𝐿 𝐹 − 𝑜 ] .
=
𝑑𝑡
𝐶𝑜
𝑅𝐿

(19)

Similarly, the switches 𝑆1 = 𝑆2 = 1 and 𝑆3 = 1 or 0 as in
Figure 10
𝑑𝑖𝐿 𝐹 𝑉𝑔
,
=
𝑑𝑡
𝐿𝐹
𝑑𝑉𝑜
𝑉
1
[− 𝑜 ] .
=
𝑑𝑡
𝐶𝑜
𝑅𝐿

(20)
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(iv) All other components of the parallel boost converter
functions based on this soft switching.
(v) There is no additional current or voltage force on the
main switches 𝑆1 and 𝑆2 .
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Figure 10: When 𝑆1 = 𝑆2 = 1 and 𝑆3 = 1 or 0.
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Figure 8: When 𝑆1 = 𝑆2 = 0 and 𝑆3 = 1.
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(vi) There is no additional current or voltage force on the
secondary switch 𝑆3 .
(vii) Also there is no additional current or voltage force on
the main diodes 𝐷𝑓1 and 𝐷𝑓2 .

Figure 9: When 𝑆1 = 𝑆2 = 𝑆3 = 1.

By using state-space averaging method the state equations
during switch-on and switch-off conditions are
𝑥1̇ =

𝑉𝑔
− (1 − 𝑑1 )
(1 − 𝑑2 )
𝑥2 −
𝑥2 +
,
𝐿𝐹
𝐿𝐹
𝐿𝐹

(1 − 𝑑1 ) 𝑑2
(1 − 𝑑1 ) (1 − 𝑑2 )
−1
𝑥 +
𝑥1 +
𝑥1 ,
𝑥2̇ =
𝑅𝐿 𝐶𝑜 2
𝐶𝑜
𝐶𝑜

(21)

where 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 are the moving averages of 𝑖𝐿𝐹 and 𝑉𝑜 ,
respectively.

4. Proposed Parallel Boost Converter for
PV Application
Figure 11 shows the Block Diagram of PV based parallel boost
converter with active snubber. It is the combination of new
active snubber circuit with parallel boost converter. Three
switches 𝑆1 , 𝑆2 , and 𝑆3 are used; 𝑆1 and 𝑆2 act as main switch
and 𝑆3 acts as an auxiliary switch. 𝑆1 and 𝑆2 are controlled by
ZVT and ZCT, respectively; also 𝑆3 is controlled by ZCS. This
circuit operates with the input of solar power.
Assume both the main switches (𝑆1 and 𝑆2 ) operate in
the same frequency. The features of proposed parallel boost
converter are as follows.
(i) All the semiconductors work with soft switching in
the proposed converter.
(ii) The main switches 𝑆1 and 𝑆2 turn on with ZVT and
turn off with ZCT.
(iii) The secondary switch is turned on with ZCS and
turned off with ZCS.

(viii) According to the ratio of the transformer, a part of the
resonant current is transferred to the output load with
the coupling inductance. So there is less current stress
on the secondary switch with satisfied points.
(ix) At resistive load condition, in the ZVT process, the
main switches voltage falls to zero earlier due to
decreased interval time and that does not make a
problem in the ZVT process for the main switch.
(x) At resistive load condition, in the ZCT process, the
main switches body diode on state time is increased
when the input current is decreased. However, there
is no effect on the main switch turn off process with
ZCT.
(xi) This parallel boost converter operates in high-switching frequency.
(xii) This converter easily controls because the main and
the auxiliary switches are connected with common
ground.
(xiii) The most attractive feature of this proposed converter
is using ZVT and ZCT technique.
(xiv) The proposed new active snubber circuit is easily
adopted with other basic PWM converters and also
switching converters.
(xv) Additional passive snubber circuits are not necessary
for this proposed converter.
(xvi) SIC (silicon carbide) is used in the main and auxiliary
diodes, so reverse recovery problem does not arise.
(xvii) The proposed active snubber circuit is also suitable for
other DC-DC converters.
4.1. Procedure for Constructing a Proposed Converter. Steps to
obtain a system level modeling and simulation of proposed
power electronic converter are listed below.
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Figure 11: Block diagram of PV based parallel boost converter with active snubber.

Table 2: Specification of parallel boost converter with active
Snubber.
Main inductor 𝐿 𝑓1
Main inductor 𝐿 𝑓2
Upper Snubber inductor 𝐿 𝑅1
Lower Snubber inductor 𝐿 𝑅2 (𝐿 𝑚 + 𝐿 𝑑 )
Magnetization inductor 𝐿 𝑀 (𝐿 𝑛 + 𝐿 0𝑙 )
Parasitic capacitor 𝐶𝑠
Snubber capacitor 𝐶𝑅
Output capacitor 𝐶𝑜
Output load resistance 𝑅 = 𝑅𝐿

750 𝜇H
750 𝜇H
5 𝜇H
2 𝜇H
3 𝜇H
1 𝜇F
4.7 nF
330 𝜇F/450 V
530 Ω

(i) Determine the state variables of the proposed power
circuit in order to write its switched state-space
model, for example, inductance current and capacitance voltage.
(ii) Assign integer variables (ON-1 and OFF-0 state) to
the proposed power semiconductor to each switching
circuit.
(iii) Determine the conditions controlling the states of
the proposed power semiconductors or the switching
circuit.
(iv) Assume the main operating modes, apply Kirchhoff ’s
Current law and Kirchhoff ’s Voltage law and combine
all the required stages into a switched state-space
model, which is the desired system-level of the proposed model.
(v) Implement the derived equations with MATLAB
Simulink.
(vi) Use the obtained switched space-state model to
design linear or nonlinear controllers for the proposed power converter.
The algorithm for solving the differential equations and
the step size should be chosen before running any simulation.
This step is only suitable in closed-loop simulations [21].

4.2. Operation of Proposed Boost Converter with Snubber Circuit. The proposed PV based converter is shown in Figure 12,
and it is based on a dual boost circuit where the first one
(switch 𝑆1 and choke 𝐿 𝑓1 ) is used as main chock of boost converter circuit and where the second one (switch 𝑆2 and choke
𝐿 𝑓2 ) is used to perform an active filtering. The proposed
converter applies active snubber circuit for soft switching.
This snubber circuit is built on the ZVT turn on and ZCT turn
off processes of the main switches. Specification of proposed
parallel boost converter with active snubber is in Table 2.
The power from the solar flows through the two parallel
paths. High efficiency was obtained by this method. So as
to reach soft switching (SS) for the main and the auxiliary
switches, main switches turn on with ZVT and turn off with
ZCT. The proposed converter utilizes active snubber circuit
for SS. This snubber circuit is mostly based on the ZVT turn
on and ZCT turn off processes of the main switch. 𝐿 𝑅2 value
is limited with (𝑉out /𝐿 𝑅2 )𝑡rise 𝑆2 ≤ 𝐼𝑖 max to conduct maximum
input current at the end of the auxiliary switch rise time
(𝑡rise 𝑆2 ) and 𝐿 𝑅1 ≥ 2𝐿 𝑅2 . To turn off 𝑆1 with ZCT, the duration
of 𝑡ZCT is at least longer than fall time of 𝑆1 (𝑡fall 𝑆1 )𝑡ZCT ≥
𝑡fall 𝑆1 . Though the main switches are in off state, the control
signal is functional to the auxiliary switch. The parasitic
capacitor of the main switch should be discharged absolutely
and the main switches antiparallel diode should be turned on.
The on state time of the antiparallel diode is named 𝑡ZVT and
in this time period, the gate signal of the main switch would
be applied. So, the main switch is turned on below ZVS and
ZCS with ZVT.
Whereas the main switches are in on state and ways input
current, the control signal of the auxiliary switch is applied.
After the resonant starts, the resonant current should be
higher than the input current to turn on the antiparallel diode
of the main switch. The on state time of the antiparallel diode
(𝑡ZCT ) has to be longer than the main switches fall time (𝑡𝑓𝑆1 ).
After all these terms are completed, while antiparallel diode
is in on state, the gate signal of the main switch should be
cutoff to provide ZCT for the main switch. Auxiliary switch
turn on with ZCS and turn off with ZCS. The auxiliary switch
is turned on with ZCS for the coupling inductance limits the
current rise speed.
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Figure 12: Circuit diagram of PV based parallel boost converter with active snubber with resistive load.

The current passing through the coupling inductance
must be partial to conduct maximum input current at the end
of the auxiliary switch rise time (𝑡𝑟𝑆3 ). So, the turn on process
of the auxiliary switch with ZCS is offered. To turn off the
auxiliary switch with ZCS, though the auxiliary switch is in
on state, the current passing through the switch should fall
to zero with a new resonant. Then, the control signal can be
cutoff. If 𝐶𝑆 is ignored, 𝐿 𝑅1 value should be two times added
with 𝐿 𝑅2 to make the auxiliary switch current fall to zero. As
the current cannot stay at zero as long as the auxiliary switch
fall time (𝑡𝑓𝑆3 ), the auxiliary switch is turned off nearly with
ZCS.
The proposed Simulink topology is shown in Figure 13.
The inductors 𝐿 𝑓1 and 𝐿 𝑓2 have the similar values, the diodes
𝐷𝑓1 -𝐷𝑓2 are at the same type and the same guess was for the
switches (𝑆1 & 𝑆2 ). All the inductors have individual switches
and they resemble paralleling of classic converters.

5. Design of MLI Module
A multilevel converter is a power electronic system that
synthesizes a desired output voltage levels from the DC inputs
supply. Compared with the traditional two-level voltage
converter, the primary advantage of multilevel converters is
their smaller output voltage step, which results in high power
quality, lower harmonic components, better electromagnetic
compatibility, and lower switching losses. The functionality
verification of the simplified seven-level inverter is done
using MATLAB simulation which is shown in Figure 14.
This single-phase simplified seven-level inverter was
developed using a single-phase full bridge (H-bridge)
inverter, two bidirectional auxiliary switches, and a capacitor voltage divider formed by 𝐶1 , 𝐶2 , and 𝐶3 , as shown
in Figure 14. The simplified multilevel inverter topology is

Table 3: Switching pattern for the single-phase seven-level inverter.
𝑉0
𝑉dc
2𝑉dc /3
𝑉dc /3
0
0∗
−𝑉dc /3
−2𝑉dc /3
−𝑉dc

𝑆1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

𝑆2
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

𝑆3
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

𝑆4
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

𝑆5
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0

𝑆6
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0

significantly advantageous over other topologies. The advantages of simplified topology are requirement of less power
switch, power diodes, and less capacitors for this inverter.
Photovoltaic arrays were connected to the inverter via a DCDC SEPIC converter. The power generated by the inverter is
to be delivered to the power network, so the utility grid, rather
than a load, was used. The DC-DC SEPIC converter was
required because the PV arrays had a voltage that was lower
than the grid voltage. High DC bus voltages are necessary to
ensure that power flows from the PV arrays to the grid. A
filtering inductance 𝐿 𝑓 was used to filter the current injected
into the grid. Proper switching of the inverter can produce
seven levels of output-voltage (𝑉dc , 2𝑉dc /3, 𝑉dc /3, 0, 0∗ ,
−𝑉dc /3, −2𝑉dc /3, −𝑉dc ) from the DC supply voltage. Table 3
shows the switching pattern for the single-phase simplified
seven-level inverter.

6. Grid-Connected Solar Power System
The modelling and simulation of PV, MPPT, CPWMSEPIC
converter, simplified seven-level MLI, and controller had
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been carried out in MATLAB Simulink environment. The
basic block diagram of reliable high efficient grid-connected
solar power system has been shown in Figure 15.
The grid-connected PV system consists of MPPT tracking
using SEPIC converter which is used to track the maximum
voltage. The tracked voltage is boosted in to 325 V. A simplified seven-level MLI is designed to convert into an AC voltage
with seven levels which should connect to grid. The simulated
results for the MLI output are in Figures 16 and 17.

7. Results and Discussions
A modular solar PV based DC-DC converter using parallel
boost converter with active filter of the proposed system
is simulated using MATLAB Simulink program. The waveforms of parallel boost converter voltage and MLI filtered
output voltage is shown in Figures 18 and 19. The control
signals of the switches are shown in Figures 20 and 21,
respectively. The simulation results show the proposed PV
based soft switched parallel boost DC-DC converter has
the proper response. The detailed comparison of SEPIC and
parallel boost converter is in Table 4.

Table 4: Comparison of SEPIC and parallel boost converter.
Parameters
Duty cycle
No. of switches
Input
Output
Efficiency

SEPIC converter
45%
7
148
325 V
92.15%

Parallel boost converter
47%
9
148
448 V
98.7%

8. Conclusion
The behaviour of solar module (L1235-37Wp) is studied. The
maximum power is extracted from solar PV module using
CPWM and PWM for different converters. The spectrum
performance is improved when CPWM control is used for
MPPT purposes. The performance of MLI is studied and the
proto type model of MLI is carried out. The main objective
of this research was to improve efficiency of the solar PV
based parallel boost converter and reduce the switching
losses. Simulations were initially done for conventional boost
converter with snubber circuit. The changes in the input
current waveform were obtained. A parallel boost converter
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Figure 19: MLI filtered output voltage (𝑉𝑜 ).
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was designed with soft switching which is provided by the
active snubber circuit. The main switches and all the other
semiconductors were switched by ZVT and ZCT techniques.
The active snubber circuit was applied to the parallel boost
converter, which is fed by solar input line. This latest converter was achieved with 148 V input. Due to the main and the
auxiliary switches have a common ground, the converter was
controlled easily. The proposed new active snubber circuit can
be simply functional to the further basic PWM converters
and to all switching converters thereby increasing efficiency
and improving output voltage.
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A three-port converter suitable for standalone applications is proposed in this paper. Each port is used for specific input or output,
and its functions depend on the port; they are the renewable source, the battery set, and the output port. This proposed converter is
considered for standalone operation, but it is not limited to it. Not only the system is able to deliver energy independently from each
input source or in a mixed way for the output, but also the battery system may be charged from the renewable source just in case
it is required. The battery port is only used when it is required; this allows increasing battery lifetime. Another important feature
is that, in case of a renewable source failure, the energy is automatically demanded from the battery set, like an uninterruptible
power supply. The system is able to track the maximum power of the renewable source when it is required. Operation, analysis,
simulation, and experimental results are described in detail.

1. Introduction
Since fossil fuels are depleting, it is important to study
some different choices in order to be able to supply the
required worldwide energy. Renewable energy is taken
into account more seriously nowadays. There exist applications of renewable energy which employ hundreds of
MW (high power) and there are also those which use
hundreds of W (low power). Applications may be distinguished depending on if they are connected to the grid
or not, also known as cogeneration or standalone systems,
respectively; the last one is especially employed in remote
places, where utility is not available. The proposed converter
can be used in remote places where the utility is not
available, but also as satellite power supply, electric vehicles,
and other applications that consider a battery set as an
input.

Photovoltaic panel arrays should be the main source
of energy in standalone systems. Since there is no utility
line, which implies that an effective use of energy is very
important, a battery set is needed in order to be able to supply
energy in case the renewable source is an irregular way;
leaving aside the power management a power converter stage
is needed in order to assure output power. DC/DC converters
suitable for standalone applications can be classified into
multistage or integrated-stage topologies (Figure 1).
Multistage converters [1–12] are able to control each
input independently but share a single output, with the
aid of a common DC bus voltage, as shown in Figure 1(a);
for standalone operation this configuration implies a bidirectional converter for the battery port; as a consequence,
operation becomes complex because both sources should be
able not only to deliver energy but also to manage the battery
charging/discharging. In these schemes the energy to charge
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the battery is processed twice, the first one to deliver energy
to the common bus and then to charge the battery.
Integrated-stage converters [1–11] should be able to
demand current from both inputs in the easiest way
(Figure 1(b)). Some of them do not include bidirectional
converters, and the battery charging is not possible unless
another converter is considered [5, 6]. There are three-port
converters, suggested in the literature, that consider a battery
set [7–12].
Proposal in [8] is shown in Figure 2; unfortunately this
configuration uses the battery set during all the different
modes of operation, which reduces its lifetime. Figure 3
shows a converter based on full-bridge inverter and a transformer [9]; mainly the disadvantage of this topology is the
semiconductors count. There are other schemes for threeport converter [10–12], but these are very similar to those two
mentioned previously.
A different three-port converter topology is proposed in
this paper; not only semiconductors count is reduced and the
battery set is used when it is only required to do so, but also

the power flow is controlled easily. The system accepts two
input voltages and the energy may be supplied from both
inputs simultaneously or independently, depending on the
availability of the input voltage source. One of these inputs
is the battery set, which may be charged from the renewable
source if it is necessary. Battery set is involved only when the
system requires it, so that its lifetime increases.
Information is organized in this paper as follows: threeport converter proposal is discussed in Section 2, which
includes system operation and analysis. Section 3 is addressed
for control operation of the proposed system. Experimental
results are discussed in Section 4, and some final conclusions
are given.

2. Proposed Three-Port Converter
Three-port converter proposal, shown in Figure 4, is suitable
for renewable energy application, especially for standalone
applications, where a battery set and power flow management
are required. This last feature can be carried out easily in the
proposed converter.
The system is composed of three switches, three diodes,
two inductors, and one capacitor, as shown in Figure 4. Each
switch determines the operation of the system; this allows an
easy and good power management.
For standalone systems energy is mainly provided from
renewable source, which depends on weather conditions.
Then the battery set is considered in order to guarantee
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Figure 5: Waveforms and subcircuits when the energy is obtained from the renewable source (mode 1, no charging).

energy supply. Since energy consumption is restricted to a
maximum limit, this has to be optimized.
When considering a photovoltaic system and a specific
load connected in the standalone operation, there exist many
different possibilities; these scenarios must be taken into
account in the power converter in order to provide a constant
and regulated output voltage no matter weather conditions.
Each scenario considers different stages depending on the
required functions; next are described the operating modes
of the system.

2.1. Mode 1: Delivered Energy from the Renewable Source. This
mode happens when there is enough energy to feed the load;
however the battery set may be charged or not depending
on its conditions. Particularly for this operation mode, the
switch 𝑆3 is turned on all the time (Figures 5 and 6). Then
𝑆2 is used to regulate the output voltage, and 𝑆1 is used to
charge the battery set. The two switches are easily controlled
independently, because these are uncoupled.
In this mode the renewable source voltage is higher than
the battery set voltage, and then the diode in antiparallel of 𝑆1
is not conducing even if the battery is being charged.

2.1.1. When No Battery Charging. Waveforms for this mode
are shown in Figure 5(a). In these conditions the converter
operates as described next.
(1) During 𝑡0 . 𝑆1 is off and 𝑆2 and 𝑆3 are on, the equivalent
subcircuit is shown in Figure 5(b), and then the
inductor 𝐿 1 is being charged with the renewable
source; the load is fed only by the output capacitor.
(2) During 𝑡1 . 𝑆1 remains off and 𝑆3 remains on, but 𝑆2
is turned off, the equivalent subcircuit is shown in
Figure 5(c), and then energy stored at the inductor 𝐿 1
is delivered to the output capacitor.
2.1.2. When Battery Charging. Waveforms for this mode
are shown in Figure 6(a). In these conditions the converter
operates as described next.
(1) During 𝑡0 . 𝑆3 is on, but also 𝑆1 and 𝑆3 are turned
on; the equivalent subcircuit is shown in Figure 6(b),
so that inductors 𝐿 1 and 𝐿 2 are charged with the
renewable source. Load is only fed from the output
capacitor.
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Figure 6: Waveforms and subcircuits when the battery set is being charged (mode 1, charging).

(2) During 𝑡1 . 𝑆3 remains on and 𝑆1 may be turned off,
but 𝑆2 is still on; the equivalent subcircuit is shown in
Figure 6(c), so that inductor 𝐿 1 is still charged, while
inductor 𝐿 2 is discharged into the battery set and by
the diode 𝐷1 .
(3) During 𝑡2 . 𝑆3 remains on, but now 𝑆1 and 𝑆2 are
off; the equivalent subcircuit is shown in Figure 6(d),
so that stored energy at inductors 𝐿 1 and 𝐿 2 is
delivered to the output capacitor and the battery set,
respectively.
In this mode of operation, the switch 𝑆2 is always used
to control the output voltage. And the switch 𝑆1 is used to
control the charge of the battery set; a MPPT tracker is used
for this purpose; except when the renewable energy available
is too high, then the current for charging the battery is limited
to a maximum value. The energy is taken from the renewable
source.
2.2. Mode 2: Delivered Power from the Battery Set. This mode
occurs if the photovoltaic panel has no energy (point A in
Figure 7) or if the maximum energy which may be obtained
from the panel (point B in Figure 7) is lower than the output

Prs (W)

C
Battery
B

Renewable
source

A

Vrs (V)

Figure 7: Characteristic waveforms of renewable sources and
different power outputs.

power (point C in Figure 7); then it is necessary to use a
battery in order to deliver the required amount of energy to
the load.
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Figure 8: Waveforms and subcircuits when the energy is obtained from both sources (mode 2, energy available from renewable source).

By assuming that the converter is operated in mode 1
(switch 𝑆3 is on), and suddenly the renewable source suffers
a power variation that reduces its power capacity for any
circumstance, the battery set is automatically connected to
the inductor 𝐿 1 through the diode in antiparallel of 𝑆1 , acting
as uninterruptible power supply; therefore the power to the
load is guaranteed, no matter weather conditions.
The above implies that the operation mode 2 occurs
without any change to the switch control signals of mode 1.
However the energy demanded to the renewable source could
not be the maximum available from it; therefore the switch 𝑆3
is used to track the maximum power point during mode 2.
2.2.1. When Energy Available in Renewable Source. Waveforms for this mode are shown in Figure 8(a). In these
conditions the converter operates as described next.
(1) During 𝑡0 . 𝑆1 and 𝑆3 are off, but 𝑆2 is on; the equivalent
subcircuit is shown in Figure 8(b); the inductors 𝐿 1
and 𝐿 2 are discharged.
(2) During 𝑡1 . 𝑆1 remains off, but 𝑆2 and 𝑆3 are turned on;
the equivalent subcircuit is shown in Figure 8(c), and

inductors 𝐿 1 and 𝐿 2 are charged from the renewable
source. Load is only fed from the output capacitor.
(3) During 𝑡2 . 𝑆1 is still off and 𝑆3 remains on, but 𝑆2
is turned off; the equivalent subcircuit is shown in
Figure 8(d). Stored energy at inductor 𝐿 1 is delivered
to the output, while 𝐿 2 is charged.
During all these stages the battery set and the renewable
source are delivering energy. It should be noticed that the
current in 𝐿 2 is negative because the battery is delivering
energy; therefore the diode 𝐷1 , in antiparallel of 𝑆1 , is
conducting even if control signal of 𝑆1 is off.
2.2.2. When Energy Available Only in Battery Set. Waveforms
for this mode are shown in Figure 9(a). In these conditions
the converter operates as described next.
(1) During 𝑡0 . 𝑆1 is off, but 𝑆2 and 𝑆3 are on; the equivalent
subcircuit is shown in Figure 9(b), so that both
inductors 𝐿 1 and 𝐿 2 are charged with energy provided
from the battery set. Load is only fed from the output
capacitor.
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Figure 9: Waveforms and subcircuits when energy is supplied from the battery set (mode 2, only battery).

(2) During 𝑡1 . 𝑆1 remains off and 𝑆3 is still on, but 𝑆2
is turned off; the equivalent subcircuit is shown in
Figure 9(c). Stored energy at inductors 𝐿 1 and 𝐿 2 is
delivered to the output capacitor.
Similar to mode 1, the switch 𝑆2 is used to control
the output voltage; however energy can be taken from the
renewable source and the battery set or only just from the
battery set. The switch 𝑆3 is used to track the maximum power
point of the photovoltaic panel. If there is no energy in the
renewable source, then the battery will deliver all the power
to the load.
2.3. Mode 3: No Power Available. This mode occurs when the
renewable source and the battery cannot supply the energy
requirements to the load, because it should not be forgotten
that the amount of energy is finite and it depends on the
battery set and weather conditions. When this occurs the
system is in idle condition, and only the battery set could be
charged (once the renewable source is available).
When the renewable source and the battery set do not
have enough energy, the output voltage cannot be kept into
its acceptable limits of operation. This mode will remain until

the battery set is completely charged. To guarantee no energy
is delivered to the load a relay is used to disconnect the load.
Table 1 summarizes different switching states which
establish the power flow of the system. The switching frequency of the different states is determined by a single carrier;
therefore all the switches work under the same frequency
when they are operating; the switching period for the system
was selected at 20 𝜇s.
2.4. Analysis of the Converter. Since the converter may be
operated in several modes and each one has a different
behavior, analysis was made for each specific condition.
In mode 1 switch 𝑆3 is turned on, but 𝑆1 and 𝑆2 are
commuting and then only appear at the equations, where the
duty cycle is associated with these switches. State variable
representation for the system is then as follows:
𝑑𝑖𝐿 1
𝑑𝑡

=

𝑑𝑖𝐿 2
𝑑𝑡

𝑉rs 𝑉𝑜
−
(1 − 𝑑𝑆2 )
𝐿1 𝐿1
=

𝑉
𝑉rs
𝑑 − bat
𝐿 2 𝑆1 𝐿 2
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Table 1: Switching states of the converter.

Operation mode

Switches
𝑆2
X
X
X
X
0
0

𝑆1
0
X
0
0
X
0

Mode 1
Mode 2
Mode 3

Functions

𝑆3
1
1
X
1 or 0
1
1

Feeding the load with 𝑉rs
Charging battery and feeding load with 𝑉rs
Feeding the load from 𝑉rs and 𝑉bat
Feeding the load only with 𝑉bat
Charging battery
System off

“1” means “on,” “0” means “off,” and “X” means “commutating.”

Table 2: Equilibrium point of the operation mode.
Operation mode

Equilibrium point
1
𝑉𝑜 =
𝑉
1 − 𝑑𝑆2 rs

Mode 1

Functions
Feeding the load with 𝑉rs

𝑉bat = 𝑑𝑆1 𝑉rs
1
𝑉𝑜 =
𝑉
1 − 𝑑𝑆2 − 𝑑𝑆3 rs
Mode 2

Charging battery if required
Feeding the load from 𝑉rs and 𝑉bat

𝑉bat = 𝑉rs − (1 − 𝑑𝑆3 )𝑉𝑜
1
𝑉𝑜 =
𝑉
1 − 𝑑𝑆2 bat

Feeding the load only with 𝑉bat

𝑉bat = 𝑑𝑆1 𝑉rs

Mode 3

𝑑𝑉𝑜 𝑖𝐿 1
𝑉
=
(1 − 𝑑𝑆2 ) − 𝑜 ,
𝑑𝑡
𝐶
𝑅𝐶

(1)

Charging battery

In this mode, when the renewable source cannot provide
energy, the valid equations for the system are then as follows:
𝑑𝑖𝐿 1

where 𝑉rs is the renewable voltage source, 𝑉bat is the battery
set voltage, 𝑉𝑜 is the output voltage, 𝑖𝐿 1 is the inductor
𝐿 1 current, 𝑖𝐿 2 is the inductor 𝐿 2 current, 𝐶 is the output
capacitance, 𝐿 1 and 𝐿 2 are the inductances, 𝑑𝑆1 is the duty
cycle of the switch 𝑆1 , and 𝑑𝑆2 is the duty cycle of the switch
𝑆2 .
In mode 2 𝑆1 is turned off, 𝑆2 is always commuting, and
𝑆3 may be switching depending on the availability of the
renewable source. State variable representation for the system
where the renewable source is available is then as follows:

𝑑𝑡

=

𝑉𝑜
𝑉bat
−
(1 − 𝑑𝑆2 )
𝐿1 + 𝐿2 𝐿1 + 𝐿2
𝑑𝑖𝐿 2
𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑖𝐿 2
𝑑𝑡

=

=

𝑉rs 𝑉𝑜
−
(2 − (𝑑𝑆2 + 𝑑𝑆3 ))
𝐿1 𝐿1
𝑉rs − 𝑉bat 𝑉𝑜
−
(1 − 𝑑𝑆3 )
𝐿2
𝐿2

𝑑𝑉𝑜 𝑖𝐿 1
𝑉
=
(1 − 𝑑𝑆2 𝑑𝑆3 ) 𝑑𝑆2 (1 − 𝑑𝑆3 ) − 𝑜 ,
𝑑𝑡
𝐶
𝑅𝐶

Where 𝑑𝑆3 is the duty cycle of the switch 𝑆3 .

(2)

𝑑𝑖𝐿 1
𝑑𝑡

(3)

𝑑𝑉𝑜 𝑖𝐿 1
𝑉
=
(1 − 𝑑𝑆2 ) − 𝑜 .
𝑑𝑡
𝐶
𝑅𝐶
Particularly for this case 𝑖𝐿 1 = −𝑖𝐿 2 .
Converter in mode 3 operates only in charging mode;
therefore the system equations are as follows:
𝑑𝑖𝐿 2
𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝑖𝐿 1

=−

=

𝑉
𝑉rs
𝑑𝑆1 − bat .
𝐿2
𝐿2

(4)

The equilibrium points of the different operating modes
are obtained by making the set of differential equations equal
to zero; these are shown in Table 2. As it is easily seen, the
output voltage always depends on the duty cycle of 𝑆2 ; hence
it is the switch employed to do it.
Particularly for mode 2, when energy is delivered by both
sources, switch 𝑆3 , which is related to the battery set, is used
for having control of the energy delivered by this source; it
should be noticed that 𝑆3 also affects the output voltage, and
in order to maintain a regulated output voltage the 𝑆2 must
be adjusted by the controller.
It should be noted that 𝑆1 affects only the battery; hence,
it is used only when battery requires to be charged.
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Table 3: Comparison between converters.

Converter
Active
Diode
MOSFET
Passive
Inductor
Transformer
Battery lifetime
Operation

Reported in [8] Figure 2

Reported in [9] Figure 3

Proposed scheme

3
3

0
12

3
3

1
1
Bad
Simple

3
1
Good
Complex

2
0
Good
Simple

2.5. Converter Design Issues. The converter was designed to
be operated in continuous conduction mode (CCM). Not
only inductors were designed based on the desired ripple but
also the capacitor.
Inductors 𝐿 1 , 𝐿 2 and the capacitor may be obtained by
considering the operation in mode 1 and using the following
equations:
𝐿1 =
𝐿2 =
𝐶=

𝑉rs 𝑑𝑆2 𝑇𝑠
Δ𝐼𝐿 1
Δ𝐼𝐿 2
Δ𝑉𝐶𝑅

Mode
selection
block
–+
Vbat

(5)

,

where 𝑇𝑆 is the switching period, Δ𝐼𝐿 1 is the ripple of 𝐿 1 , Δ𝐼𝐿 2
is the ripple of 𝐿 2 , and Δ𝑉𝐶 is the ripple of 𝐶.
2.6. Comparison of Proposal with Previous Schemes. Table 3
shows a brief comparison of this proposed converter; it considers the number of semiconductors, the passive elements,
the operation of the battery set, and the general form of
operation. Schemes appear illustrated in Figure 2 [8] and
Figure 3 [9]; both are the most representative in the literature.
It is easily observed that converter in this proposal and the
one reported in [8] have not only less components than those
reported in [9] but also an easier form of operation. Although
this proposal has similar features than those offered in [8], it
is not the same with the battery use; this proposal will only
employ the battery when it is required to do so; however, the
other scheme will use it during all the operating modes, which
diminish its lifetime.
The other two schemes consider isolation, which may
be a disadvantage in this proposal since it is not taken into
account; however, if more components are added it may
become suitable.

3. Controlling the Converter
There are three switches, and each one is used for one
purpose, as mentioned before in Section 2.4. Output voltage
for this converter is controlled using a traditional controller,

dS1

+
Vo

–+ –+

Min PPT 1 − dS
3

MPPT

(𝑉rs − 𝑉bat ) 𝑑𝑆1 𝑇𝑠
𝑉𝑜 (1 − 𝑑𝑆2 ) 𝑇𝑠

S1 S2 S3

Vrs

–
dS2

PI
compensator

Vor

Carrier

Figure 10: Block diagram of the controller.

but an integrator must be in it; the employed switch for
this purpose is 𝑆2 . This switch controls the output voltage
independently if the converter is operated in mode 1 or 2, even
from where the energy is taken; which permits to operate easily the system. It is important to notice that even if the renewable source is suddenly not available, the system operates
properly, because in a natural way the energy is taken from the
battery set due to the diode 𝐷rs and the antiparallel diode of
𝑆1 .
For controlling the charge of battery, switch 𝑆1 is used,
and this occurs in modes 1 and 3.
Particularly when operating in mode 2, when switches 𝑆2
and 𝑆3 are commuting, 𝑆3 establishes the amount of energy
taken from each input source; it comes either from the renewable source or from the battery set. A maximum power point
tracker (MPPT) algorithm is used in order to optimize the
use of the renewable source; although a traditional maximum
power point tracker is reported in the literature, a minimum
power point tracker (Min PPT) focused on the battery is
suggested in this paper and is only necessary to sense the
battery.
In Figure 10 the controller employed is shown,; as it
may be observed the voltage compensator (PI), the Min PPT
tracker, the battery charger (MPPT), the pulse width modulation (PWM) section, and the mode selection block are
used. Battery voltage is considered to determine if the battery
requires to be charged or not, while the battery current is used
to switch between modes and enable the control signal of each
semiconductor.
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3.1. Voltage Regulator. A traditional controller, which is a PI
compensator, is used in order to regulate the output voltage.
The output capacitor voltage and reference are introduced
into the compensator in order to obtain the duty cycle, and
then 𝑑𝑆2 is considered in a typical PWM controller based on
a carrier signal, which determines the switching frequency, as
shown in Figure 10. The switch used is 𝑆2 .
The equation considered is then as follows:
𝑢𝑆2 = 𝑘𝑝 𝑒𝑜 + 𝑘𝑖 ∫ 𝑒𝑜 𝑑𝑡 = 0,

Start

Sense IL 2

IL 2 (k) < 0

(6)

where 𝑒𝑜 is the output voltage error (𝑒𝑜 = 𝑉𝑜 − 𝑉or ) and 𝑉or is
the voltage reference.
It should be noticed for this controller that, although
perturbations may occur, the integral part reduces the steady
state error. Actually, output voltage depends on both switches
in mode 2, as seen in Table 2, and for reducing the coupling
issue, the compensator includes an integral term.

dS3 ← 1
dS3 (k) ← 1
Yes

No

3.3. Charging the Battery. A voltage-current mode method,
which is similar to methods in uninterruptible power supplies
(UPS), was implemented for charging the battery set. Voltage
is employed to determine when the battery set either is fully
charged or requires to be charged; the current is used to
control the battery set charging.
This stage may occur in mode 1 or 3. As the energy is
taken from the renewable source, a maximum power point

Decrease dS3

IL 2 (k) < 0
Yes

3.2. 𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝑃𝑃𝑇 Algorithm. Maximum power point of the
renewable source is obtained by centering the algorithm on
the battery set, and then instead of a MPPT a different method
is used to obtain the maximum energy from the renewable
source. This algorithm is used when the battery set provides
energy to the load and there is still energy from the renewable
source (mode 2).
The system is focused on obtaining the minimum power
from the battery set in order to make sure that the maximum
power is delivered from the renewable source, where this
condition is achieved easily. Therefore a minimum power
point tracker (Min PPT) for the battery set is considered; the
battery power is not required, since the battery set voltage is
almost constant, and then only the current of the battery set
may be used.
Flowchart of the proposed Min PPT algorithm is shown
in Figure 11. Since current is the only variable, which is
measured, the proposed technique becomes simpler than
other methods. Once it is detected that the battery set is
in use and delivering energy to the load, the algorithm is
performed; then the duty cycle of 𝑆3 is changed. At the
beginning the duty cycle is equal to one and then decreases
until the minimum power is obtained; the system remains
oscillating at the Min PP until the current of the battery set
is zero; this means that the renewable source is able to deliver
all the energy to the load and the battery set is not required.
After obtaining the duty cycle, it is introduced into a
PWM; it should be noticed that the comparator inputs are
changed and the compliment of the 𝑑𝑆2 is used in order to
obtain the signals as the proposed operation in mode 2.

No

Yes

IL 2 (k) > IL 2 (k − 1)
No

Yes
No

Increase dS3

IL 2 (k) < 0
IL 2 (k) > IL 2 (k − 1)
Yes

No

Figure 11: Flowchart of the tracking algorithm.

is considered. It is assumed that the battery set voltage is constant, and then only the current is required in the algorithm,
similar to that implemented in the previous section; but here
the traditional maximum power tracker is used.
Additionally to the MPPT, the battery current is bounded
to a maximum value, which allows avoiding the increase of
the power to the battery that may cause damage in it.
3.4. Mode Selection Block. For establishing the mode of
operation, a mode selection block is considered; it enables
the respective control signal of each mode, and this is made
depending on conditions for the system. Basically the battery
voltage and current are used.

4. Experimental Results
System functionality was experimentally evaluated with a
built prototype, so that the proposed idea was validated. The
battery set is of 24 V, the renewable source is a photovoltaic
solar panel emulator of Agilent (6131), the output voltage is
100 V, and the converter was designed for an output power
of 100 W; the switching frequency is 50 KHz, 𝐿 1 and 𝐿 2 are
700 𝜇H, and 𝐶𝑜 is 100 𝜇F.
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Figure 12: Operation when the energy is obtained from the
renewable source. From top to bottom: 𝑆1 , 𝑆2 , 𝑆3 , 𝐼𝐿 1 , and 𝐼𝐿 2 . The
current reference of both inductors is the same.
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Figure 14: Operation when the energy is obtained from the battery
set from top to bottom: 𝑆1 , 𝑆2 , 𝑆3 , 𝐼𝐿 1 , and 𝐼𝐿 2 . The current reference
of both inductors is the same.
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Figure 13: Operation when the battery set is being charged from
top to bottom: 𝑆1 , 𝑆2 , 𝑆3 , 𝐼𝐿 1 , and 𝐼𝐿 2 . The current reference of both
inductors is the same.

Figure 15: Operation when the energy is obtained from the battery
set and the renewable source from top to bottom: 𝑆1 , 𝑆2 , 𝑆3 , 𝐼𝐿 1 , and
𝐼𝐿 2 . The current reference of both inductors is the same.

The experimental prototype was tested under different
operating conditions. First, the performance of the converter
in the different modes in steady state is addressed; second, the
performance under power variation of the renewable source
is addressed; third, some tests were applied to the system
under transitions due to the battery set conditions; and finally
a test under load variations is made.

provides to the battery set. The efficiency in this condition is
around 93%.
Figure 14 shows operation in mode 2, when the available
energy from the renewable source is null; then all the energy
is obtained from the battery set. It is seen how both inductors,
𝐿 1 and 𝐿 2 , have the same current in magnitude, but opposite
sign; for this case the battery is discharged through both
inductors. The efficiency in this condition was around 89%.
Figure 15 shows operation in mode 2; when the available
energy from the photovoltaic panel is less than that required
by the output, then the battery set is used as a compliment; it
is easily seen how both sources deliver energy to the load and
how current in both inductors is different; however they are
delivering energy to the load. The efficiency in this condition
was around 91%.
It is important to notice that the efficiency depends on the
devices in use and also the operating conditions; this should
be improved if other devices are considered. Different inputs
and/or outputs were considered because the battery port is
bidirectional; the efficiency was calculated as

4.1. Steady State Operation. Figures 12 through 15 show
experimental results for different operation modes; they were
obtained with a mixed signals oscilloscope. For illustration
purpose, results were not graphed at the designed conditions,
which allow comparing with the theoretical waveforms;
this is explained because the ripple values cannot be well
appreciated at the full output power and designed conditions.
Then the output power in this case is 20 W.
Figure 12 shows operation in mode 1, when the renewable
source is available, but no charging is required. For this case
the available energy from the photovoltaic panel is higher that
the load power, so that no battery needs to be used. As it
is easily seen only inductor 𝐿 1 provides energy to the load;
since inductor 𝐿 2 has no current the battery is not in use. The
efficiency in this condition is around 93%.
Figure 13 shows system operation in mode 1, when the
battery set is charged from the renewable source. For this case
it is considered that required energy to the renewable source
is able to satisfy the load necessities; it is clearly seen how both
inductors have current; 𝐿 1 provides energy to the load and 𝐿 2

𝜂=

∑𝑛 𝑃on
,
∑𝑚 𝑃im

(7)

where 𝑃on is the “n”th output power and 𝑃im is the “m”th
input power.
4.2. Renewable Power Source Variation. The proposed system
was tested under a renewable source variation in order to
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Figure 16: Operation when suddenly the maximum power energy
of the renewable source becomes lower than the output power from
top to bottom 𝑉𝑜 , −𝐼𝐿 2 , 𝑆2 , and 𝑆1 .

carry consistently validation. Henceforth the proposed power
point tracker algorithm was tested.
Figure 16 shows the system operation when the renewable
source suffers a variation. The initial MPP of the renewable
source is 𝑉mpp = 48 V and 𝐼mpp = 2.5 A (𝑉oc = 60 V, 𝐼sc =
3 A), which means a higher output power than the initially
considered in the test (𝑃𝑜 = 100 W); then suddenly the MPP
is changed to 𝑉mpp = 35 V and 𝐼mpp = 2.5 A (𝑉oc = 43 V, 𝐼sc =
3 A); this represents a lower power demanded by the load. It
should be noticed that the system automatically demands part
of the energy to the battery (see current of inductor 𝐿 2 ); the
system is properly maintained in operation.
It is important to notice that after the transition the MPP
of the renewable source is not assured, but then Min PPT starts
to operate. As it is seen in the figure, the current of the battery
set is changed until the minimum battery current is obtained
by reaching the MPP of the renewable source; this was made
by changing the duty cycle of the switch 𝑆3 .
Figure 17 shows the system operation when the renewable
source returns to the initial condition; then the energy
available from the renewable source is enough to satisfy the
load requirements. As it may be noticed, after the transition
the battery does not deliver energy.
4.3. Operation under Different Battery Set Conditions. To
verify the system operation some tests were made under
variation of battery set conditions, when charging starts and
when stop is considered and when charging starts and when
stop is considered.
Figure 18 shows the operation of the systems when the
battery set is being charged. The MPP of the renewable source
is 𝑉mpp = 48 V and 𝐼mpp = 2.5 A (𝑉oc = 60 V, 𝐼sc =
3 A), this means that initial power is higher than the output
power considered in the test (𝑃𝑜 = 100 W); the battery is
required to be charged, and then the system starts to charge

4
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Ch4 2.00 V
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Figure 17: Operation when suddenly the maximum power energy
of the renewable source becomes higher than the output power from
top to bottom: 𝑉𝑜 , −𝐼𝐿 2 , 𝑆2 , and 𝑆1 .
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Figure 18: Operation when battery set charging starts from top to
bottom: 𝑉𝑜 , −𝐼𝐿 2 , 𝑆2 , and 𝑆1 .

it, but demanding the maximum power available from the
renewable source.
Figure 19 shows the operation of the systems when the
battery set is stopped to be charged. The MPP of the
renewable source is 𝑉mpp = 48 V and 𝐼mpp = 2.5 A (𝑉oc =
60 V, 𝐼sc = 3 A); this means that initial power is higher than
the output power considered in the test (𝑃𝑜 = 100 W); the
battery initially is being charged, and when it is detected to
be fully charged, then the charging is stopped.
4.4. Load Variation. A load variation was made in order to
complete the tests. Figure 20 shows the performance of the
system when the load is changed from 50% to 100% of the
power; the system was operated under mode 1. The triggering
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be demanded from both input voltages simultaneously or
each one independently. The battery set may also be charged
from the renewable source. This proposal has the feature
that battery port is used only when it is required; this offers
an increase of lifetime. Also when the renewable source
suddenly is not available the system automatically takes
energy from the battery set without any change, only after an
MPPT is used to optimize the use of the renewable source.
The operation and analysis of the converter were given.
Experimental results were also shown.
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Nowadays a hot topic among the research community is the harnessing energy from the free sunlight which is abundant and
pollution-free. The availability of cheap solar photovoltaic (PV) modules has to harvest solar energy with better efficiency. The
nature of solar modules is nonlinear and therefore the proper impedance matching is essential. The proper impedance matching
ensures the extraction of the maximum power from solar PV module. Maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm is acting
as a significant part in solar power generating system because it varies in the output power from a PV generating set for various
climatic conditions. This paper suggested a new improved work for MPPT of PV energy system by using the optimized novel
improved fractional order variable step size (FOVSS) incremental conductance (Inc-Cond) algorithm. The new proposed controller
combines the merits of both improved fractional order (FO) and variable step size (VSS) Inc-Cond which is well suitable for design
control and execution. The suggested controller results in attaining the desired transient reaction under changing operating points.
MATLAB simulation effort shows MPPT controller and a DC to DC Luo converter feeding a battery load is achieved. The laboratory
experimental results demonstrate that the new proposed MPPT controller in the photovoltaic generating system is valid.

1. Introduction
Renewable energy sources are considered as an important
source of energy in the 21st century that is in use to fulfill
our needs and growing demands of electricity. Among all
renewable energy sources, solar energy is readily available
free of cost. The production cost of solar photovoltaic based
system is decreased considerably. The advancement in PV
technology also causes less cost per unit and thus PV
technology do not contribute to global warming [1]. The
extraordinary diffusion of solar PV system in electricity
generation is evident from the fact that the PV scheme is
anticipated to be the largest source of electricity generation
among all the accessible nonconventional energy sources.
They are considered feasible in residential applications and
are suitable for roof top installations [2]. The PV modules are
primarily a current source device and the current is produced
when light falls on the surface of solar device. The characteristics curve of the PV module shows its nonlinear behavior.

The nonlinear 𝑉-𝐼 curve of PV module has only one point of
maximum power extraction. Therefore, the energy harvesting
at maximum efficiency is not simple enough. The survival of
only one unique point of maximum power requires special
techniques to function the scheme at the point of maximum
power. These operating techniques are named as MPPT
[3]. MPPT techniques control the power electronic interface
such that the source impedance is matched with the load
impedance and hence maximum power is transferred. In
contrast with the nonlinear characteristics, MPPT techniques
are vital for any solar PV system.
Different methods have been reported in literature for
tracking the maximum power point (MPP). Among the
20 distinct methods reported by [4] the methods such as
perturb and observe (P&O), incremental conductance (IncCond), fractional open circuit voltage (FOCV), fractional
short circuit current (FSCC), fuzzy logic, and neural network
algorithm are widely used by the researchers. Among these
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methods the FOCV and FSCC are considered as offline
MPPT techniques, because they isolate the PV array when
they track the MPP and calculate the operating point for
MPPT [5, 6]. These techniques adopt both analog as well as
digital implementations [7]. However, the periodic isolation
of the PV array is power loss and the change in operating
point depends on irradiance (𝐺); therefore, the periodic
power loss is to be avoided; we need irradiance sensor that can
measure the 𝐺 and hence PV array needs not to be isolated
[8]. The fuzzy logic and/or neural network based MPPT
technique have good performance under fast changing environmental circumstances and display improved performance
than the P&O method [9]. However, the main drawback of
this technique is that its efficiency is extremely reliant on
the technical information of the engineer in calculating the
error and approaching up with the fuzzy rule based table.
It is importantly reliant on how a designer assembles the
system based on his experience and skill. Perturb and observe
algorithm can be failure under fast varying environmental
circumstances. The Inc-Cond technique is constructed on the
slope of the solar photovoltaic panel power curve. This technique has partly solved divergence of perturb and observe
model [10].
In this paper we suggested a novel technique that will tune
the online MPPT techniques based on changing weather conditions. The proposed algorithm modifies the existing conventional Inc-Cond controller based on improved fractional
order variable step size which differs from the existing. The
difference is based on the datasheet of the panel on the novel
controller and is constant for any particular PV array. The
proposed algorithm is implemented into MATLAB/Simulink
environment and it is tested and validated.
The structure of the system is organized as follows.
Section 2 discuss the modelling of PV modules, Improved
FOVSS Inc-Cond controller and analysis of DC to DC Luo
converter. Section 3 provides the simulation and experimental setup; hence results validate the controller performance.
Finally Section 4 concludes remarks.

2. Proposed System Description
The schematic circuit diagram for the suggested system is
shown in Figure 1. It contains PV panel, designed novel
FOVSS Inc-Cond control algorithm, synchronous DC to DC
Luo converter, and battery load. The power switches of the
designed DC to DC Luo converter are controlled by the gate
drivers programmed via a controller module. The designed
converter delivers required levels of the output power to the
stand alone battery load. The impedance of the battery load
should be assumed as a suitable one for subsequent analysis.
The DC to DC converters are responsible for MPPT and
voltage regulations. Simulation and experimental models are
established in MATLAB/Simulink and controller processor
environment.
2.1. Modeling of PV Modules. PV systems convert sunlight
into electrical energy without causing any environmental
issues. Various equivalent models are available in the literature for better understanding of concept of PV array. Among
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the models, Figure 2 is considered as good which supports
accuracy and user friendliness [11]. For the constant weather
conditions the curve has only one unique point of maximum
power (MP) and the 𝑉-𝐼 characteristic of an irradiated
cell is nonlinear. It depends on several factors including
the temperature and irradiance. With a varying irradiance
the short circuit current varies; however, the open circuit
voltage changes significantly with changes in temperature.
The varying atmospheric conditions make the MPP keep
shifting around the PV curve. In the PV simulation, results
show the cumulative effect of the nonhomogenous weather
conditions on MPP. The analytical expression based on the
temperature (𝑇) and irradiance (𝐺) variation can be written
as follows:
𝐼PV = 𝑘 ⋅ 𝐺 ⋅ 𝑆,

(1)

where 𝐼PV is the photovoltaic current source.
𝐼𝑑 is the single exponential junction current and is given
by
𝐼𝑑 = 𝐼𝑜 ⋅ (𝑒𝐴𝑉𝑑 − 1) ;

(2)

𝐼 is the output current and is given by 𝐼 = 𝐼PV − 𝐼𝑑 − 𝑉𝑑 /𝑅sh .
𝑉 is the output voltage and is given by 𝑉 = 𝑉𝑑 − 𝑅𝑠 ⋅ 𝐼:
𝐺
⋅ (1 + 𝛼𝐼sc Δ𝑇) ,
1000
𝑉oc (G, T) = 𝑉oc (STC) ⋅ (1 + 𝛽𝑉oc Δ𝑇) ,
𝐺
𝑃𝑚 (𝐺, 𝑇) = 𝑃𝑚 (STC) ⋅
⋅ (1 + 𝛾𝜌Δ𝑇) ,
1000
(1 + 𝛾𝜌Δ𝑇)
𝑃
),
𝜂 = 𝑚 = (𝑃𝑚 (STC) ⋅
𝐺𝐴
𝐴

𝐼sc (𝐺, 𝑇) = 𝐼sc (STC) ⋅

where Δ𝑇 = 𝑇𝑐 − 25∘ C.

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
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So, an integral power of 𝑦 can be expressed as a factorial
polynomial, as

2.2. A New Design of Improved Fractional Order
VSS Inc-Cond Controller
2.2.1. Fractional Order Differentiator. A FO system comprised
by a fractional differential or an integral equation, and systems covering few equations, has been deliberate in engineering and physical appliances, for example, active control, signal
processing, and linear and nonlinear response controller.
The generally utilized approaches have been anticipated for
numerical assessment of fraction derivatives by RiemannLioville and Grunwald-Letnikov definition [12]. It reflects a
continuous function 𝑓(𝑡), where its 𝛼th order derivative can
be conveyed as follows [13]:
𝛼

𝛼

𝑑 𝑓 (𝑡)
1
𝛼
= lim 𝛼 ∑(−1)𝑟 ( ) 𝑓 (𝑡 − 𝑟ℎ) ,
ℎ→0ℎ
𝑑𝑡𝛼
𝑟
𝑟=0
𝛼!
𝛼
,
𝛽=( )=
𝑟
𝑟! (𝛼 − 𝑟)!

(7)

For generalization, it is suitable to adopt 𝑡 = 𝑛ℎ, where “𝑡”
is the opinion at which the derivative is appraised and ℎ is
the discretization step. We can rewrite the estimate of the 𝛼th
derivative as follows:

𝐷𝑡𝛼 𝑓 (𝑡)

𝑡 −𝛼 𝑛−1 Γ (𝑟 − 𝛼)
𝑡
≈( ) ∑
𝑓 (𝑡 − 𝑟 ) ,
𝑛
Γ
Γ
+
1)
𝑛
(−𝛼)
(𝑟
𝑟=0

𝑟 𝑚
𝑡𝑚−𝛼 𝛼 𝑛−1 Γ (𝑟 − 𝛼)
𝑛 ∑
(1 − ) .
Γ (−𝛼) 𝑟=0 Γ (𝑟 + 1)
𝑛

(9)

(10)

If we expand [1 − (𝑟/𝑛)]𝑚 by the binominal theorem [3, 6],
(10) becomes
𝐷𝑡𝛼 𝑡𝑚 ≈

𝑛−1
Γ (𝑟 − 𝛼) 𝑘
𝑡𝑚−𝛼 𝑚
𝑚
𝑟 ,
∑ (−1)𝑘 ( ) 𝑛𝛼−𝑘 ∑
Γ (−𝛼) 𝑘=0
𝑘
𝑟=0 Γ (𝑟 + 1)

(11)

𝑛−1

Γ (𝑟 − 𝛼) 𝑘
𝑟 .
𝑟=0 Γ (𝑟 + 1)

𝐾≡∑

(12)

If y is an unstipulated and if 𝑗 is an integer positive, then 𝑦, 𝑗
fractional is defined as
𝑦(𝑗) = 𝑦 (𝑦 − 1) (𝑦 − 2) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ (𝑦 − 𝑗 − 1) ,
Γ (𝑦 + 1) = 𝑦(𝑗) Γ (𝑦 − 𝑗 + 1) .

(14)

𝑘

𝑛−1

𝑘
Γ (𝑟 − 𝛼)
Γ (𝑛 − 𝛼)
1
) = ∑ 𝜉𝑗𝑘
(
).
𝑗
−
𝛼
Γ
(𝑟
+
1
−
𝑗)
Γ
(𝑛
−
𝑗)
𝑟=0
𝑗=1

𝐾 = ∑ 𝜉𝑗𝑘 ( ∑
𝑗=1

(15)

𝐷𝑡𝛼 𝑡𝑚 ≈

𝑘 𝛼−𝑘
𝑡𝑚−𝛼 𝑚
𝑚 𝑘 𝜉𝑗 𝑛 Γ (𝑛 − 𝛼)
,
∑ (−1)𝑘 ( ) ∑
Γ (−𝛼) 𝑘=0
𝑘 𝑗=0 (𝑗 − 𝛼) Γ (𝑛 − 𝑗)

lim 𝑛𝛼−𝑘

𝑛→∞

1,
Γ (𝑛 − 𝛼)
={
0,
Γ (𝑛 − 𝑗)

𝑚

∑ (−1)𝑘 (

(16)

if 𝑗 = 𝑘,
if 𝑗 < 𝑘,

𝑘=0

𝑚
1
)
= 𝐵 (−𝛼, 𝑚 + 1) .
𝑘 (𝑘 − 𝛼)

(13)

(17)

A general fractional order differentiator can be expressed as
follows:
𝐷𝑡𝛼 𝑡𝑚 ≈

where 𝛾 is an integer satisfying 𝛾 − 1 < 𝛼 ≤ 𝛾. Clearly the
FO calculus leads to an immeasurable dimension, while the
integral calculus is a finite dimension. Reflect 𝑓𝑚 (𝑡) = 𝑡𝑚 , 𝑚 =
1, 2, 3, 4 . . ., and the 𝛼th derivative is
𝐷𝑡𝛼 𝑡𝑚 ≈

𝑗=1

where
(8)

𝑟=0

𝑑𝛾
−(𝛾−𝛼)
[𝐷𝑡
],
𝑑𝑡𝛾

𝑗=1

Γ (𝑦 − 𝑗 + 1)
,
Γ (𝑦 + 1)

Equation (11) becomes

[𝑡/ℎ]

𝐷𝑡𝛼 𝑓 (𝑡) =

𝑘

where the 𝜉 is the sterling values. Let 𝑦 = 𝑟 in (14) be
substituted in (12) and replace 𝑛 by 𝑛 − 𝑗 and 𝛼 by 𝛼 − 𝑗; then

where 𝛽 is the coefficient binomial and 𝛼 is an integer
positive order. We use the guesstimate approach, arising the
Grunwald Letnikov definition as
𝐷𝑡𝛼 𝑓 (𝑡) ≈ ℎ−𝛼 ∑ (−1)𝑟 𝛽𝑓 (𝑡 − 𝑟ℎ) .

𝑘

𝑦𝑘 = ∑ 𝜉𝑗𝑘 𝑦(𝑗) = ∑ 𝜉𝑗𝑘

Γ (𝑚 + 1) 𝑚−𝛼
𝑡 .
Γ (𝑚 + 1 − 𝛼)

(18)

For all 𝛼, positive, negative, and/or zero, 𝑚 = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 . . ..
Note, the select of 𝛼 can be seen as selecting the spectacles
that will be modeled. By selecting 0 < 𝛼 < 1, anomalous phenomena, such as heat conduction, diffusion, viscoelasticity,
and electrode-electrolyte polarization, can be described [1].
2.2.2. Design of New Improved VSS Inc-Cond Controller.
Generally step size is fixed for the Inc-Cond MPPT technique.
The produced power from the PV panel with a higher step
size plays to quicker dynamics but results in extreme steady
state fluctuations and subsequent poor efficiency [14]. This
condition is inverted through the MPPT by operating with
a lesser step size. Thus, the tracking with constant step size
makes a suitable trade-off among the fluctuation and dynamics. Thus the problem can be resolved with VSS restatement
[15, 16]. Even though all the conventional methods are simple
perturb and observe method produce oscillations occurring
at maximum power point and hence output power is not
achieved at desired level and results in poor efficiency. The
Inc-Cond method is envisioned to resolve the difficulty of
the conventional perturb and observe method under quick
varying environment circumstances [17]. Hence, in this paper
the performance of the FOVSS Inc-Cond method in quickly
varying environment conditions by using voltage versus current graph [18]. Condition 1: the curve power versus voltage is
positive and the indication of the altering voltage and current
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Sample V(z), I(z)

Obtain dV𝛼 = ΔV𝛼 = (Vz − Vz−1 )𝛼 ;
d𝛼 I = ΔI = Iz − 𝛼Iz−1 ;
dP𝛼 = ΔV𝛼 × ΔI;
S = M × magnitude (dP𝛼/d𝛼 I)
Y

d𝛼 I = 0

Y
dV𝛼 = 0
V(z) = V(z−1)

N

dV𝛼 > 0

Y

Eq. (25) = Eq. (26)

V(z) = V(z−1)
N

Y

dV𝛼 > 0
and
d𝛼 I > 0

Eq. (25) > Eq. (26)

N

Y

V(z) = V(z−1) − S
V(z) = V(z−1) + S

N

dV𝛼 < 0 and
d𝛼 I < 0

Y

Y

V(z) = V(z−1) + S2 N
V(z) = V(z−1) − S

Iz → Iz−1 ;
Vz → Vz−1

V(z) = V(z−1) − S1

Po < P?

End

Figure 3: Novel improved FOVSS Inc-Cond MPPT algorithm.

is the same, simultaneously; the algorithm recognizes that 𝐺
is in quickly accumulative environmental circumstances and
reduces the voltage. Condition 2: on the other side, if the
slope of the power versus voltage graph is positive, altering
current and voltage are opposite; concurrently, the algorithm
recognizes that it is quickly reducing environment situations
and rises the voltage. Condition 3: lately, if altering 𝐼 and
𝑉 are in conflicting directions, the algorithm for tracing
supreme power upsurges the 𝑉, as the Inc-Cond conventional
algorithm. Thus this algorithm eludes difference from the real
MPP in quickly varying environmental circumstances.
In this report, a VSS procedure is suggested for the
improved Inc-Cond tracking technique and is dedicated to
search an easier and active way to increase tracking dynamic
as well as correctness. In every tracking application, the
possible power follower is attained by joining a DC to DC
converter among the PV panel and load system [19]. The
power output of the PV is utilized for energetic control

of the DC to DC converter pulse width modulation (𝐷)
to diminish well the complication of the structure [20].
The flowchart of the FOVSS improved Inc-Cond tracking
algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3, where the power DC
to DC converter PWM (𝐷) recapitulation step size tuned
automatically. The power output of PV panel is involved to
regulate the power DC to DC converter PWM (𝐷), donating
to a shortened control scheme, where the outputs 𝐼 and 𝑉 of
the PV array represent 𝑉(𝑧) and 𝐼(𝑧) at time 𝑧, respectively. The
VSS implemented to diminish the problem represented above
is written in the equation as follows:
 𝑑𝑃 


(19)
𝐷 (𝑧) = 𝐷 (𝑧 − 1) ± 𝑀 × 
.
 𝑑𝑉 
In the above equation 𝑀 denotes the scaling factor, which is
adjusted at the period to regulate the step size. The VSS can
also be recognized from the incline of the power versus duty
cycle graph in [16] for perturb and observe tracking written
as follows:
 Δ𝑃 
 .
(20)
𝐷 (𝑧) = 𝐷 (𝑧 − 1) ± 𝑀 × 

 Δ𝑉 
In the above written equation Δ𝐷 represents the change in
stage 𝐷 at earlier sample period. As illustrated in the power
versus voltage, the derivative of (𝑑𝑃/𝑑𝑉) of a PV panel can
be seen to be changing efficiently and is suggested in [15]
as an appropriate constraint for determining the VSS of the
perturb and observe method. So, the derivative (𝑑𝑃/𝑑𝑉) is
also working herein to control the VSS for the Inc-Cond
tracking method. The modern rule for PWM (𝐷) can be
acquired as the following equation:
 𝑃 (𝑧) − 𝑃 (𝑧 − 1) 
 .
𝐷 (𝑧) = 𝐷 (𝑧 − 1) ± 𝑀 × 
(21)

 𝑉 (𝑧) − 𝑉 (𝑧 − 1) 
The 𝑀 is necessarily determined by the effectiveness of the
tracking structure. Physical fine-tuning of this constraint
is boring and resultant output may be effective only for a
given structure and operating circumstance [15]. A modest
technique is used to determine whether the 𝑀 is suggested
here. Initially higher step size of the maximum duty cycle
(𝐷max ) for constant step size tracking scheme was selected.
By such results, the active development is best adequate
but gives poor steady state performance. The stable state
assessment instead of dynamic assessment in the start-up
development of the magnitude 𝑃 divided by 𝑉 of the PV panel
output can be estimated under the constant VSS working with
maximum duty cycle, which will be selected as the superior
controller as VSS Inc-Cond tracking technique. To confirm
the conjunction of the tracking superior rule, the variable step
(VS) rule should observe the following:
 𝑑𝑃 


< Δ𝐷max .
𝑀 × 

(22)
 𝑑𝑉 fized step=Δ𝐷max
In the above equation |𝑑𝑃/𝑑𝑉|fized step=Δ𝐷max is the |𝑑𝑃/𝑑𝑉|
at FSS operation of maximum duty cycle. The 𝑀 can be
obtained as follows:
Δ𝐷max
.
𝑀<
(23)
|𝑑𝑃/𝑑𝑉|fized step=Δ𝐷max
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S1
Vd

−
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+
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In the equation above, the VSS improved Inc-Cond tracking
will be operating with FSS of the early set superior controller
Δ𝐷max . The above equation delivers an easier supervision to
determine the 𝑀 of the VSS Inc-Cond tracking technique.
With the fulfillment of above calculation, superior scaling
factor shows a relatively quick reaction than a minor scaling
factor. The SW will become minute as derivative power to
voltage becomes very slight nearby the maximum power [21].

−
L 2 VL2
+

+
VC2
−

+

R

Vd
−

S2
−

2.2.3. The Control Process of Improved FOVSS Inc-Cond
Algorithm. The 𝑉-𝐼 characteristics of a single module are
resolute and enlarge to control the performance of a PV array,
as illustrated in Figure 3. It seems 𝑑𝐼/𝑑𝑉 < 0, with rising 𝑉
as 𝐼, is diminishing. Based on (1)–(3), current and voltage are
contingent on environment and electricity transmission. The
irregular singularities can be designated as FOD. Thus, the
𝑑𝐼/𝑑𝑉 can be altered as follows:
𝑉𝛼 (𝐼) − 𝑉𝑜𝛼 (𝐼 − Δ𝐼)
𝑑𝛼 𝑉 (𝐼)
=
lim
,
Δ𝑉 → 0
𝑑𝛼 𝐼
Δ𝐼

Situation one: if (Δ𝑉𝛼 = 0 and Δ𝐼 = 0) not any
controller accomplishment is required.

(25)

Situation two: if (Δ𝐼 = 0 and Δ𝑉𝛼 > 0) a controller
action is required to enhance the Δ𝑉𝛼 to present
voltage 𝑉 with a cumulative 𝐷 step size.

The efficiency of the weighing Δ𝐼 is altered as 𝛼 > 0, and 𝛼 is
an even number. If 𝛼 = 1, then it yields to the rate of change
quickness. For 𝛼 = 2 outside the range, it yields acceleration.
Therefore, for 0 < 𝛼 < 1 the appearance can be called as the
fractional rate of the alteration of operation. Equation (25) is
utilized to direct the FO incremental variations of the 𝐼 and 𝑉
of the PV array. The VSS incremental conductance load can
be modified as follows:
𝑉𝑜
𝑑𝛼
)
𝛼 (−
𝑑𝑉
𝐼𝑜
𝛼

𝛼

𝛼 −1

𝑑 𝐼
1 𝑑 𝑉
= (− ) 𝛼 𝑜 + (−𝑉𝑜 ) 𝛼𝑂
𝐼𝑜 𝑑 𝐼
𝑑 𝐼

conditions, the first voltage 𝑉𝑧 can be set to 0𝑉 or default
values rendering to the 𝑇 differences. Rendering to the four
conclusions, the control process of improved FOVSS IncCond method algorithm can be expressed as follows.

(24)

𝛼

𝑑𝑉𝛼 (𝑉 − 𝑉𝑜 )
.
≈
𝑑𝛼 𝐼
𝐼 − 𝛼𝐼𝑜

Figure 4: DC to DC Luo converter.

(26)

Γ (2)
Γ (0) 1−𝛼
1
) 𝑉 1−𝛼 + (−𝑉𝑜 )
𝐼 ,
= (− ) (
𝐼𝑜
Γ (2 − 𝛼) 𝑜
Γ (−𝛼) 𝑂
where Res(Γ, −𝑧) = ((−1)𝑧 /𝑧!)𝑍 = 0, −1, −2, −3, −4, . . . with
remainder Γ(0) = Res(Γ − 0) = 1. Thus the procedure
of improved FOVSS Inc-Cond method examines the 𝑉 as a
variable at which the MPP has an increasing or diminishing
duty cycle.
Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the improved FOVSS
Inc-Cond control algorithm. By using the radiation meter,
this control technique can modify the working mode in the
program. Based on the power output of the PV module MPP
varies, hence the suggested control technique increases or
diminishes the voltage output of the PV module as a similar
path and it can be traced to the MPP. It regulates the 𝐷
by the immediate values 𝐼𝑧 and 𝑉𝑧 at existent iteration step
and their consistent values of 𝐼𝑧−1 and 𝑉𝑧−1 deposited at the
end of the foregoing repetition step. The VSS incremental
changes in 𝐼 and 𝑉 are approached as 𝑑𝛼 𝐼 ≈ (𝐼𝑧 − 𝛼𝐼𝑧−1 ) =
Δ𝐼 and 𝑑𝑉𝛼 ≈ (𝑉𝑧 − 𝑉𝑧−1 )𝛼 = Δ𝑉𝛼 , correspondingly. To
evade underestimating the employed state under numerous

Situation three: if (Δ𝐼 = 0 and Δ𝑉𝛼 < 0) a controller
action is required to decrease the Δ𝑉𝛼 to present
voltage 𝑉 with a diminishing 𝐷 step size.
Situation four: calculated power output is equal to
multiplication of voltage and current output, 𝑃 = 𝑉𝐼.
If 𝑃𝑜 < 𝑃, modernize the 𝑉 : 𝑉𝑧−1 = 𝑉𝑧 and 𝐼𝑧−1 = 𝐼𝑧
and then dismiss the controller process.
2.3. Analysis of Synchronous DC to DC Luo Converter. When
recommending a MPP tracker, the most important process
is to choose and analyze a highly suitable converter, which
is invented to function as the foremost fragment of the
tracker (MPPT). Therefore switching mode power supplies
are suitable to operate with high efficiency. Among all
the complete topologies existing, the series of buck-boost
converters provide the opportunity to have either higher
or lower output voltage compared with the input voltage.
The conventional buck-boost formation is cheaper than the
Luo one, even though some drawbacks occur, such as less
efficient, weak transient reaction, high peak current in power
apparatuses, and discontinuous current input. On the other
side, the Luo converter has the highest efficiency with low
switching losses amongst nonisolated DC to DC converters
and no negative polarity regulated output voltage compared
to the input voltage. It can deliver an improved current output
characteristic due to the output stage inductor. Thus, the
Luo configuration is an appropriate converter to be active in
deceiving the MPPT [21].
The DC to DC Luo converter provides a positive polarity
regulated output voltage with respect to the input voltage
which is shown in Figure 4. The process of the synchronous
Luo converter with ZVS and ZCS technique is for dropping
the switching loss of the primary switch. In addition, the
freewheeling diode is replaced by power switch to reduce
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Figure 6: Simulation layout of the proposed FOVSS Inc-Cond system.

conduction losses too. The designed circuit, two powers
MOSFET switches are utilized to reduce switching and
conduction losses. The energy storage elements are capacitors
𝐶1 and 𝐶2 and inductors 𝐿 1 and 𝐿 2 . 𝑅 is the load resistance.
To analyze the process of the DC to DC Luo converter, the
circuit can be divided into two equivalent modes [22].
2.3.1. Modes of Operation. In mode one operation, when the
power switch 𝑆1 is turned on, the inductor 𝐿 1 is charged by
the input supply voltage 𝑉in . At similar time, the inductor
𝐿 2 absorbs the energy from input source and the primary
capacitor 𝐶1 . The load is delivered by the capacitor 𝐶2 . The
equivalent method of DC to DC Luo converter operating
mode 1 is shown in Figure 5(a).
In the mode 2 process, when the switch is in turned
off state, the input current drawn from the source becomes
zero, as shown in Figure 5(b). The inductor current 𝐼𝐿1 flows
through the power 𝑆2 to charge the capacitor 𝐶1 . The inductor

second current 𝐼𝐿2 flows through 𝐶2 to load resistance circuit
and the second switch 𝑆2 to keep it continuous.

3. Simulation Results and Discussion
3.1. Simulation Setup. The PV array is modeled and coupled
with the DC to DC Luo converter and is controlled by
suggested tracking algorithm. To examine the performance
and effectiveness of suggested FOVSS Inc-Cond controller, it
is tested on the experimental prototype of the photovoltaic
MPPT controller and the complete simulation structure of a
proposed system is illustrated in Figure 6 [23]. It is made up
of multi and mono crystalline silicon materials of 40 watt PV
array. The Table 1 shows the specifications for single 10 watt
PV module [10].
3.2. Analysis of PV Results. To confirm the enactment of the
suggested system the 𝑉-𝐼 and 𝑉-𝑃 characteristics of single PV
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Table 1: Electrical parameters of PV module.
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Figure 7: Simulated 𝑉-𝐼 and 𝑉-𝑃 characteristics of single PV module with variation of solar G&T, which are installed on the floor of the
laboratory at GCE, Salem (sponsored by IIT, Bombay).

module of proposed panel are plotted for different values of
solar insulation and cells temperature as shown in Figure 7.
Simulation uses the standard design method which shows
that an increased number of modules can deliver a nominal
level of operating charging current for normal range of 𝐺.
From this PV curves, it was discovered that the decrease
in the maximum power causes increase in temperature. The
following operating conditions are observed from this study:
(1) when increasing the load current causes drops in the PV
voltage; (2) when increase in temperature causes reduction
in power output due to rises of internal resistance across the
cell; (3) when increasing the insolation, the power output
PV increases as more photons hit out electronics and further
current flow causing higher recombination. The variation of
power output acts as a function of module voltage and is
affected by altered working conditions. Also, the output 𝑉
versus 𝐼 characteristics of the single PV module is observed
under various conditions of 𝑇 and 𝐺 [23].
3.3. Results for Proposed System under Dynamic Weather
Conditions. To distinguish the enactment of the designed
improved FOVSS Inc-Cond MPPT control algorithm which
can automatically regulate the step size with the traditional
incremental conductance algorithm, the MATLAB simulations are constructed under similar circumstances. The
sampling period carried out for the conventional Inc-Cond
algorithm was selected as 0.02 second. Consequently, the
PWM duty cycle (𝐷) of the DC to DC Luo converter
is modernized for each 0.02 seconds. The performance of
output power of conventional Inc-Cond maximum tracking
control with a fixed size step is 0.02 under an irradiance step
various from 200 W/m2 at temperature 25∘ C to 800 W/m2
at temperature 27∘ C at 0.5 seconds which are shown in

Figure 8(a). To differentiate, the consistent photovoltaic
power output response of the designed improved FOVSS IncCond maximum tracking control algorithm with allowable
possible duty size Δ𝐷 is 0.10 and is illustrated in Figure 8(b).
It is observed that the fluctuations happening at steady state
in conventional Inc-Cond algorithm are nearly eliminated by
the design of improved FOVSS Inc-Cond tracking algorithm.
Also, the dynamic enactment of the designed method is
noticeably quicker than the conventional technique by fixed
size step of 0.02. The outcomes point out that the fluctuations
at steady state conditions are significantly reduced by using
the designed FOVSS Inc-Cond maximum tracking control
algorithm.
The performance is compared between conventional IncCond and proposed FOVSS Inc-Cond tracking algorithm
and is obtained in Table 2. Compared with the conventional
incremental conductance, fixed step size of Δ𝐷 is 0.10
which shows good performance but results in greater steady
state fluctuation. The proposed FOVSS Inc-Cond technique
solves this problem. The fluctuation at the steady state is
nearly exterminated by the use of very small magnitude of
(𝑑𝑃𝛼 /𝑑𝛼 𝐼) and the resultant output power of PV array is
39.5 W. Furthermore, the dynamic performance of proposed
FOVSS Inc-Cond technique is quicker than conventional IncCond technique which is shown in Figure 8.
3.4. Experimental Setup and Results. The process of improved
FOVSS Inc-Cond maximum tracking algorithm has been
assessed by experiment. The experimental test was carried
out on the laboratory test bench of the standalone PV system
installed on the floor of the Electrical and Electronics Engineering at Government College of Engineering, Salem, India,
sponsored by IIT, Bombay. A model of the suggested scheme
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Table 2: Comparison of conventional and proposed tracking algorithm performance.

Technique
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Figure 8: Simulated photovoltaic power output response under sudden change in G&T: (a) conventional Inc-Cond algorithm; (b) designed
improved FOVSS Inc-Cond tracking technique.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Photos of prototype setup: (a) PV array; (b) DC to DC Luo converter with improved FOVSS Inc-Cond MPPT algorithm.

depicted in Figure 9 is composed of (a) photovoltaic panel
and (b) DC to DC Luo converter with suggested controlling
technique. The DC to DC Luo converter specifications are
selected as follows. The input voltage is 21 V, capacitance 𝐶1
and capacitance 𝐶2 are 220 𝜇F, inductances 𝐿 1 and 𝐿 2 are
1.5 mH and 2 mH, respectively, switching frequency is 10 Khz,

and 12 V battery. Note that these passive components are
designated to fill design criteria distilled based on equations.
In the test, there are four PV modules mounted side by
side and connected in series and parallel manner. Atmega
8 microcontroller was used to deliver the control pulses
for the DC to DC Luo converter. The 𝐶 language code of
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Figure 11: Change in power when the number of PV modules is
increased from three to four.
Figure 10: Initial waveforms of MPPT with PV array (channel-1: PV
voltage, channel-2: PV current, channel-3: gate pulse).
Tek

the improved FOVSS Inc-Cond controller and PWM generator system is constructed, debugged, and executed with
the assistance of the Arr studio development tool and Proisp
software [16, 17].
The initial graph with improved FOVSS Inc-Cond peak
tracking control algorithm is illustrated in Figure 10. When
the scheme attains close to the peak power, the size of the step
becomes very tiny, outcoming in an excellent power graph.
The power and current of the PV rises to a length due to great
step size change at the starting. An adjustable resistive load
was straight joined with the PV panel as well to investigate
the peak power. The peak power distinguishing between the
PV panel could be fashioned and the modules outputs with
the suggested FOVSS Inc-Cond peak tracking technique are
within numerous watts. Thus, the peak tracking efficiency of
the suggested technique under the present situation is about
98.92%. The peak tracking efficiency variance is not clear due
to the minor step size selected for the fixed step size Inc-Cond
algorithm. The reason of this paper is to advance the dynamic
reaction and investigate the change in irradiance further [18–
20]. A dual switch is familiarized to series with one set of
series assembled PV module to simulate the consequence of
the irradiance on the PV scheme. When the SW is off or
on, both the voltage and power output of the PV panel will
hit a step variation, simulating a poor operational condition
for the maximum tracking control. When the SW is off, the
modules of the PV altered from three to four. The equivalent
PV scheme power output graphs with the suggested improved
FOVSS Inc-Cond peak tracking algorithm controller are
illustrated in Figure 11, while Figure 12 demonstrates individuals graph for the modules of the PV that suddenly varied
from four to three. The sampling periods of the improved
FOVSS Inc-Cond peak tracking algorithm are selected to
achieve almost steady state accuracy. From the outcome of the
figures, it can be illustrated that the PV scheme with improved
VSS gets the peak power within 1.3 seconds to trace the peak
power when the power output of the PV is instantly varied.
From the result it is concluded that the improved FOVSS IncCond peak tracking control algorithm has the best dynamic
enactment.

Stop

M Pos: −3.440 s

M

M 1.00 s
MATH 10.0 vv

Figure 12: Change in power when the number of PV modules is
decreased from four to three.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, a novel improved fractional order variable step
size (FOVSS) incremental conductance (Inc-Cond) tracking
algorithm is designed and verified with MATLAB simulation and experimental environment. The major difference
between the suggested technique and existing tracking technique includes elimination of the additional PI control loop
and investigates the effect of novel Improved FOVSS IncCond control technique. This paper includes huge contributions such as how improved VSS Inc-Cond is derived based
on fractional order derivative method, how DC to DC soft
switching Luo converter is designed, and how comparison
between the proposed scheme and existing system is done
with the help of simulation and experimental arrangement.
The experimental and simulation results demonstrate that
the suggested controller tracks the peak power of the photovoltaic scheme in variable insulation with quick transient
response. Since current and voltage of the solar photovoltaic
are utilized as input elements, it has controller characteristics
with variable step size. Thus, fluctuations around peak power
are significantly eliminated. Thus the suggested FOVSS IncCond based peak tracking algorithm increase the power
output 4.75 times the conventional power output for low
load conditions. Accordingly, it is seen that the suggested
technique is favorable for quick varying climatic situation.
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Nomenclature
𝑇:
𝐺:
MPPT:
MPP:
PV:
Inc-Cond:
ADC:
FSS:
FOVSS:
𝐷:
𝐴:
SW:
VSS:
𝐼:
𝑉:
MP:
FO:
FOD:
ZVS:
ZCS:

Temperature
Irradiance
Maximum power point tracking
Maximum power point
Photovoltaic
Incremental conductance
Analog to digital converter
Fixed step size
Fractional order variable step size
Duty cycle
Appendix
Switch
Variable step size
Current
Voltage
Maximum power
Fractional order
Fractional order derivative
Zero voltage switching
Zero current switching.
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Small-size PV cells have been used to power sensor nodes. These devices present limited computing resources and so low complexity
methods have been used in order to extract the maximum power from the PV cells. Among them, the fractional open circuit voltage
(FOCV) method has been widely proposed, where the maximum power point of the PV cell is estimated from a fraction of its open
circuit voltage. Here, we show a generalization of the FOCV method that keeps its inherent simplicity and improves the tracking
efficiency. First, a single-diode model for PV cells was used to compute the tracking efficiency versus irradiance. Computations
were carried out for different values of the parameters involved in the PV cell model. The proposed approach clearly outperformed
the FOCV method, specially at low irradiance, which is significant for powering sensor nodes. Experimental tests performed with
a 500 mW PV panel agreed with these results.

1. Introduction
The advances in electronics and communication protocols
have led to a widespread use of wireless sensor networks
(WSN). In most applications, the sensor nodes of the WSN
are required to be wireless both for communication and
powering. As for the power supply, the use of small-size
PV cells or modules has been proposed. The power-voltage
(P-V) curve of a photovoltaic (PV) cell or panel presents
a maximum power point (MPP) that changes with temperature and irradiance. To extract the maximum power
under varying conditions an MPP tracker can be used.
Several MPP tracking (MPPT) methods have been proposed
in the literature [1–4]. Since sensor nodes present limited
computing resources, low complexity MPPT methods are
preferred for this particular application. Because the location
of the sensor nodes is mostly determined by the application,
a wide range of irradiance can be expected at the sensor
placement. Thus, a high efficiency is desirable over a wide
range of irradiance, and specially for low irradiance as the
power source is scarce.
One of the simplest and most popular MPPT methods is
the fractional open circuit voltage (FOCV) technique, which

estimates the MPP voltage (𝑉MPP ) from a fraction of the open
circuit voltage (𝑉OC ); that is,
𝑉MPP,est = 𝑘𝑉OC ,

(1)

where 𝑉MPP,est is the estimated value of the actual 𝑉MPP and 𝑘
is an empirical constant whose value should be set following
a thorough characterization of the PV panel under varying
meteorological conditions (irradiance and cell temperature).
𝑉OC is either measured periodically (by momentarily opening
the output of the PV panel) or by using a pilot cell (i.e.,
an additional solar cell of the same type configured in open
circuit voltage configuration). Typical reported values for 𝑘
range from 0.73 to 0.8 depending on the PV panel type and
characteristics [2, 3]. Because of its simplicity, the FOCV
method has been recently applied to small-size PV cells in
order to power autonomous sensors [5–9].
In this work, we propose to generalize (1) in order to
estimate 𝑉MPP by using a linear fit; that is,
𝑉MPP,est = 𝑎𝑉OC + 𝑏,

(2)

where 𝑎 and 𝑏 are empirical coefficients. The use of (2) will
be referred to as the linear open circuit voltage (LOCV)
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method. In fact, the FOCV method can be considered a
particular case of the proposed LOCV method with 𝑏 = 0.
Both computed and experimental results of the proposed
approach will be presented and compared with the FOCV
method. As will be shown, the LOCV method significantly
improves the performance of the FOCV method, especially
at low irradiance, while maintaining its inherent simplicity.
The work presented here builds upon [10], where we first
presented (2) and some initial results.

I

Rs

Rp

IPH

+

V

2. Solar Cell Model
Different equivalent circuits have been used in the literature
in order to model the current/voltage (I-V) characteristic of a
silicon PV cell [11–15]. Among them, the single-diode model,
shown in Figure 1, offers a good compromise between simplicity and accuracy [13], whereby 𝐼PH is the photogenerated
current, 𝐼 is the cell current, 𝑉 is the cell voltage, and 𝑅s
and 𝑅p are, respectively, the series and shunt resistances. This
model will be used here in order to generate computed data
of the I-V curve of a PV cell.
The corresponding expression of the I-V characteristic is
given by [16]
𝐼 = 𝐼SC − 𝐼O [𝑒((𝑞(𝑉+𝑅s 𝐼))/𝑛d 𝐾𝑇cell ) − 1] −

𝑉 + 𝑅s 𝐼
,
𝑅p

(3)

where 𝐼PH has been approximated by 𝐼SC , the short circuit
current of the cell; 𝐼O is the saturation current of the diode;
𝑞 is the electron charge; 𝑛d is the ideality factor of the diode,
which, for silicon, is usually between 1 and 2 [5, 7]; 𝐾 is
the Boltzmann constant; and 𝑇cell is the cell temperature in
Kelvin.
By considering open circuit conditions (𝐼 = 0 and 𝑉 =
𝑉OC ) in (3), we can write the parameter 𝐼O as
𝐼O =

𝐼SC − (𝑉OC /𝑅p )
[𝑒(𝑞𝑉OC /𝑛d 𝐾𝑇cell ) − 1]

.

(4)

The parameters 𝐼SC and 𝑉OC in (3) and (4) change with the
irradiance and temperature as
𝐼SC (𝑇cell , 𝐺) =

𝐺
[𝐼 + 𝛼 (𝑇cell − 𝑇r )] ,
1000 SCr

(5)

𝑉OC (𝑇cell , 𝐺) = [𝑉OCr + 𝛽 (𝑇cell − 𝑇r )]
× [1 + 𝜌OC ln (

𝐺
𝐺
) ln ( )] ,
𝐺OC
𝐺r

(6)

where 𝑇cell is the cell temperature; 𝐺 is the incident irradiance
(in W/m2 ); 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the current and voltage temperature
coefficients, respectively; 𝐼SCr and 𝑉OCr are given at a reference
irradiance (𝐺r ) and reference cell temperature (𝑇r ); and
𝜌OC and 𝐺OC are two empirical constants used to model
the significant variation of 𝑉OC at low 𝐺. Typically, 𝐺r =
1000 W/m2 (=100 mW/cm2 ) and 𝑇r = 25∘ C. Values of 𝜌OC =
−0.04 and 𝐺OC = 1000 W/m2 are adequate for many silicon
PV cells [17]. When directly illuminated, solar cells heat up

−

Figure 1: Single-diode model of a solar cell with series (𝑅s ) and
shunt (𝑅p ) resistances.

above the ambient temperature (𝑇a ), which is known as the
self-heating effect, and 𝑇cell can be obtained from
𝑇cell = 𝑇a +

𝑇cell,NOCT − 20
𝐺.
800 W/m2

(7)

where 𝑇cell,NOCT , known as the nominal operating cell temperature (NOCT), is the temperature of the cell when exposed
to 800 W/m2 at 𝑇a = 20∘ C and wind speed of 1 m/s. It
is empirically determined, and for silicon solar cells range
between 42∘ C and 48∘ C.

3. Computed Results
We employed (3) to (7) with the following parameter values
typical of monocrystalline solar cells [17]: 𝐽SCr = 35 mA/cm2 ;
𝑉OCr = 0.6 V; 𝛼/𝐴 = 12.5 𝜇A/cm2 /∘ C; 𝛽 = −2 mV/∘ C; and
𝑇cell,NOCT = 42∘ C. The parameters 𝐼SCr and 𝛼 in (5) can be, respectively, obtained by multiplying 𝐽SCr and 𝛼/𝐴 by the area
of the cell. For the computations, a single solar cell with an
area of 1 cm2 was used. Nevertheless, as will be justified at the
end of this section, the results and the derived conclusions
are equally valid to cells of any area and PV panels composed
of an arbitrary number of solar cells disposed in parallel and
series. Figure 2 shows the computed I-V and P-V curves at
three different levels of irradiance for the particular case of
𝑅s = 0, 𝑅p = ∞, 𝑛d = 1.5, and 𝑇a = 25 ∘ C. To obtain the data
we simulated the PV cell model in SPICE. The power values
were obtained by multiplying 𝐼 by 𝑉 at each data point. As can
be seen, both 𝑉OC and 𝑉MPP slightly decrease at the highest
irradiance, which is due to the self-heating effect of the PV
cell.
From the data of the I-V and P-V curves, several
parameters can be obtained such as 𝑉OC , 𝑉MPP , and 𝑃MPP
(power at the MPP). Table 1 shows numerical values of those
parameters for an irradiance range from 𝑐𝑎. 20 W/m2 to
1000 W/m2 . Fourteen points of irradiance, logarithmically
equally spaced, were selected to provide a dynamic range
around 100 in 𝑃MPP . Other cases that will be discussed
throughout this section are also shown in Table 1. Figure 3
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Table 1: Computed V OC , V MPP ; and PMPP data at fourteen points of irradiance, logarithmically equally spaced, and for different values of the
parameters of the PV cell model.
𝑛d = 1.5 (Figure 1)
G
(W/m2 ) V OC
V MPP PMPP
(V)
(V)
(mW)

V OC
(V)

𝑛d = 1
V MPP PMPP
(V)
(mW)

V OC
(V)

𝑛d = 2
V MPP PMPP
(V)
(mW)

𝑟s = 0.1 (Figure 6)
V OC
V MPP PMPP
(V)
(V)
(mW)

𝑟p = 10 (Figure 8)
V OC
V MPP
PMPP
(V)
(V)
(mW)

23.7
31.6
42.2
56.2
75
100
133.4
177.8
237.1
316.2
421.7
562.3
749.9
1000

0.262
0.311
0.357
0.398
0.434
0.467
0.495
0.518
0.537
0.55
0.558
0.56
0.555
0.543

0.207
0.251
0.293
0.331
0.365
0.396
0.422
0.444
0.461
0.474
0.481
0.482
0.477
0.464

0.262
0.311
0.357
0.398
0.434
0.467
0.495
0.518
0.537
0.55
0.558
0.56
0.555
0.543

0.185
0.226
0.264
0.300
0.332
0.361
0.385
0.406
0.422
0.434
0.441
0.441
0.436
0.424

0.262
0.311
0.357
0.398
0.434
0.467
0.495
0.518
0.537
0.55
0.558
0.56
0.555
0.543

0.241
0.306
0.369
0.42
0.462
0.494
0.519
0.537
0.548
0.553
0.55
0.54

0.262
0.311
0.357
0.398
0.434
0.467
0.495
0.518
0.537
0.55
0.558
0.56
0.555
0.543

0.194
0.237
0.277
0.313
0.347
0.376
0.402
0.423
0.440
0.452
0.458
0.459
0.454
0.442

0.135
0.227
0.362
0.553
0.826
1.2
1.725
2.431
3.38
4.64
6.28
8.386
11.031
14.254

50

0.153
0.254
0.401
0.609
0.904
1.312
1.874
2.635
3.657
5.013
6.786
9.067
11.943
15.472

4

0.15

0
0.4

0.5

0.2

0
0.6

Figure 2: Generic I-V and P-V plots at several values of 𝐺 and at
𝑇a = 25 ∘ C for a single solar cell with an area of 1 cm2 . A curve joining
the MPPs is also plotted.

represents the fourteen computed points (diamonds) of 𝑉MPP
versus 𝑉OC and two least-squares regression lines fitted to
the computed data corresponding, respectively, to the FOCV
method, that is, (1) with 𝑘 = 0.809, and the LOCV method,
that is, (2) with 𝑎 = 0.894 and 𝑏 = −0.041. As can be seen, the
regression line corresponding to the LOCV method better fits
the computed data. The inferred parameters of the regression
lines (𝑘, 𝑎, and 𝑏) were used to obtain 𝑉MPP,est at the fourteen
irradiance points for each of the two methods, by using (1)
and (2), respectively.
The corresponding power values at 𝑉MPP,est , 𝑃MPP,est were
inferred from the computed P-V curves in order to obtain the
tracking efficiency, which is given by
𝜂MPP =

0.30

0.20

2

0.3
V (V)

0.35

0.25

12.5

0.2

VMPP (V)

P (mW)

500 W/m2

0.1

0.095
0.168
0.299
0.524
0.899
1.477
2.321
3.500
5.094
7.185
9.850
13.13

0.40
8

0

0.126
0.168
0.221
0.282
0.337
0.379
0.409
0.43
0.443
0.448
0.446
0.436

0.45

12

25

100 W/m

0.134
0.225
0.359
0.548
0.816
1.186
1.693
2.374
3.279
4.458
5.961
7.821
10.035
12.511

0.50

1000 W/m2

37.5

0.193
0.235
0.275
0.311
0.343
0.372
0.395
0.415
0.429
0.437
0.439
0.433
0.42
0.398

nd = 1.5, Ta = 25∘ C, Rs = 0, and Rp = ∞

16
PMPP versus VMPP

I (mA)

0.121
0.205
0.330
0.507
0.761
1.113
1.600
2.259
3.146
4.321
5.853
7.812
10.264
13.234

𝑃MPP,est
.
𝑃MPP

(8)

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4
0.45
VOC (V)

0.5

0.55

0.6

VMPP versus VOC
LOCV VMPP,est = 0.894VOC − 0.041
FOCV VMPP,est = 0.809VOC

Figure 3: Computed 𝑉MPP versus 𝑉OC for a single PV cell. Two
least-square regression lines are also represented: the grey line
corresponds to the FOCV method with 𝑘 = 0.809 whereas the
black line corresponds to the LOCV method with 𝑎 = 0.894 and
𝑏 = −0.041. The parameters of the PV cell model are 𝑇a = 25 ∘ C,
𝑛d = 1.5, 𝑅s = 0, and 𝑅p = ∞.

This parameter is used in the literature to compare
the performance among different algorithms. Obviously, a
value of 1 (100%) is the ultimate goal. Figure 4 shows the
computed values of 𝜂MPPT versus 𝐺 at 𝑇a = 25 ∘ C for
the fourteen irradiance points. We added the results at two
more temperatures, 0∘ C and 50∘ C. For these temperatures,
the P-V curves were recalculated but we still used the
same regression lines of Figure 3. This makes sense, as a
PV panel can be characterized at a single temperature, for
example, 25∘ C, and the calculated regression lines used for
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nd = 1.5, Rs = 0, and Rp = ∞

100

Ta = 25∘ C, Rs = 0, and Rp = ∞

100
99.5

99

99
𝜂MPPT (%)

𝜂MPPT (%)

98
97
96

98.5
98
97.5
97
96.5

95

96
10

94
10

100

1000

G (W/m2 )
LOCV Ta = 25∘ C
LOCV Ta = 0∘ C
LOCV Ta = 50∘ C

FOCV Ta = 25∘ C
FOCV Ta = 0∘ C
FOCV Ta = 50∘ C

Figure 4: Computed 𝜂MPPT versus 𝐺 by using the FOCV and LOCV
methods for a single PV cell at different values of 𝑇a and with 𝑛d =
1.5, 𝑅s = 0, and 𝑅p = ∞.

the full working temperature range. As can be seen, at low
irradiance the LOCV method clearly outperforms the FOCV
method. At higher irradiance, a rather high value of 𝜂MPPT
(>99%) is achieved by both methods, although the FOCV
method presents the lowest efficiency from 𝑐𝑎. 100 W/m2 to
1000 W/m2 at 𝑇a = 0 ∘ C. The value of 𝜂MPPT for the LOCV
method was always higher than 99.8% at the three computed
temperatures.
More computations were carried out at 𝑇a = 25 ∘ C for
𝑛d = 1 and 𝑛d = 2 (see Table 1). Again, better linear
fits were obtained with the LOCV method (not shown).
Figure 5 shows the corresponding computed values of 𝜂MPPT .
For each of the cases, the parameters of the corresponding
regression lines are provided. Again, the LOCV method
clearly outperforms the FOCV method at low irradiance and
slightly at medium irradiance.
Finally, computations were performed for 𝑛d = 1.5, 𝑇a =
25 ∘ C, nonzero values of 𝑅s , and finite values of 𝑅p . In [13]
normalized values for 𝑅s and 𝑅p were defined as
𝑟s =
𝑟p =

𝑅s
,
[𝑉OC /𝐼SC ]STC
𝑅p
[𝑉OC /𝐼SC ]STC

(9)

.

This normalization allows for an immediate comparison
among different PV modules (of different area and characteristics). Based on [13], in our work we considered the following
values: from 0.01 to 0.1 for 𝑟s and from 100 to 10 for 𝑟p . The
performance for both 𝑟s = 0.01 and 𝑟p = 100 was almost
identical to that shown in Figure 2 (for 𝑇a = 25 ∘ C), with the
LOCV method outperforming the FOCV method. So these

100

1000
2

G (W/m )
LOCV nd = 1
VMPP, est = 0.926VOC − 0.037
LOCV nd = 2
VMPP, est = 0.864VOC − 0.043
FOCV nd = 1
VMPP, est = 0.850VOC
FOCV nd = 2
VMPP, est = 0.776VOC

Figure 5: Computed 𝜂MPPT versus 𝐺 by using the FOCV and LOCV
methods for a single PV cell at different values of 𝑛d and with 𝑇a =
25 ∘ C, 𝑅s = 0, and 𝑅p = ∞.

results are not shown here. Table 1 shows the data for the
limiting cases 𝑟s = 0.1 (with 𝑟p = ∞) and 𝑟p = 10 (with
𝑟s = 0). For the case of 𝑟p = 10, the data for the lowest two
irradiance levels were not used as they provided negligible
values of 𝑃MPP (well below of 1% of the resulting 𝑃MPP at
1000 W/m2 ). As for 𝑟s = 0.1, Figure 6 shows the computed
values of 𝑉MPP versus 𝑉OC and the fitted regression lines.
Due to the high value of 𝑟s (highest limit), the data values
present a folded form at the highest irradiance levels. So the
regression lines of the FOCV and LOCV methods cannot fit
the data corresponding to the high irradiance levels as well as
that in Figure 3. Otherwise, both lines are very similar in this
case. Consequently, the computed values of 𝜂MPPT , shown in
Figure 7 (𝑟s = 0.1), are quite similar (and indeed relatively
high) for both methods.
As for 𝑟p = 10, Figure 8 again shows the computed values
of 𝑉MPP versus 𝑉OC and the fitted regression lines. Due to
the low relative value of 𝑟p (lowest limit) the regression line
of the LOCV method cannot fit the data corresponding to
the low irradiance levels as well as that in Figure 3. Even so,
the computed values of 𝜂MPPT , also shown in Figure 7, still
present a high efficiency, outperforming the FOCV method at
all the irradiance levels, but specially at the low ones. Finally,
we computed 𝜂MPPT for 𝑟s = 0.1 and 𝑟p = 10 (not shown). In
that case, the LOCV method also outperformed the FOCV
method at low and medium irradiance levels.
Increasing the PV cell area or adding identical PV cells in
parallel will scale up the values of currents and thus of powers
but the values of 𝑉OC and 𝑉MPP will remain the same and so
the derived tracking efficiencies. Tracking efficency will also
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𝑇a = 25 ∘ C, 𝑛d = 1.5, 𝑟p = ∞, and 𝑟s = 0.1. Two regression
lines corresponding to the FOCV and LOCV methods are also
represented.
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Figure 7: Computed 𝜂MPPT versus 𝐺 by using the FOCV and the
LOCV methods for a single PV cell with 𝑇a = 25 ∘ C, n𝑑 = 1.5, and
for both 𝑟s = 0.1 (and 𝑟p = ∞) and 𝑟p = 10 (and 𝑟s = 0).

remain constant by adding PV cells in series: both 𝑉MPP and
𝑉OC will scale up by the number of serial cells but their ratio
will remain constant and so the derived tracking efficiencies.

4. Experimental Results
The LOCV method was tested with a 500 mW (𝐼SC = 160 mA,
𝑉OC = 4.6 V) PV panel (MSX-005, Solarex) and compared
with the FOCV method. These low-power panels are used,
for example, to power autonomous sensors [5–10]. In order

Figure 8: Computed 𝑉MPP versus 𝑉OC for a single PV cell with
𝑇a = 25 ∘ C, 𝑛d = 1.5, 𝑟s = 0, and 𝑟p = 10. Two regression
lines corresponding to the FOCV and LOCV methods are also
represented.

to achieve reproducible results, we implemented a PV panel
simulator by connecting a current source (GS610, Yokogawa)
in parallel with the PV panel, which was coated with an
opaque cover (Figure 9). In this way, the short circuit current
(𝐼SC ) of the PV panel was adjusted by the current source,
emulating different levels of irradiance. Since the panel was
not illuminated, 𝑇celL,NOCT = 20∘ C (i.e., the panel is not overheated). The current source was configured to cover the full
range of the PV panel, varying from 5 mA to 158 mA in 9 mA
steps. The PV panel simulator was characterized by using
the GS610’s measurement unit to measure the panel’s voltage,
a 2001 multimeter (Keithley) to measure the current of the
panel, and a programmable voltage source (Agilent E3631A)
in parallel with a 10 Ω/1 W resistor acting as a load. Figure 9
shows the experimental setup.
All the instruments were controlled via the GPIB bus
with a dedicated program using the graphical development
environment LabVIEW. For each current value (𝐼SC ), the
voltage of the E3631A was increased from 0 V to 5 V in 0.1 V
steps. PV output voltages and currents were measured and
the corresponding power values were calculated in order to
obtain the I-V and P-V curves. From each P-V curve the values of 𝑉OC , 𝑉MPP , and 𝑃MPP were obtained. The limit values for
𝑃MPP were, respectively, 8.2 mW (𝐼SC = 5 mA) and 545.9 mW
(𝐼SC = 158 mA).
Figure 10 represents the experimental data of 𝑉MPP versus
𝑉OC and two fitted least-squares regression lines corresponding to the FOCV and LOCV methods. As can be seen, the
regression line corresponding to the LOCV method better
fits the experimental data. From the two regression lines, the
values of 𝑉MPP,est corresponding to the FOCV and LOCV
methods were derived. Then, from the P-V curves, the
values of 𝑃MPP,est and 𝜂MPPT were obtained. Figure 11 shows
𝜂MPPT versus 𝑃MPP . In agreement with the computed results
of Section 3, the LOCV method clearly outperformed the
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Figure 9: The PV array simulator and the setup used for its characterization.

FOCV method at low irradiance, with 𝜂MPPT always being
higher than 99.96%. The efficiency increase at low irradiance
is of significant importance in order to power sensor nodes.
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Figure 10: 𝑉MPP versus 𝑉OC for a 500 mW panel simulator at 𝑇a =
25 ∘ C and two fitted least-square regression lines corresponding to
the FOCV and LOCV methods.
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98
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PV cells have been proposed in the literature in order to
power the sensor nodes of WSN. Because of the limited
computing capabilities of the sensor nodes, simple MPPT
methods have to be used. Among them, the FOCV method
has been widely proposed and used. Tracking efficiencies,
though, are lower than that achieved with more complex
methods. In this work, we have proposed the LOCV method,
which outperforms the FOCV method while maintaining
its inherent simplicity. Computations show that the LOCV
method achieves a high efficiency for all the irradiance range
whereas the FOCV method fails in achieving a high efficiency
at low irradiance levels for most of the cases. The presence
of extremely low values of shunt resistance of the PV cell
negatively impacts the achieved efficiency on both methods
but specially that of the FOCV method. Finally, experimental
data from a low-power 500 mW PV panel confirmed the
good performance of the LOCV method for a wide range of
irradiance, which is of significant value for powering sensor
nodes.
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This paper develops a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm to optimize photovoltaic (PV) array performance and
make it more compatible to rapidly varying weather conditions. In particular, a novel extremum seeking controller (ESC), which
uses a Bode ideal cutoff (BICO) filter in its structure, is designed and tested on a simulated PV array. The new algorithm is compared
against the commonly used ESC MPPT algorithm with first-order filters. The BICO extremum seeking controller achieves transient
rise to the MPP faster than the common extremum seeking MPPT, which is the faster and more robust method among all other
methods. This claim has been discussed and proved mathematically in this paper, in addition to simulation illustrations. This faster
extremum seeking algorithm enables PV systems to detect rapid variations in the environmental conditions like irradiation and
temperature changes.

1. Introduction
The PV cells exhibit a nonlinear 𝑉-𝐼 characteristics as shown
in Figure 1 and their power output mainly depends on the
nature of the connected load. Since connecting the load
directly to the PV system results in a poor overall efficiency, to
minimize the life cycle cost of any PV system, increasing the
efficiency by changing the operating point of the system using
an intermediate maximum power point tracker (MPPT) is
desirable.
MPPT controls the output current and voltage and
consequently output power of the PV panel adaptively to
maintain maximum efficiency and better performance in
the presence of environmental variations. Typically MPPT
algorithms are implemented on a solar array using a switching
power converter; for instance, in a grid-tied inverter, the solar
array charges a capacitor and then the current is switched out
of the capacitor at an optimal varying duty cycle in order to
extract maximum power from the PV array.
A number of solar power converter architectures with
MPPT are discussed in the literature [1, 2]. As discussed in
these works, convergence speed is one of the most important

features among all different MPPT algorithms. Brunton et al.
have pointed out in their paper that, “as irradiance decreases
rapidly, the IV curve shrinks and the MPV and MPI decrease.
If the MPPT algorithm does not track fast enough, the control
current or voltage will fall off the IV curve” [3]. Consequently,
any improvement in the rise time of MPPT improves the
reliability of the system and increases the power extraction
and efficiency of the whole system.
1.1. Maximum Power Point Tracking Algorithms. There are
many different maximum power point tracking techniques
for photovoltaic systems which are well established in the
literature [4–11]. These techniques vary in many aspects as
simplicity, convergence speed, digital or analogical implementation, sensors required, cost, range of effectiveness, and
other aspects. In analog world, short current (SC), open
voltage (OV), and CV are good options for MPPT; otherwise
with digital circuits that require the use of microcontroller,
Perturb and Observe (P&O), Incremental Conductance (IC),
and temperature methods are easy to implement [12]. Table 1
and Figure 2 present the comparison among different MPPT
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methods considering the costs of sensors, microcontroller,
and additional power components and also their efficiencies.
In this table, A means absence, L means low, M means
medium, and H means high.
Currently, the most popular and workhorse MPPT algorithm is P&O, because of its balance between performance
and simplicity. However, it suffers from the lack of speed
and adaptability which is necessary for tracking the fast transients under varying environmental conditions [3]. Recently,
another adaptive algorithm, called extremum seeking control, has been developed [13] to overcome these weaknesses.
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1.2. Extremum Seeking Control. A promising new robust
MPPT algorithm is the method of extremum seeking (ES)
control, which carries all P&O’s benefits like simplicity and
performance, and in addition, improves its weaknesses [3].
Figures 3 and 4 present the comparison between ESC and
P&O, where the inverter controls the current and voltage
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controller [3].
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Table 1: MPPT methods comparison [12].

MPPT algorithm
CV
SC
OV
P and Oa
P and Ob
P and Oc
IC
TG
TP

Additional components
A
H
H
A
A
A
A
A
A

according to the set-points which are provided by these two
MPPT algorithms.
The power, current, and voltage are plotted versus time
for the ESC and P&O algorithms as well as the true maximum
power of the system.
P&O and ESC methods oscillate closely around the real
maximum power voltage, as seen in the power versus time
plot. Obviously, the ESC method rises to the MPP orders of
magnitude more rapidly than the P&O.
ESC MPPT has some advantages from hardware implementation point of view. Brunton et al. have mentioned in
their paper that “the ripple-based ES algorithm has good
MPPT performance over a range of inverter capacitor sizes.
Typically, the choice of capacitor is expensive because it must
be well characterized and large enough to maintain a small
ripple. However, because the ES control signal exploits the
natural inverter ripple, a smaller capacitor allows the tracking
of rapid irradiance changes.”
ESC for peak power point tracking method has been
successfully applied to biochemical reactors [14, 15], ABS
control in automotive brakes [16], variable cam timing engine
operation [17], electromechanical valves [18], axial compressors [19], mobile robots [20], mobile sensor networks [21, 22],
optical fibre amplifiers [23], and so on. A good survey of the
literature on this topic prior to 1980 can be found in [24]
and a more recent overview can be found in [25]. Astrom
and Wittenmark rated extremum seeking as one of the most
promising adaptive control methods [26].
Since extremum seeking control has better features and
performance compare to P&O which is the best known
MPPT algorithm, in this paper, the improvement of better
than the best MPPT algorithm has been investigated.

2. Basic Regular Extremum Seeking Algorithm
As shown in Figure 5, ESC algorithm employs a slow periodic
perturbation, sin(𝜔𝑡), which is added to the estimated signal,
̂ If the perturbation is slow enough, the plant appears as a
𝜃.
static map 𝑦 = 𝑓(𝜃) and its dynamics do not interfere with
the peak seeking scheme [13]. If 𝜃̂ is on either side of 𝜃∗ , which
is the optimal point, the perturbation signal 𝑎 sin(𝜔𝑡), will
create a periodic response of 𝑦 which is either in phase or
out of phase with 𝑎 sin(𝜔𝑡). The high-pass filter eliminates the
“DC component” of 𝑦. Thus 𝑎 sin(𝜔𝑡) and high-pass filter will
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Figure 5: Extremum seeking algorithm scheme.

be approximately two sinusoids which are in phase if 𝜃̂ < 𝜃∗
or out of phase if 𝜃̂ > 𝜃∗ .
The integrator 𝜃̂ = (𝛾/𝑠)𝜒 approximates the gradient
̇
̂ which tunes 𝜃̂ to 𝜃∗ [13].
update law 𝜃̂ = 𝑘(𝑎2 /2)(𝑓) (𝜃)
System of Figure 5 can be summarized in mathematical
equations as follows:
𝑦 = 𝑓 (𝜃̂ + 𝑎 sin (𝜔𝑡)) ,
̇
𝜃̂ = −𝛾𝜒,
𝜒 = 𝜐 ∗ L−1 {HLPF (𝑠)} ,

(1)

𝜐 = [𝑦 ∗ L−1 {HHPF (𝑠)}] sin (𝜔𝑡) ,
where ∗ is the convolution operator and L−1 is the inverse
Laplace transform operator. The transfer functions for HHPF
and HLPF in the regular SISO ESC scheme are 𝑠/(𝑠 + 𝜔ℎ ) and
𝜔𝑙 /(𝑠 + 𝜔𝑙 ) respectively, where 𝜔𝑙 < 𝜔 < 𝜔ℎ [25]. This model
will be used for stability analysis in this paper.
In the following sections, after introducing BICO filter
[27, 28], the advantages of using this filter in the ESC
algorithm from the stability and robustness point of view will
be discussed.

3. BICO Extremum Seeking Control MPPT
In this section we are going to introduce a filter which was
strongly favored by Bode [29], called Bode’s ideal cutoff
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and regular SISO ESC. The difference between this work and
[34] is that in this paper, the stability analysis has been done
by considering both low-pass and high-pass filters in the ESC
structure but in [34] authors have investigated the stability of
simplified ESC with only low-pass filter in its structure.
According to the previous discussion, the nonlinear map
in the ESC scheme is considered to be concave and is assumed
to have only one extremum point. Since in the PV system
applications, MPPT is employed to extract maximum amount
of power from PV panels, therefore, extremum point in this
case is maximum point (𝜃∗ ), where at this point 𝜕𝑓(𝜃∗ )/𝜕𝜃 =
0, and also 𝜕2 𝑓(𝜃∗ )/𝜕𝜃2 < 0. In ESC algorithm, the output of
the nonlinear map is,
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where 𝑎 and 𝜔 are the amplitude and angular frequency of
perturbation signal. Since the perturbation signal assumes to
be small, therefore the Taylor expansion of (4) is
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Figure 6: High-pass BICO and regular high-pass filters.

̂ +
𝑦 = 𝑓 (𝜃)
characteristic (BICO) filter [27, 28]. The general transfer
function of low-pass BICO filter is,
𝐺LP-BICO (𝑠) =

(4)

𝑘
2

(𝑠/𝜔𝑐 + √1 + (𝑠/𝜔𝑐 ) )

𝑟,

𝑟 ∈ R+ .

(2)

Its corresponding time response in the special case (𝜔𝑐 =
1 rad/s) was derived by Oberhettinger and Baddi [30], but the
time response of (2) is presented as,
𝑔BICOLP (𝑡) = 𝑘

𝑟𝐽𝑟 (𝜔𝑐 𝑡)
,
𝜔𝑐 𝑡

(3)

where 𝐽𝑟 is the 𝑟th order Bessel function.
By replacing 𝑠 by 1/𝑠, high-pass BICO filter is obtained.
Figure 6 compares the frequency response of high-pass BICO
filter and regular high-pass filter (𝑠/(𝑠 + 𝜔𝑐 )) with the same
cutoff frequency of 𝜔𝑐 = 10 rad/s.
As seen in this figure, BICO filter has a sharp edge
in its cutoff frequency. This great feature causes almost
no attenuation for frequencies higher than 𝜔𝑐 and a large
attenuation in the lower frequencies. Therefore the behavior
of this filter is close to an “ideal” filter. This sharp edge
presents in the low-pass BICO filter. By combining high-pass
and low-pass BICO filters, the band-pass BICO filter with
sharp edges in both sides can be obtained as well.

4. Stability Analysis of Extremum
Seeking Control
4.1. Mathematical Modeling of ESC Scheme. The stability
analysis of ESC algorithm has been investigated in [13, 31–34].
In these literatures traditional extremum seeking control with
regular first-order filters has been considered. In this paper,
we have considered the similar stability analysis approach as
[34] to compare the stability and robustness of BICO-ESC

̂
𝑑𝑓 (𝜃)
𝑎 sin (𝜔𝑡) + H.O.T.,
𝑑𝜃̂

(5)

where H.O.T. stands for higher order terms and 𝜃̂ is the
approximation of 𝜃∗ . The high-pass filtered signal will be,
𝐽 ≃ L−1 {

𝑠
̂
} ∗ 𝑓 (𝜃)
𝑠 + 𝜔ℎ

̂
𝑑𝑓 (𝜃)
𝑠
𝑎 sin (𝜔𝑡)} .
}∗{
+L {
𝑠 + 𝜔ℎ
𝑑𝜃̂

(6)

−1

High-pass filter acts as a derivative opereator in series
with a low-pass filter (𝑠(1/(𝑠 + 𝜔ℎ ))). By multiplying the
modulation signal to the resulted signal from the high-pass
filter and passing the modulated signal through the low-pass
filter and since 𝜔𝑙 < 𝜔ℎ , the output signal of integrator will be
𝑎𝛾 −1 1
𝜔
𝜃̂ ≃
L { } ∗ L−1 { 𝑙 }
2
𝑠
𝑠 + 𝜔𝑙
̂
𝑑 𝑑𝑓 (𝜃)
)} .
∗{ (
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝜃̂

(7)

Under the assumptions that the amplitude of the sinusoidal perturbation is small and the harmonics of high-pass
filter are attenuated by low-pass filter, output of low-pass filter
is proportional to the gradient of the nonlinear map with
respect to its input and time. Therefore in the neighborhood
of the extremum point, the amplitude of the estimated signal
is small, since the gradient is small. It can be seen that this
amplitude depends on 𝛾 and 𝑎.
4.2. Stability Analysis of Averaged ESC Scheme. The averaging
method is typically used to analyze the periodic steady state
solutions of weakly nonlinear systems. Since the amplitude of
perturbation in the ESC scheme is small, this system can be
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evaluated by its averaged model. The averaged form of signal
𝑥(𝑡) is,
𝑥 (𝑡) =

1 𝑇
∫ 𝑥 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡,
𝑇 0

K𝛾a

(8)

where 𝑇 = 2𝜋/𝜔. Therefore the averaged model of ESC
scheme is

1
s

HLP (s)

HHP (s)

Figure 7: Averaged BICO-ESC scheme.

𝜃̂ = 𝜃,
̂ = 𝑓 (𝜃) ,
̂ = 𝑓 (𝜃)
𝑦 = 𝑓(𝜃)

5. Analysis of ESC MPPT on PV Panels
(9)

̂
𝛾𝑎 𝑑 𝑑𝑓 (𝜃)
1
𝜃̂ =
) ∗ L−1 {HLPF } ∗ L−1 { } .
(
2 𝑑𝑡
𝑠
𝑑𝜃̂

𝐼 = 𝐼𝐿 − 𝐼OS (exp (

On the other hand, in the neighborhood of the extremum
point, 𝑦(𝑡) can be approximated as,
𝑑𝑓 (𝜃) 
(𝜃 − 𝜃∗ )
𝑦 ≃ 𝑓 (𝜃 ) +

𝑑𝜃 𝜃=𝜃∗

1 𝑑2 𝑓 (𝜃) 
2

(𝜃 − 𝜃∗ ) .
+
2 𝑑𝜃 𝜃=𝜃∗

(10)

If the difference between the extremum point and averaged point is defined by 𝜃̃ = 𝜃 − 𝜃∗ and since 𝑑𝑓(𝜃)/𝑑𝜃|𝜃=𝜃∗ =
0, thus,

1 𝑑2 𝑓(𝜃) 

𝜃̃2 .
2 𝑑𝜃2 𝜃=𝜃∗

(11)

By defining (1/2)(𝑑2 𝑓(𝜃)/𝑑𝜃2 )|𝜃=𝜃∗
=
𝐾, then,
(𝑑𝑓(𝜃)/𝑑𝜃)|𝜃=𝜃∗ = 2𝐾𝜃. Therefore, (𝑑/𝑑𝑡)(𝑑𝑓(𝜃)/𝑑𝜃)|𝜃=𝜃∗ =
2(𝑑𝐾/𝑑𝑡)𝜃∗ . Substituting this relationship in (9) gives,
𝑑𝐾
1
𝜃̂ = (𝛾𝑎𝜃∗
) ∗ L−1 {HLPF } ∗ L−1 { } .
𝑑𝑡
𝑠

(12)

Without loss of generality and by assuming that 𝑑𝐾/𝑑𝑡
is the output signal from a high-pass filter, H𝐻𝑃𝐹 , which its
cutoff frequency is higher than cutoff frequency of the lowpass filter, H𝐿𝑃𝐹 , then (12) can be rewritten as
1
𝜃̂ = (𝛾𝑎𝜃∗ 𝐾) L−1 {HHPF } ∗ L−1 {HLPF } ∗ L−1 { } .
𝑠

𝐼OS = 𝐼OR (

𝑞
) (𝑉 + 𝑅𝐼) − 1) ,
𝐴𝑘𝐵 𝑇

𝑞𝐸
𝑇
1
1
) exp ( 𝐺 (
− )) ,
𝑇𝑅
𝐴𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑅 𝑅

𝐺
𝐼𝐿 =
(𝐼 + 𝐾𝑇,𝐼 (𝑇 − 𝑇𝑅 )) ,
1000 SC

∗

𝑦̃ ≃

5.1. PV Cell Model. The PV cell 𝑉-𝐼 curve V = 𝑓(𝑖, 𝐺) is
modeled using the light emitting diode equations [3]:

(13)

This system can be considered as a feedback system
as shown in Figure 7, which 𝐾 can be considered as a
perturbation. The loop gain of this system depends on the
demodulation gain, 𝑎, the integral gain, 𝛾, and the curvature
of nonlinear map, 𝐾. This result completely matches with the
results obtained from other analysis method in the simplified
case [13, 31–33].

𝑉=

(14)

𝐴𝑘𝐵 𝑇
𝐼 −𝐼
+ 1) − 𝑅𝐼.
ln ( 𝐿
𝑞
𝐼OS

Values and definitions for further simulations are shown
in Table 2.
5.2. BICO ESC vsersus Regular SISO ESC. In order to
compare the qualitative behavior of BICO MPPT with the
regular SISO ESC MPPT, the Root-Locus (RL) analysis has
been chosen. Clearly, other stability analysis methods are
applicable at this point.
Since Root-Locus (RL) method is serving for linear
systems, it is important to point out that the curvature
constant, 𝐾, is an uncertain parameter which depends on
different factors like the PV panel manufacturer and weather
conditions. According to [33], 𝐾 ∈ [−0.5, −5].
As seen in Figure 7, the characteristic polynomial of
averaged ESC system is 1 + 𝑎𝛾𝐾HHPF HLPF , and to analyze
the behavior of this system, Root-Locus (RL) analysis method
can be employed. Since there is no command in MATLAB
to plot Root-Locus (RL) for BICO transfer function, this
equation has been solved for different 𝑎𝛾 and the roots have
been plotted. To compare the behavior of regular SISO ESC
with BICO ESC, the roots for this system has been plotted
with the same method instead of using “rlocus” command.
Figure 8 shows the comparison between the root locus
of averaged ESC using BICO and regular first-order filters.
In this root locus plot, the constant gain is assumed to be
𝑎𝛾𝜃∗ = 1 and cutoff frequencies in both filters are assumed
to be 𝜔𝑐 = 10 rad/s. Clearly, by using first-order filters in
the averaged ESC scheme, for some values of 𝐾, system has
complex poles which cause an oscillatory behavior in the
response of the system. On the other side, by using BICO
filters, roots of the characteristic polynomial (system poles)
are always real numbers for any value of 𝐾.
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Table 2: Values of the considered PV model [3].

𝑇𝑅
𝐼OR
𝐼SC
𝐸𝐺
𝐴
𝑘𝐵
𝑞
𝑅
𝐾𝑇,𝐼

298
2.25𝑒 − 6
3.2
1.38𝑒 − 19
1.6
1.38𝑒 − 23
1.6𝑒 − 19
0.01
0.8

Reference temperature
Reverse saturation curent at 𝑇 = 𝑇𝑅
Short circuit current
Silicon band gap
Ideality factor
Boltzman’s constant
Electron charge
Resistance
𝐼SC Temperature coefficient
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Figure 8: Root locus of the averaged BICO and the regular firstorder low-pass filters.

Besides the location of the poles, as can be seen in this
figure, for the same value of 𝐾, BICO filter has farther poles
with respect to the origin compared to the first-order filter
case. Therefore, the bandwidth of BICO filter is higher than
the first-order filter with similar cutoff frequency. Higher
bandwidth means faster response for BICO ESC. This feature
is justifiable by looking at the frequency response of both
filters. Since the bandwidth of BICO is close to the bandwidth
of an ideal filter, BICO ESC becomes the fastest achievable
MPPT algorithm.

6. Simulation Illustrations
Figures 9 and 10 show the maximum power point of a
PV panel with the defined parameters in Table 2. As can
be seen in these figures, environmental conditions and
especially variations in the sun irradiation will change the
nonlinear behavior of PV panels. Shadows, cloudy or dusty
weather, and temperature variations cause moving of optimal
operating point in PV systems. When temperature increases,
the maximum output power of PV panels decreases and vice

T = 30∘ C
T = 25∘ C

10
15
Voltage (V)

20

25

T = 20∘ C

Figure 9: 𝑃-𝑉 chart of considered PV model for different temperatures (irradiation = 1000 W/m2 ).

versa. In Figure 9 the variations of optimal operating point by
changing the environmental temperature from 20∘ C to 30∘ C
are illustrated. As Figure 10 presents, variation of peak output
power happens in the wider range when sun irradiation
changes. Generally, in PV panels, when sun irradiation
increases, the output power increases, but when temperature
increases, the maximum extractable power reduces.
To compare the proposed MPPT method which is called
BICO MPPT with the ESC MPPT, the working conditions
of both algorithms have been defined to be same. For
all simulations, the ambient temperature is 25∘ C and the
irradiation is assumed to be 1000 W/m2 . Also the cutoff
frequency of high-pass filters is 𝜔ℎ = 100 rad/s, and for
low-pass filter, this frequency is 𝜔𝑙 = 50 rad/s. Under
these conditions, from Figure 9, the maximum amount of
power which can be extracted from the simulated PV panel
is 48 Watts and this maximum happens around 17 Volts.
To implement the BICO MPPT, the discrete approximation of this filter in MathWorks, Inc.’s website has been
used.
Figure 11 shows the outputs of extremum seeking algorithms resulted from two different MPPT methods. Figure 12
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Figure 12: Comparison of voltage tracking in BICO MPPT and ESC
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Figure 10: 𝑃-𝑉 chart of considered PV model for different irradiations (temperature = 25∘ C).
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Figure 11: Comparison of power tracking in BICO MPPT and ESC
MPPT.

Figure 13: Performance of BICO MPPT and ESC MPPT in the
presence of a white noise with noise power 0.04.

represents the maximum voltage tracking in BICO MPPT
algorithm and ESC with first-order filters. As expected and
proved before, BICO MPPT converges to the peak power
point two times faster than the regular ESC MPPT algorithm.
Faster convergence speed is due to the higher bandwidth of
the averaged BICO system.
Figures 13 and 14 show the performance of the proposed
MPPT approach compare to the ESC in the presence of white
noise. As can be seen in these figures, in the presences of
a white noise (noise power = 0.04), which is considered
as the variations in the nonlinear map behavior, 𝐾, BICO

MPPT preforms better than ESC MPPT from attenuation and
tracking point of view.
Another parameter which is considered in these simulations is the robustness of these two methods to the variations
of the system gain. Figures 15(a) and 15(b) illustrate the
performance of BICO MPPT and regular ESC MPPT to the
gain variations, respectively. From these figures, it can be
concluded that, BICO MPPT tolerates higher gain variations,
but by increasing the gain of the integrator in ESC MPPT, it
starts oscillating.
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Figure 14: Voltage tracking of BICO MPPT and ESC MPPT in the
presence of a white noise with noise power 0.04.

50
40

7. Conclusions

30
Power (W)

The ubiquity of using MPPT in the renewable energy systems
has stimulated the persistent development of various MPPT
algorithms. According to the comparison in this paper, one
of the most popular methods of maximum power tracking
method is the P&O method. However, this method fails in
those situations when there is a need to track the MPPs
rapidly.
ESC is a new robust MPPT algorithm which carries all
P&O’s benefits and improves its weaknesses. In this paper, a
novel ES algorithm has been presented which is called BICO
MPPT. This algorithm employs BICO filter in its structure to
improve the ESC rise time response even further. BICO filter
is a forgotten part of Bode’s research that for the first time in
this paper was used for PV applications.
BICO filter is the closest filter to the ideal filter and
this feature of BICO improves the performance of ESC
algorithm. Also, the advantages of BICO has been discussed
in this paper. As discussed in this paper, using BICO in the
ESC structure increases the bandwidth of the system, which
improves the system response.
In addition, applying BICO filter to the ESC algorithm
moves all the roots of characteristic polynomial of averaged
BICO ESC system to the real axis. Consequently, this system
has no pole with imaginary part, and therefore theoretically
the system has no oscillatory response by increasing its
integrator gain. These poles, however, can have imaginary
part by increasing the gain of the system in the regular ESC.
This feature increases the robustness of the BICO MPPT
compared to regular ESC.
As can be seen in the results, BICO MPPT not only can
follow the maximum power point faster than regular ESC, but
also it shows more robustness in the presence of disturbance
in the system or gain variations.
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Figure 15: Sensitivity of BICO MPPT and ESC MPPT to the gain
variation of integrator.
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A high demand for air conditioning systems exists in hot and humid regions because of the warm climate during the year. The high
energy consumption of conventional air conditioning system is the reason for our investigation of the solar desiccant cooling system
as an energy-efficient cooling system. Four model configurations were considered to determine the best configuration of a solar
desiccant cooling system: one-stage ventilation, one-stage recirculation, two-stage ventilation, and two-stage recirculation. These
models were stimulated for 8,760 hr of operation under hot and humid weather in Malaysia. Several parameters (i.e., coefficient
of performance or COP, room temperature and humidity ratio, and the solar fraction of each system) were evaluated by detecting
the temperature and humidity ratio of the different points of each configuration by TRNSYS simulation. The latent and sensible
loads of the test room were 0.875 kW and 2.625 kW, respectively. By investigating the simulation results of the four systems, the
ventilation modes were found to be higher than the recirculation modes in the one- and two-stage solar desiccant cooling systems.
The isothermal dehumidification COP of the two-stage ventilation was higher than that of the two-stage recirculation. Hence, the
two-stage ventilation mode desiccant cooling system in a hot and humid area has higher efficiency than the other configurations.

1. Introduction
Because of the high electrical consumption of conventional
vapor compression systems, the solar desiccant cooling system has been considered as one of the promising alternatives
to cooling air where the sensible and latent heats of air are
removed separately [1]. The first desiccant cooling system was
presented by Pennington in 1955 [2]. Generally, depending on
the dehumidification material used, two kinds of desiccant
cooling system exist: solid and liquid. Many scientists and
researchers have studied both kinds of desiccant cooling
using renewable energy [3]. The common materials used
in the solid and liquid desiccant cooling systemwere silica
gel and liquid water-lithium chloride. The desiccant cooling system includes three main units, namely, desiccant,
heat-source, and cooling units [4]. The elements of each

unit are designed depending on the weather conditions.
The components of the basic cycle consist of the solid
desiccant wheel (DW) as dehumidifier, evaporative cooler
as the cooling unit, and the heat recovery wheel as the
heater and cooler in the regeneration and process air sides,
respectively. In recent years, according to the Pennington
cycle, different types of solid desiccant cooling cycles have
been designed in the world by different researchers. The
coefficient of performance (COP) of the desiccant cooling
system, regeneration temperature, mass flow rate, fresh air,
and relative humidity of the supply air are the important
parameters considered by the researchers. Haddad et al. [5]
studied the simulation of a desiccant-evaporative cooling
system for residential buildings. They found that the use
of solar energy for regeneration of the DW can provide a
significant portion of the auxiliary thermal energy needed.

2
Fong et al. [6] designed a simulation model (TRNSYS) of
an integrated radiant cooling by absorption refrigeration
and desiccant dehumidification. Salehi Dezfouli et al. [7]
investigated the solar hybrid desiccant cooling system in hot
and humid weather in Malaysia. They found that a solar
hybrid solid desiccant cooling system provided considerable
energy savings in comparison with the conventional vapor
compression in hot and humid area.
Researchers have studied and compared the COP of
ventilation and recirculation cycles. Jain et al. [8] evaluated
ventilation and recirculation cycles based on weather data in
India to determine the effectiveness of evaporative coolers
on the COP of a cooling system. Boundoukan et al. [9]
evaluated a comparison between ventilation and recirculation procedure modes; critical values were achieved for
cycle component performance specifics required to yield a
given supply air temperature condition. Mehmet et al. [10]
evaluated First low and second Low for COPs of ventilation
and recirculation cycles. Panaras et al. [11] investigated the
behavior of the COP of the ventilation and recirculation
desiccant cooling systems in terms of the air flow rate.
They found that the ventilation cycle presents a higher COP,
and the required air flow rate is similar for both cycles.
Sphaier et al. [12] studied the simulation of ventilation and
recirculation desiccant cooling systems to analyze the impact
of cycle component characteristics on the overall system
performance. They concluded that, although all components
can influence the COP, the COP values of the recirculation
cycle are lower than the ventilation cycle.
With regard to the increase in temperature of the process
air after dehumidification and the limitation capacity of
the dehumidification by the DW, the required regeneration
temperature is high, especially in hot and humid regions
[13–16]. Many researchers have attempted to determine the
best solution for the high required regeneration temperature
problem in one-stage desiccant cooling systems. The isothermal dehumidification process is a great solution to solve this
problem. The required cool process air after dehumidification and reduced regeneration temperature can be obtained
using isothermal dehumidification technology or multistage
dehumidification process. Meckler [17] proposed a two-stage
solid desiccant air conditioning system integrated with an
HVAC system. A two-stage system was also introduced by
Henning [18]. A novel rotary desiccant cooling cycle with
isothermal dehumidification and regenerative evaporative
cooling was proposed by La et al. [19]. They found that the
isothermal dehumidification was relatively lower temperature requirement for the heat source because the regeneration
temperature is reduced from 80∘ C to approximately 60∘ C.
Ge et al. [20] evaluated the performance of a two-stage
rotary desiccant cooling (TSRDC) system. The required
regeneration temperature of the TSRDC system is low, and
the COP of the system is high. La et al. [21] performed a
theoretical analysis of a solar-driven TSRDC system assisted
by vapor compression air conditioning. They concluded
that the solar-driven two-stage desiccant cooling system is
reliable and energy efficient. Li et al. [22] investigated the
TSRDC/heating system driven by evacuated glass tube solar
air collectors. Their experimental results indicated that the
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average thermal COP in the cooling cycle was 0.97, and the
cooling capacity was in the range from 16.3 kW to 25.6 kW
under hot and humid ambient conditions. Li et al. [23]
carried out experimental investigation on a one-rotor twostage desiccant cooling/heating system driven by solar air
collectors. The average thermal COP in the cooling cycle is
0.95 in hot and humid climate conditions.
Given the use of ambient air in solar desiccant cooling systems, the ambient conditions of each region have a significant
impact on system performance. Although various studies
and publications on the one-stage and two-stage desiccant
cooling systems have been based on different weather data, no
such study compares one-stage and two-stage solar cooling
technologies that have been undertaken in Malaysia. The
high demands of air conditioning systems because of hot and
humid weather during the year, as well as the high energy
consumption of conventional AC systems, have resulted in
the investigation of the solar desiccant cooling system as an
efficient air conditioning system in Malaysia. The present
paper presents a comparison simulation study among the
four configurations of solar desiccant cooling system in hot
humid weather in Malaysia.

2. Methodology
The comparison performance between the one-stage and
two-stage solar desiccant cooling systems under the ventilation and recirculation modes is used as the methodology
in this study. The one-stage and two-stage desiccant cooling
systems are explained in the following sections.
2.1. Case Study Description. Four kinds of solar desiccant
cooling systems were considered to supply air for a test
room in a technology park (UKM) in Malaysia. The onestage desiccant cooling system under two modes of ventilation and recirculation and the two-stage desiccant cooling
system under two modes of ventilation and recirculation
were considered to evaluate the four types of desiccant
cooling system. The latent and sensible loads of the test room
were 0.875 and 2.625 kW, respectively. The cooling capacity
was 1 ton. According to the American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE)
comfort condition, indoor condition designs should consist
of temperature of 25∘ C, relative humidity of 50%, and humidity ratio of 0.0098 kg/kg [24]. According to the Malaysian
weather, in outdoor condition design, the temperature should
be 30∘ C, and the humidity ratio should be 0.0200 kg/kg.
The cooling system includes four main parts, namely, DW
as dehumidifier, heat recovery wheel, evaporative cooler as
humidifier, and solar-evacuated tube collector as heat source.
Simulation design using the TRNSYS software was carried
out to investigate the solar desiccant cooling in the different
configurations to find the best operation of the components
and the cooling system based on the hot and humid weather
in Malaysia. In this study, one stage (ventilation and recirculation modes) and two stages (ventilation and recirculation
modes) were simulated under the same effectiveness of the
components.
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Table 1: Specific assumptions used in simulation.

Item

Factor

DW
DEC

Type 683, 𝐹1 = 0.1, 𝐹2 = 0.07, power consumption: 0.2 kW, and speed of rotor rotation: 8 r/h
Type 506c, saturation efficiency = 0.8, and power consumption: 0.1 kW
Type 760b, sensible efficiency = 75.6%, latent efficiency = 0%, and power consumption:
0.17 kW
Type 91, effectiveness = 0.7, specific heat of hot side: 4.19 kj/kg⋅K, and specific heat of hot
side: 1.05 kj/kg⋅K
Type 3b, maximum power consumption: 60 W and water flow rate: 180 kg/h
Type 112a, motor efficiency = 0.85 and maximum air flow rate: 870.4 kg/h
Type 690, sensible load: 2.625, latent load: 0.875, SHR = 0.75
Type 109-TMY2, all of weather data is based on Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia)
Type 71, evacuated tube, area of collector: 20 m2 and the efficiency of collector 𝜂: 0.60
Type 4c, the loss coefficient: 0.55 W/m2 K
Type 6, the maximum heating rate: 10 kW
The one year average solar radiation of Malaysia (2012): 500 W/m2

HRW
HX
Pump
Blower
Room (load)
Weather data
Solar collector
Hot water tank
Backup heater
𝐺

In the simulation process, the regeneration temperature
can be detected by adjusting and setting the required humidity ratio after the dehumidification process in DW as the
humidity ratio set point. Three set points (i.e., 0.0100, 0.0080,
and 0.0050 kg/kg) for the humidity ratio were considered for
the one-stage ventilation and recirculation modes to evaluate
the behavior of regeneration temperatures and COPs. In
a comparative evaluation between one-stage and two-stage
solar desiccant cooling systems, the humidity ratio set points
for the first and second DW in the two-stage ventilation
and recirculation modes were 0.0100 kg/kg and 0.0050 kg/kg,
respectively. The properties of the simulation components
used in the four configurations are shown in Table 1. The solar
desiccant cooling system was divided into two parts, namely,
the one-stage and the two-stage that are explained in Sections
2.2 and 2.3, respectively. The TRNSYS simulation was validated by the measurement data from the experimental setup
of the one-stage ventilation solar desiccant cooling system.
This system had been installed in the technology park at the
Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia [7]. After the validation of
TRNSYS, it was used to simulate the four configurations of
the solar desiccant cooling system.
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Figure 1: Solar desiccant cooling in ventilation mode schematic.
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2.2. One-Stage Solar Desiccant Cooling System. The one-stage
solar desiccant cooling includes the ventilation and recirculation modes. The components of the one-stage desiccant
cooling are one DW, one heat recovery wheel, two evaporative
coolers, one heat exchanger, one auxiliary heater, and an
evacuated tube collector.
The air flow rate of the one-stage ventilation and recirculation in the process and regeneration sides of the system was
870.4 kg/hr.
2.2.1. One-Stage Ventilation Mode. Figure 1 shows that the
ventilation mode of the solar desiccant cooling is an open
cycle that provides supply air to the room from ambient air.
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Figure 2: Solar desiccant cooling in recirculation mode schematic.

The returning air from the room after few processes is
converted to ambient temperature as exhaust air. Therefore,
two kinds of air are present: the process side that produces
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Figure 3: Schematic of two-stage solar desiccant cooling system-ventilation mode.
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Figure 4: Schematic of two-stage solar desiccant cooling system-recirculation mode.

the supply air, and the regeneration side that releases the
returning air from room to ambient temperature. In the
process side, first, the ambient air becomes dry because of
the DW. Then, the heat recovery wheel cools the air in the
process side. In the next step, the air becomes cold because of
the evaporative cooler; then, the air moves into the room as
supply air. In the regeneration side, the returning air whose
latent and sensible loads were left in the room becomes cold
because of the evaporative cooler. The heat recovery wheel
acts as an energy conservation wheel in the regeneration air
side. Then, the heat from the heat exchanger is transferred to
the air. In the last step in the regeneration side, the hot air thus
absorbed the humidity of the DW and released it outside.
2.2.2. One-Stage Recirculation Mode. Figure 2 shows the
recirculation mode of the solar desiccant cooling system.
Generally, this system is not an open cycle. The process air
side in the recirculation mode is a closed loop, whereas the
regeneration air side is an open cycle.
In the process air side, the room air that includes the
sensible and latent loads moves to the DW to remove the
latent load. The heat recovery wheel acts as a cooler in the
process air side. In the next step, the air grows cold because
of the evaporative cooler, and it moves into the room as
supply air. In the regeneration side, the ambient air grows cold
because of the evaporative cooler. In the next step, the heat
from the solar collectors and the backup heater is transferred
to the air by means of a heat exchanger. Thus, in the last step

in the regeneration side, the hot air absorbs the humidity of
the DW and is released as exhaust air outdoors.
2.3. Two-Stage Solar Desiccant Cooling System. The two-stage
solar desiccant cooling includes the ventilation and recirculation modes. The components of the two-stage desiccant
cooling system are two DWs, two heat recovery wheels,
two evaporative coolers with different capacities, two heat
exchangers, two auxiliary heaters, and an evacuated tube
collector. According to the high dehumidification capacity of
the two-stage DW and the humid weather in Malaysia, the
set point of dehumidification was adjusted at a 0.0050 kg/kg
humidity ratio. The air flow rate of the two-stage ventilation
and recirculation in the process side was 870.4 kg/hr and
435.2 kg/hr in the regeneration side.
2.3.1. Two-Stage Ventilation Mode. Figure 3 shows the twostep dehumidification of the process air in the solar desiccant
cooling system using the evaporative cooling units in ventilation mode. This mode is an open cycle. The air properties
of each of the 15 points are characterized by the simulation
model. The air properties are explained in Section 3.
The supply air in the process side is produced from the
ambient air by undergoing a few stages, such as the twostep dehumidification in the DWs (2 and 4), two-step cooling
in the heat recovery wheels (3 and 5), and one-step cooling
in the direct evaporative cooler (6). In the regeneration air
side, the returning air (7) is mixed with the ambient air (8)
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Figure 5: Temperatures (∘ C) of different components versus time (hr) in ventilation desiccant cooling system.
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Figure 6: Humidity ratio (kg/kg) of different components versus time (hr) in ventilation desiccant cooling system.

before being cooled in one direct evaporative cooler. Then,
the output air from the evaporative cooler (9) is divided into
two stages with the same air flow rate. In each stage, air is
heated in the heat recovery wheel (10 and 13), heated in the
solar heaters (11 and 14), and humidified in the DWs (12 and
15).
2.3.2. Two-Stage Recirculation Mode. Figure 4 shows the
schematic of the two-stage solar desiccant cooling system

under the recirculation mode. The process air side (1–6) is
a closed loop and the regeneration side (7–14) is an open
cycle. Supply air is produced from the returning air in the
process air side by undergoing a few stages, such as the twostep dehumidification in the DWs (2 and 4), two step cooling
in the heat recovery wheels (3 and 5), and one-step cooling
in the direct evaporative cooler (6). In the regeneration side,
ambient air (7) is mixed from the air in the cooler (8) and
then divided into two stages for the heating and humidifying
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process (8–11 and 8–14). The process air under the ventilation
mode is an open loop, whereas it is a closed loop under the
recirculation mode.
2.4. Determination of the COP of the Desiccant Cooling System.
The COP of the solar desiccant cooling system can be
calculated by the rate of heat extracted against the rate of the
cooling system driving energy. The rate of heat extracted is
the cooling capacity of the system. The rate of the cooling
system driving energy is the total thermal energy requirement
for the cooling system generated from solar collectors and the
backup heater. Therefore, the COP of the system is obtained
by the following relationship [4]:
COP =

𝑄cool
.
𝑄𝑇

(1)

2.4.1. One Stage. The COP of the solar desiccant cooling
system under the ventilation mode is defined as the ratio of
the enthalpy change from ambient air to supply air, multiplied
by the mass air flow and external heat delivered to the
regeneration heat exchanger. It can be written as follows:
COP =

𝑚̇𝑠 (ℎ1 − ℎ4 )
.
𝑚̇𝑟 (ℎ8 − ℎ7 )

(2)

The COP of the solar desiccant cooling under recirculation
mode can be written as
COP =

𝑚̇𝑠 (ℎ1 − ℎ4 )
,
𝑚̇𝑟 (ℎ8 − ℎ7 )

(3)

where 𝑚̇𝑠 (kg/hr) is the mass flow rate of the supply air, 𝑚̇𝑟
(kg/hr) is the mass flow rate of the regeneration air, and ℎ
(kJ/kg) is the enthalpy of air.
2.4.2. Two Stages. The COP of the two-stage solar desiccant
cooling under the ventilation mode can be written as [20]
COP =

𝑚̇𝑠1 (ℎ1 − ℎ6 )
.
𝑚̇𝑟13 (ℎ14 − ℎ13 ) + 𝑚̇𝑟10 (ℎ11 − ℎ10 )

(4)

The COP of the two-stage solar desiccant cooling under the
recirculation mode can be written as
COP =

𝑚̇𝑠1 (ℎ1 − ℎ6 )
,
𝑚̇𝑟12 (ℎ13 − ℎ12 ) + 𝑚̇𝑟9 (ℎ10 − ℎ9 )

(5)

where 𝑚̇𝑠 (kg/hr) is the mass flow rate of the supply air, 𝑚̇𝑟
(kg/hr) is the mass flow rate of the regeneration air, and ℎ
(KJ/kg) is the enthalpy of air.
2.5. Solar Fraction. Generally, solar collectors convert solar
radiation into thermal energy in solar cooling systems. Considering the insufficient thermal energy from solar collectors
in cloudy weather, the backup heater is used to achieve the
required thermal energy for the total cooling system driving
energy. The percentage ratio of the thermal energy produced
by the solar collectors to the total cooling system driving

Table 2: Air properties of one-stage solar desiccant cooling system
in ventilation mode.
Points number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Temperature (∘ C)
30
49.5
31.8
22
30.8
24.95
45.6
81.6
50

Humidity ratio (kg/kg)
0.0200
0.0100
0.0100
0.0137
0.0152
0.0176
0.0176
0.0176
0.0262

energy is known as the solar fraction, which can be expressed
as follows [25]:
SF =

𝑄𝑈
,
𝑄𝑇

(6)

where 𝑄𝑇 is the total cooling system driving energy produced
by the solar collectors and the backup heater. 𝑄𝑈 is the
thermal energy produced by the solar collectors that can be
expressed as [26]
𝑄𝑈 = 𝐴 × 𝜂 × 𝐺.

(7)

3. Results and Discussion
The results of the four different systems were explained and
then compared in the next sections. The temperature and
humidity ratio against time of the specified points in the four
systems were analyzed.
3.1. Results of the One-Stage Solar Desiccant Cooling System
3.1.1. Ventilation Mode. The temperature of ambient air,
process air after the DW, supply air, room (load), and regeneration temperature versus time (hr) are shown in Figure 5.
The temperatures at different points were specified for 8,760 h
after running the solar desiccant cooling system. The regeneration temperature is one of the important parameters that
play a main role in the changes in the COP of the desiccant
cooling system. The regeneration temperature under the
ventilation mode for 0.0100 kg/kg dehumidification (humidity ratio reduction from 0.0200 kg/kg to 0.0100 kg/kg) was
almost 81.6∘ C (average). Figure 6 shows the humidity ratio of
the ambient air, supply air, load, and process air after the DW
versus time under the ventilation mode.
The humidity ratio of the supply air is one of the important parameters that play a main role in the amount latent
load removed from the room by the desiccant cooling system,
especially in hot and humid weather in Malaysia. The average
temperature and humidity ratio of the specified points in the
one-stage ventilation system for 8,760 h operation are shown
in Table 2. The temperature and humidity ratio of the supply
air (point 4) are 22∘ C and 0.0137 kg/kg, respectively, whereas
those in the room (point 5) are 30.80∘ C and 0.0152 kg/kg,
respectively.
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Figure 7: Psychometric chart of the one-stage solar desiccant cooling system under the ventilation mode.
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Figure 8: Temperatures (∘ C) of different components versus time (hr) in recirculation desiccant cooling system.

Figure 7 shows the psychometric chart of the one-stage
solar desiccant cooling system under the ventilation mode
in which the air property and process air on all points
are specified. The process-air and regeneration-air sides are
indicated by blue and red lines, respectively. Because of the
dehumidification process between points 1 and 2, the air
temperature increases, whereas the humidity ratio decreases.
By the cooling process between points 2 and 3, the air
temperature decreases, whereas the humidity ratio of air in
the heat recovery wheel remains constant. The temperature
decreases, and the humidity ratio increases because of the

evaporative cooling process between points 3 and 4. The
line between points 4 and 5 shows that the air property
changes from supply air to the returning air inside the room.
The regeneration side includes the four stages, namely, the
evaporative cooling process between points 5 and 6, heating
between points 6 and 7, heating process between points 7 and
8, and process of exhausted air to outdoor between points 8
and 9.
3.1.2. Recirculation Mode. Figure 8 shows the temperatures
(∘ C) of the ambient air, process air after the DW, supply
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Figure 9: Humidity ratio (kg/kg) of different components versus time (hr) in recirculation mode.

Table 3: Air properties of one-stage solar desiccant cooling system
in recirculation mode.
Points number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Temperature (∘ C)
31
51
31.4
21.4
30
26.4
45
70.2
55

Humidity ratio (kg/kg)
0.0150
0.0100
0.0100
0.0136
0.0200
0.0215
0.0215
0.0215
0.0257

air, the room, and the regeneration versus time (hr) under
the recirculation mode. The regeneration temperature under
the recirculation mode for 0.0100 kg/kg dehumidification
(humidity ratio reduced from 0.0200 kg/kg to 0.0100 kg/kg) is
almost 70.2∘ C (average). The humidity ratios of the ambient
air and process air after DW, in the room, and the supply
air versus time (hr) in the one-stage recirculation mode are
shown in Figure 9.
The average temperature and humidity ratio of the
specified points in the one-stage recirculation system for
8,760 h operation are shown in Table 3. The temperature
and humidity ratio of the supply air (point 4) are 21.4∘ C
and 0.0136 kg/kg, respectively, whereas those for the room
(point 1) are 31∘ C and 0.0150 kg/kg, respectively. Figure 10
shows the psychometric chart of the one-stage solar desiccant
cooling system under the recirculation mode where the air
property changes in the different parts of the solar desiccant
cooling system are described. In the process side, the air
returning from the room to the DW for dehumidification is

shown between points 4 and 1. The ambient air temperature
is decreased by the evaporative cooling process (5 and 6).
The heating process (6 and 7), heating process (7 and 8), and
process of exhausted air to outdoor (8 and 9) are performed
in the regeneration side.
3.2. Comparison between the One-Stage Ventilation and
Recirculation Modes. Table 4 shows the simulation results
of the one-stage ventilation and recirculation modes in
three different humidity ratio set points (i.e., 0.0050, 0.0080,
and 0.0100 kg/kg). The results show that by increasing the
humidity ratio set point in both modes, the trend of the
regeneration temperature decreased, whereas the trend of
supply air temperature, return air temperature, and COP
increased. By increasing the humidity ratio set point because
of the decreasing regeneration temperature, the COP of
the system increased. The temperature and humidity of the
room also increased. In the evolution of air conditioning
system parameters, although the COP is the most important
parameter, reaching the comfortable condition of the room
is another important parameter that must be considered.
For example, in ventilation mode, when the humidity ratio
decreased from 0.00100 kg/kg to 0.0050 kg/kg, the room
temperature and humidity ratio also decreased from 30.80∘ C
to 28.22∘ C and from 0.0152 kg/kg to 0.0115 kg/kg, respectively.
The COP decreased from 0.65 to 0.57. The set point of
0.0050 kg/kg humidity ratio in comparison with another set
point thus leads the system to reach near thermal comfort
conditions.
By comparing the temperature results of the one-stage
ventilation and recirculation in each humidity ratio set point,
the regeneration temperature under the ventilation mode
is found to be considerably higher than that under the
recirculation mode. The temperatures of the supply air under
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Figure 10: Psychometric chart of one-stage solar desiccant cooling system in recirculation mode.

Table 4: Air properties results of ventilation and recirculation modes based on different humidity ratio set points.
Humidity ratio
set point
(kg/kg)

Ventilation mode
Recirculation mode
SA
RA
SA
RA
COP Reg 𝑇 (∘ C)
COP
Reg 𝑇 (∘ C)
∘
∘
∘
∘
𝑇 ( C) HR (kg/kg) 𝑇 ( C) HR (kg/kg)
𝑇 ( C) HR (kg/kg) 𝑇 ( C) HR (kg/kg)
122.00
98.40
81.60
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Figure 11: Temperatures (∘ C) of different components versus time (hr) in two-stage ventilation desiccant cooling system.
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Figure 12: Humidity ratio (kg/kg) of different components versus time (hr) in two-stage ventilation desiccant cooling system.

both modes are almost the same. In addition, the room
temperatures under both modes are almost the same.
By comparison, the humidity ratio results of the ventilation and recirculation show that the humidity ratio of
the room and the supply air under both modes are almost
the same. The COPs under the ventilation and recirculation
modes are calculated using (1) and (2). Therefore, the COPs
of the desiccant cooling system under the ventilation mode
are higher than those under the recirculation mode.
3.3. Result of the Two-Stage Solar Desiccant Cooling System.
The simulation results of the two-stage desiccant cooling
system under the two modes of ventilation and recirculation
are explained in the following sections.
3.3.1. Two-Stage Ventilation . Figure 11 shows the temperature
trend in the different points of the two-stage solar desiccant
system, such as the temperatures of the regeneration of
the first and second DWs, room, ambient air, and supply
air versus time (hr). The first and second regeneration
temperatures are approximately 80∘ C. The humidity ratio of
the ambient air, process air after DW, room, and supply air
versus time (hr) under the two-stage ventilation mode are
shown in Figure 12.
The humidity ratios of the air after the first and second
dehumidification are 0.0100 and 0.0050 kg/kg, respectively,
during the 8,760 hr system operation. According to the
temperature and humidity ratio results under the ventilation
mode, the important points of the air property are detected
and shown in Table 5.
Figure 13 shows the psychometric chart of the two-stage
solar desiccant cooling system under the ventilation mode.
The process air side of this system includes the two-step
dehumidification process (1 and 2 and 3 and 4) by the two
DWs, the two-step cooling process (2 and 3 and 4 and 5)

Table 5: Air properties of two-stage solar desiccant cooling system
in ventilation mode.
Points number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Temperature (∘ C)
30
53.7
30.2
50
28.3
17.62
27.3
29.71
23.4
45.1
82.1
41.5
48.2
80
34

Humidity ratio (kg/kg)
0.0200
0.0100
0.0100
0.0050
0.0050
0.0096
0.0109
0.0145
0.0168
0.0168
0.0168
0.0270
0.0168
0.0168
0.0280

by the two heat recovery wheels, and the one-stage cooling
process (5 and 6) by the evaporative cooler. The process
from points 1 to 5 is defined as isothermal dehumidification.
The regeneration air side includes a few processes such as
the mixing of ambient air and returning air process (7 and
8), evaporative cooling process (8 and 9), two-step heating
process (9 and 10 and 9–13) by the heat recovery wheels, twostep heating process (10 and 11 and 13 and 14) by the solar
heater, and two-step process of exhausted air outdoors (11 and
12 and 14 and 15).
3.3.2. Two-Stage Recirculation. The temperature trend in
various points in the two-stage recirculation solar desiccant
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Figure 13: Psychometric chart of two-stage solar desiccant cooling system in ventilation mode.
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cooling system versus time (hr) is shown in Figure 14. The
humidity ratio trend of the various points in the two-stage
recirculation system versus time (hr) is shown in Figure 15.
According to the temperature and humidity ratio results of
the simulation model of the two-stage system under the
recirculation mode, the important points of air properties are
detected and shown in Table 6.
Figure 16 shows the psychometric chart of the two-stage
solar desiccant cooling system under the recirculation mode.
The process air side of this system includes several processes
such as the returning air process from the room to the first
DW (6–1), two-step dehumidification process (1 and 2 and

3 and 4) by the two DWs, two-step cooling process (2 and
3 and 4 and 5) by the two heat recovery wheels, and onestage cooling process (5 and 6) by the evaporative cooler.
The regeneration air side includes several processes such as
the evaporative cooling process (7 and 8), two-step heating
process (8 and 9 and 8–12) by the heat recovery wheel, twostep heating process (9 and 10 and 12 and 13) by the solar
heater, and two-step process of exhausted air to outdoor (10
and 11 and 13 and 14).
3.4. Comparison Results between the Two-Stage Ventilation
and Recirculation Modes. The humidity ratios of the process
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Table 6: Air properties of two-stage solar desiccant cooling system
in recirculation mode.
Points number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Temperature (∘ C)
27
34.82
27.3
49.33
30.74
18
30
26.1
41.3
80
58.7
32.9
50
42.6

Humidity ratio (kg/kg)
0.0109
0.0100
0.0100
0.0050
0.0050
0.0096
0.0200
0.0211
0.0211
0.0211
0.0253
0.0211
0.0211
0.0231

air after the first and second DWs under both modes are
0.0100 and 0.0050 kg/kg, respectively. By comparing the
temperature results of the two-stage ventilation and recirculation modes, the regeneration temperatures under the
ventilation mode are found to be higher than those under the
recirculation mode. The supply air temperature and humidity
ratio under the ventilation mode are 17.6∘ C and 0.0096 kg/kg,
respectively, whereas those under the recirculation mode
are 18∘ C and 0.0096 kg/kg, respectively. The room air temperature and humidity ratio are 27.3∘ C and 0.0109 kg/kg,
respectively, whereas those under the recirculation mode
are 27∘ C and 0.0109 kg/kg, respectively. The COPs under
the ventilation and recirculation modes are calculated by
(3) and (4). The COPs of the ventilation and recirculation

are 1.06 and 0.43, respectively. Although the cooling system
driving energy in ventilation mode was higher than the
recirculation mode, the rate of cooling capacity in ventilation
mode was higher than the recirculation mode. The COPs
of the one-stage and two-stage desiccant cooling systems
under the ventilation mode were higher than those under the
recirculation mode.
3.5. Comparison Results of the Four Configurations of the Solar
Desiccant Cooling Systems. The regeneration temperature,
supply air temperature, supply air relative humidity, supply
air humidity ratio, room air temperature, room air relative
humidity, room air humidity ratio, COP, and solar fraction
of the four configurations of the solar desiccant cooling are
shown in Table 7. The values are average for one year. The final
humidity ratio set point before the evaporative cooler for the
four configurations is 0.005 kg/kg humidity ratio. Whereas
the one-stage desiccant cooling dehumidification occurs in
one step, the two-stage desiccant cooling dehumidification
occurs in two steps.
The supply and return air temperatures and humidity
ratios of the two-stage system are less than those of the
one-stage system. Regarding the thermal comfort condition
parameters, the results of the two-stage desiccant cooling
system were better than the one-stage desiccant cooling
system. Given the isothermal dehumidificationin process in
the two stage desiccant cooling systems, the regeneration
temperature of the two-stage ventilation and recirculation
was lower than the one stage ventilation and recirculation. By
comparing the best configuration of the one-stage and twostage ventilation modes, the two-stage ventilation solar cooling system was selected as the best configuration among the
four configurations because of its higher COP, as well as lower
room temperature and humidity ratio. By comparing the
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Figure 16: Psychometric chart of two-stage solar desiccant cooling system in recirculation mode.

Table 7: Performance comparison of four desiccant cooling configurations under 0.005 kg/kg humidity ratio set point in hot and humid
climate (30∘ C, 20 HR).
Type of configurations

𝑇 reg (∘ C)

One-stage ventilation
One-stage recirculation
Two-stage ventilation
Two-stage recirculation

122.00
96.90
82.10–80.00
80.00–50.00

∘

𝑇 ( C)
19.48
18.50
17.60
18.00

SA
HR (kg/kg)
0.0100
0.0100
0.0096
0.0096

solar fractions of the four configurations, the solar fraction
percentage for the two-stage ventilation desiccant cooling
system was 69%. The maximum and minimum solar fractions
were for the two-stage recirculation and one-stage ventilation
systems.

4. Conclusions
This paper has presented a comparison study among four
configurations of a solar desiccant cooling system in the hot
and humid weather in Malaysia. The four systems, namely,
the one-stage ventilation, one-stage recirculation, two-stage
ventilation, and two-stage recirculation, were simulated during an 8,760 hr operation by TRNSYS. The COP of the twostage ventilation mode was higher than those of the other
configurations. The two-stage ventilation produced supply
air at 17.6∘ C and 0.0096 kg/kg to remove the sensible load of
the room, whereas the supply air temperatures of the other
configurations were higher. Therefore, based on the condition
of ambient air (30∘ C and 0.0200 kg/kg), the two-stage solar
desiccant cooling system under the ventilation mode is more
suitable than the other configurations.

RH (%)
70.4
75.0
76.2
74.3

∘

𝑇 ( C)
28.22
28.50
27.30
27.00

RA
HR (kg/kg)
0.0115
0.0115
0.0109
0.0109

RH (%)
47.9
47.1
48.0
48.7

COP

SF (%)

0.57
0.29
1.06
0.43

39
50
69
85

Nomenclature
𝐴:
Collector area [m2 ]
AC:
Air conditioning system [-]
ASHRAE: American Society of Heating, Refrigerating
and Air Conditioning Engineers [-]
COP:
Thermal coefficient of performance [-]
DEC:
Direct evaporative cooler [-]
DW:
Desiccant wheel [-]
F1, F2:
Effectiveness of desiccant wheel
𝐺:
Solar radiation [W/m2 ]
ℎ:
Enthalpy [kj/kg]
hr:
Time [hour]
HR:
Humidity ratio [kg/kg]
HRW:
Heat recovery wheel [-]
HVAC:
Heating, Ventilation, and Air-Conditioning
[-]
HX:
Heat exchanger [-]
Cooling capacity of the system [kW]
𝑄cool :
The cooling system driving energy
𝑄𝑇 :
Solar thermal power [kW]
𝑄𝑈:
reg:
Regeneration
RA:
Return air [-]
SA:
Supply air [-]
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SF:
𝑇:
TSRDC:
𝑚̇𝑠 :
𝑚̇𝑟 :
𝜂:
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Solar fraction [%]
Air temperature [∘ C]
Two-stage rotary desiccant cooling [-]
Mass flow rate of the supply air [kg/hr]
Mass flow rate of regeneration air [kg/hr]
Solar collector efficiency [-].
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We fabricated solution-processed organic photovoltaic cells (OPVs) using substituted two sexithiophenes, a,w-bis(dimethyl-noctylsilyl)sexithiophene (DSi-6T) and a,w-dihexylsexithiophene (DH-6T), as electron donors, and [6,6]-phenyl-C61 -butyric acid
methyl ester (PCBM) as an electron acceptor. Solution-processed OPVs using DH-6T and DSi-6T showed good photovoltaic
properties in spite of their poor solubility. The best performance was observed on DSi-6T : PCBM 1 : 5 (w/w) blend cell with an
open circuit voltage (𝑉oc ) of 0.63 V, short circuit current density (𝐽sc ) of 1.34 mA/cm2 , fill factor (FF) of 55%, and power conversion
efficiency of 0.44% under AM 1.5 G illumination. Although DH-6T has higher hole mobility than DSi-6T, the DSi-6T : PCBM
blend cell showed higher hole mobility than DH-6T : PCBM cell. Therefore, DSi-6T cell showed higher device performance than
DH-6T cell due to its silyl substitutions, which lead to the increase of the solubility. The incorporation of solution-processed TiO2
interfacial layer in the DSi-6T : PCBM devices significantly enhances FF due to the reduced charge recombination near active
layer/Al interface.

1. Introduction
Organic solar cells have received strong attention due to
the possibility to realize flexible and low-cost large photovoltaic cells [1–5]. Polymer based organic photovoltaic cells
(OPVs) demonstrated power conversion efficiencies (PCEs)
in excess of 7% by the results of synthesis of low bandgap
polymers [6, 7]. However, the polymers still have high
batch-to-batch variations and difficulty in purification, and
there have been many efforts to discover solution-processed
small molecules. Recently, oligothiophenes have received
much attention as donor materials in OPVs because of their
high hole mobility, easy multigram synthesis, high purity,
and simple chemical modification [8–10]. Some studies on

oligothiophene based solar cells have already been reported
using bilayer heterojunction solar cells [11–15]. By controlling
the film morphology using coevaporation of excess fullerene
(C60 ), bulk heterojunction organic photovoltaic cells consisting of sexithiophene (6T) as a donor and C60 as an
acceptor showed good photovoltaic properties [16]. However,
the small molecules based on sexithiophene have not been
investigated solution-processed OPVs. The low performance
of sexithiophene-based solar cells was mainly attributed to
the difficulties encountered in fabricating solution-processed
bulk heterojunction cells.
We choose 𝛼,𝜔-dihexylsexithiophene (DH-6T) as the oligothiophene material because it is well known to exhibit
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high field-effect mobility as high as 1.0 cm2 /Vs and a representative oligothiophene material [17]. Recently, we reported 𝛼,𝜔-bis(dimethyl-n-octylsilyl)sexithiophene (DSi-6T) for
vacuum-deposited or solution processable organic thin film
transistor application [18]. The silyl end-capped sexithiophene (DSi-6T, 2.2 g/L in CHCl3 ) was more soluble than
hexyl substituted sexithiophene (DH-6T, 1 g/L in CHCl3 )
[19]. Thus, the silyl end-capped sexithiophene may be a good
candidate for solution processable solar cell application.
In regard to our continuing interest for sexithiophenebased organic solar cells, we report herein analysis of the performance of solution-processed organic solar cells based on
𝛼,𝜔-functionalized linear sexithiophene: PCBM systems. We
fabricated the solution-processed OPVs using two linear sexithiophenes, 𝛼,𝜔-dihexylsexithiophene (DH-6T) and 𝛼,𝜔bis(dimethyl-n-octylsilyl)sexithiophene (DSi-6T) as donors
and [6, 6]-phenyl-C61 -butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) as
an acceptor (Figure 1). Solution-processed bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells using DH-6T and DSi-6T with PCBM
showed good photovoltaic properties in spite of their poor
solubility. Although DH-6T has higher hole mobility than
DSi-6T, the DSi-6T : PCBM blend cell showed higher hole
mobility than DH-6T : PCBM cell. Therefore, DSi-6T cell
showed higher device performance than DH-6T cell due to
their silyl substitutions, which lead to the increase of the
solubility. The higher photovoltaic performance of DSi-6T
cell can be explained by the film morphology dependence on
the solubility of donor. In addition, utilizing the nanosecond
transient absorption spectroscopy in polar media in the
visible and near-IR region proved electron-transfer reactions
in DH-6T : PCBM and DSi-6T : PCBM mixtures.

2. Experimental Section
2.1. Instruments. The absorption spectra were measured
using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 35 UV-vis spectrometer in
spin-coated films at room temperature. The morphology
of the DSi-6T : PCBM and DH6T : PCBM was determined
using atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Park systems) operating in a noncontact mode, under ambient conditions.
Steady-state fluorescence measurements were carried out on
a Shimadzu spectrofluorophotometer (RF-5300PC). Phosphorescence spectra were obtained by a SPEX Fluorolog 𝜏3
spectrophotometer. Emission spectra in the visible region
were detected by using a Hamamatsu Photonics R5509-72
photomultiplier. A deaerated 2-MeTHF solution containing
DH-6T and DSi-6T at 77 K was excited at indicated wavelengths. Cyclic voltammograms (CV) and differential pulse
voltammograms (DPV) techniques were carried on a BAS CV
50 W Voltammetric Analyzer. A platinum disk electrode was
used as working electrode, while a platinum wire served as
a counter electrode. SCE electrode was used as a reference
electrode. All measurements were carried out in deaerated
benzonitrile containing tetra-n-butylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6 ; 0.10 M) as a supporting electrolyte.
The scan rate = 50 mV/s.
DSi-6T and DH-6T were excited by a Panther OPO pumped by Nd:YAG laser (Continuum, SLII-10, 4–6 ns fwhm) at
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𝜆 = 440 nm with the powers of 1.5 and 3.0 mJ per pulse.
The transient absorption measurements were performed
using a continuous xenon lamp (150 W) and an InGaAsPIN photodiode (Hamamatsu 2949) as a probe light and a
detector, respectively. The output from the photodiodes and
a photomultiplier tube was recorded with a digitizing oscilloscope (Tektronix, TDS3032, 300 MHz). All measurements
were conducted at 298 K. The transient spectra were recorded
using fresh solutions in each laser excitation.
2.2. Fabrication of BHJ Cells. BHJ solar cells were fabricated on patterned ITO (indium tin oxide) coated glass
substrates as the anode. ITO on glass substrates was sequentially cleaned with isopropyl alcohol, acetone, and isopropyl
alcohol in ultrasonic baths. Afterwards, it was dried in
oven at 80∘ C for 10 min and then treated with UV-ozone
for 20 min. The surface of the ITO substrate was modified by spin-coating conducting poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) : poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT : PSS, H. C. Starck
Baytron P VP Al 4083) with a thickness of around 40 nm,
followed by baking at 120∘ C for 10 min in oven. The molecular
structures of the donor (DSi-6T and DH-6T) and acceptor
materials (PCBM) and their energy band diagram are shown
in Figure 1. DSi-6T was synthesized according to literature
procedures [18]. DH-6T was purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. and was used without further purification. DSi6T : PCBM (1 : 4, 1 : 5, 1 : 6 w/w) and DH-6T : PCBM (1 : 4,
1 : 6 w/w) were blended together and dissolved in chloroform
at a total concentration of 20 mg mL−1 . And then DSi6T : PCBM blended solution was no filtration, but DH6T : PCBM solution was filtered out through a 0.45 𝜇m filter.
The active layer was spin-cast at 4000 rpm from the solution
of DSi-6T or DH-6T and PCBM (Nano-C) in chloroform.
The thickness of the active layers was around 80 nm, as
measured with an Alpha-step IQ. A solution containing
0.5 wt% TiO2 nanoparticles in ethanol was spin-coat at a
rate of 4000 rpm on top of the active layer. The synthesis
of TiO2 nanoparticles is described elsewhere [20, 21]. The
cathode consists of 100 nm of aluminum and was thermally
evaporated on top of the film through the use of a shadow
mask to define an active area of 0.12 cm2 under a base pressure
of 1 × 10−6 Torr (1 Torr = 133.32 Pa). The devices were annealed
at 60∘ C for 10 min in the thermal evaporator. The current
density-voltage curves were obtained using a Keithley 2400
source-measure unit. The photocurrent was measured under
illumination using a Newport class-A 100 mW cm−2 solar
simulator (AM 1.5 G) and the light intensity was calibrated
with an NREL-calibrated Si solar cell with KG-1 filter for
approximating one sun light intensity. External quantum
efficiency (EQE) was measured in range from 300 to 800 nm
using a specially designed EQE system (PV Measurements,
Inc.). A 75 W xenon lamp was used as a light source for
the generating monochromatic beam. A calibration was
performed using a silicon photodiode, which was calibrated
using the NIST-calibrated photodiode G425 as a standard,
and IPCE values were collected under bias light at a low
chopping speed of 10 Hz.
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Figure 2: UV-vis absorption spectra of the DSi-6T : PCBM (1 : 5
w/w) and DH-6T : PCBM (1 : 6 w/w) blend films.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Electron-Transfer Reaction of DSi-6T/PCBM and DH6T/PCBM. The UV-vis absorption spectra of spin-coated
films of DSi-6T and DH-6T blended with PCBM are shown
in Figure 2. Both DH-6T and DSi-6T exhibited similar

absorption spectra in a dilute chloroform solution, with
absorption maxima observed at 440 nm and 442 nm, respectively. The absorption spectra of sexithiophene films exhibited a noteworthy blue shift with respect to that in solution for
both compounds, but this shift is more significant for DH-6T
than for DSi-6T. While the DH-6T film showed the strongly
blue-shifted absorption spectrum with maxima at 362 nm,
the DSi-6T film showed an absorption peak at 415 nm.
Such feature is attributed to molecular excitons formed as a
consequence of the intermolecular interactions in the solid
state [22] and is found to be blue-shifted by about 0.6 eV
with respect to the characteristic absorption peaks of the
isolated molecules. The PCBM film has an absorption band
of about 340 nm and significantly greater absorption in the
visible region (350–750 nm) compared to the PCBM solution,
consistent with the literature [23]. The UV-vis absorption
spectra of DSi-6T : PCBM (1 : 5 w/w) and DH-6T : PCBM
(1 : 6 w/w) blend films showed similar shape due to their same
backbone of donor and strong absorption of PCBM.
Fluorescence spectra of the singlet-excited state of DH6T and DSi-6T in benzonitrile exhibited emission bands
at 514 and 520 nm, respectively, from which the energy of
the singlet state of DH-6T and DSi-6T were estimated
as 2.41 and 2.39 eV, respectively (See Supporting Information, Figure S1 of Supplementary Material available online
at http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2013/843615). Fluorescence quantum yields of DH-6T and DSi-6T was determined as 0.13
and 0.36, respectively. Fluorescence lifetimes of the singlet
states of DH-6T and DSi-6T were determined as 1.0 and
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Figure 3: (a) Nanosecond transient spectra of DSi-6T (0.05 mM) in the presence of PCBM (0.05 mM) in deaerated benzonitrile; 𝜆 ex =
440 nm. Inset: Decay time profile of 3 DSi-6T∗ (700 nm) and rise and decay profiles of DSi-6T∙+ (800 nm). (b) Dependence of rate constant
of the formation of DSi-6T∙+ at 800 nm on concentration of PCBM in deaerated benzonitrile. Inset: first-order plot.

1.8 ns, respectively. In the case of the DH-6T/PCBM and
DSi-6T/PCBM mixtures, it was found that the fluorescence
intensities and the lifetimes are quite close to those of the
DH-6T and DSi-6T, respectively. This observation suggests
the intermolecular electron transfer between the DH-6T and
DSi-6T with PCBM, but not the intramolecular electron
transfer.
The redox potentials of the examined DH-6T, DSi-6T
and PCBM have been examined by using cyclic voltammetry
(CV) and differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) techniques to
evaluate the driving forces for the electron transfer (−Δ𝐺et 𝑇 ).
The first reduction potential (𝐸red ) of the PCBM was located
at –856 mV versus Ag/AgNO3 , while the oxidation potentials
(𝐸ox ) of DH-6T and DSi-6T were located at 732 and 600 mV
versus Ag/AgNO3 (see Supporting Information, Figure S2–
S5). The redox potential measurements of the DH-6T/PCBM
and DSi-6T/PCBM mixtures did not show significant interaction suggesting no interaction in the ground state. The
redox potentials of the examined DH-6T, DSi-6T, and
PCBM suggest their potentials as promising materials in
the photovoltaic cells. The feasibility of the electron-transfer
process via the triplet-excited states is controlled by the free
energy change (Δ𝐺et 𝑇 ), which can be expressed by the RehmWeller relation [24] (1):
Δ𝐺et 𝑇 = 𝐸ox − 𝐸red − 𝐸𝑇 + 𝐸𝑐 ,

(1)

where 𝐸ox is the first oxidation potential of the DH-6T
and DSi-6T, 𝐸red is the first reduction potential of PCBM,
𝐸T is the triplet energy of DH-6T (1.78 eV) and DSi-6T

(1.79 eV) (we found from phosphorescence measurements in
deaerated benzonitrile that energy level of the triplet DH6T and DSi-6T at 1.78 and 1.79 eV, resp.), and 𝐸c is the
Coulomb energy term (approximately 0.06 eV in the polar
benzonitrile) [25]. The free energy change (Δ𝐺et 𝑇 ) values
via the triplet DH-6T and DSi-6T were estimated as −0.05
and −0.17 eV, respectively. The negative Δ𝐺et 𝑇 values suggest
that the quenching process should be close to the diffusioncontrolled limit (𝑘diff ) [26].
By photoexcitation of DSi-6T in deaerated benzonitrile using 440 nm laser photolysis, the transient absorption spectrum immediately after the laser pulse exhibited
only an absorption band at 700 nm, which assigned to the
triplet-excited state of DH-6T (3 DH-6T∗ ) (See Supporting
Information; Figure S6). By fitting the decay profile of
3
DSi-6T∗ , the decay rate constant was found to be 6.60 ×
104 s−1 , from which the lifetime of 3 DSi-6T∗ was estimated
as 15.2 𝜇s. By photoexcitation of DSi-6T in the presence
of PCBM [0.01–0.10 mM] in Ar-saturated benzonitrile using
440 nm laser photolysis, the transient spectra exhibit the
characteristic band of 3 DSi-6T∗ at 700 nm. With its decay,
the concomitant rises of the DSi-6T radical cation (DSi6T∙+ ) at 800 and 1500 nm and the PCBM radical anion
(PCBM∙− ) at 1000 nm were observed (Figure 3(a) and Figure
S7). These observations show clear evidence of occurrence
of intermolecular electron transfer from the triplet-excited
state of DSi-6T to PCBM. In oxygen-saturated solutions,
an intermolecular energy transfer from 3 DSi-6T∗ to oxygen
emerges, suppressing the electron-transfer process. Similar
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Figure 4: J-V characteristics of ITO/PEDOT : PSS/DSi-6T : PCBM/
Al (active layer DSi-6T : PCBM 1 : 4, w/w (I), 1 : 5 w/w (△), 1 : 6 w/w
(◻)) and ITO/PEDOT : PSS/DSi-6T : PCBM/TiO2 /Al (active layer
DSi-6T : PCBM 1 : 4, w/w (∙), 1 : 5 w/w (), 1 : 6 w/w (◼)) under
illumination of AM 1.5, 100 mW cm−2 .

electron-transfer features were recorded in the case of DH6T/PCBM mixture in deaerated benzonitrile (See supporting
information, Figure S8).
A more detailed picture of the kinetic is shown in
Figure 3(b), where the rate constant of the electron-transfer
process (𝑘et ) was evaluated by monitoring the formation of
the DSi-6T∙+ as function of the concentrations of PCBM.
The formation of DSi-6T∙+ was fitted with clean first-order
kinetics; each rate constant is referred to (𝑘1st ). The linear concentration dependence of the observed 𝑘1st values gives the
𝑘et , which is calculated as 2.24 × 109 M−1 s−1 , which is near
the diffusion-controlled limit (𝑘diff = 5.6 × 109 M−1 s−1 ) in
benzonitrile [27]. Similarly, the 𝑘et value of 3 DH-6T∗ /PCBM
mixture was found to be 2.65 × 109 M−1 s−1 , which is slightly
larger than that of 3 DSi-6T∗ /PCBM mixture (See supporting
information, Figure S9).
3.2. Photovoltaic Properties of DSi-6T/PCBM and DH-6T/
PCBM. For investigating the photovoltaic properties of sexithiophenes, OPVs were fabricated with the configuration of
ITO/PEDOT : PSS/Donor (DSi-6T or DH-6T) : PCBM/Al.
DSi-6T : PCBM and DH-6T : PCBM were blended together
and dissolved in chloroform at a total concentration of
20 mg/mL. After Al deposition, the devices were thermally
annealed at 60∘ C for 10 min. Figures 4 and 5 show the
current density-voltage (J-V) curves of the OPV devices with
DSi-6T : PCBM and DH-6T : PCBM using different blended
ratios under AM 1.5 illumination, 100 mW cm−2 . Table 1 summarizes the photovoltaic performance of the functionalized
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Figure 5: J-V characteristics of ITO/PEDOT : PSS/DH-6T : PCBM/
Al (active layer DH-6T : PCBM 1 : 4, w/w (X), 1 : 6 w/w ())
and ITO/PEDOT : PSS/DH-6T : PCBM/TiO2 /Al (active layer DH6T : PCBM 1 : 4, w/w (∙), 1 : 6 w/w (◼)) under illumination of AM
1.5, 100 mW cm−2 .

sexithiophene based solar cells. The sexithiophene DSi-6T
was mixed with PCBM to form bulk heterojunction active
layers, for use as a donor with PCBM as an acceptor. The
weight ratios of the donor to acceptor were 1 : 4, 1 : 5, and 1 : 6.
For comparison, the OPV devices based on DH-6T : PCBM
were also fabricated with commercial DH-6T as a donor and
the weight ratio of 1 : 4 and 1 : 6. The short circuit current
density (𝐽sc ) values of the DSi-6T : PCBM BHJ solar cells
increase as the weight ratio of donor to acceptor increases.
However, the weight ratio of donor to accepter could not be
larger than 1 : 4, due to low solubility of sexithiophenes. The
photovoltaic performance was observed on DSi-6T : PCBM
1 : 5 (w/w) blend cell with an open circuit voltage (𝑉oc )
of 0.60 V, a 𝐽sc of 1.29 mA/cm2 , a fill factor (FF) of 42%,
and power conversion efficiency of 0.32%. Under the same
conditions, DH-6T : PCBM 1 : 6 (w/w) blend cell showed
a 𝑉oc of 0.63 V, a 𝐽sc of 0.60 mA/cm2 , a FF of 44%, and
PCE of 0.17%. The 𝐽sc values of the DH-6T : PCBM cells
were constant with 0.60 mA/cm2 regardless of the weight
ratio of DH-6T to acceptor. This result could be ascribed
to the saturated solution of DH-6T : PCBM (1 : 6 w/w). In
fact, a factor strongly affecting the 𝐽sc of DSi-6T : PCBM
cells is the filtration of the active solution. The 𝐽sc of solar
cell with the filtration of DSi-6T : PCBM solutions is 20%
lower than that of solar cell without filtration. The most DSi6T donors remained in the filter due to their strong 𝜋-𝜋
interaction. However, the DH-6T cells without filtration of
active solutions showed the poor photovoltaic performance.
For the development of OPVs with increased PCE and
lifetime, OPVs with the TiO2 interfacial layer between the
active layer and the Al electrode were fabricated together
with typical OPVs without TiO2 . According to the literature,
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Table 1: Photovoltaic characteristics of DSi-6T : PCBM and DH-6T : PCBM blended cells.

Device name
DSi-6T : PCBM
1:4
1:5
1:6
DSi-6T : PCBM (with TiO2 )
1:4
1:5
1:6
DH-6T : PCBM
1:4
1:6
DH-6T : PCBM (with TiO2 )
1:4
1:6

𝑉oc (V)

𝐽sc (mA/cm2 )

FF

PCE (%)

0.61
0.60
0.57

1.26
1.29
0.88

0.39
0.42
0.37

0.30
0.32
0.18

0.64
0.60
0.62

1.34
1.34
1.07

0.50
0.55
0.49

0.42
0.44
0.32

0.52
0.63

0.62
0.60

0.33
0.44

0.11
0.17

0.51
0.65

0.61
0.57

0.42
0.56

0.13
0.21

a

Open circuit voltage (𝑉oc ), short circuit current density (𝐽sc ), fill factor (FF), and PCE at DSi-6T and DH-6T as electron donors: PCBM at weight ratio. The
device performance was consistent and reproducible. The active area is 0.12 cm2 .

20
18
16
14
EQE (%)

the TiO2 interfacial layer improved the PCEs and reduced
the sensitivity of such devices to oxygen and water vapour
[21, 28]. As shown in Figure 4, the FF of DSi-6T : PCBM
cells with TiO2 layer is enhanced up to 0.55 which is 30%
higher than that of the solar cell. The best performance was
observed on DSi-6T : PCBM 1 : 5 (w/w) blend cell with 𝑉oc of
0.63 V, 𝐽sc of 1.34 mA/cm2 , FF of 55%, and power conversion
efficiency of 0.44%. Also the FF of DH-6T cells is exactly 27%
higher than that of solar cells. The DH-6T : PCBM 1 : 6 (w/w)
blend cell with TiO2 layer exhibited a 𝑉oc of 0.65 V, 𝐽sc of
0.57 mA/cm2 , FF of 56%, and PCE of 0.21% (Figure 5). The
incorporation of solution processed TiO2 interfacial layer in
the sexithiophene : PCBM BHJ devices significantly enhances
FF, mainly due to the reduced charge recombination near
active layer/Al interface.
Figure 6 shows the external quantum efficiency (EQE)
plot for the DSi-6T : PCBM (1 : 5 w/w) and DH-6T : PCBM
(1 : 6 w/w) cells. The sexithiophene-based cells absorb the
solar light in narrow visible range and show low EQEs due
to a small amount of donor by limited solubility. For the DH6T : PCBM solar cell, the maximum EQE is 11.3% at 340 nm
that is caused by strong absorption of PCBM. When the DSi6T was used, the DSi-6T : PCBM solar cell shows a higher
EQE in the all wavelength, with a maximum of 16.1% at
410 nm. The absorption of the DSi-6T donor was increased in
the EQE spectrum to be different from the UV-vis spectrum.
It is expected that horizontal intermolecular packing due to
the bulky silyl side chains of DSi-6T may increase the charge
transfer at the interfaces, so the EQE increases.
To investigate the charge transporting property of the
OPV devices, we measured hole mobility of the donor: PCBM
blend layers with the space-charge limited-current (SCLC)
model. Hole-only devices were fabricated with a device configuration of ITO/PEDOT : PSS/Donor : PCBM/MoO3 /Al,
because high work function of molybdenum oxide (MoO3 )
blocks the injection of electrons from the Al cathode. The
blend ratios of the Donor: PCBM layers were 1 : 5 (w/w)
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Figure 6: EQE curves of DSi-6T : PCBM (1 : 5) and DH-6T : PCBM
(1 : 6) blend cells.

and 1 : 6 (w/w) for DSi-6T : PCBM and DH-6T : PCBM,
respectively.
The hole transport through the active layers is limited by
the space charge and the SCLC is described by
𝑉2
9
𝐽 = 𝜀𝑟 𝜀0 𝜇ℎ 3 ,
8
𝐿

(2)

where 𝐽 is the current density, 𝜀0 is the permittivity of vacuum,
𝜀𝑟 is the dielectric constant of the material (assumed to be 3),
𝜇ℎ is the mobility, 𝑉 is the applied voltage (𝑉applied ) corrected
from built-in voltage (𝑉bi ) arising from difference in the work
function of the contacts and voltage drop (𝑉𝑟 ) due to the
series resistance of the electrodes, and 𝐿 is the thickness of
the blend layer [29]. Equation (1) is valid when the mobility
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Figure 7: (a) ln (𝐽𝐿3 /𝑉2 ) versus 𝐸1/2 curves according to the SCLC equation (2). (b) 𝐽1/2 versus 𝑉 curves showing the electric-field-dependence
of hole mobilities at highly biased region. Dotted and solid lines are calculated curves with (1) and (2), respectively.

is field independent. It has been found that the behaviour of
electric field dependence of the mobility can be described by
an empirical rule; 𝜇ℎ = 𝜇ℎ0 exp(𝛾𝐸1/2 ), where 𝜇ℎ0 is the hole
mobility at zero field, 𝛾 is field dependence prefactor, and 𝐸 is
the electric field. Therefore, the electric field dependent SCLC
model can be expressed by
𝑉2
9
𝐽 = 𝜀𝑟 𝜀0 𝜇ℎ0 exp (𝛾√𝐸) 3 .
8
𝐿

(3)

The zero-field hole mobility 𝜇ℎ0 and the prefatory 𝛾
of DSi-6T : PCBM (1 : 5 w/w) and DH-6T : PCBM (1 : 6 w/w)
blend films were obtained from (2) as shown in Figure 7(a)
(𝜇ℎ0 = 7.7 × 10−6 cm2 /Vs, 𝛾 = 3.3 × 10−4 m0.5 V−0.5 for
DSi-6T : PCBM, and 𝜇ℎ0 = 1.6 × 10−6 cm2 /Vs, 𝛾 = 4.5
× 10−4 m0.5 V−0.5 for DH-6T : PCBM). The low 𝛾 of DSi6T : PCBM indicates low energetic disorder related to the
interaction of each hopping charge in randomly oriented
dipoles [30, 31]. Figure 7(b) shows the SCLC fitting of DSi6T : PCBM (1 : 5 w/w) and DH-6T : PCBM (1 : 6 w/w) blend
films according to (1) and (2). It is observed that the SCLC
calculated from the field independent model deviates from
the experimental data at the high voltage region. In actual
operating devices, the active materials are in the effective
bias of ∼1 V (corresponding to the energy level difference of
HOMO and LUMO of an electron donor and acceptor) at
the short circuit conditions. Taking this into consideration,
we estimated the field dependent hole mobility of the active
blend layers at 1 V; 𝜇ℎ = 2.7 × 10−5 cm2 /Vs for DSi-6T : PCBM,
and 𝜇ℎ = 8.8 × 10−6 cm2 /Vs for DH-6T : PCBM. The higher
hole mobility of the DSi-6T : PCBM blend film than that of
the DH-6T : PCBM film is a key property of the enhanced
photovoltaic performance. It seems that the higher hole

mobility of DSi-6T : PCBM blend layer is inconsistent with
the pure donor’s field-effect mobility. However, it should
be noted that the mobility in organic thin-film transistors
strongly depends on the molecular orientation due to the
highly anisotropic charge carrier mobility. In the OPV device
configuration, the DSi-6T : PCBM BHJ layer yielded the
better vertical charge transport than the DH-6T : PCBM due
to the improved solubility of DSi-6T.
To study the thermal annealing effect of this system, the
morphologies of sexithiophene: PCBM films before and after
annealing at 60∘ C were studied by atomic force microscopy
(AFM) (Figure 8). The morphological studies indicate the
more amorphous nature of DSi-6T : PCBM compared to
DH-6T : PCBM films. The root-mean-square (rms) roughness is 47, 38, and 23 nm for DSi-6T : PCBM 1 : 4, 1 : 5, and
1 : 6 (w/w), respectively, and 7.1 nm for DH-6T : PCBM 1 : 6
(w/w). In DSi-6T : PCBM films, the weight ratio donor to
acceptor increased as the roughness of films decreased. After
thermal annealing, the roughness was 37, 29, and 14 nm
for DSi-6T : PCBM 1 : 4, 1 : 5, 1 : 6 (w/w), respectively, and
7.6 nm for DH-6T : PCBM 1 : 6 (w/w). For the solar cell
based on the DSi-6T : PCBM cell, the rms roughness of films
after thermal annealing at 60∘ C was significantly reduced as
compared to that of films. In the case of DH-6T : PCBM
cell, the morphological change after annealing was slightly
observed. Unfortunately, all films were quite rough compared to the polymer solar cells. The inferior morphologies
of sexithiophene based BHJ solar cells may be related to
the solubility of donors, which is expected to influence
the photovoltaic performance. For a comparison, the DSi6T : PCBM cell was thermally annealed at 135∘ C which was
the temperature employed for the P3HT : PCBM cell. When
a film was annealed at a high temperature, the decrease in
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Figure 8: AFM images of the blended films under various ratios (a) DSi-6T : PCBM 1 : 4 w/w nonannealed (e) annealed and (b) DSi6T : PCBM 1 : 5 w/w non-annealed (f) annealed and (c) DSi-6T : PCBM 1 : 6 w/w non-annealed (g) annealed and (d) DH-6T : PCBM 1 : 6 w/w
non-annealed (h) annealed. The image scan sizes is 5 𝜇m × 5 𝜇m.

PCE (0.034%) became more significant. The future work may
concentrate on optimization of the annealing temperature of
the DSi-6T : PCBM devices to allow better efficiency.

4. Conclusion
In conclusion, we have demonstrated solution processed
organic photovoltaic cells that incorporate sexithiophene
derivatives having silyl side chain or hexyl chain in the
end of thiophene ring as donor materials and PCBM as an
acceptor. Owing to the particular electronic properties of
DSi-6T, DH-6T, and PCBM, such combinations seem to be
perfectly suited for the study of electron-transfer processes
in the polar media via the triplet states. The electron-transfer
process from the triplet states of DSi-6T, DH-6T to PCBM
was confirmed in this study by utilizing the nanosecond laser
photolysis technique in the visible and NIR regions. DSi6T showed higher photovoltaic performance than DH-6T,
despite its poor quality film morphology. The optimal DSi6T : PCBM blend ratio was found to be 1 : 5, and its power
conversion efficiency was 0.44% under AM 1.5 G illumination. Although the power conversion efficiency remains to be
improved, the present study provides valuable insight into the
further development of the solution-processed efficient OPV
devices.
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This study investigated the output characteristics of photovoltaic module arrays with partial module shading. Accordingly, we
presented a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) method that can effectively track the global optimum of multipeak curves.
This method was based on particle swarm optimization (PSO). The concept of linear decreases in weighting was added to improve
the tracking performance of the maximum power point tracker. Simulation results were used to verify that this method could
successfully track maximum power points in the output characteristic curves of photovoltaic modules with multipeak values. The
results also established that the performance of the modified PSO-based MPPT method was superior to that of conventional PSO
methods.

1. Introduction
The output power of photovoltaic (PV) systems is heavily
influenced by irradiation and temperature. Thus, the output
power of these systems presents nonlinear changes. Maximum power point tracking (MPPT) must be incorporated to
stabilize the output power at maximum power points. This
research topic is critical for photovoltaic power generation
systems.
The voltage feedback method [1] is the simplest of conventional MPPT methods. However, this method requires prior
testing of maximum power point (MPP) voltage. In addition, MPPs cannot be tracked when the photovoltaic modules deteriorate and cause the MPPs to change unless remeasurement is performed. The framework of the constant
voltage tracking method [2, 3] is simple and does not
require complex formulas. This method employs the extreme
similarity of MPP voltages under varying amounts of irradiation, using MPP voltage under standard test conditions
as reference points to set the operation of the photovoltaic
module arrays at these points. However, when the amount of
irradiation is low or when photovoltaic module temperatures
change, the difference in values between the MPP voltage and
the reference voltage becomes substantial, reducing tracking

accuracy. The perturb and observe method [4] uses periodical
increases or decreases in voltage to perturb the system. If
these perturbations increase the output power, the same trend
is used to change (i.e., increase or decrease) voltage the
following time. If output power decreases, the reverse trend
is used to change voltage. However, this method is unable
to track MPPs accurately. In addition, the method oscillates near the MPP and increases tracking losses, thereby
affecting power generation efficiency. These conventional
methods only perform MPPT on module arrays with singlepeak characteristic curves. When multipeak values appear in
the characteristic curves, these methods frequently track local
MPPs and miss global MPPs.
Recently, numerous scholars have presented intelligent
MPPT methods [5–11] for photovoltaic module arrays, both
to track MPPs accurately and to improve the dynamic and
steady-state tracking performance. However, these methods
are applicable only to MPPT in photovoltaic module arrays
without shading. Nevertheless, the appearance of multipeak output curves because of partial module shading in
photovoltaic module arrays is common. Therefore, the development of an algorithm for accurately tracking the true
MPPs of complex and nonlinear output curves is crucial.
Reference [12] presented a MPP tracker based on particle
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Figure 1: I-V output characteristic curves in the four-series oneparallel module array with varying numbers of modules and shade
ratios of 30%, as simulated by Solar Pro software.

Figure 2: P-V output characteristic curves in the four-series oneparallel module array with varying numbers of modules and shade
ratios of 30%, as simulated by Solar Pro software.

swarm optimization (PSO) for photovoltaic module arrays.
Although this tracker was capable of tracking global MPPs
of multipeak characteristic curves because fixed values were
adopted for weighing within the algorithm, the tracking
performance lacked robustness, causing low success rates
when tracking global MPPs. Even though the MPPs were
tracked successfully, the dynamic response speed was low.
Therefore, this study used PSO and added improvements,
preventing it from being trapped in local MPPs (i.e., searching only local MPPs) and enabling it to track global MPPs
quickly and consistently on the multipeak characteristic
curves of photovoltaic module arrays.

3. Particle Swarm Optimization

2. PV Module Array Characteristic Analysis
Within photovoltaic power generation systems, photovoltaic
modules are typically connected to form module arrays using
series and parallel methods. When certain modules malfunction or are shaded, their electric current flow is impeded and
hot spots occur, damaging the photovoltaic modules. Thus,
bypass diodes, through which electric current circulates,
are generally installed. This enables the other photovoltaic
modules to operate normally. However, when some modules
malfunction or are shaded, the output voltage and current of
the module arrays decrease, producing multipeak values in
the P-V and I-V output characteristic curves.
To find out the output characteristics of series and parallel
module arrays when some modules are shaded, a four-series
one-parallel photovoltaic module array consisting of HIP
2717 modules produced by Sanyo was investigated. Figures
1 and 2 show the I-V and P-V output characteristic curves of
one, two, three, and four modules with 30% shading in the
four-series one-parallel module array, simulated using Solar
Pro software [13]. The figures show that shading on some
modules within the array causes the emergence of multipeak
values in the output characteristic curves. In addition, the
maximum output power points showed growing declines as
the number of shaded modules increased.

PSO is an optimization theory presented by Kennedy and
Eberhart in 1995 [14]. The theory is an algorithm that uses
collective intelligence; it belongs to a branch of evolutionary
computation. The two scholars were inspired by the foraging
behavior of birds and applied this phenomenon to resolve
problems related to search and optimization [15, 16]. Each
bird flying in a space is called a particle. All particles moving
in the space have fitness values mapped by an objective function and individual velocities, which are used to determine
the direction and distance of their movement. Two memory
values influence the movement of the particles: 𝑃best and 𝐺best .
Each particle stores the best position it is currently seeking
in an individual best memory position (𝑃best ). Furthermore,
memory intercommunication is present among the particles;
the particle swarm compares individual positions to locate
the best position and stores this as the swarm best position
(𝐺best ). The particle swarm uses this method to revise the
direction and velocity of its movement continuously, thereby
rapidly converging toward a global optimum.
The PSO calculation process is as follows.
(1) Set the number of particles, the maximum number of
iterations, the weight, and the learning factors.
(2) Initialize the particle swarm and randomly assign
positions and velocities for each particle.
(3) Substitute the initial positions into the objective function to assess the fitness values for each particle.
(4) Compare the fitness values and the individual best
memory positions (𝑃best ) of each particle to select
better positions and update 𝑃best .
(5) Compare 𝑃best and the swarm best memory value
𝐺best . If 𝑃best is superior to 𝐺best , update 𝐺best .
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(6) Use the core PSO formulas to update particle velocities and positions. These formulas are shown as
follows:
𝑗+1

𝑉𝑖

𝑗

𝑗

= 𝑊 × 𝑉𝑖 + 𝐶1 × rand1 (∙) × (𝑃best − 𝑃𝑖 )
𝑗

+ 𝐶2 × rand2 (∙) × (𝐺best − 𝑃𝑖 ) ,
𝑗+1

𝑃𝑖
𝑗

𝑗+1

= 𝑉𝑖

𝑗

+ 𝑃𝑖 .

(1)
(2)

𝑗

In (1) and (2), 𝑉𝑖 and 𝑃𝑖 are the velocity and position of
particle 𝑖 at iteration j, respectively. Variables rand1(∙) and
rand2(∙) are random number generators that generate real
numbers between 0 and 1 randomly; these numbers are used
to strengthen the variability of the particle swarm. 𝑊 is
the weight; 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 are the learning factors; 𝑃best𝑖 is the
individual optimum of particle 𝑖; and 𝐺best is the swarm or
global optimum.
(7) Stop tracking if the stop conditions are met. Otherwise, rerun Steps 4 through 6. The stop conditions are
either locating the global optimum or reaching the
maximum number of iterations.
The search efficiency and success rate of PSO are determined primarily by the values assigned for the weights and
the learning factors [17]. When the weight is too high, the
particle search might lack accuracy because the movement
step sizes are too large. However, if the weight is low, particle movement becomes slow, and the local optimum trap
might be unavoidable when facing multipeak values. Thus,
weighting is typically based on the objective function.

4. PSO-Based MPPT for PV Systems
Conventional PSO is fast and accurate when searching for
the output characteristic curves of PV module arrays with
single peak values. However, when some modules are shaded,
weights in conventional PSO must be readjusted appropriately based on various multipeak curve characteristics. If this
is not performed, excessively high or low weights result in

tracking failure. Thus, conventional PSO-based MPPT must
be modified when some of the modules in a photovoltaic
module array are shaded.
To solve these problems, linear decreases in line with
increasing iteration numbers were adopted in this study for
the weighting of the PSO kernel formulas. The modified weighting formula is as follows:
(𝑛 − 𝑗)
+ 𝑊min ,
𝑛

𝑊 = (𝑊max − 𝑊min ) ×

(3)

where 𝑊max is the maximum weight, 𝑊min is the minimum
weight, 𝑛 is the maximum number of iterations, and 𝑗 is the
current iteration number.
The physical meaning of this modified weighting formula
is that greater step sizes are used to increase the particle
search velocity during the initial search because the distance
to the global optimum is relatively large. This prevents an
excessively small step size from making local optimum traps
unavoidable. However, 𝑊 decreases gradually as the number of iterations increases. Because the particles are now
approaching the MPP, these decreases in 𝑊cause the steps
in the particle movements to shrink, enabling the particles to
track the MPP more accurately.
In addition, the output curve of the photovoltaic module
array appears only in the first quadrant. Therefore, regions
with output power below zero cannot be optimum positions,
and the lower limit for particle tracking is set to zero; that
is, particles automatically return to zero when tracking regions with values of less than zero. This greatly reduces the
time wasted by particles tracking in erroneous regions. The
predicate for these conditions is as shown in (4):
𝑃 ,
𝑃best𝑖 = { best𝑖
0,

𝑃best𝑖 > 0,
𝑃best𝑖 ≤ 0.

(4)

The 𝑃best𝑖 value obtained in (4) is the solution of (2):
𝑗+1

𝑃best𝑖 = 𝑃𝑖

.

(5)

Figure 3 shows the proposed system architecture for
modified PSO-based MPPT control. This system contains
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Figure 4: Simulation results for a four-series one-parallel module
array with one module shaded 30% and one module shaded 55%
and(a) P-V characteristic curve. (b) tracking comparison results
between the conventional PSO (W = 0.4) and modified PSO-based
MPPT methods.

Figure 5: Simulation results for a four-series one-parallel module
array with one module shaded 25% and one module shaded 30%
and (a) P-V characteristic curve. (b) tracking comparison results
between the conventional PSO (W = 0.4) and modified PSO-based
MPPT methods.
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two major subsystems: (1) a boost converter and (2) a MPPT
controller. The MPPT controller is used to control the duty
cycle of the boost converter [18], allowing the photovoltaic
module array to output maximum power despite partial
shading of some modules.
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MATLAB software [19] was used to simulate and compare
the application of the conventional and modified PSO-based
MPPT control methods to track photovoltaic module arrays
in four shading situations. The first test situation involved one
module with 30% shading and one module with 55% shading
in a four-series one-parallel module array. Figure 4(a) shows
this P-V characteristic curve, and Figure 4(b) shows the
results of a comparison between the conventional (with a
weight of 0.4) and modified PSO-based MPPT methods. The
figures indicate that the P-V characteristic curve exhibited
three peak values when the two modules in the same
series had differing amounts of shade. In this situation, the
conventional PSO-based MPPT method could track only
local maxima, whereas the modified PSO method could
track global MPPs. The modified PSO method also had a
faster response speed than the conventional PSO method. In
the second test situation, one module was shaded 25% and
the other (in another series) was shaded 30% in the fourseries one-parallel module array. Figure 5(a) shows the PV characteristic curve, and Figure 5(b) shows the results of
a comparison between the conventional (with a weight of
0.4) and modified PSO-based MPPT methods. Under these
working conditions, the P-V characteristic curve had two
peaks. The MPPT results in Figure 5(b) indicate that the
conventional PSO method tracked the local optimum for
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Figure 6: Simulation results for a two-series two-parallel module
array with one module shaded 25% and one module shaded 30%: (a)
P-V characteristic curve; (b) tracking comparison results between
the conventional PSO (W = 0.4) and modified PSO-based MPPT
methods.

the first peak and was unable to avoid the local maximum
trap. In contrast, the modified PSO method successfully
tracked the global MPP. In the third test situation, one module
was shaded 25% and the other was shaded 30% in a twoseries two-parallel module array. Figure 6(a) shows the PV characteristic curve, and Figure 6(b) shows the results of
a comparison between the conventional (with a weight of
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Table 1: Parameter settings for the two PSO methods.

Methods

Weight (𝑊)
(i) 0.4 with module shading
(ii) 0.7 without module shading
Linearly decreasing:
𝑊max : 0.9; 𝑊min : 0.4

Conventional PSO method
Modified PSO method
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Figure 7: Simulation results for a four-series one-parallel module
array without any shading: (a) P-V characteristic curve; (b) tracking
comparison results between the conventional PSO (W = 0.4) and
modified PSO-based MPPT methods; (c) tracking comparison
results between the conventional PSO (W = 0.7) and modified PSObased MPPT methods.

0.4) and modified PSO-based MPPT methods. Figure 6(b)
indicates that although the conventional PSO method was
also able to track the true MPP successfully, its response
speed was substantially slower than that of the modified
PSO method. The fourth test situation involved a four-series
one-parallel module array without any shading. Figure 7(a)
shows the P-V characteristic curve, and Figure 7(b) shows
the results of a comparison between the conventional (with
a weight of 0.4) and modified PSO-based MPPT methods.
The figures indicate that the modified PSO method was
also able to track the true MPP accurately without the

Parameter values
Learning factors (𝑐1 , 𝑐2 )

Maximum number of iterations

(2, 2)

100

(2, 2)

100

occurrence of multipeak characteristic curves. In contrast,
because weighing was maintained at 0.4, the conventional
PSO method was unable to track the true MPP. Figure 7(c)
shows that both the conventional and the modified PSO
methods could track the true MPP when the weighting of
conventional PSO method was adjusted to 0.7. However, the
modified PSO method still had better response performance
in dynamic tracking.
The weight of the conventional PSO method tested in this
study was set at 0.4, with which its tracking success rate was
the highest when the modules were shaded. Without shading,
because output power increased substantially, the weight of
the conventional PSO method was reset to 0.7 to increase step
size during tracking, thereby allowing the tracking success
rate to reach 100%. Linear decreases from 0.9 to 0.4 were used
for weighting the modified PSO method in both situations.
For both tracking methods, the learning factors 𝐶1 and 𝐶2
were set to a fixed value of 2, and the maximum number of
iterations was set to 100. Table 1 shows the detailed parameter
settings, and Table 2 shows the comparison results for the
success rates of the two methods after 100 tracking attempts.
Table 2 indicates that the success rate of the modified PSO
method for tracking true MPPs was significantly greater
compared to the conventional PSO method regardless of
whether, modules were shaded. This is because the modified
PSO method employed linearly-adjusted weighting, which
enabled it to track true MPPs at a 100% success rate under
various shading conditions. In contrast, for the conventional
PSO method to reach a 100% success rate regarding singlepeak curves and no shading, appropriate weights based on
output power were required. Furthermore, tracking using the
conventional PSO method frequently became trapped in local
MPPs when multipeak characteristic curves appeared.

6. Conclusion
The modified PSO-based MPPT method presented in this
study is a novel algorithm based on conventional PSO. The
primary feature of this method is the linear decreases used
to adjust weighting, in contrast to the fixed weights adopted
by conventional PSO. The modified PSO method was applied
to maximum power tracking in photovoltaic module arrays,
successfully solving the inability to track true MPPs because
of partial module shading in photovoltaic module arrays. The
tracking success rate reached 100% for the modified method,
and the tracking speed was superior to that of conventional
PSO. This could reduce energy loss during the MPPT process, thereby substantially enhancing the power generation
efficiency of photovoltaic power generation systems.
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Table 2: Comparison of the tracking success rates for the conventional and modified PSO methods.
Module array configuration and shade conditions

MPPT methods

Four-series one-parallel:
one module with 30%
shading and one module
with 55% shading

Conventional PSO
method

75/100 attempts

Modified PSO
method

100/100 attempts

∗

∗

Four-series one-parallel:
one module with 25%
shading and one module
with 30% shading

Two-series two-parallel:
one module with 25%
shading and one module
with 30% shading

Four-series one-parallel: no
module shading

72/100 attempts

71/100 attempts

(i) With weight set to 0.4:
49/100 attempts
(ii) With weight set to 0.7:
100/100 attempts

100/100 attempts

100/100 attempts

100/100 attempts

Note: Number of successes/total number of attempts.
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The application of Czochralski (Cz) monocrystalline silicon material in solar cells is limited by its high cost and serious lightinduced degradation. The use of cast multicrystalline silicon is also hindered by its high dislocation densities and high surface
reflectance after texturing. Mono-like crystalline silicon is a promising material because it has the advantages of both mono- and
multicrystalline silicon. However, when mono-like wafers are made into cells, the efficiencies of a batch of wafers often fluctuate
within a wide range of >1% (absolute). In this work, mono-like wafers are classified by a simple process and fabricated into laser
doping selective emitter cells. The effect and mechanism of subgrains on the performance of mono-like crystalline silicon solar cells
are studied. The results show that the efficiency of mono-like crystalline silicon solar cells significantly depends on material defects
that appear as subgrains on an alkaline textured surface. These subgrains have an almost negligible effect on the optical performance,
shunt resistance, and junction recombination but significantly affect the minority carrier diffusion length and quantum efficiency
within a long wavelength range. Finally, an average efficiency of 18.2% is achieved on wafers with hardly any subgrain but with a
small-grain band.

1. Introduction
Most current industrial solar cells are made of Czochralski
(Cz)-grown monocrystalline silicon material and cast multicrystalline silicon substrates [1]. However, Cz monocrystalline silicon material has a high cost and undergoes serious
light-induced degradation (LID) of efficiency under sunlight.
Defects with very high dislocation densities and high surface reflectance after texturing can limit the application of
multicrystalline silicon [2–4]. Mono-like crystalline silicon,
which has the advantages of both Cz and multicrystalline silicon, is fabricated using a Cz monoseed layer or by optimized
growth nucleation during ingot casting [5, 6]. Recently, these
square mono-like crystalline wafers have gained considerable
attention because of their low structural defect density, low
fabrication cost, and weak LID [7, 8]. Several approaches to
improve the quality of mono-like crystalline silicon have been
presented [9–11]. However, an important remaining issue is
that when mono-like wafers are made into cells, the range of

efficiencies of a batch of wafers fluctuates within a wide range
of >1% (absolute) [12].
This paper aims to explain the abnormal efficiency fluctuation of mono-like wafers. Mono-like wafers were classified
by the subgrain content after alkaline texturing and then
fabricated into laser doping selective emitter (LDSE) cells.
The optical and electrical performances of these cells were
analyzed, and several measurements were performed to
estimate the effects of subgrains on solar cells. Finally, semimono-like crystalline silicon wafers, which have almost no
sub-grain but have a small-grain band, are chosen to prepare
LDSE cells to demonstrate the effect of subgrains on cell
performance.

2. Experimental
All wafers used in this study were commercial grade, 1 Ω⋅cm,
𝑝-type mono-like crystalline Si wafers with an area of 6
square inches (243.4 cm2 ) and thickness of ∼200 𝜇m. Wafers
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Subgrains

Monocrystalline area

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Optical image of a part of the alkaline textured wafer with sub-grain regions: (a) vertical view and (b) with a tilt angle of 45∘ .

are typically optically perfect and appear like square Cz
monowafers. After texturing in a mixture of 1% NaOH
and 4% isopropyl alcohol, some subgrains appeared on
some parts of the mono-like wafers, as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1(a) shows an alkaline textured surface like monocrystalline wafer. However, when the image was taken at a tilt
angle of 45∘ , subgrains with an estimated size of 3–7 mm can
be observed as shown in Figure 1(b).
According to the content of these subgrains, the wafers
were divided into three classes. Wafers with ratios of subgrains area to total wafer area of <10%, ∼50%, and >90% on
their surface were defined as grades A, B, and C, respectively.
All wafers after alkaline texturing were phosphorus diffused
to a sheet resistance of 80 Ω/◻ with POCl3 liquid source. An
industrial wet chemical etching process was then performed
to achieve edge junction isolation. A SiN𝑥 antireflection
coating (ARC) was deposited onto the front surface of the
wafers using an industrial remote plasma-enhanced chemical
vapor deposition system. Aluminum (Al) paste was then
screen printed on the rear surface of the wafers and fired in a
belt furnace at 900∘ C to form the back surface field of the cells.
Diluted phosphoric acid was spin coated on the SiN𝑥 film.
A 532 nm Q-switched Nd:YAG laser was used to remove the
dielectric layer and pattern laser-doping n+ finger patterns on
the 𝑛-type surface simultaneously. Nickel (Ni) and silver (Ag)
were then plated onto the patterned fingers by light-induced
plating and sintered to form Ni silicate, which provided lowresistance contact.
The surface reflectance of textured and passivated samples and internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of cells within the
range of 300 nm to 1200 nm were measured using a solar cell
spectral response/quantum efficiency measurement system
(QEX7, PV Measurement). The electroluminescence (EL)
images, light beam-induced current (LBIC), and diffusion
length of fabricated solar cells were characterized using an
infrared defect inspection tool (ELT C02, ASIC) and tabletop
PV measurement system (WT-2000, Semilab). A currentvoltage (I–V) tester was used to obtain both dark and illuminated I–V curves and to assess the electrical performances

of the laser-doped 𝑝-type mono-like crystalline Si solar cells
with different sub-grain amounts.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Optical Performances and IQE. Figure 2 shows an experimental comparison of the percentage reflectance of textured
and ARC-coated wafers with the IQE of cells with subgrain and monocrystalline areas within a wavelength range
of 300 nm to 1200 nm. The overall reflectance of sub-grain
areas is similar to that of monocrystalline areas, except
for a slight increase within the short wavelength range of
300 nm to 400 nm. The weighted reflectances of sub-grain
and monocrystalline areas after ARC coating are 4.03% and
4.04%, respectively. The similar weighted reflectance means
that the subgrains have minimal effect on the light trapping
of the pyramid texture. However, as shown in Figure 2, the
IQE of cells with sub-grain areas is significantly decreased
within the range of 600 nm to 1100 nm wavelength compared
with the result of monocrystalline areas. According to the
deep penetration of long wavelength light in silicon, the
reduction of IQE may be attributed to the recombination
in silicon substrate. Thus, the recombination rate is likely to
be higher in sub-grain areas than in monocrystalline areas,
which decreases the IQE of fabricated cells within the long
wavelength range under the same light condition.
3.2. Analysis on Solar Cell Parameters. Table 1 compares
various cell parameters fabricated by wafers with different
sub-grain contents. For each type of silicon wafer, 10 solar
cells were fabricated and measured. With increased sub-grain
content from <10% to >90%, the cell efficiency decreases
from 17.6% to 16.0%. With increased sub-grain content, the
open-circuit voltage (𝑉oc ) of the cell decreases from 628.9 mV
to 615.9 mV, and the short-circuit current density (𝐽sc ) of
the cell decreases from 36.87 mA/cm2 to 34.35 mA/cm2 . The
decrease in the efficiency can be attributed to the significant
decrements in 𝑉oc and 𝐽sc .
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Table 1: Average electrical parameters of 10 solar cells fabricated on
different substrates.
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Figure 2: Reflectance of textured and ARC-coated wafers and IQE
of cells with subgrains and monocrystalline areas.
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Figure 3: Local ideality factor curves derived from the dark 𝐼𝑉 curves of monocrystalline LD solar cells fabricated on different
substrates.

The local ideality factor, 𝑚, of a solar cell in the dark is
given by
𝑚=

𝑑𝑉
1
),
(
𝑉𝑇 𝑑 ln (𝐼)

(1)

where 𝑉 and 𝐼 are the measured dark voltage and current,
respectively, and 𝑉𝑇 = 0.026 eV. The local ideality factors in
different voltage regions indicate different mechanisms which

𝑉oc (mV)
628.9 ± 1.2
621.6 ± 2.3
615.9 ± 3.0

𝐽sc (mA/cm2 )
36.9 ± 0.1
35.9 ± 0.2
34.4 ± 0.2

FF (%)
75.8 ± 0.6
75.2 ± 0.4
75.7 ± 0.6

Eta (%)
17.6 ± 0.2
16.8 ± 0.2
16.0 ± 0.3

may have an effect on cell performance [13, 14]. Figure 3
shows the local ideality factor curves derived from the dark
𝐼-𝑉 curves of mono-like crystalline laser-doping (LD) solar
cells fabricated on different substrates. The local ideality
factors of different-grade wafers are similar (>2) around the
low-voltage region (<0.4 V), indicating that shunting may
have occurred in all these cells. This shunting problem may
be caused by insufficient edge isolation. The local ideality
factors of different-grade wafers around the medium-voltage
region (near the maximum power point) are also similar,
indicating that the subgrains hardly affect the formation
of localized Schottky contacts. The result shows that the
shunting property and metal contact of mono-like crystalline
LD solar cells are independent of the subgrains.
3.3. EL Image. Figure 4 shows the EL images of cells fabricated with different sub-grain contents. With increased subgrain content, dark line clusters spread from a small part to
almost the entire surface. These dark line clusters indicate
a low EL intensity which can be caused by series resistance variations or locally enhanced recombination. These
dark line clusters are also closely correlated with subgrains
observed on the wafer surface. This finding indicates that
these subgrains, which can represent material defects such
as grain boundaries and dislocations, play an important role
in enhancing series resistance or recombination of minority
carriers. Grain boundaries and dislocations are known to be
easily generated during casting, and the dislocation density
increases from bottom to top of the ingots [15, 16]. The
dislocation density, especially dislocation clusters correlated
with subgrains, has been found to affect the recombination
of light-generated minority carriers significantly and thus the
solar cell efficiencies of cast multicrystalline silicon [17, 18].
Therefore, dislocations caused by sub-grain formation can be
inferred to result in the recombination of minority carriers
and the dark line clusters found in the EL images.
3.4. Minority Carrier Diffusion Length. Figure 5 shows various spatial distributions of cells with different sub-grain
contents. Red represents the regions with a minority carrier
diffusion length (MCDL) of ∼130 𝜇m, and black represents
those with an MCDL of ∼420 𝜇m. Strong local variations
in MCDL can be clearly seen in different regions from
Figures 5(a) to 5(c). With increased sub-grain content, the
diffusion length significantly decreases and the diffusion
length distribution changes from uniform to nonuniform.
Moreover, these regions of low diffusion length in Figures
5(b) and 5(c) also correspond with subgrains observed on
the wafer surface. These reduced diffusion length regions,
which indicate locally enhanced recombination, may lead to
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: EL images of solar cells fabricated on different substrates: ((a)–(c)) grades A–C, respectively.

decreased 𝑉oc . Those longitudinal lines in figures are resulted
from fingers of solar cells by blocking the testing laser spot
light during the test.
3.5. LBIC Measurement. Further characterizations were performed to determine the influence of subgrains on recombination. The IQE distribution, which was measured by the
two-dimensional LBIC method, can represent recombination
activity in different regions at different wavelengths of light
[19–21]. The IQE distributions measured at 405 and 979 nm
are shown in Figures 6 and 7. The uniform and similar IQE
distributions of cells with different sub-grain contents in
Figure 5 indicate that the locally enhanced recombination
caused by subgrains has hardly any effects on the lightinduced current at 405 nm. The penetration depth of 405 nm
wavelength light is about 500 nm in crystalline silicon.
Therefore, the IQE measured at this wavelength indicates
the information of emitter and PN junction. The strong
field passivation effect caused by the PN junction and the
dominating auger recombination caused by the highly doped

𝑛-type emitter may result in uniform light-induced current
and IQE at 405 nm.
However, the result measured at 979 nm shows a significant difference. With increased sub-grain content, the
IQE significantly decreases, and the IQE distribution changes
from uniform to non-uniform. These non-uniform areas
in Figure 7 correspond with sub-grain regions. The penetration depth of 979 nm wavelength light is about 99 𝜇m
in crystalline silicon. Therefore, the IQE measured at this
wavelength indicates information on the bulk material. The
locally enhanced recombination caused by defects and grain
boundaries shown as subgrains significantly affects the lightinduced current in the bulk silicon.
3.6. Solar Cell Performance of Wafers without Subgrains. To
illustrate the effect of subgrains on cell performance, wafers
with hardly any sub-grain but with a small-grain band, which
means an area with many small grains, were chosen to
prepare LDSE cells. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show optical and
EL images of fabricated solar cells, respectively. Hardly any
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Figure 5: Spatial distribution of minority carrier diffusion length of solar cells fabricated on different substrates: ((a)–(c)) grades A–C,
respectively.

Table 2: Average electrical parameters of 10 solar cells fabricated on
wafers with hardly any sub-grain but with a small-grain band.
𝑉oc (mV)
634.1 ± 1.4

𝐽sc (mA/cm2 )
37.2 ± 0.1

FF (%)
76.9 ± 0.5

Eta (%)
18.2 ± 0.1

dark line clusters can be observed in the EL image. The small
straight line dark regions are caused by the slight peeling
of grid lines. The average electrical performance results are
shown in Table 2. As shown in Figure 8(a), the small-grain
band becomes a high-reflectivity area after alkaline texturing,
leading to more optical loss. Despite the high reflectivity of
the small-grain band, 𝑉oc and 𝐽sc of cells with a small-grain
band are still higher than that of the grade A mono-like
cells which have a ratio of subgrains area to total wafer area
of <10%. Average 𝑉oc increases from 628.9 mV to 634.1 mV,
and average 𝐽sc increases from 36.9 mA/cm2 to 37.2 mA/cm2 ,
respectively. These increments in 𝑉oc and 𝐽sc indicate that the
grain boundaries and defects represented by subgrains have
more effects on the electrical performance of mono-like solar
cells than high-reflectivity small-grain band.

4. Conclusions
The application of optically perfect mono-like wafers can
be challenging because of abnormal efficiency fluctuations.

This study showed that cell efficiency decreases with
increased sub-grain content. The reflectance of monocrystalline and sub-grain areas after texturing and ARC coating
is the same. However, the IQE of cells with sub-grain areas
significantly decreases within 600 nm to 1100 nm compared
with monocrystalline areas. The local ideality factor result
shows that the shunting property and metal contact of monolike crystalline LD solar cells are independent of subgrains.
However, subgrains shown as dark line clusters in the EL
image significantly decrease the diffusion length and the IQE
at long wavelengths in these regions. This finding indicates
that defects caused by subgrains act as the recombination
center for minority carriers, degrading the IQE in middleand long-wavelength range and further affecting the solar
cell performance. Finally, an average efficiency of 18.2% was
achieved on wafers with hardly any sub-grain but with a
small-grain band to indicate that the negative effect of subgrain on cell performance would be more serious than that
of small-grain band. This average efficiency also illustrates
the promising application potential of mono-like wafers. It
can be inferred that higher efficiency would be obtained on
the mono-like wafers without any sub-grain areas and smallgrain bands. Thus, defects appeared as subgrains significantly
affect cell performance, and dislocations must be eliminated
by optimizing the casting process for the industrial application of mono-like crystalline silicon.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: IQE distribution of solar cells fabricated on different substrates at 405 nm wavelength: ((a)–(c)) grades A–C, respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: IQE distribution of solar cells fabricated on different substrates at 979 nm wavelength: ((a)–(c)) grades A–C, respectively.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Optical (a) and EL (b) images of solar cells fabricated on wafers with hardly any sub-grain but with a small-grain band.
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